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ABSTRACT

2011 became a year of revolt for the Middle East and North Africa as a series of popular uprisings toppled veteran strongmen that had ruled the region for decades. The contentious mobilisations not only repudiated orthodox explanations for the resilience of Arab autocracy, but radically asserted the ‘political imaginary’ of a sovereign and united citizenry, so vigorously encapsulated in the popular slogan *al-sha'b yuríd isqāṭ al-nizām* (the people want to overthrow the system). In the Republic of Yemen, revolting citizens precipitated the resignation of perennial President Ṭālj ‘Abd Allāh Ṣāliḥ and demanded a fundamental reconfiguration of the prevailing social contract into a modern civil state (*al-dawla al-madanīya al-hadīthah*). It is tempting to situate the root causes of these historic citizen revolts in the political inertia and moral bankruptcy of (neo)patrimonial Arab autocracies, their neoliberal economic policies, unemployment and social inequality, a youth bulge or new media technologies – all of which doubtlessly constituted crucial enabling factors.

For the historian, however, the story runs much deeper than such ‘presentist’ interpretations suggest. Adopting a dynamic, process-oriented approach, this doctoral dissertation examines why and how the revolutionary mobilisation in 2011 transpired in relation to Yemen’s history of contentious politics. The narrative is built around the argument that the revolt was the result of three parallel, dynamic processes: the erratic and limited liberalisation process since Yemeni unification in 1990, the ‘oligarchisation’ of power since the 1994 war, and the ‘politics of calculated chaos’ – a paradoxical propensity of the Ṣāliḥ regime to foster disorder and dissent in order to position itself as the defender of republicanism and Yemeni unity. When regime changes in North Africa precipitated a shift in political opportunities, these processes culminated in the formation of a loose, temporary and heterogeneous opposition coalition that mounted a singular contentious challenge against the regime. Traditional powerbrokers, however, soon stifled this brief revolutionary moment as they politicised, co-opted and superseded the citizen movement.

Loosely inspired by the *histoire de la longue durée*, the thesis contextualises the emergence and trajectory of the Yemeni citizen revolt in the political economy imperatives, deep-seated regional divisions and collective memories of past regimes and revolutions, such as the pre-Islamic South Arabian kingdoms, the millennial Zaydī Imamates or the twin revolutions of the 1960s. It thereby reveals some striking historical parallels to earlier episodes of contention in terms of longstanding demands, ideas and repertoires, which continue to constitute frameworks of reference for contemporary contentious politics.
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**NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION**

Any researcher of the Arab world faces daunting challenges of transliteration, which leave uniformists in a perpetual state of frustration. This thesis relies on the International Journal of Middle East Studies (IJMES) system for Arabic transliteration with minor modifications. These adjustments include diacritics for all personal names (‘Alī ʿAbd Allāh Śāliḥ), places (Ṣanʿā’), as well as concepts, institutions, parties and organisations (al-dawla al-madaniyya, majlis al-shūrā or ʿIslāḥ) in Yemen. The nisba ending is moreover rendered as ʿīya rather than ʿīya. In some instances, for the sake of brevity, the latter are interchangeably referred to by their English acronyms (JMP for aḥzāb al-liqāʾ al-mushtarak). Standard English names are used for Arab countries and cities outside of Yemen (Saudi Arabia instead of al-Saʿūdiya) to improve readability. The names of Arab authors of English publications are kept as found in the original, even though the vowels e and o technically do not exist in Arabic; however, they are properly transcribed if the original text is in Arabic. In the footnotes and bibliography, Arabic book, article and newspaper titles are transliterated and translated.
INTRODUCTION

Yemen’s Revolt in Regional and Historical Perspective

2011 became a year of revolt for the Middle East and North Africa. Driven by their desire for karāma (dignity), ḥurrīya (freedom) and ʿadāla ijtimaʿīyya (social justice), millions of angry Arabs took to the streets to dislodge veteran strongmen and their sycophantic cronies from their palaces and remove the quasi-feudal structures constituting the backbone of their regimes. The transnational diffusion of the uprisings and rapid deposition of leaders in Tunisia and Egypt repudiated orthodox explanations for the resilience of Arab autocracy: rentierism, solidified military control of the state, sophisticated regime strategies of division and co-optation, and Arab political culture. As the popular slogans al-shaʿb yurid isqāṭ al-niẓām (the people want to overthrow the system) and irḥal! (Leave!) reverberated across the region, youth, urban middle class and poor – armed with mobile phones and social networks, rather than Kalashnikovs – rose up in public squares, proclaiming their insubordination to be nothing less than thawrāt al-shabāb (revolutions of the youth).

Revolts, however, are not revolutions. While revolutions comprise the rapid, forcible and durable eradication of an existing socio-economic and political order, as well as its replacement by an alternative system; revolts, rebellions and uprisings merely denote the sustained contestation of such an order. Revolutionary situations, the latter moments of deep fragmentation in state power, must therefore be distinguished from revolutionary outcomes, the actual overthrow of an existing order. A full-fledged revolution worthy of the term, then, designates any extensive combination of both. Even as the history of the Arab uprisings continues to unfold, few would dispute that the events marked a momentous rupture – perhaps the beginning of a new era – in the politics of the region. Nevertheless, much of the historical verdict is predicated on whether they will indeed durably transform the patchwork of ailing Arab autocracies into more pluralistic or democratic systems of governance, generate new authoritarian regimes or evolve into alternative, hybrid orders.

1 In contrast to common usage, the term ‘regime’ is neutrally connoted in political science. A political regime refers to the formal and informal organisation of political power and its relations with society. A regime is less permanent than a state, but more durable than a government. See Jeroen Van den Bosch, ‘Political Regime Theory: Identifying and Defining Three Archetypes’, The Copernicus Journal 4, no. 2 (25 December 2014).
With vital questions about the nature, origin and consequences of the phenomenon unresolved, the popular contentious mobilisations posed an immediate challenge of conceptualisation. Journalists, and later, academics, began to varyingly describe the events as ‘Arab Spring,’ ‘Arab 1989,’ ‘Arab Awakening(s),’ ‘Arab uprising(s),’ and ‘Arab revolution(s),’ each of which carries distinct interpretive implications. Numerous observers moreover juxtaposed the ‘Arab Spring’ with historic milestones in European democratisation, notably the Spring of Nations in 1848, the 1968 Prague Spring and the revolutions of 1989. The ensuing debate about similarities and differences with 1848/1968 or 1989 centred on whether the uprisings might fall prey to revanchist reconsolidations or would indeed succeed in generating genuine democratic transformations in a region long considered an exception to global democratisation trends.

Although the ‘Arab Spring’ or ‘Arab 1989’ frames aptly capture the momentous nature of the revolts, these occidentocentric metaphors are fraught with numerous fallacies. A term originally coined by US conservatives to designate an alleged blossoming of Arab democracy movements in 2005, the ‘Arab Spring’ label implicitly defines the phenomenon based on a yet uncertain democracy teleology, rather than by its aims, participants or their vocabulary of motives. Based on the exaggerated assumption of European and Middle Eastern uniformity, the term conflates the rebellion against an unjust political order with the pursuit of Western-style democracy, thus misleadingly imputing an inherently democratic or secularist ontology to the revolts. To be sure, this criticism of the ‘Arab

---

3 Martin Bunton, “‘Spring’, ‘Awakening’ or ‘Revolution’: Frames of Reference for Understanding the 2011 Arab Uprisings”, Bilge Strateji 5, no. 9 (Fall 2013).
Spring’ frame is not meant to overstate the cultural ‘otherness’ of the Middle East and North Africa or to deny the pluralistic or democratic aspirations that indubitably formed part of the uprisings; it merely contests the adequacy of this fundamentally occidental and essentially ahistorical epistemic framework.

The widespread failure to predict the popular revolts invites questions about their origins and causes. Numerous attempts have been made to render the uprisings intelligible in terms of the political inertia and moral bankruptcy of (neo)patrimonial Arab autocracies, their neoliberal economic policies, unemployment and social inequality, a youth bulge or new media technologies – all of which doubtlessly constituted enabling factors. It is tempting to situate the root causes of the revolts in these pathologies. In light of the ubiquity of such structural conditions, however, grievance-based approaches remain too static to account for specific episodes of contention. Similarly, social media or demographic pressures, besides diverting attention away from the agency of the protagonists, fail to account for dynamic processes and relations. Without careful contextualisation, Facebook and Twitter cannot explain the Arab revolts any better than the audiocassette the 1979 Iranian Revolution, the fax machine Tiananmen Square, or – as relevant to the present study – the transistor radios the Yemeni revolutions in the 1960s.

For the historian, the story moreover runs much deeper than such ‘presentist’ interpretations suggest. The striking omission to contextualise the uprisings within regional histories, such as 19th century anti-colonial resistance, the intellectual renewal of the nahda, Arab nationalist revolutions of the 1950s/60s or the 1979 Iranian Revolution, contrasts with the auto-descriptive references thawra (revolution), intifāḍa (uprising), sahlawa or nahḍa (awakening) used by Arab revolutionaries. The dominant Western discourse, which has failed to anchor the uprisings in their own idiosyncratic vocabulary and intellectual heritage, arguably dismisses the possibility of an authentic Arab postmodernity, which –

---

9 Edward Said’s powerful plea against cultural essentialisation should not be taken as a rejection of cultural specificity. As Hudson succinctly remarked, ‘we should be careful not to throw out the political culture baby with the Orientalist bathwater.’ Michael C. Hudson, ‘The Political Culture Approach to Arab Democratisation: The Case for Bringing It Back In, Carefully’, in Political Liberalization and Democratization in the Arab World, ed. Rex Brynen, Bahgat Korany, and Paul Noble (Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1995), 65.

10 F. Gregory Gause III, ‘Why Middle East Studies Missed the Arab Spring: The Myth of Authoritarian Stability’, Foreign Affairs 90, no. 4 (August 2011); Jeff Goodwin, ‘Why We Were Surprised (Again) by the Arab Spring’, Swiss Political Science Review 17, no. 4 (December 2011) One might debate whether prognostication is indeed a province of academia.

11 Mona Eltahawy in Paul Danahar, The New Middle East: The World after the Arab Spring, 2013.

though, perhaps, similar to its Western counterpart in its ontology – will surely espouse distinctive cultural narratives. A number of scholars have shown that the uprisings draw on a rich regional repertoire of contention, resistance and activism that ranges from silent, individual, non-confrontational everyday forms of resistance to formalised social movements. Julia Clancy-Smith has moreover illustrated the value of grounding an explanation of the Tunisian ‘revolutions’ in longue durée patterns of contentious interactions between previous regimes and their challengers. In a similar vein, Robert Zaretsky drew some lessons from Fernand Braudel’s histoire de la longue durée about the Egyptian uprising in February 2011 that appear all the more pertinent several years later: pyramids crumble slowly, centuries-old political and social practices often persist, albeit under new guises, and change – far from irreversible – may come in various material or philosophical forms.

There are good reasons indeed to heed Braudel’s warning not to fall into the treacherous traps of l’histoire évènementielle, or event-based history, that fuelled the initial euphoria. After the rapid, unexpected deposition of Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn bin ‘Alī in Tunisia and Muḥammad Ḥusnī Mubārak in Egypt, optimism about the advent of Middle Eastern democracy soon began to wane. The regimes in Tripoli, Manama, Damascus, Ṣanʿāʾ and elsewhere proved much more durable than commonly anticipated. The uprisings became a perilous endeavour as protestors lacked ample material force to back up their demands vis-à-vis the military preponderance of incumbent regimes. Sobering analyses reminded enthusiasts that patrimonialism (the salience of kin and patronage in the consolidation and perpetuation of power) and religious solidarity had weathered each of the modernist-secularist political projects of the 19th and 20th centuries: pan-Arabism, various forms of nationalism, republicanism, socialism and communism. The revolutionary trajectories revealed that patrimonial and religious loyalties prevailed amidst heightened uncertainty,

and even grew in salience. Long suppressed by Arab despots with Western complicity, Islamists emerged from the shadows of state repression and seized control of social movements and transition periods. Their ascent not only contested the erroneously assumed liberal-secular, Western orientation of the uprisings, but gave rise to alarmist voices that warned of a tidal wave of Islamist takeovers. Within the span of a few seasons, the bloomy ‘Arab Spring’ had purportedly turned into a gloomy ‘Islamist Winter.’

The ensuing debate about the impact of the Arab uprisings in terms of ‘democratisation and authoritarianism paradigm’19 however, has not helped shed much light on the popular uprisings. Therefore, it is crucial to widen the scope of inquiry beyond the immediate impact of the revolts on the Middle Eastern states, institutions and political regimes.20 Despite the widespread absence of meaningful institutional transformations of Arab political systems to date, the brief revolutionary moment in early 2011 has heralded the birth of a new, albeit fragile ‘political imaginary.’21 Although rooted in the modernist constitutionalism and Arab nationalism of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the reappraisal of ‘the people’ as a united and sovereign political entity – vigorously encapsulated in the popular slogan al-sha‘b yurid isqāt al-nizām and the vernacular of dignity, social justice and the civil state – forms the core of this political subjectivity. As people reclaimed popular sovereignty and coalesced around these civic demands, they were able to muster a temporary coalition to challenge incumbent dictatorships.

Apart from serving as a powerful weapon in dislodging despotic regimes, this political consciousness has broken with culturalist attributions of ‘Arab exceptionalism.’ It has shattered the defeatist imagery of the submissive Muslim under the thumb of a quietist

Islamic doctrine alien to the right to resist bad government – a myth popularised by Bernard Lewis despite ample historical evidence to the contrary. Regardless of whether or not the uprisings will turn into full-blown revolutions, they administered a coup de grâce to the orientalist phantasmagoria of a ‘clash of civilisations,’ which gained much currency as the antithesis to American post-Cold War triumphalism and with the post-9/11 security agenda of the United States. More crucially, however, the reconceptualisation of al-sha'b epitomises a novel post-ideological ideal of pluralism in the Arab world. It illustrates a paradigmatic, albeit nonlinear shift from the old pursuit of partisan, sectarian or ideological group interests towards a national will to underwrite a more inclusive social contract based on a refined sense of citizenship. Although perhaps only a transient phenomenon, this spirit is most pertinently captured by Rami Khoury’s term ‘Arab citizen revolt,’ which stresses both the civic essence of the popular mobilisations and their incomplete achievements.

Although a shared sense of common predicament, solidarity and layer of Arab collective identity facilitated the transnational diffusion of the 2011 uprisings, it remains questionable whether the grand narratives that treat the uprisings as a singular or coherent ‘Arab’ phenomenon yield much explanatory value. Protestors did not mobilise around pan-Arab or pan-Islamist paradigms, but self-identified along nationalistic lines as Bahrainis, Egyptians, Libyans, Syrians, Tunisians or Yemenis. The citizen revolts moreover unleashed vastly divergent trajectories, which contrasted change-resilient kingdoms with decapitated Arab republics. None of the monarchies from Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Oman to Morocco and Jordan experienced regime changes, much less revolutions. Their rulers proved able to fend off popular pressures through various combinations of reformist concessions, (petrodollar) buy-outs, co-optation and repression. In the republics – or as Sa’d al-Din Ibrahim more appropriately put it, jumläkiyiät

26 Rami G. Khoury, ‘An Extraordinary Week of the Arab Citizen Revolt’, Agence Global, 23 March 2011. For reasons elaborated below, I use Khoury’s term as a plural: ‘Arab citizen revolts.’
of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen, on the other hand, autocrats were overthrown. This preliminary balance sheet is not so much predicated on the capacities and cohesion of contentious movements as on the ability of regimes to absorb and re-channel political pressures, the degree of elite and societal fragmentation, the behaviour of security forces and foreign interventions.

Upon closer examination, the political dynamics in each local context were even more diverse. The deposition of the Tunisian president inaugurated a comparatively smooth transition process spearheaded by moderate Islamists, which led to the issuance of a balanced constitution that paved the way for parliamentary and presidential elections. After the fall of Mubārak in Egypt, conversely, the military toppled the democratically elected Muslim Brotherhood in a popular coup d'état that strongly polarised national politics. In Algeria, the protest movement largely burned out in the face of economic concessions by the government. The movement for a constitutional monarchy in Bahrain was cruelly suppressed by a Saudi-led intervention, but revived with a more sectarian character. Even if protestors occasionally crossed accepted boundaries of activism, Jordan’s Palestinian majority population remained docile and the mobilisation failed to get off the ground. The war in Libya overthrew Mu'ammar al-Qadhāfi’s quasi-fascist regime and led to reasonably fair elections, but widespread insecurity prevails.

The Moroccan king was able to appease Islamists with political concessions, while Saudi Arabia pacified its population through a massive cash infusion. Although protests did not pose a serious threat to the rule of Sultan Qabūs, he nevertheless set the Omani state on a track of political reform. In Qatar, where the GDP per capita amounted to $448,246 for each of its 220,000 citizens, political apathy prevailed. As protests gained traction in Syria, the country collapsed into a protracted civil war that led to the almost complete failure of the state. Finally, in Yemen, fears of a civil war led outside powers to a negotiated power transfer, which gave rise to a fragile political transition that ultimately broke down in


the face of rivalries over local power-sharing. These highly diverse trajectories not only demonstrate that explanations of the Arab citizen revolts require a thorough grasp of each country’s political dynamics, social fabric and long-term histories, but affirm the value of in-depth explorations of individual case studies.

**Research Focus, Significance and Originality**

The principal objective of this thesis is to examine *why* and *how* the Yemeni citizen revolt in 2011 transpired. In relation to this exploration, the theoretically informed historical narrative draws on insights from the study of contentious politics to trace and analyse the emergence, dynamics and demise of the revolutionary movement. Loosely inspired by Fernand Braudel’s *longue durée*, the initial chapters serve to contextualise the popular uprising of 2011 within Yemen’s broader history of contention, focusing especially on the period from the run-up to the parallel revolutions of the 1960s to the political processes unfolding in the aftermath of Yemeni unification in 1990. This serves to assess in which ways previous mobilisations and repertoires of contention, collective memories, historical demands and longstanding grievances have shaped the trajectory of recent events.

Few would doubt the significance of studying the uprisings that swept the Middle East and North Africa in 2011. Irrespective of their impact, they mark both a watershed moment in the history of the region and a major world-historical event. The case study of Yemen provides an equally fascinating, illustrative and understudied episode of this phenomenon. Unique in its interaction with the country’s local political configurations and distinctive social fabric, the study of Yemen’s revolt helps verify, refute, revise and refine the larger metanarratives that typify much of the existing literature. With its exploration of the intricate dynamics of the Yemeni revolt and their contextualisation in contemporary history, this dissertation moreover aspires to provide a meaningful contribution to the understanding of current political affairs in Yemen – a country that has generated little interest among academia and remains poorly understood by decision-makers.

This thesis is original in both its focus and historical approach. Apart from a few edited volumes and journal articles, literature on the Arab uprisings has only sparsely included the Yemeni case and no book-length study of Yemen’s uprising exists to date. None of the currently available literature has moreover endeavoured to explain the citizen revolt of 2011 through the political processes that have unfolded since Yemeni unification, let alone to ground it within Yemen’s more wide-ranging history of contention.
Chapter Overview

The remainder of this Introduction is concerned with delineating the methodical approach, sources and limitations of this dissertation. It provides a review of existing literature, which serves to discern the original contribution of this study and is split into three parts. The first part surveys literature on social movements and contentious politics to furnish the narrative with a coherent analytical framework. The second part deals with general histories of the Arab uprisings published in the period between mid-2011 and mid-2014. The final section reviews a number of major works on Yemeni politics and history in the 20th century, as well as the few available book chapters and journal articles on the Yemeni citizen revolt.

Chapter 1 examines structural regularities and major historical transformations in Yemen’s longstanding civilisational history. Loosely inspired by Braudel’s *longue durée*, this fast-paced chapter traces the changing political configurations from the ancient states to the early 20th century. It thereby identifies long-term patterns and major historical transformations – e.g. regionally bounded modes of production, divergent doctrinal foundations of political authority or the role of economic expansions in the formation of historical polities – which have continued to shape the power dynamics in the Republic of Yemen after 1990. The chapter moreover describes some key characteristics of historical polities, such as pre-Islamic South Arabian kingdoms or the millennial Imamate, which constitute frameworks of reference and have shaped the collective memories in Yemen.

Chapter 2 provides a history of the so-called 26 September 1962 and the 14 October 1963 revolutions in North and South Yemen, delineating their driving forces, emergence and distinct trajectories, which engendered fundamental changes in the nature of contentious politics in Yemen. With the influence of new regional ideologies, contention in both the Mutawakkilite Kingdom and British-ruled South Yemen became increasingly politicised, which allowed the development of two heterogeneous nationalist movements out of the few tolerated forms of assembly and organisation. Due to the different nature of incumbent regimes – the stagnant Imamate and the dynamic colony with its neglected hinterland – both movements traversed through divergent trajectories that established a bourgeois-tribal and socialist political order in the North and the South, respectively. Despite their political differences, however, the two post-revolutionary republics not only altered the foundations of political legitimacy and bequeathed a powerful legacy of political demands, but exhibited some striking historical parallels with the citizen revolt of 2011.

Chapter 3 is concerned with contentious politics in the republican era. After a brief section about the parallel state-building processes and power struggles in the YAR and the
PDRY, the central focus lies on the period between 1990 and 2010. It then expands on the erratic and limited liberalisation process since Yemeni unification in 1990, the creeping ‘oligarchisation’ of power since the 1994 war, as well as what I describe as the ‘politics of calculated chaos’ of Ṭālib ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ’s regime. The chapter illustrates the significance of these processes in laying the groundwork for the formation of a temporary coalition of diverse political actors in the Yemeni citizen revolt of 2011. Not unlike earlier coalitions in the 1940, 1950s and 1960s, this loose network of civil society activists; opposition parties; political, economic, military and tribal elites; and two contentious movements, the Ḥūthīs and Hirāk, became united in little but their goal to overthrow the Ṣāliḥ regime.

Chapter 4 traces the trajectory of Yemen’s citizen revolt from its inception to the demise of the movement with the signing of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Initiative. It describes how, in mid-January 2011, Yemen’s ‘early risers’ seized the new political opportunities generated by the overthrow of despots in North Africa. Unable to stifle the initial protests, the regime’s containment strategies, particularly the increasingly brutal repression that culminated in the ‘Friday of Dignity’ massacre on March 18, helped catalyse contention into a full-blown revolutionary movement and propelled the fragmentation of the intra-regime elite. However, the involvement of these powerbrokers politically polarised, and soon eclipsed, the grassroots movement. Amidst a parallel track of negotiations between ruling party moderates and traditional opposition elites under the aegis of the GCC, episodes of violence erupted between regime loyalists and the backers of the revolution. After months of foot-dragging, tit-for-tat and internecine violence brought Yemen to the verge of a civil war, Ṣāliḥ finally signed the power transfer agreement in November 2011, which led to the demobilisation of the movement. However, the exclusion of some of the most prominent components of the citizen revolt in the ensuing transition process and its failure deliver the promised reforms caused the deal to break down in 2014.

Methodical Approach, Sources and Limitations
This doctoral dissertation adopts a dynamic, process-oriented and historicised approach in order to examine the structural conditions, historical antecedents, causes, emergence and dynamics of the Yemeni citizen revolt. In contrast to the grievance-based approaches prevalent in narratives about the Arab uprisings, the thesis bases itself on conceptual insights from the study of social movements and contentious politics. This literature serves to construe the citizen revolt as the result of dynamic, relational processes, which form part of Yemen’s broader history of contentious politics. The theoretically informed narrative
thereby affords analytical primacy to the shifting relations between political actors (agency), as well as their interaction with the environment (structure).

The thesis is moreover loosely inspired by the wide-angle historical periodisation of Fernand Braudel’s *histoire de la longue durée*, which distinguishes diverse historical temporalities – the *longue durée*, *conjuncture* and *histoire évènementielle*, or geographical, social and individual time. In contrast to the traditional event-focused histories or grand narratives that characterise much of the existing literature about the Arab uprisings, this periodisation serves to abstract aspects of structural continuity from historical conjuncture and the immediate trajectory of events. The narrative also draws on specialised secondary literature from anthropology, archaeology and geography to illustrate deeper geographical and social structures, such as trade, technology, migration or resource cycles.

Occasionally, this narrative draws on the concept of collective memory elaborated by French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs. While memory denotes ‘the central faculty of human existence in time through which we negotiate past and present experience,’ it refers in its collective variant to the selective, socially constructed remembrance, recreation and interpretation of the past by a group: nations, social classes, families, tribes, religious groups, social movements, etc. Collective memory is not a static container for relaying the past into the present, but a dynamic process through which groups construct, adapt and erase memories in response to present day concerns. Collective memories can result from a state-driven manipulation of representations of a national past and thus perpetuate the hegemony of modern nation-states or, as in the form of Michel Foucault’s ‘counter-memory,’ contest dominant state narratives.

---
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The dissertation is based on a wide range of primary and secondary Arabic and English-language sources, in addition to relevant documents in other European languages, which have been collected during intermittent field research in Yemen between 2010 and 2014. The primary sources include around 65 in-depth interviews with movement participants, political figures and observers; first-hand observations of events; a plethora of local and regional newspaper articles; British archival sources and United States’ diplomatic cables; Yemeni government documents; political pamphlets and declarations; and documents from Yemen’s National Dialogue Conference (NDC).

In a culture that places little trust in paper and individuals transmit important information predominantly orally, interviews constitute a crucial source to obtain otherwise inaccessible information. In contrast to the more confined public spheres in Egypt or Syria, governed by a fear of the mukhābarāt (internal intelligence services), Yemen enjoys – especially behind closed doors, but also beyond – a vivid and open culture of discussion. This manifests itself most prominently in the form of qāt chews, the customary private gatherings, which evolve around (political) conversations and the consumption of mild narcotic leaves, and range from loose, informal meetings to structured assemblies with carefully allotted speaking time. Among middle-class youths, recent years moreover witnessed the proliferation of a vibrant discussion culture in coffeehouses, not entirely unlike Jürgen Habermas’ description of their 17th and 18th European counterparts.37

During interviews and group discussions in these and other settings, interviewees were extremely welcoming and eager to share information. While sources are identified whenever ethical and feasible, numerous interviewees have asked to remain anonymous for fear of political or other repercussions. In these cases, the interview is not cited in the thesis as academic guidelines generally disallow anonymous sourcing, except for a few cases in which a description of the identity of the person provides some information that adds to the credibility of the claim. While the dynamics ranged from comparatively formal, semi-structured interviews to informal conversations, most interviews lasted an hour, and often longer. The selection of interviewees was made to ensure – as much as possible – the balanced representation of the most relevant national political groups.

Although oral history is increasingly recognised as a methodical tool for historical research, it is not, however, without its limitations. Unlike other sources, oral history is

37 Jürgen Habermas, Struktursandel der Öffentlichkeit: Untersuchungen zu einer Kategorie der bürgerlichen Gesellschaft (The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society) (Berlin: Luchterhand, 1962).
dialogic, relational, and spontaneous, and relies on the unreliability of memory, which necessitates a particular awareness of its theoretical implications. Evidence from oral history interviews must be placed in context, verified for internal consistency and crosschecked with documentary evidence wherever possible. The interviews must hence be analysed in terms of ‘not just what is said, but also how it is said, why it is said and what it means,’38 and even more importantly, what is not said and why.

This subjectivity manifests itself in different, albeit no less salient, ways in written sources. Despite the pluralism and comparative openness of Yemen’s press landscape, most newspapers are owned by influential personalities or affiliated with political parties. They thus frequently prioritise the promotion of special interests over aspirations to meet journalistic standards of ‘objectivity.’ Many Yemeni journalists moreover lack adequate training and are underpaid so that they often depend on the payment of expenses by those whose stories they cover. Documents from British Public Record Office (PRO) and United States’ archives, including the Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) and 3,208 cables from the Kissinger and Carter period released by Wikileaks, are primarily a reflection of Yemen through the eyes of British and American diplomats. The 1,591 cables from the US Embassy in Ṣan‘ā’ released by Wikileaks covering the period from 2000 to 2010 moreover offer a rare glimpse into an ‘archive of the present.’39

Official documents and development reports of the Yemeni government are often unrealistically skewed towards future ambitions, rather than actual realities. While many of these sources are by themselves highly problematic, taken together, they provide a colourful panorama of the political positions of their protagonists. Lastly, the National Dialogue Conference (NDC), a pluralistic forum of 565 representatives from various national political groups, was held from March 2013 to January 2014 to deliberate about past conflicts and the parameters of the future state. The frequently heated deliberations at the conference and political position papers provide rare insights into mentalities and collective memories that would otherwise have been impossible to access.

No study is without limitations. First, it is beyond the scope and ambition of this historical research to contribute to debates about the theoretical literature it draws on; instead, this dissertation ‘merely applies’ these concepts hoping that this case study may generate ideas for those concerned with theory building. A second limitation relates to

sources. With the markaz al-waṭanî lî-l-wathāʾiq (National Documentation Centre) closed to researchers, this dissertation relies for archival materials almost solely on Western sources. Similarly problematic is the reliance on local interviews marred by urban and cross-cultural biases. Due to security considerations, the bulk of the field research was conducted in Ṣanʿā’ – apart from a few brief research trips to Taʾizz and ‘Adan. Even though these cities constituted the main hubs of political activity during ‘the revolution’, more than 70 percent of Yemenis reside in rural areas. Although the events of 2011 brought a plethora of political groups to Ṣanʿā’, the voices of numerous groups may not be adequately reflected. Furthermore, interviews in a cross-cultural setting are problematic in that they may elicit responses based on the perceived identity of the interviewer, which can only partly be mediated through trust-building or introductions by trusted third parties.

**Literature Review: Social Movement Theory and Contentious Politics**

Contentious politics is a constituent part of social relations. It occurs when actors collectively make claims, which – if realised – bear on someone else’s interests, involving a government as party. Contentious claim-making can assume diverse manifestations, but is primarily effected through words, deeds and guns – ranging from petitions, subversive graffiti and poetry, etc.; to civil disobedience, protests, strikes, marches and sit-ins; as well as riots, revolts, rebellions, revolutions, guerrilla wars and insurgencies. Despite its ubiquity, contention is a highly contested phenomenon that has resisted theory building in the social sciences. Although historians are rarely concerned with issues of theory per se, the process of selecting and interpreting facts – the raw materials of history – invariably commits them to a certain theoretical framework with inherent assumptions and causal propositions that structure the mode of inquiry. A history of Yemen’s citizen revolt therefore requires cognisance of the implicit theory assumptions that guide its approach. Set against this task, this section provides a brief overview of social psychology and political sociology literature on contention to furnish the historical narrative with a cogent analytical framework.

**Hardship Theories: From the ‘Madding Crowd’ to Relative Deprivation**

When contemplating the origins of contention, scholars frequently seek causality in political, economic or social grievances – succinctly captured in the truism ‘misery breeds revolt,’ whose causal logic undergirds most narratives about the Arab uprisings in 2011.
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This conceptualisation of contention as a response to a particular set of grievances arose in the 1960s in opposition to theories of crowd psychology, which dominated the understanding of collective behaviour in first half of the century. Concerned with popular disruptions, riots and rebellions in 18th and 19th century England and France, the works of Charles Mackay and Gustave Le Bon treated popular upheavals – in their words, the ‘madding crowd’ – as pathological or criminal aberrations from conventional social behaviour. In a study on suicide, Emile Durkheim introduced the idea that uncertainty and strain resulting from rapid structural adjustment processes, such as industrialisation or urbanisation, dissolved existing societal controls over antisocial behaviour – a concept he described as anomie. Neil Smelser deduced the Durkheimian concept to the group level and devised a *Theory of Collective Behaviour* around the idea that anomie caused contention:

> Within the economy itself, rapid industrialization – no matter how coordinated – bites unevenly into the established social and economic structures. … This unevenness creates anomie in the classical sense, for it generates disharmony between life experiences and the normative framework which regulates them. … Under these conditions, virtually unlimited potentialities for group conflict are created. Three classic responses to these discontinuities are anxiety, hostility, and fantasy. If and when these responses become collective, they crystallize into a variety of social movements – peaceful agitation, political violence, millenarianism, nationalism, revolution, underground subversion, etc.

Samuel Huntington applied the same logic to the political sphere; he argued that the lag in the development of political institutions in responding to demands for participation and an expanding political consciousness bred social instability. In a seminal work with the gender-insensitive title of *Why Men Rebel*, Ted Robert Gurr challenged this frustration-aggression-nexus. Instead of strain and grievances per se, Gurr argued that contentious behaviour resulted from relative deprivation, which he defined as the discrepancy between unmet expectations and actual conditions. Its intensity and scope determined the potential
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for collective action and could be measured on a J-curve. However, in successive rounds of empirical testing, the relative deprivation model received only scant support.47

From Deprivation to Political Process: Resources, Opportunities and Frames

Due to the inability of breakdown and relative deprivation theories to explain the ‘new social movements’ of the 1960s and 1970s, critics pointed out that grievances and relative deprivation constituted insufficient causes for collective action.48 Building on Mancur Olson’s *The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups*, social movement scholars proposed new approaches to contention, which emphasised the rationality, normality and goal-orientation of contentious behaviour. These resource mobilisation theorists posited that movements require resources and mobilising structures (money, organisation, entrepreneurs, networks, communication, etc.) to translate grievances, which would otherwise remain at the individual level, into overt collective action. As organised manifestations of collective action, they asserted, social movements should primarily be understood in terms of costs-benefits, opportunities-constraints and interests.49

However, with its focus on resources and organisation, resource mobilisation was unable to account for the socio-political environment in which social movements operate – a void the concept of political opportunity structures came to fill. First used by Peter Eisinger and Charles Tilly, Doug McAdam incorporated political opportunity structures – together with resource mobilisation – into a political process model of social movements.50 The concept revolves around the idea that movements develop as reactions to environmental shifts in opportunities and constraints, which affect the social and political
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costs of activism, such as the degree of access to political institutions, the stability of elite alignment, the prevalence of allies and foes, as well as the capacity and propensity of the state for repression. The major contribution of the resource mobilisation and political opportunity approaches was not only their incorporation of a stronger role of politics into hitherto predominantly economic explanations of contention, but – most crucially – the restructuration of the inquiry from why to how movements emerge.

While the earlier strain models accorded a large role to ideology as a codification of grievances, this link became less compelling with the growing importance of resources and opportunities. Movement scholars drew on Erving Goffman’s concept of ‘frames’ – interpretive schemata to contextualise events within a greater meaning system – to investigate the use of former experiences and knowledge in collective action. David Snow and Robert Benford identified three ways in which movement entrepreneurs employ frames for mobilisation: ‘diagnostic framing’ (problem determination and attribution), ‘prognostic framing’ (suggested solutions) and ‘motivational framing’ (calls to engage in collective action). However, frames did not fully supplant ideologies. Theorists asserted that the social construction of ideologies involves framing processes, while frames, in turn, are grounded in ideologies and other extant cultural resources. Through various frame alignment processes, social movements tap the reserve of familiar beliefs, values, ideologies, meanings, practices, symbols, histories, myths, narratives, identities, memories, etc. and link them to movement goals and activities to mobilise and sustain collective action.

Alongside resource mobilisation and political opportunity structures, frames came to be regarded as part of a central analytical triad for understanding the dynamics of social
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movements. The increased focus on the interrelation between various concepts in the political process model led McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly in the mid-1990s to expand the scope of inquiry from social movements to the full range of ‘contentious politics.’

From Structure to Relational Dynamics: Repertoires, Performances and Cycles

Due to its structuralist tradition, the political process model came increasingly under fire from social constructionist critics. In *Dynamics of Contention* and subsequent works, Tilly, McAdam and Tarrow radically revised many of the traditional, and predominantly structural, social movement concepts in favour of a single, dynamic and ‘relational’ explanatory framework for all types of contentious politics. At its core was a process-based understanding, which focused on small-scale mechanisms, such as repression, polarisation, extraction, mobilisation and boundary activation, which allowed opportunities to translate into collective action or governed the dynamics of contention.

As early as 1976, Charles Tilly observed that the predominant routines of collective action vary decisively by time and place. To describe these recurrent patterns of contentious claim-making, he developed, and later modified, the concept of ‘repertoires of contention.’ These finite sets of culturally learned established routines, Tilly argued, provide approximate scenarios for movements to engage in collective action and are themselves an outcome of the contentious interactions. Doug McAdam and Dieter Rucht complemented this idea with a model for the cross-national diffusion of movement ideas and tactical repertoires, which reveals how activists consciously borrow tactics, organisational forms, slogans, songs, etc. In *Contentious Performances*, Tilly later refined the repertoire concept by relating it to performances and episodes, which allowed him to
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demonstrate that incremental innovations in repertoires result from ‘accumulating experience and external constraints,’ while epochal shifts in these limited sets of available choices occur only seldom.\textsuperscript{63} Repertoires of contention therefore provide a useful tool to embedding collective action in its societal context, demonstrate the scarcity of available practices and reflect on the identities of actors.

Based on the observation that social movements frequently emerge in broader waves of sweeping social unrest – ‘moments of madness,’ when everything appears possible – Sidney Tarrow introduced the notion of the ‘cycle of contention,’ as a phase of heightened conflict across the social system: with rapid diffusion of collective action from more mobilized to less mobilized sectors; a rapid pace of innovation in the forms of contention; the creation of new or transformed collective action frames; a combination of organized and unorganized participation; and sequences of intensified information flow and interaction between challengers and authorities.\textsuperscript{64}

Shifts in perceived political opportunities are central to the explanation of how cycles begin: as ‘early risers’ signal the vulnerability of the authorities, they facilitate the spread of contention to other sectors of society and geographical locations. This diffusion not only accelerates innovation, including the dissemination of themes, symbols, frames, repertoires and tactics; but identifies possibilities for new alliances and alters the strategic cost-benefit calculations that govern the relations between challengers and power holders. This affects the interests of other actors with rival, adjacent or aligned interests, which compels them to build coalitions, fight for control, suppress their rivals or negotiate with authorities.\textsuperscript{65}

The outcomes of contentious cycles are dynamic and range from exhaustion, polarisation, repression, radicalisation, violence (and particularly terrorism) to the institutionalisation of movements and successful revolutions. With the discussion of the cycles of contention of the 1848 revolutions and the 1968 student movement, Tarrow creates a bridge between social movements, cycles of contentions and the body of literature on revolutions by Barrington Moore, Theda Skocpol, Jack Goldstone and other theorists. Tarrow argues that revolutionary situations resemble cycles of contention, but turn revolutionary only if some challengers seize state power and fortify their new position through new alliances against other contestants. The latter are forced to choose between
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cooperation, confrontation and demobilisation, until finally repression, co-optation and fragmentation initiate the return to the regular, slow-paced patterns of contention.66

Academic literature on social movements and contentious politics in the Middle East and North Africa is scarce. Only few studies, including the edited volumes by Quintan Wiktorowicz, as well as Joel Beinin and Frédéric Vairel, have applied these concepts in the context of the region.67 The latter authors have persuasively demonstrated that contentious manifestations in the MENA region can indeed be understood in rational terms and with the same tools of science as the rest of the world, albeit in their historical and social context – perhaps an obvious point to some, but nevertheless not universally accepted.68

**Literature Review: The Arab Uprisings**

Few topics have generated in as short a time a body of literature as rich as the transnational revolts that swept the Arab Middle East and North Africa in 2011. This literature review surveys accounts of the Arab uprisings from such disciplines as political science and Middle East studies, as well as a number of contemporary histories. The focus thereby lies on competing interpretations about their historical significance; explanations of their causality, dynamics and preliminary outcomes; as well as the main academic debates. Numerous narratives have heralded the transnational uprisings as part of a fourth global wave of democratisation, repudiating the wealth of literature on the persistence of authoritarianism over the last decades.69 Others remain more cautious, sceptical, or outright pessimistic, about their ability to engender fundamental political transformations. Notwithstanding this multitude of interpretations, most scholars of the region concur, as summarised by Fawaz Gerges, that a major ‘psychological and epistemological rupture has occurred in the Arab Middle East that has shaken the authoritarian order to its very foundation.’70 The narratives can moreover be classified along the lines of causal hypotheses, which differ between voluntaristic, structuralist, class-based and process-centred interpretations with various degrees of historical depth, yet few accounts fit neatly into these categories. Other debates encompass questions of predictability, inevitability, homogeneity, as well as the role
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of Western or regional powers, new media technology and Islamist actors, which are discussed in subsequent sections.

Spring, Awakening, Revolution: The Arab Struggle for Democracy?

Concordant with its portrayal in the mass media, two journalistic accounts neatly typify the optimistic strain of narratives. In *The Arab Uprisings: The People Want the Fall of the Regime*\textsuperscript{71}, Jeremy Bowen provides a vivid and hopeful account of the uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria. The voices of people, frustrated by the realisation that Arab leaders were turning dictatorships into dynasties, are the centrepiece of Bowen’s narrative. With the backing of Western countries determined to keep Islamists out of power, domestic rule was thus far distinguished by low levels of legitimacy, but moderate degrees of consent. The causes for what Bowen describes as localised reactions to authoritarian regimes can be found in the youth bulge, unemployment and the breakdown of communicative barriers due to social media and mobile phones. Loosely based on Ted Gurr’s theory of relative deprivation, *The Battle for the Arab Spring: Revolution, Counter-Revolution and the Making of a New Era*\textsuperscript{72} explains the uprisings through a ‘combination of economic hopelessness with political powerlessness.’\textsuperscript{73} Lin Noueihed and Alex Warren trace the uprisings back to regional food price protests in 2008 and argue that youth unemployment, cronyism and economic injustice constituted the most salient causal factors. Due to their uncritical treatment of the notions of Arab malaise, exceptionalism to democracy and the function of social media, however, they lapse into (well-intended) Orientalist clichés. In times of counterrevolution and Islamist takeovers, the authors remain optimistic about the prospects for Arab democracy. Although both narratives convey a lively and sympathetic sense of the popular activism in 2011, they are largely descriptive, based entirely on English-only sources and lack a vigorous causal explanation and historical exploration of root causes.

In contrast to these contemporary accounts, Adeed Dawisha and Marwan Muasher embed the uprisings in the long-term historical continuum of an inevitable politico-cultural renewal in the Arab world. Dawisha’s *The Second Arab Awakening: Revolution, Democracy, and the Islamist Challenge from Tunis to Damascus*\textsuperscript{74} provides an enthusiastic country-by-country

\textsuperscript{73} Ibid., 42.
overview of the 2011 upheavals beginning with the rise of populist-nationalist military regimes in the 1950s and 1960s. Although it put an end to Western colonialism, this first Arab awakening engendered decades of predatory authoritarianism. The frustration about the unfulfilled promises of this awakening, when combined with social media, led to the eruption of popular protests. Overwhelmed by the masses of protestors, security forces were unable to prevent the toppling of dictators in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen. Apart from the argumentative void in Dawisha’s descriptive and prophetic narrative, it is astonishing that the author makes no mention of the conventional historical treatment of the first Arab awakening, notably the period the *nahda* (cultural renewal), which was driven by Arab intellectuals in the late 19th and early 20th century. Muasher places the Arab uprisings in continuity of the *nahda*, which – he argues – failed when independence struggles merely replaced colonial rulers with domestic autocracies, rendering the second awakening inevitable. Its immediate reasons, according to *The Second Arab Awakening and the Battle for Pluralism*75, can be found in economic discontent, rentierism, despotic government and a frustrated youth bulge. Muasher has confidence in the moderation of Islamists and argues that the zero-sum duopoly of (elected) Islamists and secular forces must be broken by the rise of a ‘third force’ committed to respect diversity and pluralism. However, his narrative reads like a mixture of policy paper and nuanced political manifesto, but falls short of a comprehensive explanation of the Arab uprisings.

James Gelvin’s *The Arab Uprisings: What Everyone Needs to Know*76 is a non-specialist introduction to the series of uprisings in a question and answer format. Although his participant-driven account places the people at the heart of the events, Gelvin only cursorily discusses the role of organisational networks, such as Tunisian trade unions, in mobilisation. The brief volume is grounded in four structural factors for the vulnerability of Arab regimes, including neoliberal economic policies, the youth bulge, food price inflation, and the nature of the unrepresentative regimes. The author links the uprisings through transnational inputs, but divides them by national outcomes into four clusters according to regime cohesion: Tunisia and Egypt, where institution-building has given rise to independent militaries; Yemen and Libya, where weak institutions splintered; Syria, Algeria (and Bahrain), where regimes stood united; and the remaining monarchies, where protests were limited in both scope and demands. Given this variation, Gelvin rejects the

label ‘Arab Spring’ as premature and cautions not to attribute too much importance to social media or essentialise the uprisings as an inevitable worldwide democratic transformation. In *The Arab Uprising: The Unfinished Revolutions of the New Middle East*, Marc Lynch conversely places strong emphasis on social media in continuation of his earlier work about the transformation of the Arab public sphere with rise of broadcast media as counter-narratives to state propaganda (discussed in more detail below). Lynch takes the reader back to the Arab Cold War of the 1950/60s, the aborted democratisation of the 1980s/90s and the ‘turbulence’ of the 2000s, which he describes as ‘one long wave of intense popular mobilization spanning the entire region.’ Although his long-term approach makes a case for the existence of an active civil society before the uprisings, he does not expand on the ways in which this shaped the events of 2011. Lynch, who finds the label ‘Arab Spring’ untenable, argues that democratic transitions did not (yet) materialise in the face of counter-revolutionary efforts by incumbent regimes. While his analysis rests largely on Tunisia and Egypt, he theorises the revolts as incomplete revolutions. While Gelvin’s and Lynch’s narratives are good early attempts at a multifaceted and nuanced explanation of the Arab uprisings, they unfortunately rest on English-only sources. In some places they appear hastily cobbled together – most notably in Lynch’s 3-page excursion to Yemen’s ‘forgotten revolution,’ which is full of factual errors and misrepresentations.

In *Roots of the Arab Spring: Contested Authority and Political Change in the Middle East*, Dafna Hochman Rand ventures a process-based explanation of the underlying forces that gave birth to the ‘Arab Spring.’ Based on the case studies of Bahrain, Morocco and Tunisia, she argues that the uprisings originate in a triad of political dynamics, which have unfolded over the preceding two decades. First, the rise of new technologies precipitated a tacit opening in the freedom of expression, which saw its reversal in the mid-2000s as it generated unwanted pressures on incumbent dictatorships. Second, Arab despots’ appropriation of institutions and constitutions to consolidate their autocracy and limit political rights, including 16 instances of anti-liberal constitutional revisions in the region from 1990 to 2010, signalled that incremental reform was futile. Third, the failure to enact liberal economic and political reforms after leadership successions in Morocco, Jordan, Qatar, Syria, Bahrain, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia gave rise to a discrepancy between the
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language of democracy and authoritarian practice. Despite the persuasiveness of this liberalisation-reversal-frustration logic, the author does not explore the mechanisms through which this frustration translated into collective action, while the selection bias in the case studies limits the validity of its findings. Formerly a member of the US National Security Council, Rand accords an untenably favourable role to Western reform pressures and technology, which not only disparages the agency of the Arab street, but ignores the detrimental role of Western powers in the perpetuation of Arab dictatorships.

Marwan Bishara and Amaney Jamal provide an antidote to such US-centric interpretations of the Arab uprisings. Bishara’s *The Invisible Arab: The Promise and Peril of the Arab Revolutions*[^80] is an enthusiastic, yet incautiously written, account of what he describes as Arab revolution(s). Brutalised and humiliated by the ‘sadistic paternalism’ of Western-backed military dictatorships, ‘the invisible Arab’ has come to challenge local despots and the neoliberal world order. The author’s fierce critique of the West is not limited to foreign aid and military support, but he rebukes ‘Western arguments’ that the struggle of non-ideological youths for rights and democracy is driven by social media or American democracy promotion. An anchor at al-Jazeera, Bishara highlights the role of broadcast media in the forging of a new Arab identity and provides a brief history of labour unions, religious and women’s groups, as well as community organisers in Egypt and Tunisia in the 2000s to corroborate this narrative. Although a welcome counterbalance to occidental narratives, Bishara’s account lacks a clear central thesis, is riddled with lazy generalisations, while the section on Yemen is grounded in the very Orientalist depictions and Western sources he so fiercely criticises throughout the book. In her empirical study *Of Empires and Citizens: Pro-American Democracy or No Democracy at All?*[^81], Jamal evaluates the prospects for Arab democracy. Based on the case studies of Jordan and Kuwait, with some additional lessons from Morocco, Palestine and Saudi Arabia, Jamal demonstrates that the normal Arab voter – though striving for democracy – makes conservative electoral choices for stability out of fear that democratically legitimated, anti-American Islamists will endanger her country’s relationship with the US, and thus threaten her economic interests. The thoroughly researched study thereby substantiates how the United States supports Arab dictatorships beyond military cooperation and foreign aid, notably through fostering


bottom-up support for authoritarianism, which provides a powerful explanatory for the resilience of pro-American monarchies to the Arab uprisings.

The structural accounts by Rex Brynen et al. and Roger Owen explore Arab democratisation through the traditional prism of literature on authoritarianism. In *Beyond the Arab Spring: Authoritarianism and Democratization in the Arab World*\(^{82}\), Brynen, Moore, Salloukh and Zahar revisit theories for the ‘unique’ persistence of authoritarianism in the Arab world. Their structural approach creates a notion of continuity between pre-2011 theories about authoritarianism and Arab democratisation. Considering the ‘catalytic and synergistic effects [that] different variables and levels have on each other,’\(^{83}\) the authors conclude that coercion, coping strategies, rentierism and political alliances, rather than political Islam or political culture, are responsible for the persistence of authoritarianism. Although a thorough account of the functioning of Arab authoritarianism, the authors fall short of the explanation of the roots of the uprisings of 2011 promised in the introduction. Roger Owen’s *The Rise and Fall of Arab Presidents for Life*\(^{84}\) is a comparative historical analysis of ‘authoritarian statecraft’ in the postcolonial Middle East and North Africa. Born out of mistrust of neo-colonial interventions and domestic challenges, by the 1980s, monarchic presidents had used geostrategic and oil rents to coup-proof their regimes through centralised security apparatuses, managed elections, cronyism and patronage. The section on Yemen would have benefitted from a deeper analysis of Ṣāliḥ’s masterful command of such survival strategies. Key to Owen’s analysis is the ‘Arab demonstration effect,’ the diffusion of authoritarian management techniques by example. Suffering from the ‘King Lear syndrome,’ these presidents lived in mirror states, which encouraged them to see what they wanted to see. Written largely before the uprisings, Owen briefly explains the events of early 2011 by recourse to internal regime divisions that came to the fore as they collapsed. Although an overall well-crafted book, Owen merely synthesises from specialised literature rather than engaging in original research. A common problem with both structural accounts, however, is their narrow attention to the conditions and strategies of authoritarianism to explain the persistence of regime stability. This focus is precisely the reason why Middle East studies were largely unprepared for the Arab uprisings.\(^{85}\)
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One of the most comprehensive monographs on the popular mobilisations, *The People Want: A Radical Exploration of the Arab Uprising* by Gilbert Achcar theorises the uprising as a singular ‘revolutionary shockwave,’ rather than a series of anti-authoritarian movements. The narrative is based on a straightforward Marxist analysis of the relations of factors of production. According to Achcar, the homegrown upheavals were no sudden awakening, but a peak in a protracted revolutionary struggle against autocratic systems, which deprived the Arab people of ‘bread, freedom and social justice.’ The revolutionary mass protests resulted from the combination of arrested socio-economic development and un(der)employment, the specific modalities of financial capitalism in the MENA region, and conjunctural factors, including Western imperialism and the transformation of Arab media. The persuasive critique of ‘politically determined,’ neopatrimonial, rentier capitalism, which encouraged short-term profit over long-term productive investment, is centred on its retardation of investment and economic growth. Achcar thereby draws a useful distinction between patrimonial (Libya and Syria) and neopatrimonial (Tunisia, Egypt) states; whereby in the former, the overthrow of the regime meant the dismantlement of the state, while the merely neopatrimonial states were able to depose the regime while keeping the state intact. Although the author discusses some trade unions and labour movements in Tunisia and Egypt, the predominantly structural approach leaves little room for the agency of political actors that championed these changes.

Often treated as no more than a side theatre to Tunisia and Egypt, Yemen’s citizen revolt does not fit neatly into the explanatory schemata of most of these narratives. A sizable youth bulge and many of the immediate grievances, such as rentierism, high unemployment, economic injustice and the succession question, were ubiquitous and salient in Yemen – both in 2011 and throughout the preceding decade. In the absence of an explanation of the mechanisms through which the prevalent discontent translated into collective action, the underlying frustration/deprivation-aggression logic not only fails to explain *why*, but detracts from the question of *how*, contention erupted. In this sense, much of this literature is grounded in theories of collective behaviour from the 1970s and 80s, rather than more recent insights from the study of contentious politics, perhaps owed to the bird’s eye angle of the metanarratives.

---
The Restructuration of the Arab Public Sphere: Facebook/Twitter Revolutions

One of the most prominent debates in accounts of the 2011 uprisings is the role that digital technologies played in fomenting the uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt and elsewhere. With much of the pre-2011 debate characterised by an essentialisation of technology, a number of academics discussed the emancipatory promise of new technologies with reference to the Arab and Muslim world. Dale Eickelman, Jon Anderson and Marc Lynch argue that new technologies – at the time encompassing satellite TV, mobile phones and fax machines as tools of dissent – facilitated the emergence of alternative public spheres outside of the reach of state control. This restructuring of the public sphere, the authors argue, engendered a transformation of Arab or Muslim political culture and supported democratic openings, an argument based on Jürgen Habermas’ technologically deterministic analytical paradigm that linked the printing press with European democratisation. Similarly, digital evangelist Clay Shirky posits that social media create more participatory, complex and faster communication landscapes, which facilitate new forms of group formation and provide novel opportunities to undertake collective action. However, he cautions not to theorise social media purely in ‘instrumental’ terms, but as a long-term ‘environmental’ factor.

At the other end of the spectrum, Evgeny Morozov harshly criticises the cyber-utopian vision that ‘technology empowers the people who, oppressed by years of authoritarian rule, will inevitably rebel mobilising themselves through text messages, Facebook, Twitter, and whatever tool comes along each year.’ In *The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet Freedom*, he argues that there is no sustained evidence about the ability of digital media to foment a revolution or effect long-term social or institutional change, even though it does play a role in the coordination and organisation of social movements. In like manner, Malcolm Gladwell argues that the messy, non-hierarchical social media networks are ill-suited to motivate people to engage in high-risk activism. Drawing on Doug McAdam, Gladwell argues that revolutionary actions are traditionally ‘strong-tie’
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phenomena, and thus require both close personal ties and hierarchical organisation.\textsuperscript{92} According to Morozov, Bruce Etling et al. and Diamond, autocratic states are not only able to simply 'pull the plug' when online activism becomes threatening, but their mastery of ICT increases the capabilities for government surveillance and repression.\textsuperscript{93} Although correct in their approach to dampen the unrestrained optimism of digital evangelists, the techno-realists propagate an equally essentialising view of ICT, which ignores some of the opportunities it has provided in eroding the information monopoly in authoritarian states.

With the advent of the Arab uprisings, the cyber-optimist camp gained in prominence, which is more aptly reflected in the banalisation of the popular revolts as ‘Facebook/Twitter Revolutions.’\textsuperscript{94} The ‘Internet Freedom’ agenda of the US Department of State played a crucial role in popularising the notion that the Internet promotes global democratisation.\textsuperscript{95} Its objectives are illustrated by Hillary Clinton’s statement, ‘we want to put these tools in the hands of people who will use them to advance democracy and human rights,’ and that of her senior adviser Alec Ross, who in June 2011 labelled the Internet the ‘Che Guevara of the twenty-first century.’\textsuperscript{96} Apart from the weak empirical basis of this assumed causality,\textsuperscript{97} Martin Bunton cautions that the narrative of ‘a region lying dormant until awakened by the kiss of modern Western technology’\textsuperscript{98} forms part of an Orientalist imagery that seeks to place the ‘Arab Spring’ in the context of Western democracy promotion. However, it remains clear that the revolts, which coalesced around the overthrow of Western-backed dictatorships, were not the outcome of these two-decades-long efforts, but a fatal symptom of their failure.\textsuperscript{99}

\hspace{1em}
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Denis Campbell, Andy Carvin and Dan Thompson echo this cyber-optimism in the trivialised narratives about the uprisings. Campbell provides a clichéd account of the Egyptian revolution, framed as an epochal battle between youth activists and evil regimes. Claiming that ‘140 characters can remove a dictator in 18 days,’ he attributes the uprising to static grievances and social media. Similarly, Carvin traces the events (together with many non-events) in each of the Arab uprisings as they unfolded in the ‘tweets’ of local revolutionaries and journalists. Due to the lack of any critical scrutiny of these sources, Carvin is persuaded to be experiencing the revolutions ‘live’ from his office in Washington, D.C., but in reality, the bulk of the Anglophone activists he follows present marginalised voices in the uprisings. Thompson, who became inspired by the crucial role that ‘tweets’ played in the ‘Iranian Green Revolution’ in 2009 (long proven to be false), argues that social media was key to the nonviolent struggle in Egypt. Characterised by platitudes, tautologies and simplifications, these accounts form part of a theoretically and methodically impoverished, albeit popular mythology about a causal correlation between new media and the Arab revolts. With none of the authors on the ground, these narratives are sourced solely on social media feeds and bear little relation to reality.

In Revolution 2.0: The Power of the People Is Greater Than the People in Power, Egyptian activist and Google executive Wael Ghonim provides a fascinating, locally grounded, insight into the world of cyber-activism in Egypt. As the founder of كلاهن ridic وائل سعيد (We are all Khaled Said), a popular Facebook group in protest of the killing of an Alexandrian youth by Egyptian secret policy, he became instrumental in mobilising the January 25 protest at Cairo’s تحرير Square. Social media, according to Ghonim, induced the new model of the leaderless ‘Revolution 2.0,’ in which – compared with version 1.0 – ‘no one
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was the hero because everyone was a hero.\textsuperscript{104} Though a vivid memoir of Internet activism and oppression by state security, the narrative squarely elevates social media to the engine of political change, but explains little about the intricacies of Egyptian revolution. Although beyond doubt that \textit{Kullanā Khalid Saʿīd} became a hub activism in Egypt, Ghonim’s account does not offer proof that the Internet rendered the uprising possible, let alone inevitable.\textsuperscript{105}

In light of new empirical evidence from 2011, academics have re-theorised the role of new social media and examined the mechanisms through which it functions. Based on an extensive database of online activity in Tunisia and Egypt, Philip Howard and Muzammil Hussain’s \textit{Democracy’s Fourth Wave? Digital Media and the Arab Spring}\textsuperscript{106} unearths three key functions to support their claim that social media was consequential for the ‘Arab Spring’: the shaping of socio-political debates before the eruption of contention, the mobilisation of collective action, and the diffusion of information globally. Despite their recognition of the complex mixture of causal factors, the authors argue that new social media is one of the most crucial \textit{necessary} and oftentimes \textit{sufficient} predictors for regime instability and the success of social movements. Based on the experience in Egypt, Marc Lynch contends that new technologies can reduce transaction costs for communication and organisation, create information cascades that break fear barriers, raise the costs of repression, diffuse information to regional and global publics, and erode international support for the regime. However, he rejects a technologically deterministic framework.\textsuperscript{107} Others concur that social media were ‘instrumental’ in mobilising collective action and social movement formation\textsuperscript{108} or, at least, served as a powerful accelerant and facilitator crucial to mobilisation in Arab countries.\textsuperscript{109} However, all of these studies are largely based
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on anecdotal evidence and often focus exclusively on online activism, rather than examining the ‘complex interactions between society, technology and political systems’.110

Critics have therefore called for more nuanced approaches to assessing social media’s contributions to the political transformations in the Arab world. Stepanova elaborates a number of preconditions for social media to have an impact, including the availability and affordability of the Internet access, low regime legitimacy and a young IT-savvy population.111 William Youmans and Jillian York illustrate a number of architectural and legal ways, in which social media platforms limited contentious collective action and forced dissents to work outside of social media structures.112 With regard to the uprising in Egypt, Jon Alterman claims that satellite television, rather than social media, has led to the expansion of protests from thousands to millions.113 Other scholars argue moreover that much of the effect of social media is predicated on the extent of its synergy with traditional media114 and the ways in which the latter re-airs and frames social media content.115

According to the systematic analysis conducted by Gadi Wolfsfeld et al., a significant increase in social media activity more frequently follows, rather than precedes, protests, suggesting its use for documentation and information sharing, rather than mobilisation.116 This view is congruent with Alok Choudhary et al., whose extensive analysis of Twitter feeds in Egypt shows that a significant portion of discussion consisted of the re-tweeting of broadcast news for others.117 Based on the analysis of the extensive ‘Tahrir Data Project,’ Christopher Wilson and Alexandra Dunn contest the predominance of social media in the Egyptian revolution, even though they admit that Internet media
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encouraged networking and inspired protesters.\footnote{Christopher Wilson and Alexandra Dunn, ‘Digital Media in the Egyptian Revolution: Descriptive Analysis from the Tahrir Data Sets’, International Journal of Communication 5 (January 2011).} While Elizabeth Iskander maintains that online spaces were not representative of the overall political voices in the Egyptian street,\footnote{Elizabeth Iskander, ‘Connecting the National and the Virtual: Can Facebook Activism Remain Relevant After Egypt’s January 25 Uprising?’, International Journal of Communication 5 (January 2011).} others have conversely argued that social media provide new spaces for expression to ordinary people, which facilitate the formation of leaderless social movements.\footnote{Doreen Khoury, ‘Social Media and the Revolutions: How the Internet Revived the Arab Public Sphere and Digitalized Activism’, Perspectives 2, no. 2011 (2011); Aouragh and Alexander, ‘The Egyptian Experience’; Frangonikolopoulos and Chapsos, ‘Explaining the Role and the Impact of the Social Media in the Arab Spring’; Zizi Papacharissi and Maria de Fatima Oliveira, ‘Affective News and Networked Publics: The Rhythms of News Storytelling on #Egypt’, Journal of Communication 62, no. 2 (1 April 2012).}

In the nuanced account \textit{Tweets and the Streets: Social Media and Contemporary Activism}, Paolo Gerbaudo theorises social media as ‘part of a project of re-appropriation of public space.’\footnote{Paolo Gerbaudo, \textit{Tweets and the Streets: Social Media and Contemporary Activism} (London: Pluto Press, 2012), Cover.} The comparative study of social media in the Egyptian uprising (and two non-Arab protest movements) regards the symbolic construction of online public spaces as complementary, rather than substitutive, to face-to-face interactions. In this sense, the Egyptian \textit{shabāb al-facebook} (Facebook youth) was a springboard to Tahrir protests, which gradually lost some its relevance as street protests gained momentum. Gerbaudo moreover points out that protests were not leaderless, but driven by an activist elite and characterised by soft, non-hierarchical leadership style. The strength of Gerbaudo’s account lies in its bridge between online media and offline street-level activism, which is neglected in the majority of studies despite their obvious synergy during the Arab uprisings.

Although social communication technologies constituted a prominent feature in selected citizen revolts, one must not overstate the role of social media in terms of a catalyst or causal agent. While empirical data is predominantly drawn from Egypt, and to a lesser extent from Tunisia and Bahrain, no mention is made of Syria, Libya, Yemen and other countries, where Internet usage rates are significantly lower. This location bias raises serious concerns about whether the (far from consensual) conclusions can be extrapolated to the Arab uprisings at large. As Chapter 4 discusses in greater detail, in light of its low literacy rate, low Internet usage rate and comparatively open media culture, the limited use of new media technology in the Yemeni uprising reveals a fundamentally different picture.
Islamist Winter, Reformation of Islam or Post-Islamist Awakening?

With the rise of influential Islamist parties in Tunisia and Egypt as well as the emergence of militant Islamists as central actors in the conflicts in Libya and Syria, new narratives emerged as the antithesis to the hitherto underlying wisdom about the ‘Arab Spring.’ At the heart of these ‘Islamist Winter’ or ‘Islamist hijacking’ narratives lies the notion that Islamists exploited the events of 2011 for their ascent to power. Two utterly trivialised versions of this discourse are Raphael Israeli’s From Arab Spring to Islamic Winter\(^\text{122}\) and Andrew McCarthy’s Spring Fever: The Illusion of Islamic Democracy. According to Israeli, Arab publics face a dichotomic choice between the tyrannical dictatorships of the past and a new order of *shariʿa* (Islamic law), as ‘Islamic fundamentalist’ governments will fill the power vacuum generated by the ‘Arab Spring.’ In contrast to forward-looking Western movements, regressive Islamist actors across the Muslim world are vying – despite their moderate rhetoric – for the restoration of the iron rule of the caliphate. Israeli thereby conflates the Muslim Brotherhood, al-Qāʿida, Islamic Jihad and the Taliban into the same category, arguing that the differences between them are only ‘a matter of temperament and pace [rather] than any real doctrinal gap.’\(^\text{123}\) In the same vein, McCarthy’s *Spring Fever*\(^\text{124}\) claims to be an ‘antidote for the obsession with … the obdurate portrayal of the “Arab Spring” as a triumph of freedom.’\(^\text{125}\) According to McCarthy, Islam is the only salient factor in the Middle East and shapes the self-perception of every single Muslim as member of a civilisation, whose intrinsic goal is to destroy America. The Muslim notion of freedom thus entails the precise opposite of its meaning in the West: the freedom found in the utter submission to Allāh and the *shariʿa*. Israeli and McCarthy thereby promote an uninformed, essentialist interpretation of Islam based on a literalist reading of the Qurʾān – akin, perhaps, only to the most extremist Islamist groups. Although their alarmist and Islamophobic doomsday prophecies hardly merit the serious discussion that an honest scholarly account deserves, these narratives draw a sizable readership.

John Bradley’s *After the Arab Spring: How Islamists Hijacked the Middle East Revolts*\(^\text{126}\) similarly disputes that the democratic transitions will eradicate authoritarian regimes and bring about Western-style freedoms and pluralism. The author argues that the Arab
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Uprisings are rooted in economic malaise and mass unemployment, rather than a desire for democracy or human rights. Notwithstanding the corrupt and oppressive nature of the old regimes, Bradley contends, they maintained law and order, promoted education and women’s rights, were socially moderate, and kept religious extremists out of power. Little convinced by the elections in Tunisia and Egypt, he claims that Islamists – despite their marginalisation in the initial revolutionary wave – hijacked the uprisings. Their ostensible ‘moderation’ is accordingly nothing but a myth designed to fool both Arab voters and the West. In Libya, Syria and Yemen, militant Islamists that fly the al-Qāʿida flag are poised to take over. Worst of all, as the ‘Arab Spring’ has become a tool of the radical antagonism between Saudi Arabia and Iran, it will beget regressive and repressive theocracies of their kind. Although Bradley is correct that the ‘Arab Spring’ was not simply a call for Western democracy, he fails to discern the uprisings’ potential long-term effects on democratisation and ignores empirical evidence of pragmatic behaviour of Islamist parties and movements.

In *The Sharia State: Arab Spring and Democratization*, Bassam Tibi examines Islamist conceptualisations of the *shari’a* state (usually referred to as Islamic state), which, he argues, has been elevated to the top of the political agenda of Islamist movements with the Arab uprisings. According to Tibi, in the absence of signs of democratisation, the rebellion against unjust autocratic dictatorships is neither a spring, nor a revolution. Instead, the rise of far from moderate Islamist leaders with the agenda of instituting a *shari’a* state stands in a value conflict with pluralism and democracy. Islamist movements, according to Tibi, have authoritarian and patriarchal structures, adhere to a totalitarian ideology, demand blind obedience from their members, and are, as such, inherently undemocratic. The author explicitly rejects Olivier Roy’s notion of ‘post-Islamism’ and Gilles Kepel’s propagation of the ‘end of Islamism.’ He conversely argues that Islamism is not only ‘alive and kicking,’ but that ‘Islamists have successfully hijacked the “Arab Spring”’ and its promise for democratisation. In their various versions, these accounts make the mistake of focusing on doctrinal issues of Islamism, rather than the actual practice of Islamist movements. In a brief article in the New York Review of Books, Hussein Agha and Robert Malley provide a considerably more nuanced, albeit shorter, narrative, which highlights the complexities and contradictions of diverse Islamist movements in their national and regional dimensions. Although the article similarly confers a sense of an Islamist take-over, the authors argue that Islamists have come to accept to leave core Western interests untouched in exchange.
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for economic aid and political support. Rather than vying for short-term political goals, they focus on the incremental transformation of Islamic societies.\textsuperscript{129}

From the fatalists to the reformists, \textit{The Arab Awakening: Islam and the New Middle East}\textsuperscript{130} (originally published in French as \textit{L'islam et le réveil arabe}) by Tariq Ramadan conversely makes an ambitious call for a fundamental social and cultural renewal of Islam. Cautiously optimistic that this will succeed, Ramadan avoids both a premature celebration and the pessimistic dismissal of the ‘Arab awakening.’ He considers the term ‘Arab Spring’ ahistorical and imperialistic for suggesting that its popular demands were mere replica of Western values and that the Middle East had ‘joined the advanced, civilized detachment of the Western-led onward march of history.’\textsuperscript{131} Writing for an Arab and Muslim readership, Ramadan posits that the uprisings were genuinely Arab, rather than manipulated by Western democracy promoters. His key concern is to overcome the polarisation between secularists and Islamists in order to situate a reformed Islam as a religious and ideological reference in the contemporary Arab world. Inspired by the Turkish model, Ramadan rejects the concept of an ‘Islamic state’ and argues for a ‘civil state’ de-linked from religious authority. Accordingly, he interprets the \textit{shari'a} as a call for dignity, social justice, freedom and pluralism, rather than a rigid, sanctified legal structure. However, the book adds little to the understanding of the origins of the uprisings, but serves foremost to clarify the author’s politico-religious positions. With a similar reformist outlook, Jean-Pierre Filiu predicts a major transformation of Islamist politics. In \textit{The Arab Revolution: Ten Lessons from the Democratic Uprising}\textsuperscript{132}, Filiu draws on events in early 2011 to debunk common stereotypes about the Arab world. He explains that the Arab world is no exception in its desire for democracy and argues that social networks galvanised unemployed, angry, but peaceful youths, into a singular, leaderless pro-democracy movement. Islamists, according to Filiu, face the choice between embracing democracy and becoming irrelevant. The author is optimistic that the former will occur as religious discourse did little else than serve as an ethical justification of the revolutionary efforts. According to Filiu, the ‘Arab revolution’ thus marks the closure of a negative period of history since 9/11 and will engender democratisation, even if some temporary setbacks are to be expected.
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In the tradition of Olivier Roy’s 1994 thesis about the failure of the Islamist project to engender a true political alternative, Farhad Khosrokhavar, Hamid Dabashi and Asef Bayat – three sociologists of Iranian descent – argue that the uprisings mark the beginning of an era of post-Islamism.\textsuperscript{133} Khosrokhavar’s \textit{The New Arab Revolutions That Shook the World}\textsuperscript{134} is an optimistic, anti-culturalist approach to Arab democratisation. The author ascribes the causes for the Arab revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt to economic openings, as well as major regional demographic and educational developments. He thereby emphasises the role of previous mobilisations and activism, such as union action, workers strikes and Internet campaigns. In the context of an irreversible trend marked by major symbolic innovations, Khosrokhavar claims, a fragile new actor has been shaped: the non-political and secularised ‘netizen,’ who has come together in leaderless protest movements, demanding dignity, individualisation and the reformulation of social contract with the state. Within the framework of a new civil society, the debates between secularist and Islamists, as well as between Muslim Brothers and Salafists, thus manifest themselves in what Khosrokhavar construes as part of a dynamic process of secularisation.

In a similar vein, \textit{The Arab Spring: The End of Postcolonialism}\textsuperscript{135} contextualises the transnational revolutionary uprisings in Dabashi’s broader narrative of ‘liberation geography’ in the Islamic world. The new epistemology of liberation, for Dabashi, ushers in the end of post-coloniality and the cliché’d binaries of Orientalism. At the heart of his narrative lies the triumph of \textit{ethos} over \textit{ethnos}, epitomised in the new democratic vocabulary of dignity, freedom and social justice. The uprisings assert Arabs and Muslims as subjects, rather than objects of history, and should be theorised as post-ideological constructions that resist and dispose of the regressive, authoritarian and imperialistic projects of Islamism, the ‘new American Century’ and colonial Zionism. As the binary opposition between Islam and the West, as well as their respective ideologies, have epistemically exhausted themselves, Islam has retrieved an innate, but latent, ‘cosmopolitan worldliness,’ which signifies the end of political Islamism. The sympathetic account shows little concern for some of the questions raised by the resilience of Arab monarchies. The thought-provoking, forward-looking and, at times, counterintuitive account relies on Dabashi’s unshakable certitude about the liberation geography, but does not incorporate empirical evidence which contradicts this narrative.

\textsuperscript{133} Olivier Roy, \textit{The Failure of Political Islam} (London: I.B. Tauris, 1994).


In *Life as Politics: How Ordinary People Change the Middle East*,136 which first appeared in 2010 and was then updated two years after the beginning of the Arab Spring, Bayat describes how ordinary people generate meaningful change through dynamic grassroots protest and everyday action. The book’s main theme is ‘post-Islamism,’ as Bayat believes that the growth of a democratic consciousness and movements, such as the 2004 *Kefāya* movement in Egypt, transcend the Islamist politics that have reigned the region for decades. In his view, the remarkable absence of religious rhetoric in the 2011 revolutions reiterates this new, inclusive post-Islamist politics. However, post-Islamism, Bayat argues, is neither anti-Islamic nor secular, but simultaneously upholds an inclusive religion and citizens’ rights – in other words, a pious society within a democratic state. The author provides convincing examples for such post-Islamist movements, notably the Tunisian *ḥizb al-nahda*, Egypt’s *ḥizb al-wasat*, as well as the Moroccan and Turkish Justice and Development Parties, which are set to supersede undemocratic Islamist movements, even if ‘Islam continues to serve as a crucial mobilizing ideology and social movement frame.’137

Fawaz Gerges strikes a middle ground between these approaches to the politics of Islamism. His assessment of the governance experience of Islamists in Egypt and elsewhere leads him to conclude that – although Islamism has failed in both theory and practice – final obituaries of political Islam are premature.138 Unconvinced by the alarmist fears about the hijacking or Islamisation of political systems, he argues in an extended journal article that Islamist parties are gradually abandoning the traditional ‘Islamic state’ agenda in exchange for a civil Islam within the framework of a (vaguely defined) pluralistic ‘civil state.’ This shift is accompanied by an orientation towards social services provision in order to gain legitimacy for elections, and a propensity to work with Western powers on issues of mutual interests. This view directly challenges Tibi’s claims about the *sharīʿa* state, and is congruent with Bayat’s analysis, but Gerges is rightly careful not to construe either of these pragmatic turns as the ideological demise of Islamism, as parties continue to invoke doctrinal values to appeal to its conservative constituency.139

Despite these early signs of Islamist pragmatism and a tacit convergence around notions of pluralism and the civil state, country-to-country variations remain significant. In
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contrast to its long-suppressed North African counterparts, the Islamist Ḥilāl has been tolerated as an integral element of Yemen’s post-unification multiparty system for two decades, both as part of a coalition government between 1994 and 1997 and as an opposition force, which has had a positive effect on its moderation. In the context of cross-partisan cooperation under the umbrella of the JMP, Ḥilāl has moreover demonstrated considerable pragmatism – even if the party has not moderated its core political ideas. Despite its appropriation of the revolutionary movement as a vehicle for political influence, fears of a hijacking of the political system are therefore misplaced. Ḥilāl, but also other faith-based parties, such as the Salafi Rashad Union Party and the Ḥūthi-affiliated Anṣār Allāh, remain salient partisan forces in the political landscape, suggesting that the era of post-Islamism has not (yet) dawned in Yemen.

**Literature Review: Modern Yemen**

In contrast to the wealth of literature about Arab uprisings, the Republic of Yemen (RoY, 1990-) is an academic orphan in the landscape of Middle Eastern studies. One can only speculate about the reasons for this marginalisation, but the difficulty of conducting research due to security concerns, the scarce availability of written sources and language barriers, as well as the absence of compelling economic interests are surely elements of an explanation. Nevertheless, security concerns and geostrategic interests in the Horn of Africa have raised attention to Yemen in recent years. The first section of this review about Yemen is concerned with prevalent interpretations of Yemen’s modern history, political affairs, civil society, state-building and multiple conflicts, while the latter half surveys narratives of Yemen’s revolutionary uprising in 2011. These works originate from the disciplines of political science, history and Middle East studies.

**Beyond Qur’ān and Kalashnikov: State, Politics and Civil Society in Yemen**

From its buzzing market labyrinth in the alleyways between Ṣan‘ā’’s old city mud brick skyscrapers to Socotra’s extra-terrestrial landscapes, Yemen’s oriental charm and apparent anachronism have mesmerised historical and contemporary visitors alike. In the context of the post-9/11 security agenda, however, Yemen has gained notoriety as a politically dysfunctional, violence-riddled, tribal, anarchic and underdeveloped country. Publications about Yemen almost hypnotically recite its multiple conflicts: a civil war in the North, a secessionist movement in the South, and al-Qā‘ida. They have moreover predicted since around 2005 that the Yemeni state – ‘on the brink’ of collapse – will fail, a prophecy that is
yet materialise. Al-Qāʿida in the Arabian Peninsula/Anṣār al-Sharīʿa, in particular, have generated immense interest. Besides some nuanced and critical narratives, most accounts have varyingly portrayed Yemen as a ‘breeding ground for terrorism,’ a ‘threat to America’ or a ‘refuge for jihadists.’ Few Yemenis, however, accord the same prominence to these militant Islamist groups. They have for long considered al-Qāʿida either a myth or a government ploy to extract counterterrorism support and cloak the repression of domestic insurgencies in a veil of legitimacy – even if the growth of al-Qāʿida between 2012 and 2014 has altered this image. This focus on Yemen’s excesses in violence, fragility and jihadism is understandable for political reasons; however, its reductionism detracts from the remarkable accomplishments and challenges in other domains – post-unification electoral politics, civil society activism or humanitarian malaise, to mention but a few – and thus diverts attention from arguably more consequential themes.

Despite this unfortunate prioritisation, numerous scholarly works have explored the politics, history and civil society in Yemen in a different light over the past three decades. Robert Stookey’s *Yemen: The Politics of the Yemen Arab Republic* constitutes the standard reference work of Yemeni history, a macro-history of Yemen from the deep roots of pre-Islamic polities to the 1962 revolution, its ensuing civil war and the Yemen Arab Republic (YAR). The work details major changes in political and social configurations throughout successive regimes with the overall argument that the country has failed to achieve national integration. In *The Yemen Arab Republic: The Politics of Development, 1962-1986*, which the
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author updates in a journal article four years later, Robert Burrowes traces the political history of the YAR based on contemporary theories of development and political economy. He describes the failures and modest successes of the successive post-revolutionary presidential regimes of Presidents al-Sallāl, al-Iryānī, al-Ḥamdī, al-Ghashmī and Ṣāliḥ. The structuring theme of this narrative about the quest to consolidate state structures and promote economic development is the tension between traditionalist and modernist forces.

Iris Glosemeyer’s *Politische Akteure in der Republik Jemen: Wahlen, Parteien und Parlamente* (Political Actors in the Republic of Yemen: Elections, Parties and Parliaments) is an in-depth analysis of Yemen’s political landscape, institutions and social structure. A major contribution to democratisation literature, Glosemeyer juxtaposes the role of political actors – shaykhs, military officers, high officials, entrepreneurs, teachers, etc. – before 1990 with their participation in the multiparty electoral competition of Yemen’s post-unification political system, which she describes as an ‘inclusive oligarchy.’

In *Civil Society in Yemen: The Political Economy of Activism in Modern Arabia*, Sheila Carapico explains the dynamism of ‘traditional’ (such as tribalism and Islam) and ‘modern’ (the formalised articulation of variegated interests) manifestations of civil society in Yemen in the second half of the 20th century. The empirically rich survey of the activism of labour unions, self-help projects, local development co-operatives, clubs, private schools, welfare associations, political parties and discussion groups refutes the essentialist view that modern civil society does not exist in Yemen. In the absence of a strong state, Carapico argues, economic and political circumstances stimulated three openings during which civil society flourished – the British colonial era in the South (1950s/1960s), the post-revolution period in the North (1970s/early 1980s) and the post-unification period (1990-1994) – even if each of these phases witnessed subsequent contractions in the face of repression. Following Carapico’s landmark study, Lisa Wedeen analyses the performative practices in an incipient democratic public sphere in Yemen in *Peripheral Visions: Publics, Power, and Performance in Yemen*. In the shadow of a quasi-autocratic state, the author finds everyday, community-imagining practices that construct national attachments and religious identities

---

in unfamiliar forms and places, such as qāt chews, tribes, oral or tape-recorded poetry, religious sermons and movements, national celebrations, pseudo-democratic elections, sectarian resistance, etc. These fluid and episodic solidarities, Wedeen argues, are not necessarily continuous, stable and exclusive, but explain identity-making beyond the state, and thus the paradoxical existence of a strong, communal people in a weak polity, which relies on spaces of disorder to exercise control. In fact, public resentment of failing governance, according to Wedeen has a unifying effect.

Four authors provide modern histories of North and South Yemen. Building on his earlier structuralist account of tribal society in North Yemen Tribes, Government and History in Yemen, Paul Dresch provides a comprehensive, anthropological history that ranges from the early 1900s to the late 1990s. A History of Modern Yemen is based on the notion that three cardinal events paved the way for Yemen’s transition to modernity: the British occupation of ‘Adan (1839), Ottoman re-conquest of Ṣan’ā’ (1872) and the accession of Yahyahā Ḥamīd al-Dīn (1904). Thoroughly researched and abundantly sourced with original Arabic sources, the fast-paced history delves into the minutiae of everyday life and the shifting allegiances between tribal, religious, intellectuals and other social actors, rather than political matters of rulers, armies and state. In the absence of a clear hypothesis and explanatory framework of change processes, however, the history of state formation is illustrative, and lacks the analytical vigour of other works. Temporarily set before Dresch’s work, Unmaking North and South: Cartographies of the Yemeni Past by John Willis provides a well-crafted and painstakingly sourced history of the spatial construction of modern Yemen through state governing practices in the late Zaydī Imamate and the ‘Adan protectorate between 1839 and 1934. The author juxtaposes intellectual debates on nationalism and Islamic reform as well as everyday practices of rule in Ṣan’ā’ with those in the South, and analyses them with regard to their role in fostering the parallel trajectories that defined the geographical imagination of ‘modern’ Yemen. The densely written text constitutes not only a major contribution to the colonial history of Yemen, but is useful as a background to current debates on unity in the context of the Southern Movement, Ḥirāk.

In contrast to Dresch and Willis’ expert histories, Yemen: Dancing on the Heads of Snakes by Victoria Clark is a vivid, non-academic historical account of Yemen, mixed with a personal memoir of the ‘Adan-born author, from the first Ottoman conquest in

---

1538 to 2010. Based entirely on English-language sources and a few local interviews, Clark provides a historical narrative of Yemen through the eyes of foreigners. Clark thereby frequently falls into clichés and trivialisations, including a propensity to overreliance on a monolithic categorisation of tribes to explain ‘Yemen’s failure to thrive as a modern nation state.’ Although a highly readable and sympathetically inclined narrative, the book contributes little to historiographical debates. In *Regionalism and Rebellion in Yemen: A Troubled National Union*, Stephen Day outlines a geographically structured history of republican Yemen. Based on the notion that regionalism is necessitated by an imbalance in the distribution of resources, he argues that the origins of Yemen’s instability lie in a quasi-primordial federalism rooted in the Qāsimī and Mutawakkilite dynasties and a power concentration in the northwestern highland tribes. However, Day reduces the motivations of political actors to a largely static 7-region framework, whose underlying principles remain somewhat ambiguous. At times, he resorts to brute force to make facts complacent with these geographical identities and is prone to careless generalisations, such as that ‘Yemen will endure as a fragmented polity, just as it has for millennia.’ Concerning the 2011 uprising, the author argues that the Šāliḥ regime lost its illegitimacy due to its lack of promoting development and the exploitation of patron-client relationships, which is regrettably simple given his otherwise neat historical contextualisation of current events.

Fred Halliday, Helen Lackner and Noel Brehony provide three authoritative historical studies with focus on South Yemeni affairs. Halliday’s *Revolution and Foreign Policy: The Case of South Yemen, 1967-1987* is a masterful study of the foreign policy of the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY) in relation to its internal political transformation – the key determinant for this policy. Beginning with the 1967 revolution, he traces the power struggles and turmoil of the infant, post-revolutionary one-party state, which ensured the hostility of its wealthy neighbours through its policy of exporting its revolution, but then grew increasing pragmatic. His description of the unifying tendencies of Yemeni nationalism throughout the book rightly debunks the idea that unification was merely a by-product of the demise of the Soviet Union. The timing of its publication in 1987 is unfortunate – though, of course, not the author’s fault – as it came too early to fully

---
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assess the devastating effects of the 1986 intraparty bloodbath on the PDRY, yet too late to include the last three years of short-lived polity before its unification. *P.D.R. Yemen: Outpost of Socialist Development in Arabia* by Helen Lackner is a vivid, well-sourced social account of the PDRY from its revolutionary struggle in the 1960s to the mid-1980s. Highly sympathetic to the political and social programme of the PDRY, the author discusses its ideology, theory and policies at length, but adds comparatively little to the understanding of actual local practice, despite her prolonged residence as a teacher in the PDRY. Lackner’s main argument is that the lack of resources and the pre-existing, pre-capitalist social structure constituted the primary obstacles to the social development of South Yemen. The first extensive history of South Yemen since 1990, Noel Brehony’s *Yemen Divided: The Story of a Failed State in South Arabia* examines socialist politics, institutions and leadership rivalries of South Yemen’s Marxist regime, based on elite interviews, archival research and first-hand observations as a British diplomat in the PDRY of the early 1970s. The detailed and subtle account covers the power struggles between nationalist movements in the 1950s and 60s, as well as the successive leaderships during the 1970s and 80s, which culminated in the 1986 civil war; the demise of the socialist regime; and its failed attempt at resuscitation. The narrative, however, lacks a clear historical argument or theory (apart from the ‘failed state’ concept) and only cursorily engages with historiographical debates. Nevertheless, Brehony provides a good sense of Northern domination post-1990 and includes a useful discussion about the continuities between revolutionaries of the 1960s and the southern secessionist movement after 2007, which has not been dealt with elsewhere.

In light of the scant literature about Yemen’s far north, the only recent book-length accounts are Gabriele vom Bruck’s monograph on the Yemeni Zaydiya and a Think Tank-commissioned study about the Ḫūṭhī rebellion. Determined to abstain from recent historical conflict that began a year before the publication of *Islam, Memory, and Morality in Yemen: Ruling Families in Transition*, Vom Bruck’s impressive ethnography of Zaydī sāda families (those, who trace their genealogy to Prophet Muhammad’s daughter Fatima) helps elucidate the socio-political underpinnings of the Ḫūṭhī movement. She details the accommodation, integration and coping strategies of socially and politically demoted sāda in North Yemen’s post-1962 revolution republican environment, whose relative tolerance in the 1970s turned into hostility with the growing influence of Salafi and Wahhabi
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doctrines in the 1980s. Vom Bruck thereby explores processes of memory formation, explains the doctrinal evocation of the ritual of *taqlid* – a ‘moral rearmament’ for self-preservation – among the *sāda*, and remains optimistic that Yemen will forge a more inclusive national identity. Barak Salmoni et al. begin, where vom Bruck ends. In *Regime and Periphery in Northern Yemen: the Hūthī Phenomenon* \(^{160}\), the authors provide an empirically rich, political account of the *shabāb al-mā′īn* (Believing Youth) and the emergence of the Hūthī conflict (1980s-2001), the escalation of tensions (2001-2004) and the six regime-Hūthī wars (2004-2010). The authors promote the view of a ‘rolling’ conflict, rather than an insurgency, and argue that the conflict is likely to persist unless the Yemeni government fundamentally restructures centre-periphery relations and addresses underlying grievances.

Lastly, Sarah Phillips and Isa Blumi deal with the topic of authoritarianism in Yemen from a political and historical angle, respectively. *Yemen’s Democracy Experiment in Regional Perspective: Patronage and Pluralized Authoritarianism* \(^{161}\) by Phillips examines the transformation of power structures, institutions and public political space in the period between 1990 and the run-up to the 2006 elections. The author attempts to reconcile two strains of democratisation literature: on the one hand, the view that the normative commitment to democracy can promote democratisation; on the other, the argument that the veil of democratic norms and institutions can legitimise, and thus reinforce, authoritarian regimes. A weak state with limited resources, Phillips argues, that the ‘politics of survival’ of Yemen’s post-1994 ‘neopatrimonial’ and ‘pluralised authoritarian’ regime rely on a combination of legitimisation, managed pluralism, and coercion. Accordingly, the Yemeni regime tolerates expressions of discontent, but prescribes political mobilisation; co-opts the opposition through inclusion in patronage networks funded through oil revenues; and selectively coerces those who do not play by the ‘rules of the game.’ The argument could have been strengthened if the author had contextualised the Yemeni experience in a comparative perspective and treated the literature on ‘Arab exceptionalism’ more critically. However, this does not detract from the insightful and nuanced study, which reveals a deep understanding of Yemen’s political scene. Isa Blumi’s narrative *Chaos in Yemen: Societal Collapse and the New Authoritarianism* \(^{162}\) provides a comparative historical account of Yemen before 1934 and after the 1980s, wherein the author juxtaposes the rebellion of ‘Asīrī ruler
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\(^{160}\) Barak A. Salmoni, Bryce Loidolt, and Madeleine Wells, *Regime and Periphery in Northern Yemen the Hūthī Phenomenon* (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2010).


Muḥammad al-Idrīsī against Imam Yahyā Ḥamīd al-Dīn with post-unification politics, including the Ḥūthī rebellion and the North-South conflict. The authoritarianism and disorder fostered by the ‘ʿAlī ‘Abd Allāh Ṣāliḥ represents, according to Blumi, an aberration from Yemen’s traditionally deliberative politics. This policy is designed to position the regime as the sole source of stability in order to extract resources from the United States and global financial institutions. The author attacks the reductionisms of the ‘strategic mainstream,’ which obscures Yemeni political dynamics in concepts such as ‘regionalism, tribalism and sectarianism.’ Blumi’s most persuasive argument in this regard is the primacy of temporary coalitions of local communities around micro-level material interests over collective tribal, religious, doctrinal or other primordial group loyalties. While the work fulfils high historical quality standards, his frequent time travel and virtual omission of the years between 1934 and 1980 makes it difficult to read for a non-specialised audience.

The Other ‘Arab Spring’: Citizen Revolt in a Fragile, Tribal State?

Almost four years after the beginning of the revolutionary upheaval in 2011, narratives of Yemen’s citizen revolt remain scarce. In the absence of any book-length account, only a few policy reports, chapters in edited volumes and journal articles examine the events. In the course of 2011, a number of high-quality policy reports, for example by the International Crisis Group (ICG), the Middle East Policy Council or the German Institute for International and Security Affairs (SWP), emerged; however, none of these contemporary analyses of the early protest dynamics and regime responses could aspire to provide a systematic overview.163 The edited volumes about the Arab uprisings by Khair El-Din Haseeb, Mark Haas and David Lesch, Anna Agathangelou and Nevzat Soguk, Kjetil Fosshagen, as well as Annette Jünemann and Anja Zorob do not dedicate chapters to Yemen, even though she was one of four countries that experienced a regime change to date.164 Other compilations contain only extremely brief, and largely descriptive,


newspaper articles or political commentaries, such the collections by Bassam Haddad et al. with articles from Jadaliyya, Toby Manhire’s assemblage of articles from The Guardian, or David McMurray and Amanda Ufheil-Somers accounts from MERIP.¹⁶⁵

Two brief publications by Marie-Christine Heinze and April Longley Alley trace the Yemeni protest movement from its genesis in January 2011 into the first year of the negotiated transition process. Meticulously researched and characterised by expert knowledge of the subject, these two stocktaking efforts, however, lack a larger interpretive ambition to elucidate the origins, causes and significance of the uprisings.¹⁶⁶ Conversely, Vincent Durac argues that ‘Yemen’s Arab Spring’ emerged in response to socio-economic distress, high levels of poverty and unemployment, with a significant role played by social media. Although driven by actors outside the traditional centres of power, the organised political opposition, most notably the JMP, soon superseded the grassroots movement. Due to the GGC Agreement, Durac concludes that the authoritarianism of the old regime remains largely intact, albeit with different actors. Although an overall well-informed analysis of the dynamics of the uprising, the article is based on little original research, subscribes to the flat grievance hypothesis and fails to fully contextualise the uprising in Yemen’s antecedents of contentious politics.¹⁶⁷

Two peer-reviewed articles contextualise the Yemeni uprising in the state failure and security narratives—characteristic of the stability-centred literature on Yemen before 2011. In what is largely a cursory recycling of American newspaper coverage on Yemen, its multiple conflicts and challenges, Ibrahim Sharqieh argues that the uprising raises Yemen’s potential for a civil war or state failure. While highlighting the non-violent character of Yemen’s youth uprising and the need to engage Yemen beyond the issue of counterterrorism, the author essentialises tribalism as a primordially violent feature of Yemen political affairs.¹⁶⁸ His focus on instability and the dubious concept of state failure overshadow concerns with the authoritarianism of the Ṣāliḥ regime, a trait reflected in


¹⁶⁷ Vincent Durac, ‘Yemen’s Arab Spring – Democratic Opening or Regime Maintenance?’, Mediterranean Politics 17, no. 2 (July 2012).

Thomas Juneau’s account. Juneau’s article is structured around the idea that the Yemen uprising, which arose in response to the country’s dire economic, social and security situation, exacerbated the already high levels of instability grounded in prevailing conflicts. In the face of insurmountable obstacles to stability, he posits that Yemen is likely to continue along the road of state collapse, fragmentation and Hobbesian anarchy.169

The book chapters by Yemeni academics Ādil al-Sharjabī and Gamal Gasim both focus on mobilisation in Yemen. Ādil al-Sharjabī traces the emergence of various student and youth groups in Ṣan‘ā’ and Ta‘izz from their emergence after 15 January 2011, to the formation of coalitions, and finally their gradual demise with the JMP takeover. As explanation for the revolutionary mobilisation, the author offers Ṣālih’s policy of building a family regime since 1994 and the loss of confidence of the youth in political parties since 2007. Sharjabī does not explain why he chooses this date, but it likely comes a result of the 2006 elections in which the GPC won a landslide victory. He rightly situates the failure of the ‘historic block’ in the discord among revolutionary groups and their alliance with traditional forces after the ‘Friday of Dignity’ massacre on 18 March. Although the detailed, but somewhat erratic, account attests to the author’s thorough insights as a participant in the revolutionary movement, Sharjabī focuses solely on mobilisation and thus fails to embed the events into a larger explanatory framework.170 In an edited volume on Arab activism, Gamal Gasim explores the Yemeni uprising through a continuum of collective action since the unification of Yemen in 1990. He traces various forms of contentious strategies through three phases (1990-1994, 1994-2006, 2006-2011), which – he argues – are distinguished by political conditions and patterns of activism. Although the author sketches a shift from party-based to mass movements and then grassroots activism, the categorisation remains conceptually vague. Gasim affords a questionably large role to traditional forces, notably tribes and ‘ulamā’, and portrays activism as nothing more than a response to grievances. While the overall approach is well-conceived, its execution is


mediocre as the text is riddled with generalisations and factual errors, while the author often fails to back up statements with empirical evidence.\textsuperscript{171}

Three short pieces demonstrate conceptual strength and intricate knowledge of the political dynamics of Yemen’s revolt. Stacey Philbrick Yadav’s insightful article on the ‘antecedents of the revolution’ locates the groundwork for the Yemeni revolt in the history of cross-partisan cooperation under the umbrella of the Joint Meeting Parties (JMP) in the 2000s. Although the JMP was a latecomer to the protests, the author persuasively argues that the ties and networks created around this ideologically diverse coalition were instrumental in the development of ‘post-partisan nationalism [as] a necessary antecedent of the revolution.’\textsuperscript{172} Although Philbrick Yadav demonstrates little familiarity with the revolutionary coalitions and intra-movement politics, this may be owed to the early timing of the article. The predominant focus on the JMP moreover detracts from the complex role of other ‘antecedents of the revolution,’ including such political forces as the Ḥūthīs, Ḥirāk, civil society groups, professional associations, unions, tribes, religious scholars or political powerbrokers, but this does not detract from an otherwise convincing argument.

Gabriele vom Bruck, Atiaf al-Wazir and Benjamin Wiacek trace the Yemeni revolt from the rise of the protest movement to the ‘Friday of Dignity’ massacre on March 18 – a turning point that marked the beginning of the takeover by the ‘establishment’ – and finally the negotiated transition process. Elite rivalries, both in the decade preceding the uprising and among the different forces of the revolutionary movement, constitute a major theme of the brief chapter. The latter tensions lead the authors to question whether the ‘revolution’ had been ‘suspended.’ As two of the co-authors actively participated in Ṣanʿā’ Change Square, the chapter fully subscribes to the perspective of independent youth activists and its underlying intellectual premises. Although some claims, for example those concerning the motivations of elite powerbrokers for certain decisions, are not backed up by sources, the overall analysis is sound and provides the reader with a good introduction to the events.\textsuperscript{173}

Laurent Bonnefoy and Marine Poirier’s narrative on the structuration and dynamics of the Yemeni revolution provides the perhaps best overview of Yemen’s citizen uprising to date. Going beyond a simple cause and effect relationship, the authors argue


that the uprising formed part of a continuum of crises, conflicts and social relations. Based on Anthony Giddens’s theory of structuration, they argue for the ‘duality of revolutionary structure,’ which encompasses both the grassroots revolutionary project and the parallel reassertion of power by traditional political players. Although one might question the revolutionary nature of the latter, the article is sharp in its analysis and based on thorough field research and an intricate understanding of Yemen’s revolutionary politics. Unfortunately, the comparative brevity of the two (very similar) articles does not permit an in-depth exploration of historical structure or a thorough overview of all revolutionary actors. However, this theoretically informed approach is more refined than any of the other narratives about the Yemeni citizen revolt.174

The nature of political order in Yemen is surrounded by much confusion. Although a modern nation state on paper, the weakness of formal institutions and prevalence of plural power centres have led political commentators to variably frame the Republic of Yemen as a politically dysfunctional, violence-riddled, tribal, anarchic or underdeveloped country – a depiction frequently conflated with a fragile, failing, failed or collapsed state. This paradigm has gained traction with the post-9/11 security agenda of the United States and has since dominated the policies of the international community. Although political order indeed differs considerably from the Weberian ideal type, scholars have advocated abandoning this inherently occidentocentric conception of state for its inadequacy in explaining governance in Yemen. Instead of aspiring to emulate this Western state model, Lisa Wedeen argued, the Ṣāliḥ regime deliberately kept formal institutions weak due to its perception that state-building ran contrary to regime survival.

Others have advanced a more fundamental critique of the notion of state failure based on conceptual fallacies, such as analytical fuzziness, the conflation of peace and state capacity, inherent Western policy agendas, as well as the paternalistic and teleological assumption that nations will converge into a singular model. The concept of state failure
moreover fails to distinguish between statehood, the statutory properties of a state predicated on its recognition by other states; and stateness, the ability of states to fulfil certain functions, in other words state capacity, efficiency and administrative performance. In reality, however, few states meet the presumed legal criteria for recognition in international law, while Weberian stateness seldom exists beyond the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The state failure discourse therefore results at least as much from frustrated expectations rooted in specific normative ideas about stateness, as from the actual, empirically observed breakdown of state institutions.

Weber’s state-centric model moreover does not capture the myriad forms of informal governance. As in other traditional societies, customary institutions in Yemen (e.g. tribes, extended families or sectarian solidarities) have not only proven historically resilient and adaptive, but are often more capable than the central state at providing public goods, such as local security, political representation or social safety nets for kin groups. New actors (civil society organizations, warlords, Islamist movements, etc.) have moreover – for better or worse – come to fill the void left by poor state performance. Böge, Brown and Clemens have described this amalgamation of old and new, state and non-state actors as a hybrid political order. In this order, traditional structures coexist, blend, overlap, compete and permeate modern legal-rational bureaucracies – a concept defined by Shmuel Eisenstadt as neopatrimonialism. The Republic of Yemen is thus most accurately characterised as such a hybrid, neopatrimonial political order, in which authority is shared between the state and traditional as well as emergent governance actors.

In order to delineate specific features of the environment in which Yemen’s citizen
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revolt transpired in 2011, this chapter traces the evolution of the changing political configurations from the ancient pre-Islamic kingdoms through the millennial Imamate to the early 20th century. Loosely inspired by Braudel’s *longue durée*, it identifies both structural features and major historical transformations to abstract permanent from ephemeral aspects of the multiple historical political orders in Yemen. This fast-paced survey thereby provides insights not only into the historical polities that constitute frameworks of reference for the divergent political visions and collective memories of different components of the revolutionary movement of 2011, but into the regional divisions and contradictions that have shaped the power dynamics in Yemen in the 20th and early 21st centuries.

**Ancient Trading Kingdoms: Geographical Foundations and Economic Divisions**

One of the most suitable places for human life on the Peninsula, South Arabia became known in the antiquity as ‘Arabia Felix’ for its immense wealth and prosperity. In contrast to the pastoral nomadic Northern Arabs, the predominantly sedentary tribes of South Arabia – mythologically believed to be the progeny of Noah’s descendant Qaḥṭān and his grandson Sabā’189 – formed basic communities of subsistence farmers since at least the sixth millennium BCE.190 In the early first millennium BCE, two technological innovations became major engines for social change: increasingly sophisticated modes of irrigation-based agriculture and the domestication of the camel.191 These advancements facilitated the rise of the kingdoms of Sabā’ (ca. 950 BCE-270 CE), Ma’in (ca. 500-100 BCE), Qatabān (ca. 400 BCE-200 CE) and Ḥaḍramawt (ca. 400 BCE-290 CE), which prospered as agrarian societies and a major trade centre of the ancient world.

Intriguingly, these city-states did not emerge among the dry farmers in the fertile southwestern highlands, but at the capitals Mā’rib, Qarnaw, Timna’ and Shabwa in ṭādis (riverbeds) along the flat, easily passable plateaus at the margins of the Ramlat al-Sab’atayn

190 Michael J. Harrower, Joy McCrorston, and A. Catherine D’Andrea, ‘General/Specific, Local/Global: Comparing the Beginnings of Agriculture in the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia/Eritrea) and Southwest Arabia (Yemen)’, *American Antiquity* 75, no. 3 (2010).
desert, which harboured few natural obstacles. A coordinated water management system was not only indispensable to exploit the brief, albeit heavy biannual rainfall in these semiarid areas, but required a high degree of social organisation conducive to the formation of complex communities. Sabā’, the most powerful and long-lasting of these kingdoms, boasted the impressive construction of the 600-meter-long Mā’rib Dam, the heart of an extensive hydraulic irrigation network that provided the lifeline for its sedentary population from the seventh century BCE until its final collapse in the late sixth century CE.

The strategic control of the trade routes through these flat plains to places such as Alexandria (Egypt), Gaza (Palestine) and Palmyra (Syria), allowed the kingdoms to establish a commercial monopoly on frankincense and myrrh. Locally grown in Ḥaḍramawt and Zuř (Oman), these precious, high-demand commodities fetched high prices on Mediterranean and Mesopotamian markets, which allowed the kingdoms to accrue colossal wealth. Due to their strategic location at the crossroads of the Mediterranean, Mesopotamia, India and East Africa, the kingdoms moreover benefitted from the transit trade of eastern (luxury) goods. Brought into the port of Qâni’ by primitive sailing boats on the back of the seasonal monsoon winds of the Indian Ocean, they were trans-shipped on camels and sent along the northbound caravan trails.
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Map 1: Ancient South Arabian Kingdoms, 950 BCE - 100 CE. Trade routes are based on trade relations and suitable geographic conditions.
In the seventh century BCE, Karib’il Watar of Sab’ā united the kingdoms in a federal structure under his leadership that spanned over most of South Arabia. He adopted the title mukarrib (unifier), which became a ruling title for subsequent Sab’ā’ean and other rulers. Inscriptions reveal that theocratic kings and a tribal council held authority in Sab’ā, based on a basic legal code. Agricultural surplus production gave rise to some form of market economy based on craft specialisation, which included stone masonry for the construction of large religious and hydraulic constructions. Although Sab’ā was able to sustain an army based on the taxation of trade, its territory remained an inherently unstable construct.

On the one hand, the rugged mountain terrain limited Sab’ā’s ability to project power across long distances, leaving it in control of little more than strategic trade infrastructure. On the other, the territorial expansion and exploitation of farmers – imperative for imperial sustenance – engendered resistance, which allowed Ma’īn, Qatabān and Ḥaḍramawt to reassert their independence in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE.

The first century BCE became a historical watershed moment for South Arabia. The aborted Roman siege on the Sab’ā’ean capital Mā’rib in 24 BCE and the establishment of a regular maritime link between the Mediterranean, Arabia and India precipitated the decline of the caravan cities of the interior and enhanced the role of coastal ports. This shifted power from the trading states to the Kingdom of Ḫimyar (ca. 110 BCE-550 CE). Based in the more fertile southwestern mountains in proximity of the Red Sea coast, the Ḫimyarites successively conquered the other kingdoms and expanded their sphere of influence as far as Mecca and the southern Ḥiğāz (Saudi Arabia). The Ḥaḍramī Kinda tribe effectively became a protectorate of the interior. In 295 CE then, the Ḫimyarite ruler Shammar Yuhar’ish proclaimed himself ‘king of Sab’ā and Dhū Raydān and Ḥaḍramawt and Yamanat,’ reflecting that – for the first time in history – most of the territory of contemporary Yemen had nominally been united under a single, centralised rule. It is here that the geographical marker yamanat (Yemen) appeared first in historical writing.

198 Maraqten, ‘Some Aspects of the Formation of the State in Ancient South Arabia’.
200 Some historians claim that ‘shām’ (left) and ‘yaman’ (right) originate as geographical markers in early Islamic period in relation to the Ka’ba, a view difficult to corroborate with historical evidence. Suliman Bashear, ‘Yemen in Early Islam an Examination of Non-Tribal Traditions’, Arabia 36, no. 3 (1989).
From the late fourth century onwards, the transformation from polytheistic cults to monotheism constituted a unifying factor for the hitherto religiously and culturally fragmented South Arabian tribes. Initially assuming a non-denominational form, the worship of a single deity became a powerful tool to legitimate the hegemony of the by contemporary measures robust and centralised Himyarite state. Faced with the irredentist expansionism of the Byzantine-backed Christian Kingdom of Aksum (Ethiopia) in a bid for hegemony over the Red Sea, the Himyarites, who declared Judaism as state religion in 518, became increasingly entangled in inter-religious strife as they began subjecting Christians to persecution and forced conversion. In 525, the Aksumites conquered parts of South Arabia and installed a Christian vassal king. This engendered resistance among the highland tribes and encouraged Himyarite princes to seek assistance from Persia, which incorporated South Arabia as a satellite into the Sassanid empire around 570-575. Due to the spread of Christianity, the demand for aromatic resins fell sharply causing trade incomes to dry up. The disintegration of Himyar, the last of the indigenous South Arabian kingdoms, marked the beginning of centuries of foreign rule.

The prevalent modes of production under Sab’a’co-Himyarite rule left a differential impact on tribal structures in the southern and northern highlands. In the fertile southern highlands, the Himyarite state superimposed a feudal system that diluted ties among the Himyar and Madhḥaj tribes. Allegiance to the state came to replace tribal affiliations, as land possession became contingent on the fulfilment of tax obligations, rather than customary tribal law (ʿurf). The decline of the Himyarite polity gave rise to multiple feudal entities, which continued to levy taxes on peasants in exchange for the protection against incursions by predatory northern tribesmen. In the northern and central highlands, conversely, the decline of the Sab’a’ean state and concomitant irrigation system bereft subsistence farmers of their economic base. The northern tribal peasantry became compelled to supplement its sparse harvests through emigration, pastoralism and raids into

201 Iwona Gajda, ‘Monothéisme en Arabie du Sud préislamique (Monotheism in pre-Islamic South Arabia),’ Chroniques yéménites, no. 10 (2002).
204 In order to distance itself from pagan and Jewish rituals, Christianity restricted the use of incense for sacrificial purposes and cremation. See Robert G. Hoyland, Arabia and the Arabs: From the Bronze Age to the Coming of Islam (London: Routledge, 2001).
the southern highlands and coast. They relied on the tribal system of the Hamdān – known as Ḥāshid and Bakīl – for protection, which strengthened tribal cohesion and structures.206

The prestigious ancient city-states, especially the Kingdom of Sabā’, bestowed a powerful national myth upon successive generations of Yemenis and still occupy an ample space in collective memory of Yemenis today. The state news agency Sabā’ or the cellular provider Sabafon attest to the presence of this symbolism in daily life. The Queen of Sabā’, Bilqīs, serves as the role model of an astute political leader among contemporary Yemeni gender activists, even if this part of Jewish Yemeni history was suppressed, demonised or vulgarised in medieval Islamic imagination.207 From the Qāsimī Imams to the revolutionaries in the 1960s and republican leaders in both North and South Yemen, the ancient kingdoms have moreover been selectively invoked to conjure up primordial legitimisations for Yemeni unification or – as it has often been framed – reunification.208

**Medieval Islamic Dynasties: Transient Polities and Doctrinal Divisions**

The charismatic religious movement of the Prophet Muḥammad (609-632) marked the beginning of a new era for the Arabian Peninsula. In the late 620s, Yemen became nominally Muslim when the Persian governor Bādhān converted to Islam, as did numerous tribes from the Tihāma, ‘Adan, Ḥaḍramawt, al-Mahra and other regions in the South, as well as the Hamdānite tribes of Ḥāshid and Bakīl.209 These Sunnī areas (all except the Hamdān, which later adopted the Zaydiya) gradually turned between the 9th and 15th centuries to the Shāfiʿī madhhab (school of jurisprudence). Islam did not become a major force in Yemen until the consolidation of the Islamic empire under the first caliph, Abū Bakr (632–634), however, when the centre of power shifted from the bygone trading kingdoms northwards to the Hijāz. Yemeni recruits, mostly those unable to subsist in the northern agricultural economy, played a crucial role in the Islamic armies of the Caliphate,


which facilitated cultural exchange with other parts of the Peninsula.

Islam did not supplant pre-Islamic patriarchal culture and tribal customs, but mostly adapted to, and occasionally conflicted, with indigenous tribal systems. Political authority remained sparse, fragmented and contended; economic life remained local in the absence of political integration. For about two centuries, the Islamic caliphates of the Umayyads (661–750) and the Abbasids (750–822) left Yemen ‘governed, then misgoverned, and at length … virtually un-governed.’\(^{210}\) Even though the conversion to Islam by co-optation, rather than conquest, instilled an abstract, albeit superficial, sense of Islamic unity, Yemen became somewhat delinked from the developments in the broader Islamic empires when it ceased to be part of the Abbasid caliphate in the ninth century. The rule of Yemeni lands became a chronic game of thrones among local dynasties, city-states and tribal warlords, whose rule sparked frequent separatist movements, rebellions and resistance, and thus failed to sustain political authority for long periods.

Invited to settle a conflict between rivalling Khawlānī tribes in Ša’dā, Yahyā bin Ḥusayn al-Rassī migrated with 50 descendants of the prophet from the Hijāz to northern Yemen in 897. A descendant of Ḥusayn, the Shi’a martyr, who died in the Battle of Karbala in 740, he was a disciple of the Zaydiya, which has its roots in an early schism within Shi’a Islam after the death of ‘Alī Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn. His cunning manoeuvring allowed al-Rassī to secure the allegiance of the Hamdānite Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes, and thus subject Yemen’s far north to his control. Adopting the title al-hādī ilā-l-haqq (he who directs towards the divine truth), al-Rassī proclaimed himself Imam – a spiritual and political leader with the obligation of khurūj (coming out against oppression) – and laid the doctrinal, legal and political foundations for the millennial rule of Zaydi Imams in Yemen.\(^{211}\) Placing strong emphasis on the personal qualities of the Imam, the Zaydiya maintains that only descendants from the ahl al-bayt (house of the Prophet) through Muḥammad’s daughter Fāṭima and his cousin ‘Alī, who are both prolific in Islamic sciences and able with the sword in order to ‘command right and forbid wrong’ (al-amr bi-l-maʿruf wa-l-nahī ‘an al-munkar), can hold authority.

It was not until the late 12th century, however, that the Imamate became a formidable political force in Yemen and its sphere of influence thereafter remained confined to the northern and central highlands, only sporadically encompassing Šan‘ā;
until the 16th century. Geographical and doctrinal factors moreover made Imamic rule inherently unstable. Throughout its entire history, the Yemeni Zaydiya remained unable to wed the fleeting charismatic authority of the divinely mandated Imams and the warlike traditions of the Hamdānite tribes with the institutionalisation of a stable central authority. Hamid Dabashi characterises this paradox in terms of the differential modes of authority in Islam that emerged after the decline of Prophet Muḥammad’s charismatic authority: while Sunnis routinised and traditionalised authority in accordance with pre-Islamic patterns, Shi’a opted to perpetuate the inherently transient charismatic rule in the form of Imams.212 Due to the process of self-selection by bloodbath, Imami rule in Yemen was riddled by succession struggles; in the period between 897 and the mid-15th century, the authority of 39 out 42 Imams was disputed either within or between ruling families.213 As a Yemeni scholar succinctly put it, ‘conflict became a tradition that shaped political and social life, characterised by division and infighting among the aspirants and contenders of the Imams of the ruling house until society was exhausted, the central state lost control and the country drifted into long years of chaos.’214

Motivated by commercial interests in the trade route from Egypt to India, the Ayyūbīds invaded south Yemen in the 12th century. They united most southern territories and the Tihāma, hitherto held by a series of either transient or inconsequential local city-states and regionally confined dynasties – the Ziyādíds (818-1018), Yuṣfirīds (847-997), Najāhīds (1021-1156), Sulayhīds (1047-1138), Sulaymānīds (1069-1173), Hamdānīds (1099-1173) and Mahdīs (1159-1173) – with varying leanings towards the ʿAbbāsīd, and later Ismāʿīli Fāṭimid, powers in Egypt. The Ayyūbīds ruled from the city of Zabīd in the Tihāma, which had with the Ziyādíds become the administrative centre for many successive Islamic dynasties. They forged a short-lived, but comparatively stable state with a solid political administration and feudal economic structure, supported by both agriculture and increasing income from trade through the port of ʿAdan.215

In the early 13th century, the Ayyūbīds were eclipsed by their former slaves, the Rasūlīds. Excelling at statesmanship, Rasūlīd Sultans – especially al-Malik al-Muẓaffar Yūsīf (1249–1295) – expanded the domain of the state and ushered in a period of stability and prosperity. They established an effective bureaucracy, state enterprises and a well-organised army, expanding the territory under their control as far to the east as Zufār (Oman). Though unable to regulate the lives of their subjects in the same way as modern states, the Rasūlīds implemented an elaborate tax scheme. They amassed great wealth from custom levies on transit trade through ‘Adan, which – strategically located at the crossroads of Africa, Asia and Europe – prospered in this age of increasing commercial exchange. The Turkic Rasūlīds popularised the Shāfiʿī madhhab in Yemen, which had gained a foothold in the area of Ibb and the southern coast since the early 10th century. They moreover attempted to instil a sense of cultural unity, to the point of fabricating their own genealogical roots as Qaḥṭānites (southern Arabs) to be perceived as local rulers.

The distinct ruling systems of the Imamate in the northern highlands, and the Ayyūbīd (1174-1228), Rasūlīd (1228-1454) and later Ṭāhirīd (1454-1517) states in the southern highlands and coastal areas, thus led to the consolidation of two different madḫāhib in these areas. It was not by pure coincidence that this Zaydī-Shāfiʿī split became largely synonymous with the earlier division along modes of production during Sabāʾeco-Himyarite rule, of which it was but an epiphenomenon. The basic tenets of the Zaydiya and the Shāfiʿiya fit the needs of respective northern and southern geographic communities. Apart from the imposition of a modest zākāt (religious tax), the Zaydi Imamate, which relied on the tribal codes of the Hamdān for protection, changed little in the social order of the northern highlands. The Shāfiʿī theory of state, conversely, helped legitimise the quasi-feudal economic system of successive southern states. As the differences between the Zaydi Shi'a and Sunni Shāfiʿī sects were primarily regional and political, rather than doctrinal, the division served to perpetuate and reinforce pre-existing political economy factors. Even if both ruling systems occasionally clashed with each other during this period, sectarian relations between these two moderate sects remained predominantly amicable.
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Map 2: Yemen’s Regional and Doctrinal Divisions, Major Tribes and Population.
Spurred by imperial competition with Portugal over maritime superiority in the Red Sea, the Mamlūks invaded ‘Adan in 1515, dismantled the Ṭāhirīd state and proceeded to seize Zaydī-ruled territory. Invoking the obligation of khurūj, the Imams of the Sharaf al-Dīn dynasty (1507-1597) seized the opportunity to rally northern Zaydī tribes around a jihād (holy war) to repel the Mamlūk encroachment.219 Due to the Ottoman conquest of Egypt, the centre of the Mamlūk Empire, in 1517, the Imam was able to bring most of Yemen’s territory (except ‘Adan and Zabīd) under his control by 1530 – only to lose it again to a Turkish force that occupied the Tihāma in 1539 and the central highlands in 1547. Although their arbitrary and draconian rule sparked tribal revolts and persistent resistance, the Sharaf al-Dīns remained unable to reconquer the territory from the Turkish invaders. Where the Sharaf al-Dīns had failed, the succeeding Qāsimī dynasty (1598-1852) proved more capable. Imams al-Manṣūr al-Qāsim (1598-1620) and al-Muʿayad Muḥammad (1620-1644) mobilised northern tribes for a relentless jihād that culminated in the expulsion of the Ottomans in 1635.220 The conquest of al-Bayḍāʾ, Yāfiʿ and the eastern Ḥaḍramawt as far as Ṣufār (Oman) allowed Imam al-Mutawakkil ‘alā-ʾllā al-İsmāʿīl (1644-1676) to unify all of Yemen and establish a hitherto unprecedented level of administrative control.

Representing an aberration from the anti-statist tendencies of the Zaydiya, the Qāsimī polity became comparatively stable and durable due to a major economic expansion and the Imamate’s ideological adaptation. Imam al-İsmāʿīl assumed control of strategic trade infrastructure – ports and overland routes – whose proceeds he used to compensate the Zaydi tribes that had enabled his territorial expansion.221 The conquests moreover allowed prominent Ḥāshid and Bakīl families to acquire fertile lands in the south, which laid the foundations for the great shaykhly families that have since played a pivotal role in Yemeni politics.222 From the early 17th century onwards, coffee trade brought immense wealth to the Imamate. With the rising popularity of coffee houses in Turkey and Europe in the mid-16th and mid-17th centuries, respectively, demand for coffee rose sharply. Yemen held a world monopoly on the highly priced crop, which was exported

predominantly through the port of al-Mukhā. The British East India Company was the first to establish a trading post at the southern port in 1618, followed by the Dutch. The trade peaked in the 1730s, but largely declined by 1800 in the face of competition from the Netherlands and France, who had planted smuggled shrubs in their colonies. From 1820 to 1880, however, slave trade began to peak in the Red Sea and the Gulf of ‘Adan, providing an alternative source of revenue for the ports in the region.

With the expansion of the polity over a sizable and productive Shāfi‘ī population with a greater agricultural potential and share of the tax base, the centre of state power shifted south and the Qāsimī Imams faced the challenge of reconciling the warlike tradition of the Zaydī tribes in the north with those of the more fertile and prosperous southern highlands. With this objective in mind, they invoked the collective memory of the caravan trade, which provided a powerful national imagination of the prosperous unity between north and south. More crucially, the Qāsimīs relied on the theological underpinnings of a distinctly Sunnī theory of rulership, which helped consolidate the rule of the Imams and bridge the madhhabīya (doctrinal divide) between Yemen’s two major doctrinal groups to a considerable degree. The works of Muḥammad al-Shawkānī (1759?-1834), the qāḍī al-qudā‘ (chief Islamic judge and scholar) during the later years of the Imamate, epitomise this sunna-oriented tradition. By resorting to Sunnī hadīths, Shawkānī lowered the stringent criteria placed on the Imam by separating the worldly ruler from the religious scholar and reinterpretimg al-amr bi-l-ma‘rūf wa-l-nahī ‘an al-munkar; legitimised dynastic succession, which is traditionally rejected in the Zaydiya; and argued that khurūj (the rebellion against a despotic ruler) – regardless of the injustices experienced – was strictly prohibited.

Despite its relative prosperity, the Qāsimī state entered a political and ideological crisis by the 18th century. As the Imams of former Zaydī dynasties, the Qāsimīs
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remained unable to consolidate their military advances through institution-building. In the absence of an accepted mechanism of power transfer, authority was riddled with succession struggles and tribal rebellions. The state began to fragment along divisions in the ruling family because the Imams entrusted provinces of their realm to family members, who transformed these into largely autonomous fiefdoms. Even though the Imamate nominally existed until 1852, its disintegration gradually gave way to local rulers and warlords as early as the 17th century. The Ya‘fi tribes revolted in 1681, followed by Lahj and ‘Adan in 1728, and the Imam’s governor of the western coastal area of Abū ‘Arish progressive expanded his domain over the Tihāma from the 1730s onwards. By the mid-18th century, the territory of the Imamate was confined to little more than Ṣan‘ā, and the central highlands south of the territories of the Ḥāshid and Bakīl.

**Foundations of Modern Statehood: Imperial Incursions and Political Divisions**

Apart from the coffee trade, Yemen had few interactions with the outside world between the 17th and the late 19th centuries. The Imamate thus not only remained at the margins of the major technological and social transformations that industrialisation engendered in Europe, but initially aroused little interest among European powers that began expanding their imperial domain around the globe. From the early 19th century onwards, however, the weakness of the Qāsimi state invited numerous foreign invasions in the western coastal areas. In the early 1800s, the Wahhābis, a religious revivalist movement originating in the mid-18th century through the Faustian amalgamation of Muhammad bin ‘Abd al-Wahhāb’s proselytisation and the military cunning of the House of Sa‘ūd,230 conquered the Tihāma. Driven by his appetite for the proceeds from Yemen’s coffee trade, Muhammad ‘Ali Pāshā of Egypt, nominally a vassal for the Ottoman Sultan, soon ousted the Wahhābis and occupied the Tihāma between 1830 and 1840.231 When British diplomatic efforts forced him to evacuate, local tribes under the leadership of Sharif Husayn of Abū ‘Arish (1841-49) filled the power vacuum generated by the Egyptian departure. In 1848, tribal forces loyal to Imam al-Mutawakkil bin Yaḥyā (1845-1849) wrested control over the
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Tihāma from Ḥusayn, only to lose it the following year to an Ottoman invasion force.232

The Wahhābi-Egyptian contest rekindled the strategic interests of the British Crown and the Ottoman Porte, which had hitherto paid little attention to Yemen. Determined to limit Muḥammad ‘Alī and in need of a midway coaling station for its new steam ships *en route* from Suez to Bombay, Britain invaded ʿAdan in 1839.233 For a century under the rule of the Sultan of Lahij, ʿAdan had meanwhile deteriorated into ‘a sort of international colony for Indian Ocean pirates.’234 With the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, traffic through the strategically located Gulf of ʿAdan greatly increased. Although the port promoted the development of ʿAdan as a commercial *entrepôt*, administered as part of British India for a century (1839-1937), it remained a neglected colonial backwater until after World War I. In 1873, Britain informed the Ottomans, which had meanwhile established a presence in northern Yemen, that it considered the nine tribal regions around ʿAdan – ʿAbdalī, ʿAḍalī, ʿAqrabī, Ḥawshabī, ʿAmīrī, ʿAlawī, ʿAqmī, ʿAbayhī, ʿAmīrī and ʿAwlaqī – part of its sphere of influence.235 Through some 90 ‘protection’ treaties with local tribes designed to preserve the political *status quo*, Britain consolidated its indirect control over ʿAdan’s hinterland, which provided the aquatic and agricultural lifeline of the city. These treaties offered modest subsidies and British protection of the ‘sovereignty’ of local rulers in exchange for their refusal to cooperate with foreign powers. Although the treaties made local rulers liable to the charge of being agents of British imperialism, they provided the needed political control with a minimum of responsibility.236

In order to contain the British expansion in the Red Sea region, Ottoman forces occupied the Tihāma in 1849 and signed an agreement with Imam al-Mutawakkil, which effectively turned him into a vassal of the Porte.237 The agreement came at a time when al-Mutawakkil was losing control in the highlands, which led him to invite Turkish forces into Ṣanʿāʾ. Upon their arrival, a tribal uprising crushed the Ottomans and deposed the Imam, who had allowed an occupation force to enter the city. Amidst succession struggles, we are told, North Yemen plunged into lawlessness and tribal feuds, causing notables in Ṣanʿāʾ to
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plead with the Turks to return.\footnote{Al-Jarāfī, Al-Muqtaṭif min Tārikh al-Yaman (Excerpt from Yemeni History).} In 1872, a few years after the opening of the Suez Canal, a contingent of Ottoman reinforcements conquered much of the northern highlands. From 1904 to 1906, they worked out a treaty with Britain, ratified in 1914, to secure their respective spheres of influence along the Anglo-Ottoman line, which came to define the division between North and South Yemen until 1990.\footnote{Richard Schofield, ‘The Last Missing Fence in the Desert: The Saudi-Yemeni Boundary’, Geopolitics and International Boundaries 1, no. 3 (1996).} Although control extended little beyond the range of Turkish canons, divide-and-rule tactics and punitive raids allowed them to effectively rule.\footnote{Vincent Steven Wilhite, ‘Guerrilla War, Counterinsurgency, and State Formation in Ottoman Yemen’ (Ph.D., Ohio State University, 2003).} The conduct of Ottoman administrators had much improved from three centuries earlier. Like the British in ‘Adan, they ruled in alliance with local notables and tribes. Their ruling style was adapted to the local population; in contrast to elsewhere in the empire, they refrained from applying military conscription, cadastral surveys or the secular nizamiye courts.\footnote{Thomas Kühn, ‘Shaping and Reshaping Colonial Ottomanism: Contesting Boundaries of Difference and Integration in Ottoman Yemen, 1872-1919’, Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 27, no. 2 (2007).} Innovations in administration, education and health – though relatively modest – became widely established as functions of the state.\footnote{Fūʿād Al-Shāmī, ‘Al-ʿAlaqāt bayn al-Idāra al-Uthmāniyya wa-l-Imām Yahyā, 1904-1918’ (The Relations between the Ottoman Administration and Imam Yahyā, 1904-1918) (Ph.D., University of Sanāʾ, 2009).} Despite the adaptation of their rule to local conditions, Turkish overtaxation and misrule engendered fierce and persistent resistance. Following the example of his recalcitrant Qāsimī ancestors three centuries earlier, Imam al-Hādī Sharaf al-Dīn (1878-1890) launched a sustained guerrilla campaign against the Ottoman occupation in 1879. After al-Hādī’s death, a new dynasty of Imams from the Ḥamīd al-Dīn family (1890-1962), a branch of the ninth century al-Rassī dynasty, carried on the armed struggle. While skirmishes between Ottoman forces and pro-Imamate tribesmen continuously transpired throughout the 40-year campaign, major rebellions erupted in 1884, 1891-92, 1898-99, 1904–7 and 1910–11. Negotiations for a truce between the Imam Yahyā Ḥamīd al-Dīn (1904-1948) and the Ottomans failed in 1905. The Imam demanded significantly greater measures of autonomy than the Ottomans were prepared to grant and – coherent with Zaydi thought – refused to recognise the Ottoman suzerain as caliph.\footnote{Doreen Ingrams and Leila Ingrams, eds., Records of Yemen, 1798-1960 (Archive Editions, 1993), Vol. 5, 508.} The battle, we are told, resulted in casualties ranging into the 100,000s.\footnote{Stookey, Yemen: The Politics of the Yemen Arab Republic.}
official put it, ‘Yemen has become now the graveyard of Muslims and money.’

As part of this struggle against the Ottoman Empire, Yahyā Ḥamīd al-Dīn entered into an alliance of convenience with Sayyid Muḥammad al-Idrīṣī (1876-1923), the heir of a local Ṣūfī dynasty in the far northern province of ‘Asīr. Due to his cunning politicking and spiritual leadership, Idrīṣī was able to establish an Imamate in ‘Asīr in 1907. In 1911, however, a military stalemate led Yahyā and the Ottomans to sign the Treaty of Daʿān, which conferred authority over the Zaydī areas in northern and central highlands to Yahyā under Ottoman dominion as a *quid pro quo* for unchallenged Turkish rule in Ṣanʿāʾ and the Tihāma. Although the Turkish-Imami pact constituted a first step to the independent statehood of North Yemen, it pitted the Imam and Idrīṣī – formerly a united local front against Ottoman occupation – against each other and reconfigured their alliances with other regional powers, notably Britain, Italy and Saudi Arabia. Italy and Britain signed a series of contradictory friendship and protection treaties with the Imam and Idrīṣī, providing stipends and weapons to both, but Yahyā eventually gained the upper hand as key Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes shifted their allegiance from Idrīṣī to the Imam.

After the defeat of the Central Powers in World War I, the Ottoman Empire withdrew its forces from Yemen in 1918. In the void left by their disengagement, Yahyā declared the Mutawakkilite Kingdom of Yemen and assumed the title His Majesty (jalālāthu) Imam Yahyā Muḥammad Ḥamīd al-Dīn, King of Yemen. Amidst a turbulent flux of alliances, he began to forge a dynastic and autocratic theocracy in North Yemen in the 1920s and 1930s, thereby laying the structural foundations for a sovereign state. Although the Imamate has in retrospect often been portrayed as a moribund anachronism,
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this was less true for the political construction of the early years.251 Yahyā’s advances in securing borders, pacifying Yemen’s interior and expanding the domain of the state afforded the Mutawakkilite Kingdom (1918-1962) a hitherto unprecedented degree of sovereignty. Tax collection, record keeping, administration of justice and the delegation of selected functions to provincial administrators became a social reality.252 While the Imam commanded moral, but only marginal physical, authority in the areas of the Zaydī tribes in the northern and central highlands, the opposite was true for Shāfī’ī areas.253 For the maintenance of public order, he had to rely on tribal levies from the Ḥāshid and Bakīl – often suggestively described as ḥā’in (wings of the Imamate) – as well as an elaborate nizām rahā’in (hostage system). The Imamate reproduced itself through a political economy of exploitation: proceeds from the overtaxation of Shāfī’ī areas were used to subsidise northern Zaydī tribes, whose tribal levies in turn provided the military backbone to rule the former.254 To secure tribal allegiances, Yahyā kept male family members of leading families hostage, who – depending on the kind of relations with the tribe – were either educated in the comfort of his palace or thrown into the notorious dungeons.255

In contrast to many emergent post-colonial states, the Mutawakkilite Kingdom did not inherit much of an institutional legacy from the Ottoman administration. The Imam quite literally embodied the state; he held all reigns of executive power in his hands and personally administered justice in his daily majlis (hearings).256 Yahyā’s legitimacy rested on a combination of Zaydī doctrine and Sunnī legal justifications of monarchical rule, as well as his resistance against the Ottoman Empire until 1911 and the British presence in ‘Adan.257 Preoccupation for the independence of the newly forged state was at the heart of Yahyā’s rule, as epitomised by the policy of isolationism (see next chapter) and in his efforts to create the jaysh al-muẓaffar al-nizāmī al-malikī (Victorious Regular Royal Army), a modern professional army that numbered 12,000 troops by 1936.258 The Imamate synthesised two
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modes of governance: regularised and bureaucratised forms of disciplinary power based on the modern Ottoman model of military organisation and older monarchical ritual with reliance on the sāda and qudāṭ – two literate social groups of sublime social status. In 1931, the Imam instituted a governmental system and established several ministries, which were all headed by his sons. Although the new administrative structure incorporated a greater number of people into the body politic, the rudimentary ministries remained virtually unable to administer anything, much less provide state services to the public.

Not until the mid-1930s, however, did the Imamate consolidate the borders with its northern and southern neighbours. Nurturing ambitions to expand the newly independent Imamate southwards based on the vision of a unified Yemen, Imam Yahyā launched frequent raids across the Anglo-Ottoman line between 1918 and 1934. A renewed alliance with the Idrīsīs of ʿAsīr, whose hitherto autonomous province was annexed by Saudi Arabia in 1930, dragged the Mutawakkilite Kingdom into a limited interstate war with Saudi Arabia in 1934. The war with the northern neighbour led Imam Yahyā to quickly settle the border dispute with Britain in order to avoid a conflict on two fronts. To this effect, he signed the Treaty of Ṣanʿā in February 1934, which reiterated the Anglo-Ottoman line of 1906. The hostilities with Saudi Arabia ended a few months, but only when the Imam relinquished claims to ʿAsīr and turned over members of the Idrīṣī family to King Ibn Saʿūd. The Treaty of Ṭāʾif in May 1934 came to define the western part of the Saudi-Yemeni border and legally enshrined the permanent loss of the ʿAsīr to Yemen.

Disturbed by the Imam’s southward incursions, Britain placed the Air Ministry in charge of the defence of the colony in 1927. Although the bombing raids of the Royal Air Force (RAF) managed to limit these endeavours, they did not cease until the British departure from Yemen in the 1960s. Driven by the strategic need for bases further inland to extend the range of the RAF raids, Britain became increasingly involved in the indirect rule of ʿAdan’s immediate hinterland through restructuring treaty relationships and financing local rulers. In 1937, ʿAdan became a British Crown Colony directly
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administered from London, rather than, as during the preceding century, from India. The
hinterland, which consisted of 23 sultanates and shaykhdoms, was structured into the
Western Aden Protectorate (WAP), the area largely congruent with the governorates of
Laḥj, Abyan and Shabwa, and the Eastern Aden Protectorate (EAP), including
Haḍramawt with its Kathīrī and Qu’aytī domains, as well as al-Mahra. By the late 1930s,
the external boundaries of Yemen were established (apart from minor border revisions) and
its territory split into two separate spheres of influence, which came to define the political
division between North and South Yemen throughout most of the 20th century.

**Regional Divisions, Structural Features and Historical Transformations**

In tracing the ebb and flow of the plethora of historical states, this *longue durée*-inspired
survey has highlighted the most pertinent regional divisions, structural features and
historical transformations. In the course of its documented history of more than 3,000 years
of continuous, autochthonous civilisation, Yemen has – in contrast to the Nile River Valley
or Mesopotamia – existed only occasionally as a coherent political, economic and cultural
entity under a single central authority. The extent of historical polities has been contingent
on the balance of power between two rival forces: those, who derive economic or political
advantages from the existence of a rule of law-based state; and the beneficiaries of an
alternative, less formalised political order. This dichotomy is rooted in geographic factors
that have played a determinant – albeit not deterministic role – in the emergence of two
distinct regions in the western part of the country: the *balāḏ al-jaysh* (land of the army)
and the *balāḏ al-ʿaysh* (land of bread, livelihood, production), which are associated with the
northern and central highlands, as well as the southern highlands and western coastal
areas, respectively. Although these territories have subsequently acquired distinctive
doctrinal and political features that have overlapped and, to some extent, intersected with
these differential geographies, the division between upper and lower Yemen is not based on
sectarian differences, but essentially economic and social in nature.

The northern and central highlands are distinguished by their unsustainable, semi-
sedentary mode of agricultural production. The inability to subsist on this agricultural base
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has given rise to various coping strategies, including emigration, pastoralism and tribal raids into the southern highlands and western coastal areas. From the caravan trade to the Islamic caliphates, northern Yemen has predominantly cultivated economic, political and cultural ties and networks with the rest of the Arabian Peninsula, albeit remained internationally much more isolated than the southern and western coastal areas. From the ninth century onwards, the Zaydiya gradually took hold in Yemen’s northern and central highlands since its conceptualisation of political authority suited the needs of this local geography, rather than determining them. Although the Zaydi Imamate endured in various shapes for more than a millennium, it proved remarkably unstable due to the absence of an adequate mechanism for power transfer and its reliance on the Hamdānite tribal system to exercise authority. Driven by a quest for survival, material interests and the claim to authority in the Zaydiya, highland tribes have formed the powerbase of historical polities in northern Yemen, which has hindered polity formation but served as a bulwark against foreign domination. This trend, which constitutes the most cogent historical determinant for the persistence of centuries-old patrimonial structures, plural power centres and hybrid political regimes, has continued well after the demise of the Imamate.

The northern system contrasts with the more prosperous communities of the southern highlands and western coastal areas. Sufficient rainfall has turned these regions into the agricultural resource base of the country, while successive states have diluted tribal ties among the Ḥimyar and Madhḥaj. Due to their location at the crossroads between East Africa, Asia and Europe, the ports of Qānī, al-Mukhā and ʿAdan along the coast of the Arabian and Red Seas have moreover generated considerable wealth through the maritime trade of incense, coffee and transit goods. Trade interactions have linked these areas with the Red Sea, which – like Braudel’s Mediterranean – constitutes a relatively coherent cultural and economic subsystem. This strategic location and the absence of strong tribal ties has made these areas prone to domination by local, regional and foreign powers, while trade taxation and the quasi-feudal mode of production have enabled the rise of relatively stable and strong polities, such as the Himyarites or the Rasūlids. The consolidation of the Shāfi‘ī madhhab, especially during Rasūlīd rule, established a system of authority that has legitimised these quasi-feudal property relations. In contrast to the Zaydiya, the Shāfi‘ī
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theory of rulership was conducive to the maintenance of state authority and the Qāsimī and Hamīd al-Dīn dynasties of the Zaydī Imamate, in fact, adopted elements of it.

Political authority has been characterised by a constant quest for survival in Yemen’s mountainous and resource-scarce environment, which has limited the ability of successive states to muster the means to project power across long distances and thus unify Yemen under a single political authority. The maintenance of authority has thus been predicated on the ability to control strategic infrastructure and safeguarding the flow of revenues. The rise and decline of durable historical polities – Sabāʾ, Ḥimyar, the Rasūlīds and early Qāsimī rule – has been associated with external impulses. Most notably, these included economic expansions due to commodity booms, such as the aromatic resin and coffee trade; technological innovations, including the domestication of the camel, the steam ship or the opening of the Suez Canal; as well as foreign incursions by Islamic empires, the Ottomans and European colonial powers. Although foreign powers have introduced most innovations in public administration and state structures, their institutional legacy remains weak. Still, the Anglo-Ottoman occupation from the mid-19th to early/mid-20th centuries did institute a political partition between North and South Yemen that persisted until the unification of 1990. This division did not, however, follow earlier economic and doctrinal lines as the North – roughly evenly split between Zaydīs and Shāfīʿīs – comprised most of the northern, central and southern highlands, as well as the Tiḥāma, while the South encompassed almost 100 percent Shāfīʿīs from the southern coast and deserted east.

Despite these divisions, the geographical concept of a logically bounded ‘Yemen’ has endured as a ‘political imaginary’ for three millennia from the mukarribs of the Iron Age until the present day. The collective memories of historical polities, such as the Kingdom of Sabāʾ, the Imamate or British rule, not only conjured up primordial justifications for Yemeni unity that preceded the advent of modern nationalism, but continue to constitute frameworks of reference for the divergent political visions of different components of the 2011 citizen revolt. Nevertheless, centuries-old social and economic practices are difficult to uproot. The inherent contradictions between the tax farming Zaydī Imamate with its militarised tribes in the semi-arid northern mountains and the predominantly agricultural, commercial and later industrial Shāfīʿī areas in the mintaqa al-uustā (central area) around Taʿizz have continued to shape Yemen’s power dynamics. This becomes apparent in later chapters, as the latter area became not only an epicentre of contentious politics in revolutions of the 1960s, which fundamentally altered the basis of legitimacy of the Yemeni states, but also the revolutionary movement of 2011.
The Politicisation of Contention and Birth of the Republics

The 20th century ushered in transformations of historic magnitude. Whereas contention in Yemen’s traditional society had for centuries been driven by a competition for material gain and political power among local leaders, as well as between them and foreign powers, new social actors – independent of the traditional power-holding social strata – asserted themselves in an atmosphere of increasing politicisation. Stimulated by developments in Egypt and Iraq, Naṣirism and anti-imperialism, the stagnant Imamate and the dynamic British colony became somewhat belatedly part of the broader wave of Arab nationalism in the region,270 which culminated in two almost synchronous revolutionary upheavals.

Though not delinked from each other, both revolutionary movements traversed through divergent trajectories within the context of distinct local political configurations. In North Yemen, old and new actors merged into a heterogeneous amalgamation of urban nationalist-modernist intellectuals, disgruntled Zaydi aristocracy, military officers, northern tribes and Ṣaḥafi merchants, with variable ties to the Egyptian īkhwān al-muslimīn (Muslim Brotherhood) and the regime of Jamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir. Initial attempts in 1948 and 1955 to overthrow the Imam but retain a reformed power structure of Imamate foundered. On 26 September 1962, then, Egyptian-backed revolutionaries proclaimed a republic, but were soon dragged into a protracted civil war with Saudi-supported royalists.271

In South Yemen, conversely, sweeping socio-economic change in the Colony of ʿAdan facilitated the rise of a burgeoning trade union movement that began to challenge British rule. The ideological clash between Arab nationalism and British imperialism increasingly politicised the movement, which espoused a socially radical Marxists-Leninist ideology.272 Facilitated by the fundamental contradiction between modern ʿAdan and the neglected hinterland, a sustained guerrilla campaign culminated in Britain’s retreat in 1967. Although both revolutionary movements harboured aspirations for a united Yemen,
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they established two fundamentally incompatible republican regimes in the North and the South – one bourgeois-tribal, the other socialist.

**The Emergence of the Free Yemenis in a Changing Regional Environment**

Contentious challenges to the Imamate went through three main stages in the first half of the 20th century. In the period from 1918 to the early 1930s, opposition against the regime of Yahyā Ḥāmīd al-Dīn emanated mainly from rival claimants to the Imamate – fellow Zaydī ṣāda – and landholding shaykhs from rural areas, who felt threatened by the Imam’s heavy land taxation, military conscription and the hostage system.273 Between the mid-30s and the mid-40s, a nascent urban nationalist movement – influenced by events in Egypt and Iraq – gradually began to develop an identity distinct from that of the literate-bureaucratic and landholding social strata: ṣāda, qudā’ and shaykhs.274 From 1944 to 1948, then, reform groups converged into a heterogeneous contentious movement. Collectively known as al-ahrār (the Free Yemenis), the movement transformed social and political discontent into revolutionary collective action, which culminated first in the failed constitutional coup of 1948 and then the overthrow of the Imamate in 1962.

Similar to its Qāsimī precursors in the 17th century, the Mutawakkilite Kingdom was soon beset by succession struggles when the call to jihād against the Turks, which had fostered a traditional variant of Yemeni nationalism, declined as a unifying factor after 1918.275 To forestall dynastic instability, Imam Yahyā designated his son Sayf al-Islām Aḥmad (1891-1962) as crown prince in 1927. However, this decision accomplished exactly the opposite: infighting emerged between the Imam’s sons, while the sentiments of the Zaydī ṣāda, who traditionally reject dynastic primogeniture, swayed against his regime. Yahyā further antagonised this key pillar of his authority by ignoring the shūrā (consultation) principle of the Zaydiya, which mandates the Imam to consult with fellow Zaydi ṣāda.276 Fearing that the power wielded by the ṣāda might threaten his regime, Yahyā increasingly consolidated political control around his close kin.277 In 1939 and 1940, he replaced Sayyid ‘Alī al-Wazīr and Sayyid ‘Abd Allāh al-Wazīr, the governors of Ta‘izz and
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al-Ḥudayda during the 1930s, with his sons Aḥmad and ‘Abd Allāh, which drove the former into the arms of the reform movement. Unsurprisingly, ‘Abd Allāh al-Ważīr became the reformers’ candidate for Imam after the 1948 constitutional coup.278

In the changing regional environment of the 1930s, the Imamate, which had been forged out of the armed struggle against the Turks, became an increasingly anachronistic construct. Preoccupied with safeguarding the independence of his kingdom, Yahyā’s xenophobic isolationism effectively shut off North Yemen from the non-Arab outside world.279 Although the isolation was far from absolute and has been exaggerated in Yemeni and Western accounts,280 it did preserve the Imamate as a traditional, pre-capitalist agrarian society with low social mobility. The policy crippled social development and led to economic stagnation and inflation, which triggered large-scale emigration to ʿAdan in the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. It particularly alienated Shāfiʿī merchants, who already resented the trade oligopoly of the Hamīd al-Dīn princes and the exploitative commercial tax regime.281 The kingdom actively discouraged modernisation in order to avoid dependencies on foreign powers, which the Imam judged might provide a pretext for imperialism. Yahyā is related to have told a Syrian visitor that he ‘prefers that [his] people and [he] remain poor and eat cane (qaṣab) than let foreigners in or give them concessions, regardless of what advantages or wealth would result thereof for the country.’282

The creation of a modern military was exempted from this policy of self-reliance. Skirmishes with Britain between 1918 and 1934 and the watershed defeat in the Saudi-Yemeni War of 1934 convinced Yahyā of the need for a professional, state-of-the-art army.283 He elicited foreign support for an arms factory, a military telegraph line and a textile factory (to manufacture uniforms). Most crucially, the Imam sent two groups (1935-37 and 1936-39) of cadets – mostly Zaydī teenagers from urban areas of low, non-sayyid, birth, which he reckoned might pose no threat to his authority284 – on training missions to the Baghdad Military Academy. Shortly after their arrival, the young officers witnessed
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Bakr Ṣīdqi’s 1936 coup d’état – the first such military upheaval in the Arab world. The Imam promptly withdrew the mission and instead brought Iraqi instructors to Yemen in 1940. It is difficult to exaggerate how fateful these exchanges became for the stability of the Imamate. The first Baghdad mission included Ṭabūl al-Sallāl and Ḥasan al-Amrī, who became key protagonists of the 1962 revolution. The second group encompassed Aḥmad al-Thulāyā, the mastermind of a coup against Imam Aḥmad in 1955, and Ḥamūd al-Jāʾīfī, a leader of the 1962 revolution. Finally, among the Iraqi instructors was Jamāl Jamīl, who – unable to return to Iraq for his implication in the Ṣīdqi coup – remained in Yemen after the end of the mission and became instrumental in the 1948 coup.

Lagging development became the main precipitant for the foundation of a plethora of reform groups. As the late J. Leigh Douglas demonstrates, the Free Yemenis were more than the short-lived ḥizb al-ahrār (Free Yemeni Party, 1944-45) from which the movement drew its name. It was a loose network of dozens of fleeting organisations and individuals that were active politically between 1935 and 1962, united in little but their dissatisfaction with the status quo under Imams Yahyā and Aḥmad. The first clandestine organisation, Sayyid Ahmad al-Muṭṭār’s hay’at al-mīdāl (Organisation of Struggle), emerged in Ṣan‘ā’ in 1935. Although its name suggests a more forceful approach, the group of young, urban sāda, qudā; and šaykhs merely sought to counter Zaydī conservatism by supporting the liberal Princes Ṭabūl al-Sallāl and al-Ḥusayn. Other prominent groups, encompassed the nāḍī al-islāh (Reform Club), an organisation of Shāfiʿī labourers in the Ḥijjārīya; the fatāt al-fulayhī (al-Fulayhī Youth) and majallat al-hikma al-yamanīya (Yemeni Review of Wisdom), both consisting of Zaydī shabāb in Ṣan‘ā’; and Muḥammad al-Akwā’ and ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Iryānī’s jam’āʾiyat al-islāh (Reform Association), a Zaydī-Shāfiʿī group in Ibb. These organisations were linked to each other through individuals with multiple memberships. The most influential ahrār, however, were Yemeni students Qāḍī Muḥammad Maḥmūd al-Zubayrī and Aḥmad Muḥammad Nuʿmān, who – seeking a modern education in Cairo – founded the katībat al-shabāb al-yamani (Battalion of Yemeni Youth) in 1940. Upon his return to Yemen a year later, Zubayrī presented Imam Yaḥyā with a programme for political reform entitled barnāmij al-amr bi-l-naṣīf wa-l-nahī ‘an al-munkar (Programme for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice). Appealing to key obligations in the
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Zaydiya, it contained 37 reform principles, which encompassed the expansion of education to fight ignorance, the awakening of the true Islam, economic reforms and Muslim unity.288 When Zubayrī delivered a sermon in the Great Mosque in Ṣan’ā’ and members of the katibat, then renamed to shabāb al-amr, distributed leaflets about the programme, the Imam jailed Zubayrī and launched a nationwide clampdown on the reformers.289 Released only nine months later, Zubayrī joined Nu‘mān and other reformers at Crown Prince Ahmad’s court in Ta‘izz, hoping that the next generation of princes might be more susceptible to their advice. However, the Free Yemenis soon became disillusioned with the crown prince’s refusal to enact reforms that would have fundamentally altered the political and economic power structures of the Imamate. In March 1944, they fled Ta‘izz and set up base in ‘Adan when the ill-tempered Aḥmad unexpectedly announced, ‘God willing, I shall not die before I drench my sword in the blood of these modernists (al-ʿaṣrīyin).’290

The ideas of the nahḍa – the Arab cultural and intellectual renewal of the late 19th and early 20th centuries – as well as the Egyptian ikhwān al-muslimīn (Muslim Brotherhood) were influential among the aḥrār. They had access to smuggled magazines and books with the writings of Jamāl al-Dīn al-Afghānī (1838/9-1897), Muḥammad ‘Abdu (1849-1905), ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Kawākibī (1855-1902) and Rashīd Riḍā (1865-1935). The common theme of these writers, notably that the poor condition of the Arab world in comparison with Europe was grounded in its deviation from Islam, predictably resonated with the Yemeni reformers. This explains why most of their criticism of the Imamate was couched in religious terminology. Decrying that the Imam had deviated from the path of Islam because he levied excessive zakāt (religious taxes) and violated the shūra (consultation) principle in government, the Free Yemenis declared a jihād (holy struggle) against Yahyā’s regime.291 Zubayrī and Nu‘mān’s katibat moreover maintained direct links with the Muslim Brotherhood and the 1941 barnāmij reveals, in both language and content, clear parallels to and influences of the publications of the ikhwān in Egypt.

By the mid-1940s, ‘Adan had become the main hub for North Yemeni modernist-nationalists intellectuals, not least because it was home to some 25,000 guest workers, many
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of whom were Shāfīʿīs from the Hujaṙīya region located between ‘Adan and Taʾizz. 292 In 1944, Zubayrī and Nuʿmān founded the ḥizb al-ahrār (Free Yemeni Party), the first modern constitutional reform movement in Yemen, in the colony. 293 The ‘Adani local weekly .fpṭt al-jazīra (Youth of the Arabian Peninsula) initially provided a platform to the ahrār, but Yahyā’s remonstrance led the governor of the colony to prohibit publications hostile to the Imamate. To circumvent British censorship, the Free Yemenis reorganised under the new name of jm.ʿayat al-yamānīya al-kubrā (Greater Yemeni Association), which had a solid organisational foundation. With the help of Shāfīʿī merchants, they raised £7,000 (approx. £300,000 today) to launch North Yemen’s first partisan newspaper. 294 Licensed provisional on ‘good behaviour and on abstention from any incitement of Yemenis to rebel,’ 295 the ṣawt al-yaman (Voice of Yemen) began publication in October 1946. Early issues of the paper declared five conditions under which the ahrār would have supported the Imam: the appointment of technocrats, the transfer of responsibility for Yemen’s treasury to this ministry, the establishment of a majlis al-shūrā (Consultative Council), the removal of the Imam’s sons from power, and the admittance of Arab experts. 296

In the autumn of 1946, the Imam’s authority began to wane as his health deteriorated. Succession struggles arose among members of his family and contention spread even across the more conservative segments of Yemeni society. In late 1946, Yahyā’s son Sayf al-Islām Ibrāhīm defected to the dissidents in ‘Adan, which constituted a major blow to the regime. At the same time, prominent cleric Sayyid Zayd al-Daylami issued a petition on behalf of the ‘ulamāʾ of Ṣanʿāʾ, which called on the Imam to lower the excessive taxes, rehabilitate political prisoners and exiles, prohibit royal princes to engage in trade, raise the salaries of public employees and eradicate corruption. Some of the demands were – as Stookey points out – not only reminiscent of claims made by the Imam to the Ottomans some decades earlier. 297 They were close to those of the ahrār, who seized the opportunity to publish the petition in the σawt al-yaman to gain religious legitimacy for their cause. 298 Two months later, an article by Zubayrī declared Imam Yahyā unfit to rule,
calling on him to abdicate. Amidst rising fervour, British diplomats speculated that if the Imam did not pass away soon, he might be assassinated. Indeed, it was in this climate of heightened political mobilisation that some components of the āhrār contemplated a more forceful strategy. As early as October 1946, al-Muṭāʿ and Wazīr solicited assurances of support from King ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz of Saudi Arabia for Yahyāʾs deposition, albeit unsuccessfully. Although the Imam officially decreed an end of isolationism, sent some students abroad for education, hosted foreign experts and entered into development contracts with foreign powers in 1947, these reforms were too little, too late.

Free Yemeni organisations struggled to appeal to both Zaydīs and Shāfiʿīs, not so much because of doctrinal differences, but due to the particular social and regional backgrounds of their constituents. Only the short-lived jamʿāyat al-īslāḥ in the religiously mixed city of Ibb had a balanced membership from both madhāhib (doctrinal schools). To counter the defamatory accusation by the Imam that the Free Yemenis were a sectarian movement of Shāfiʿīs, the āhrār attempted to overcome these divisions by recourse to the concept of the ‘abnāʾ qaḥṭān’ (sons of Qaḥṭān). This collective identity marker united northern Zaydīs and southern Shāfiʿīs around the collective memory of their common origins as southern Arabs. Most importantly, however, it was designed to drive a wedge between the Qaḥṭānite Ḥāṣhid and Bakīl tribes on the one hand, and the sāda and the family of the Imam, which trace their lineage to ‘Adhān (Northern Arabs) on the other. After 1962, the Qaḥṭānite reference designed to marginalise the Zaydī aristocracy became an integral part of the propaganda of the Yemen Arab Republic, as the regime frequently invoked the memories of the Kingdom of Sabā’ in radio programmes.

The well-travelled Algerian member of the Muslim Brotherhood al-Fuḍayl al-Wartālānī came to play an important role in the preparation and execution of the 1948 coup. Establishing himself as an import-export trader in Yemen in 1947, the well-spoken Wartālānī gained Yahyāʾs trust and was tasked to provide a report on developing the economy. He proposed several reform measures to the Imam, including the establishment
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of a majlis al-shūrā to ‘relieve the burden off his shoulders.’

However, as Zubayrī some years earlier, he soon lost hope of swaying Yahyā to set Yemen on a course of reform. Wartālānī liaised between North Yemenis and their compatriots in exile, keeping the founder of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, Hasan al-Bannā, informed about Yemeni affairs. In 1947, he helped the Free Yemenis draft the al-mīḥāq al-watānī al-muqaddas (Sacred National Pact), which can be considered the first ever draft of a modern Yemeni constitution. It proposed a governmental system with a cabinet, a majlis al-shūrā (consultative council) and a jam‘āya al-tāʾżīyiyya (Constituent Assembly), which would have selected the Imam. It was designed to limit the powers of, rather than abolish, priestly rule, as none of the ahrār conceived supplanting the Imamate with a republican system. They initially approached Prince Ahmad with the document, but when he refused, Sayyid ‘Abd Allāh al-Wazīr was designated as future Imam. In November 1947, al-Muṭā‘ and Wazīr signed the document in Ṣan‘ā’, after consultations with Zubayrī and Nu‘mān in ‘Adan.

Although the putschists were initially determined to wait for the ageing Imam to pass away, events came to a head in early 1948. After Yahyā failed to appear for prayer on 15 January, false rumours reached Ahmad’s agents. Anticipating an impending coup, the Free Yemenis in ‘Adan and Cairo prematurely published the Sacred National Pact and a list of the new government, which revealed the names of each and every conspirator, including that of Wazīr. The list was mostly composed of Zaydīs from the traditional power holding sāda and qudā’ strata (53 out of 70). It soon turned out, however, that Yahyā was still alive.
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Following Wartālānī’s advice to ‘eat him [the Imam] for lunch before, he eats you for dinner,’314 the Free Yemenis had to act quickly as they feared the Imam’s wrath. On 17 February, the Imam and three of his sons were assassinated on a field trip outside Ṣanʿā’.315 The inner circle of plotters in Ṣanʿā’ consisted of members of the Wazīr family; Wartālānī, who had supplied the car for the assassination; and Jamāl Jamīl, who procured the machine gun. Although Zubayrī and Nu’mān had been consulted, the Free Yemenis in ‘Adan were not involved in the plot and, in fact, opposed assassination as a means to further their cause. The next day, ‘Abd Allāh al-Wazīr declared himself Imam and numerous tribal and religious leaders, including Yahyā’s grandson Muḥammad al-Badr (1926-1996), pledged their bayʿa (allegiance). Jamāl Jamīl deployed around 3,000 soldiers to safeguard Ṣanʿā’ against a countercoup. Although Wazīr appointed a cabinet and proclaimed a 60-member consultative council in accordance with the Sacred National Charter, rifts in the movement began to emerge between conservatives and reformers, as some doubted Wazīr’s willingness to fully adhere to the mithiq al-watani.316

While many initially believed that Yahyā had died a natural death, word soon spread that he had been brutally murdered. Although assassination was the norm, rather than the exception, in matters of Imami succession, the killing of the frail, semi-crippled, octogenarian Imam, who on top everything was Wazīr’s father-in-law, backfired.317 In Taʿizz, Crown Prince Ahmad escaped his assassins and found refuge in Hajja’s tribal areas from where he mobilised a counter-coup with support from the Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes. Only 12 days later, a war ensued between Ahmad’s tribal irregulars, and the Imam’s army and a few loyal tribes from the Tihāma and the southern highlands. Zubayrī and Wartālānī left for Saudi Arabia to plead with an Arab League delegation and King ‘Abd al-‘Azīz for their intervention on behalf of the Imam, but their request fell on deaf ears. With Ahmad’s troops rapidly advancing towards Ṣanʿā’, the Kings of Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia disapproved of the coup for it set an unwelcome precedent of regicide. After a three-day siege on Ṣanʿā’, the Imam’s army defected to the crown prince, whose forces sacked and plundered the city on 13 March.318 Ahmad executed all the ringleaders of the coup,
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especially Zaydīs, and declared himself Imam. Zubayrī and Wartālānī, who remained in Saudi exile, survived, while Nuʿmān and Iryānī – both Shāfiʿīs – were imprisoned.

Largely composed of a small urban intellectual elite, the aḥrār failed to articulate their modernist-nationalist goals in an accessible and conservative language that resonated with the Northern tribal constituency, which gave a semblance of credibility to Aḥmad’s claim that they were trying to ‘shorten the Qurʾān.’ They moreover failed to inspire mass mobilisation since they merely sought to retain their dominant positions, rather than abolish social hierarchies. The most serious mistakes of the Free Yemeni movement, however, were the assassination of the Imam and their misreading of the political outlook in the northern highlands, which – despite its history of rebellions against successive Imams – had sided with Aḥmad. Zubayrī later admitted that they had failed to capitalise on popular grievances, underestimated Aḥmad’s ability to mobilise rural support for a countercoup and, in fact, only further exacerbated social cleavages between the urban bourgeoisie and rural tribesmen.

After ransacking Ṣanʿāʾ – the city that had killed its Imam – Aḥmad ruled from Taʿizz. He tacitly opened up the kingdom to trade and modernisation; with foreign assistance, he built a few roads, airports, hospitals and factories and imported a number of generators. These very limited advances did not, however, deviate significantly from Yaḥyā’s abolished policy of isolationism. They altered little about the economic crisis and developmental paralysis in North Yemen; corruption, nepotism and poverty remained endemic. Paranoid, perhaps not without reason, Aḥmad centralised power to a degree at which the Imam controlled every matter of state and beyond. He had to personally approve every entry and exit visa, seat on the national air service or minor government procurement. As his son al-Badr succinctly put it in an interview after Aḥmad’s death,

‘my father distrusted the 20th Century.’

Although the depiction of Aḥmad in British documents as an ‘ignorant, suspicious, tyrannical, bigotted savage’ is almost certainly an exaggeration owed to the skewed colonial optics of the time, his increasingly despotic and arbitrary rule caused widespread resentment among his subjects.

In 1955, Iraqi-trained Lt. Col. Ahmad al-Thulāyā conspired with Aḥmad’s brother Prince ʿAbd Allāh, the Foreign Minister of the Mutawakkilite Kingdom, to launch a coup against the Imam. Exploiting an incident in which soldiers had looted and burned down the houses of villagers near Taʿizz in defiance of the Imam’s orders, which incurred them his wrath, Thulāyā convinced the soldiers to overthrow Aḥmad. Despite some contact with the aḥrār, including Muḥammad al-Zubayrī, Aḥmad Nuʾmān, ʿAbd al-Rahmān al-Iryānī and ʿAbd Allāh al-Sallāl, who were divided over the issue, the coup was only a sideshow to the Free Yemeni movement. With little planning and preparation, Thulāyā besieged the royal palace in Taʿizz with around 1,000 soldiers and extracted a letter from Aḥmad in which he agreed to abdicate in favour of his brother. Although Prince ʿAbd Allāh hastily proclaimed himself Imam, most notables withheld their pledge of allegiance waiting to see how events would play out. Drawing a lesson from the failed coup of 1948, the conspirators refrained from killing Aḥmad, which gave his son al-Badr enough time to descend – as his father had done only seven years earlier – on Taʾizz with 8,000 Zaydī tribesmen. By the time he reached the city, Aḥmad already secured his own release with the help of his bodyguards. Firmly back on the throne only a week after the coup, he executed Thulāyā, had his brother poisoned in jail and named al-Badr crown prince.

The Revolution of 26 September 1962: From Palace Coup to Civil War

While the executions and arrests after the failed coup of 1948 had shattered the very foundations of the Free Yemenis, the movement began to regroup around the ittiḥād al-yamanī (Yemeni Union) in ‘Adan. Founded in 1952 ostensibly to promote the welfare of the Yemeni community in the colony, it soon established branches in the United Kingdom and Cairo. Although a number of groups claimed to uphold the banner of the 1948 movement, the ittiḥād, which counted Zubayrī and Nuʾmān among its members, became the principal
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successor to the *ḥrār* and main opposition movement against the Imamate between 1952 and 1962. However, in the mid-1950s, internal divisions emerged between the older generation of the predominantly Zaydi reformers and a new generation of mainly Shafi’i progressives in the Yemeni Union. They came to a head when Zubayri and Nu’mān agreed with Crown Prince al-Badr that the Yemeni Union would support his succession if he agreed to introduce a constitution and political institutions along the lines of the Sacred National Pact. After the publication of the draft constitution in 1955 under the title *amalnā wa-amānīhā* (*Our Hopes and Aspirations*), progressives openly revolted against Zubayri. When Imam Aḥmad announced the establishment of a cabinet and a *majlis al-šūrā* shortly after, he managed to divide and co-opt parts of the movement. The Free Yemenis in Cairo and ‘Adan moreover became increasingly familiar with pan-Arab nationalist ideologies, which furthered the politicisation and radicalisation of the Yemeni Union. Although the transnational dimension of Ṣāṣirism and Ba‘thism found little appeal among Yemeni nationalists, young members were attracted by the statism and republicanism of these ideologies, which older Zaydi traditionalists either rejected or thought politically unfeasible.

Unwittingly, Imam Aḥmad himself invited the challenges that led to the overthrow of the Imamate. Under pressure to modernise, he sought to generate legitimacy through foreign development assistance. He initially embarked on a few projects with Germany, Italy and the United States, but by the mid-1950s turned to Egypt, the Soviet Union and China for foreign aid and experts, economic cooperation and military aid. In 1956, Ahmad signed the Jidda Pact, a mutual defence treaty with Egypt and Saudi Arabia. The Imam’s efforts to modernise the armed forces in the framework of Yemeni-Egyptian military cooperation not only politicised Yemeni officers by introducing them to Arab nationalism and Ṣāṣirism, but attuned them to the traditionally strong role that the armed forces played in Egyptian political affairs. As a result, secret cells began to emerge in the military, which provided the seeds for the Yemeni *ḍubāṭ al-ḥrār* (*Free Officers*), an organisation of mid-level officers modelled after the Egyptian officers of 1952.

---
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Imam Aḥmad moreover continued the policy inaugurated under his father in 1947 of sending young, mostly Shāfiʿī, boys to study in countries across the region, particularly Egypt and Lebanon, where they came in contact with the Yemeni Union and Michel ʿAflaq and Salāḥ al-Dīn Bayṭār’s Baʿth movement. The exposure to foreign ideas was formative; as one of the Famous Forty remarked, ‘we went abroad as innocents in 1947, knowing only Allah and the Imam’.

In contrast to subsequent groups composed mostly of Ṣaḥīfī ʿī, the first generation of these educational migrants became known as the ‘Famous Forty,’ or simply al-arbaʿīn (the Forty), for the role its members came to play in Yemeni political affairs. When the group returned to Yemen in the mid-1950s, they soon became alienated by Aḥmad’s distrust towards them and his refusal to enact reforms. The Famous Forty included nine military officers out of which five helped execute the 1962 revolution.

By the mid-1950s, the Free Yemenis abandoned aspirations to reform the Imamate and advocated a fundamental transformation of Yemen’s social contract. Marginalised by the infighting in the Yemeni Union in Cairo, Nuʿmān and Zubayrī published maṭālib al-shaʿb (Demands of the People), a political manifesto in the form of a letter to Imam Aḥmad, in 1956. Although it shared some features with the 1947 Sacred National Pact, maṭālib al-shaʿb radically departed from the earlier political thought and language of the Free Yemenis. It rejected the entire political structure of the Mutawakkilite Kingdom, including the office of the Imam, in favour of a modern constitutional order. The manifesto also proposed to establish a transitional government to lead the affairs of the state, reorganise the army, release political prisoners, as well as restructure and decentralise the public administration. Meanwhile, an elected jamʿiya tāṣīṣiya (constituent assembly) would be entrusted with drafting a new constitution for a decentralised political system based on a charter of civil rights and freedoms. The document contained references to pan-Arabism and affirmed the grievances of the Shāfiʿī population, such as the excessive tax burden and

---
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unequal social status. Apart from its theoretical significance, ṭālib al-sha‘b marked a major turning point in the movement. It caused traditionalists to split off, thus leaving the Yemeni Union as a more coherent organisation with a more clearly defined identity and set of demands. These demands not only shaped the political outlook of the Yemen Arab Republic, but successive generations of Yemenis would, with slight variations, repeatedly invoke these claims – ranging all the way until 2011.

Preoccupied with the construction of a united, republican state that could guarantee economic development and modernisation, the alhrār drew heavily on the collective memory of Yemen’s ancient past. In Battles and Plots against the Cause of Yemen (1957), later Prime Minister and Yemeni Union member Muḥsin al-‘Aynī develops the collective national identities of al-sha‘b (the people), muwāṭin (citizens) and abnā’ al-watān (sons of the nation). His stated goal is thereby to overcome the prevalent divisions between Zaydīs and Shāfīʿīs, Ḥāshīmīn and Qaḥṭānītes, tribesfolk and urbanites, traditionalists (‘amāʾīm, lit. turbans) and modernists (muqabaʾīn, lit. hats), costal people (tihāmiyīn) and mountain folk, as well as soldiers and peasants (raʿāyā). In the same book, ‘Aynī advances the fantastic argument that the Kingdom of Sabā’ was – in fact – not a malikīyya (monarchy), but a jumhūrīya (republic), whose prosperity was grounded in its progressive governmental system. Zubayrī echoes ‘Aynī’s concern about factionalism in The Imamate and its Threat to Yemeni Unity (1958), a short booklet that – based on Muḥammad al-Shawkānī’s writings – harshly criticises the Imamate for fomenting sectarian strife between Zaydīs and Shāfīʿīs. In his popular tragedy Māsā Wāq al-Wāq (1961), he similarly idealises the Sabā’ean period as a golden age of unity and the rule of law, which – like ‘Aynī’s book – reveals more about the outlook of the Free Yemenis at the time than this period of ancient Yemeni history.

In March 1958, Yemen entered into a bizarre and largely superficial confederation with the United Arab Republic (Egypt and Syria, UAR) – the United Arab States. Ahmad intended the union with the UAR as the most effective means to protect the Imamate
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against the rising tide of revolutionary Arab nationalism through co-option. Although the union with the United Arab Republic bought Imam Aḥmad ‘a few years of peace from Radio Cairo,’ as an astute contemporary reporter observed, it ‘probably made the end of the Imamate only more certain.’

During the accession negotiations to the UAS in February 1958, Jamāl ʿAbd al- Nāṣir had tried to recruit al-Badr to carry out a coup against his father, but the crown prince merely pocketed £25,000 (approx. £500,000 today) and two cases of pistols without honouring his side of the bargain. Although Nāṣir had not abandoned his aspirations for a republic in Yemen, under the veneer of amicable relations, he curtailed the activities of the Yemeni Union. Zubayrī’s regular broadcasts on the Cairo-based radio station sawt al-ʿarab – a transnational foreign policy instrument of post-revolutionary Egypt akin to Qatar’s al-Jazeera today – were stopped. Zubayrī and many of the new generation therefore oriented themselves towards Michel ‘Aflaq and Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn Bayṭār’s Ba’th movement in Syria – an anathema to Nāṣir. By 1959, the Cairo branch of the Yemeni Union had largely collapsed and many members shifted their base to ‘Adan, where they established close contacts with the Aden Trades Union Congress (ATUC).

In the years preceding the revolution, levels of social and political unrest in North Yemen reached hitherto unseen heights. In April 1959, the ageing Imam travelled to Rome for medical treatment, leaving his son al-Badr – at the time an admirer of Jamāl ʿAbd al- Nāṣir – as regent. The crown prince ventured some tacit reform steps: he established a representative council to monitor the administration, founded the wahidat al-shabāb al-yamanī (Yemeni Youth Union) to link youths to the political system and strengthened Egyptian influence in Yemen. He moreover promised a pay rise to soldiers, which he soon had to retract due to insufficient funds in the treasury. The ensuing army mutinies forced him to rely on the Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes, which, in a rare show of force, descended with 50,000 to Ṣanʿāʾ in return for a handsome subsidy. Upon his return in August, Aḥmad reversed some of these reforms, expelled Egyptian advisors and demanded that the Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes repay the subsidies that his son bestowed upon. These decisions caused widespread discontentment and led to the convergence of the interests of the Free Yemenis, the army as well as important Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes. In a secret
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meeting in Ṣanʿā’, Ḥāshid and Bakīl shaykhs Ḥusayn and Ḥamīd al-ʿĀlmar, Sinān Abū Lahūm and ‘Alī Nājī al-Shāʿīf; ‘ʿAbd al-Rahmān al-Iryānī and ‘ʿAbd al-Salam Sabra for the Free Yemenis; as well as the foreign-educated army officers ‘ʿAbd Allāh Sallāl, Ḥamīd al-Jāʾīf and ‘ʿAbd Allāh al-Juzaylān coordinated a tribal uprising and plotted to assassinate the Imam.347 The tribal rebellion erupted in January 1960 and continued throughout most of the year, but nothing came of the assassination attempt. In a flagrant breach of tribal codes, the Imam had Ḥusayn al-ʿĀlmar and his son Ḥamīd murdered at a tribal mediation effort and sent a force of 2,000 soldiers against the Ḥāshid when another son, ‘ʿAbd Allāh bin Ḥusayn al-ʿĀlmar, announced his intention to overthrow Ahmad.348

A survey of Arab and Western newspaper coverage throughout 1960 and 1961 reveals the wide-ranging repertoires of contention during the period. Contentious collective action encompassed student protest marches, a teachers’ strike, civil disobedience by a ‘blind poet’ and religious leaders, the distribution of subversive leaflets, officials at the royal court acting without approval of the Imam, the refusal to pay taxes in northern towns, as well as a rumour campaign about Ahmad’s deteriorating health. More serious incidents encompassed acts of sabotage, including the arson of a fuel depot, and several instances of bombings or throwing hand grenades at the Imam’s premises. In addition, there were at least seven unsuccessful attempts on the Imam’s life, both from within the royal family – due to a competition between his son al-Badr and his brother al-Ḥasan – and from outside. His recalcitrant refusal to die at the hands of his assassins earned Ahmad the nickname al-jinn (the Jinn). The gravest attempts was in March 1961, when three Yemeni officers, one of them a disciple of Jamāl Jamāl, shot Ahmad at the hospital in al-Ḥudayda, which left the Imam crippled and forced him to entrust power to his son al-Badr a few months later.349

In December 1961, in a move likely designed to win the support of conservatives in Yemen, Ahmad recited an inflammatory poem in which he defamed Nāṣir’s socialism and nationalisation as incompatible with Islam. The enraged Nāṣir revoked the union under


1962, Baydānī broadcast the series *The Secrets of the Yemen* on *Sawt al-ʿarb* in which he slandered Aḥmad for his morphine addiction, called on Yemenis to rebel against him and fomented sectarian conflict. While Imam Yahyā had been able to shield himself against foreign radio broadcasts by prohibiting radios, the smaller and affordable transistor technology of the new generation of radios made smuggling them into the Imamate easy; according to some reports, the Egyptians had introduced as many as 100,000 transistor radios in Yemen.351 Baydānī even claimed that the radio was used to launch the revolution on 26 September 1962 by broadcasting the secret code ‘Friday is Friday, the sermon is the sermon.’352

In mid-1962, the Yemeni ǧubāṭ al-ahrār (Free Officers), a group of young, Egyptian-trained officers established in December 1961, received assurances from Nāṣir that Egypt would support the overthrow of the Imam.353 In need of a senior leading figure, they approached Brigadier-General ʿAbd Allāh al-Sallāl, an Iraqi-trained officer and Nāṣir sympathiser, who had spent years in the Imam’s dungeons.354 The officers conceived a plan to oust Aḥmad on 30 September.355 On 18 September, however, Aḥmad died of the aftereffects of the Ḥudayda assassination attempt and was succeeded unopposed by his son Muḥammad al-Badr. The reform-minded al-Badr immediately began to enact pledges for political reform. He abolished the tribal hostage system, decreed a general amnesty for political prisoners and exiles, and instituted a 40-member advisory council, one half elected, the other selected by him. Most ironically, al-Badr also appointed Sallāl as commander of the 4,000-men strong Royal Guard. Fearing the imminent return of al-
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Badr’s tribally well-connected uncle Prince Ḥasan from his post at the UN and that these reforms might reduce the revolutionary resolve, the conspirators advanced their timetable.

In the night of 26 September, they captured the radio station in Ṣan‘ā’ and secured the city’s army barracks. They then surrounded al-Badr’s palace with tanks and began to shell it. Although the officers shortly after announced the Imam’s death, they were unable to quell rumours that al-Badr had managed to escape through the blockade. Members of the royal family either fled or were executed due to their role in oppression under Ahmad’s rule. In his first official communiqué, ‘Abd Allāh al-Sallāl announced the establishment of a modern republic, the jumhūrīya al-‘arabīya al-yamanīya (Yemen Arab Republic, YAR) with the majlis qiyāda al-thawra (Revolutionary Command Council) as its most powerful organ. The United Arab Republic (Egypt) and the Soviet Union immediately recognised the YAR, followed by many Arab republics. Although Sallāl’s threat ‘I warn America that if it does not recognize the Yemen Arab Republic, I shall not recognize it!’ surely left Washington unimpressed, on 19 December the United States – at odds with British policy vis-à-vis Arab nationalism – recognised the YAR. Driven by Tory hardliners in London, Britain refused to recognise the new regime, as did the Saudi and Jordanian monarchies.

Sallāl assumed the presidency of the majlis al-qiyāda and Bayḍānī, who had returned to Yemen together with other exiled leaders from Cairo and ‘Adan, became his deputy. The council instituted a provisional constitution to govern a 5-year transition period. While the official constitutional declaration of 30 October 1962 contained ten principles, they have subsequently been subsumed under six major revolutionary goals, which were largely congruent with those formulated by Nu’mān and Zubayrī in maṭālib al-sha’b:361

(1) Liberation from despotism (istibdād), colonialism (ista’mār) and its remnants, as well as the establishment of just republican rule and elimination of class (tabaqāt) privileges and differences;

---

Create a strong national army for the defence of the country and safeguarding the revolution and its achievements;

Raise people’s economic, social, political and cultural standards;

Build a democratic, cooperative and just society based on the orders of the true spirit of Islam (al-rūḥ al-islām al-hanīf);

Work on achieving national unity (al-wahīda al-wotanīya) in the overall framework of Arab unity;

Respect the Charter of the United Nations and international organisations and adhere to the principles of positive neutrality (hayād al-tāḥīt), non-alignment (ṣaad al-iḥyāz) and work for world peace and promoting peaceful co-existence among nations.362

Within only days of al-Badr’s overthrow, Egyptian troops arrived in the port of al-Hudayda. Even before their arrival, Egypt established an airlift with the help of Soviet planes and pilots, which allowed Nāṣir to rapidly project power in Yemen.363 The timing and circumstances suggest his possible collusion in, or at least connivance of, the coup.364 The Egyptian deployment was driven by Nāṣir’s aspirations for supremacy in the Arab world, which was waning after the humiliating secession of Syria from the UAR in late 1961.365 During the first year of operations, 18 vessels made 122 trips with troops and heavy equipment, while the Soviet Union assisted with construction projects and the despatch of 1,000 service personnel.366 By November 1963, the CIA estimated that Egypt had no less than 30,000 troops on the ground in Yemen with the declared goal of sheltering the revolution against reactionary forces.367

With al-Badr presumably deceased, Imam Ahmad’s brother, Prince Ḥasan, declared himself Imam on October 9 and appealed for support to northern Zaydi tribes and Saudi Arabia. A few days later, however, al-Badr reappeared, having escaped the siege of his palace disguised as a common soldier. At a press conference, he portrayed the republican movement as nothing but the stooges of an Egyptian occupation, construing the conflict as one between Yemen and Egypt, rather than royalists and republicans. He directly addressed the Egyptian forces: ‘Had you come as friends we would have opened to
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you our homes and our hearts. But since you came as invaders we can open for you only your graves.\textsuperscript{368} Far from a monolithic block, a competition emerged within the royalist movement, which sought to restore the Imamate, between Muḥammad al-Badr, his uncle Hasan and later his militarily gifted cousin Muhammad bin Ḥusayn. Although Ḥasan had a strong standing with numerous Zaydī tribes and conservatives, the principal powerbase of the royalist camp, al-Badr was kept as a figurehead in order to present a united front.\textsuperscript{369}

In the immediate aftermath of the revolution, Saudi Arabia began to provide covert support to the royalists – primarily in the form of money, arms and an operating base. Although the kingdom was determined to contain Nāṣir, a more compelling motivation for King Saʿūd and Crown Prince Fayṣal was their perception that republicanism and Arab socialism posed a threat to the domestic stability of Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{370} ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Iryānī recounts a meeting with Fayṣal in 1960 in which the Crown Prince declared ‘not to stand by idly and fight until the end’ if they proclaimed a republic in Yemen.\textsuperscript{371} Great Britain was violently opposed to the new regime as it deemed “[t]he consolidation of the republican regime in the Yemen … a serious threat to our interests in Aden, and thus also in the Persian Gulf.”\textsuperscript{372} Although Prime Minister Harold Macmillan lamented that it was ‘repugnant to political equity and prudence alike that we should so often appear to be supporting out-of-date and despotic regimes and to be opposing the growth of modern and more democratic forms of government,’\textsuperscript{373} recent accounts based on partially declassified archival sources reveal the scope of British support to the royalists. In collusion with Saudi Arabia, Jordan, as well as Israel, Britain not only channelled arms and substantive funding into North Yemen, but also provided air support, military intelligence through the MI6 and deployed mercenaries that trained royalist tribesmen in techniques of sabotage, terrorism and fighting a ‘dirty war.’\textsuperscript{374} Between 1964 and 1966, the Israeli military successfully conducted at least 14 clandestine airlifts of arms and supplies, and on occasions
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rescued royalist commanders from the battlefield. This support allowed the Hamid al-Din family to launch a sustained insurgency against the newborn republic.

With Egyptian, Saudi, British, Jordanian and Israeli involvement under American or Soviet patronage, Yemen’s civil war became internationalised and escalated into a dominant episode of the Saudi-Egyptian ‘Arab Cold War.’ Manipulated by their proxy clients and competing for their favours, neither superpower was particularly successful in exerting its influence. On the battlefield, the war was mainly fought between irregular fighters from pro-royalist tribes and the Egyptian army, whose commanders soon noticed that the new republican army was as likely to shoot at them as at the royalists. In the cover of Yemen’s northern mountains, the royalists withstood a five-year onslaught by as many as 70,000-75,000 Egyptian troops at the height of the conflict in mid-1966. Ill-suited for a counterinsurgency in the mountainous terrain, Egypt had to mobilise considerable force only not to be overrun by tribal insurgents and employed its air force to use mustard gas and napalm against the monarchists. At no point in the conflict did the republican camp manage to achieve anything more than a stalemate. The war turned into a neo-medieval carnage, which left — according to Halliday’s estimate — 250,000 casualties in a population of barely five million inhabitants.

The labels ‘royalists,’ ‘republicans’ and even finer distinctions, such as ‘progressive royalists,’ ‘Septembrists’ or ‘pro-Egyptian republicans,’ obfuscate a more complex reality. Not only were these categories fluid as the conflict evolved, but alliances routinely shifted. In fact, two wars transpired in parallel: a royalist-republican and a Yemeni-Egyptian war. As is often the case in Yemen, the role of tribes was complex. Tendentially, however, Zaydi tribesmen sided with the monarchy due their traditional values, for fear that the republic
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might compromise tribal autonomy and the presence of a foreign invasion force on Yemeni soil. Their Shāfiʿī counterparts, conversely, who saw themselves as the victims of Zaydi discrimination, were inclined towards the republic.\(^{382}\) Still, some collaboration transpired between the republicans and northern shaykhs, which included such prominent figures as Amīn Abū Raʾis (Bakīl) or ‘Abd Allāh al-Aḥmar (Hāshid).\(^{383}\)

Nevertheless, tribal alliances should not be misconstrued as the result of either rigid ideological allegiances or static commitments. Although concerns about livelihood and security prevailed, the war economy made such alliances highly fluid. Tribes regularly switched sides, merely pretended to fight or fought for both sides on the same day.\(^{384}\) Indeed, a reporter on the ground details a case in which a tribe collected $2 million from Egypt and – before the battle with the Imam’s forces – called to inform their supposed enemy that they would shoot to miss.\(^{385}\) In other cases, tribes switched allegiances mid-battle and attacked their Egyptian comrades. Though difficult to substantiate with empirical evidence, tribes may likely have purposefully aimed for a stalemate to perpetuate patronage payments.\(^{386}\) As one observer put it, ‘Yemeni tribes are loyal to no one but themselves and given gold, ammunition and technical direction will fight for either side.’

Only one year into the conflict, the republican movement came to crumble in the face of internal divisions. Progressive ideas were not widely shared in the republican army and, paralysed by the war, the ineffective Sallāl government failed to build a domestic support base.\(^{387}\) Entirely subservient to Egypt, Sallāl and Bayḍānī’s puppet government did not pursue its declared goals, but entirely endorsed a Nāṣirist agenda of Arab socialism, industrial development and centralism, which alienated tribal and moderate liberals in the republican camp.\(^{388}\) In his memoirs, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Iryānī accused Sallāl to have ‘proven his loyalty to the Egyptian policy even if it was against the interests of Yemen.’\(^{389}\) Nāṣir’s ambitions for South Yemen, though shared in principle by Yemeni republicans,
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were not high on the agenda given the priority of the war against royalists.\textsuperscript{390} The movement split into three main political camps: Sallālists, who supported the government’s pro-Egyptian course; moderate republicans, who opposed both Sallāl and the Egyptian involvement; and the leftists, such as Movement of Arab Nationalists (MAN) affiliates, Marxists and Ba’thists.\textsuperscript{391} The latter camp developed in response to regional ideological trends and their disillusionment with Egypt’s compromises with Saudi Arabia. A year after the beginning of the war, the simpleminded Sallāl suffered a nervous breakdown in this complex political tangle; the diagnosis of the Egyptian doctor was that the disease was ‘political’ and could only be cured with good news from Yemen.\textsuperscript{392}

While the Egyptian presence enabled the survival of the republican movement, it distorted the early development of the YAR. By 1963, opposition had mounted against Sallāl’s unpopular military leadership as well as the ineffectiveness and pro-Egyptian course of his government.\textsuperscript{393} In 1964, republican minister ‘Abd al-Malik al-Ṭayyib published a book entitled \textit{Setback (naksa) of the Revolution in Yemen} in which he bitterly criticised Sallāl.\textsuperscript{394} The same year, Zubayrī, Nu’mān and Iryānī resigned from the government, followed by six other ministers in solidarity – a major blow to Sallāl.\textsuperscript{395} Efforts to build a ‘third force’ to overcome the royalist-republican antagonism moreover emerged from the early 1960s on, most prominently Sayyid Ibrāhīm al-Wazīr’s \textit{ittiḥād al-quwā al-sha‘biyya al-yamaniyya} (Yemeni Union of Popular Forces) and Zubayrī’s \textit{ḥizb allāh} (Party of God).\textsuperscript{396} Instead of the hoped-for conciliatory effect, however, they made enemies on both sides by calling for Egypt’s withdrawal and the removal of the Ḥamīd al-Dīn family. The latter had Zubayrī assassinated in April 1965\textsuperscript{397} and the rest of the ‘third force’ was either marginalised in the subsequent royalist-republican reconciliation process or co-opted by Saudi Arabia. Under the threat of internal revolt, Sallāl appointed Aḥmad Nu’mān as Prime Minister, who
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formed the first of several moderate republican governments, but resigned only two months
later over a disagreement with Sallāl and was succeeded by General Ḥasan al-ʿAmrī.

A military stalemate prevailed between 1963 and 1965, which incurred Egypt heavy losses of troops and finances. At the time, Nāṣir, who described the entanglement in Yemen as Egypt’s very own ‘Vietnam,’ conferred in American diplomats:

I am having as much trouble with them [the Republicans] as with the Royalists. I don’t really care who is in charge there as long as the Hamīd ad-Dīn family is not involved. One group is the same as the other to me except for the family. That was no real revolution in Yemen. It was only a plot. But I just found that out lately.

By late 1965, relations had deteriorated so far that the Egyptians publicly executed seven prominent republicans at Taḥrīr Square in Ṣan‘ā’, including two original leaders of the revolution. When 52 top-level republican leaders, including Prime Minister al-ʿAmrī and half of the government, went to Cairo in August 1966 to plead for Sallāl’s removal, Nāṣir put them under house arrest for a year and installed a new puppet government.

Parallel to the war on the ground, a dual track of local-tribal and international diplomatic efforts attempted to find solutions to the conflict. At a tribal conference in Ṭāmrān in September 1963, royalist and republican shaykhs proposed 28 resolutions to Sallāl and Nāṣir for a national settlement, but their efforts heeded no concrete result. King Faysal and Nāṣir then met in September 1964 in Alexandria and declared their joint desire to end outside interference in Yemen, but disagreement persisted about the form of the future state. While Saudi Arabia forced its local clients to agree to the neutral designation dawla (state), Egypt would accept nothing less than a jumhūrīya (republic). At a conference in Erkowit, Sudan in November 1964, Zubayrī and royalist Foreign Minister Aḥmad al-Shāmī – who knew each other from their joint membership in Free Yemenis – agreed in principle that any solution must entail the expulsion of both the Hamīd al-Dīn family and Egypt. The conciliatory spirit of Erkowit was echoed at the Khamr conference in May 1965, which revealed the disillusionment of the republicans and their desire to
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overthrow Egyptian rule. In August 1965, Fayṣal and Nāṣir agreed in Jidda on a ceasefire and a detailed roadmap for the formation of a national assembly and an interim government to prepare a plebiscite that would determine the final shape of the future state. Yemeni leaders, who had not been consulted about these terms, met three months later at a conference in Haraḍ to determine the preliminary shape of the state, appoint an interim government and decide on the modalities of a plebiscite in order to settle the dispute by ballots rather than bullets. The consultation started out amicably, but as a contemporary reporter observed: ‘It [was] the dialogue of the deaf. Both sides talk, but neither side listens.’ Deadlocked over the nature of the state, the conference broke down.

While Egypt provided material support to liberation movements in ʿAdan to attack British forces in order to put pressure on their departure, Nāṣir justified the interventions as retaliation for British support to the royalists. In its February 1966 Defence White Paper, the British Labour government announced its departure from ʿAdan by 1968. In order to exploit the British commitment politically, Nāṣir announced that Egypt would stay in Yemen for another 20 years – the so-called sīyāsat al-nafas al-tawīl (long breath policy) – and consolidated his troops around the Ṣanʿāʾ-Taʾizz-al-Hudayda-triangle. However, the policy did not come to fruition as Egypt experienced a devastating military defeat in the Six Day War of June 1967 at the hands of Israel. With the retreat of troops in motion, Egypt and Saudi Arabia concluded a mutual withdrawal agreement in September 1967 at Khartoum. By early November 1967 – four weeks before the British – most Egyptians had left Yemen. Ferris and Orkaby have suggested, in fact, that Israel may have exploited Egypt’s weak strategic predicament: with about one third of Egypt’s army bogged down in Yemen, which was likely to be reduced after the British withdrawal by November 1967, Israel may have used the window of opportunity to attack Egypt in June.

Without Egyptian backing, the Sallāl government faced imminent collapse. On November 3, the day the Egyptian troops evacuated Ṣanʿāʾ, Sallāl informed ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Iryānī that he was leaving to Iraq and would not return; he was ousted in a bloodless coup two days later. The ‘November 5’ correction movement established a new government under Iryānī, including Aḥmad Nuʿmān, Muḥsin al-ʿAynī, Ḥasan Makkī and
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later Ḥasan al-ʿAmrī, which marked the end of Egyptian proxy rule.\footnote{Eric Pace, ‘Army Coup Ousts Yemeni President’, \textit{The New York Times}, 6 November 1967; Al-Iryānī, \textit{Mudhakirāt}.} Left without effective military protection, however, the republican government faced what contemporaries remember as an epic battle for its very survival. With the support of Saudi Arabia and hundreds of British and other mercenaries, more than 50,000 royalist tribal forces surrounded Ṣanʿā’ to recapture the capital from the republicans;\footnote{Gordian Troeller, ‘Guns and Gold: A Good Life for Yemeni Warriors’, \textit{The Guardian}, 24 January 1968; ‘Söldner-Krieg im Jemen (Mercenary War in Yemen)’, \textit{Die Zeit}, 19 January 1968.} they laid a 70-day siege to the city from 28 November 1967 to 8 February 1968. While President Iryānī, Foreign Minister Ḥasan Makkī and much of the rest of the political elite had fled abroad, Field Marshal Ḥasan al-ʿAmrī deployed a courageous, albeit brutal defence under the slogan \textit{al-jumhūrīya aw al-mawt} (the republic or death).\footnote{Muḥammad ‘Ali Al-Shahārī, ‘Ḥaṣār Ṣanʿā’ . . . al-Muqadimāt wa-l-Natāʾīj (The Siege of Ṣanʿā’ ... Introductions and Results), 26 \textit{September News}, 31 January 2008; ‘Yemen: The Siege of San’a’, \textit{Time}, 15 December 1967.} Several key Ḥāshid (al-Aḥmar, Mujāhid Abū Shawārib), Bakīl (Abū Lahūm) and al-Baydā’ (‘Awādī) tribal leaders and their followers joined the 3,000-strong regular army.\footnote{Al-Aḥmar, \textit{Mudhakirāt}.} Marxist-Leninist volunteers, most prominently from the left branch of the Movement of Arab Nationalists (MAN), which was, in turn, backed by the southern National Front (NF), formed two structures that proved instrumental in breaking the royalist siege. While the regular army took positions around the capital, the MAN staffed and equipped the \textit{quwat al-muqāwama al-shaʿbīya} (Popular Resistance Forces, PRF), a Ṣanʿā’-based citizen militia with additional units in Taʾizz and al-Ḥudayda. On the other hand, leftist forces organised \textit{lījān fālāḥīya} (peasant leagues) in Taʾizz, Ibb and elsewhere, aimed at mobilising the peasantry in defence of the republic and against ‘feudal republicans.’\footnote{Fred Halliday, ‘Counter-Revolution in the Yemen’, \textit{New Left Review}, no. 63 (1970).} The low intensity of clashes during Ramadan moreover allowed enough time for the Soviet Union to aid the republican war efforts by means of a massive airlift of 10,000 tons of war material and a squadron each of MiG-17 fighter jets and bombers.\footnote{Hamūd Muḥammad Al-Shibāmī, ‘Ṣḥīḥāt an Waqā‘a’ Harb al-Sabaʿīn Yawmān (Testimony about the Facts of the 70-Day War), 26 \textit{September News}, 16 February 2008; ‘Söldner-Krieg im Jemen (Mercenary War in Yemen)’; Fred Halliday, ‘North Yemen Today’, \textit{Middle East Report}, no. 130 (1985).} Due to the stern support from the PRF and the Soviet Union, as well as a number of miscalculations by the Imam’s generals, the republicans were able to repel the preponderant northern force against all odds.
Although the siege of Ṣanʿā’ ended on 8 February, clashes continued throughout the rest of the year. In mid-1968, Qāsim Munaṣṣar, one of the strongest royalist shaykhs in the siege, deserted with 15,000 tribesmen and military equipment to the republican camp. His defection became a major setback for the royal family and decisively shifted the balance of power against them.\footnote{Rudolf E. Bollinger, ‘Im Jemen ruhen die Waffen’, \textit{Die Zeit}, 25 April 1969; Al-Āḥmar, \textit{Mudhakirāt}.} In the far north, fighting continued as long as March 1969, when the changing tide forced Imam al-Badr to flee to Saudi Arabia. With the royalist defeat, however, tensions within the republican camp soon came to a head. The leftist, predominantly Shāfi‘ī-based PRF emerged out of the republican victory as an autonomous opposition group with an embryonic military, which – in line with the radical-progressive outlook of the MAN and the NF – opposed conservative tribal republicans as much as it rejected reconciliation with the royalists.\footnote{In ‘Counter-Revolution in the Yemen’, Halliday sums up their goals as following: 1. Rejection of the Khartoum resolutions and of attempts to reach a compromise with the royalists; 2. The constitution of a central army to form the military basis of the republic; 3. The extension and strengthening of the PRF; 4. Equality for Shāfi‘īs and Zaydīs in the government.} On 22 March 1968, Prime Minister al-ʿAmrī thwarted an attempt by the PRF to appropriate a major Soviet arms shipment destined for pro-republican tribes that arrived in al-Ḥudaydā for the regular army.\footnote{Dana Adams Schmidt, ‘Attempted Coups by Extreme Leftists Foiled in Yemen and South Yemen’, \textit{The New York Times}, 16 April 1968.} While the left regrouped around the \textit{ḥizb al-thawrī al-dīn muqrāṭī} (Revolutionary Democratic Party, RDP) in June, conservative republicans and tribal leaders decided in July on a plan to eradicate the PRF. The removal of several young Shāfi‘ī army commanders sparked a three-day battle in August 1968, which marked the beginning of a concerted campaign to purge the left from the YAR and thus shifted the centre of gravity towards tribal republicans.

At the Jidda Peace Conference in March 1970, royalists and republicans signed a reconciliation agreement, which resulted, with the sole exception of the Ḥāmīd al-Dīn family, in the incorporation of all royalists into the power structures of the republic. This deal came at the cost of excluding the modernist, predominantly Shāfi‘ī left, which limited the prospects of forging a strong, modern state.\footnote{Burrowes, \textit{The Yemen Arab Republic}.} Without a powerful national army, authority in the YAR was mediated, as during the times of the Imamate, through northern Zaydī tribes. As a journalist on the ground observed, ‘never before, it would seem, had so much gold … circulated among the tribes as during the years of heavy fighting… The gold
has remained with the tribes and has given them a new sense of importance.\footnote{Dana Adams Schmidt, ‘After Years of Civil War, Yemen Seems to Be at Peace’, \textit{The New York Times}, 4 August 1969.} The Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes attained a stranglehold over the state, which is exemplified by the central roles that such shaykhs as ʿAbd Allāh al-Āḥmar or Sinān Abū Lahūm played in subsequent regimes.\footnote{Dresch, \textit{Tribes, Government and History in Yemen}.} Although the revolution altered the legitimation from a theocratic monarchy to an Arab republic, and concomitantly gave rise to a new landscape of political institutions, the YAR remained a weak, traditional state with a tribal powerbase.

The 26 September revolution began to emerge as the central event in the collective memory of North Yemenis largely as the result of state-sponsored efforts. It provided a powerful standard for republican politics, whose achievements were measured against its goals.\footnote{Ghamdān Al-Ŷūṣufī, ‘Ṭasāʾūl hawal mā tabqā min al-Ahdāf al-Sitta li-Thawrat al-Yaman (Questions about the Remainder of the Six Goals of the Yemeni Revolution’), \textit{Marib Press}, 26 September 2010; Muḥṣin Al-ʿAynī, ‘Die September-Revolution 1962: Ihre Ursachen, ihre Rechtfertigung, ihre Ziele, Fehlschläge und Erfolge (The September 1962 Revolution: Its Causes, Its Justification, Its Goals, Failures and Successes)’, in \textit{Jemen: 3000 Jahre Kunst und Kultur des glücklichen Arabien}, ed. Werner Daum (Innsbruck: Pinguin, 1987).} The official narratives of successive republican regimes in newspapers, radio and television programmes, public monuments, musea and schoolbooks depicted the republic as the very antithesis of the Imamate. They contrasted the religious domination, tyranny, unfair social hierarchies, inequality and anachronistic ‘backwardness’ of the Zaydī Imams with the republican efforts towards education, justice and modernisation.\footnote{Nadia Haddash, ‘What Do Yemenis Know about the 1962 Revolution?’, \textit{Yemen Times}, 29 September 2012; Willis, \textit{Unmaking North and South}.} A particularly illustrative example of this is a 1980s children’s programme on state television, which portrayed the old days of Imam Aḥmad: a morphine addicted tyrant playing with imported toys in the isolation of his palace before being overthrown in the revolution.\footnote{Halliday, ‘North Yemen Today’.}

Streets and public squares in North Yemen carry names in reference to 1962, such as mīdān al-tahrīr (Liberation Square) and the colossal mīdān al-sabʿān (Seventy Square) in Ṣanʿā’, which serves as a permanent reminder of the successful resistance during the 70-day siege.\footnote{Al-Shahārī, ‘Ḥaṣār Ṣanʿā’ .. al-Muqadimāt wa-l-Natāʾij (The Siege of Ṣanʿā’ ... Introductions and Results); Al-Shihāmī, ‘Shihādat an waqāʾa Harb al-Sabaʾīn Yawmān (Testimony about the Facts of the 70-Day War).'} Three major monuments moreover commemorate the revolution: first, a major memorial on Seventy Square exhibits its six main goals. Second, the mizān al-hajjar (stone scale), located in close proximity, honours the unknown soldiers of the revolution. Third, the Egyptian soldiers memorial in Ṣanʿā’ honours the sacrifices made by Egypt in defence
of the republic. The *mathaf al-ḥarbī* (military museum) retells a partial history of the events of 1948, 1955 and 1962, including a room dedicated solely to the Egyptian involvement. Yemeni schoolbooks in the early 2000s naturally accord a crucial role to the 1962 revolution, while devoting many pages to ancient and early Islamic history that serve as a basis for primordial claims about the Yemeni nation and its inherent unity.

As elsewhere, however, collective memory is selective, politically motivated and far from universally shared. Yemeni textbooks contain a gap of almost a millennium between the early Islamic empires and the first Ottoman occupation of Yemen, thus completely ignoring the historical evolution of the Zaydi Imamate. Although the modern history section deals with the 20th century Imamate, it merely does so to highlight its ‘injustice, tyranny, backwardness, and seclusion’ to provide the *raison d’être* of the 1962 revolution. In a similar vein, Ottoman rule between 1849 and 1918 is diminished in Yemen’s collective memory as evidenced by the autobiographies of political leaders, such as ʿAbd Allāh Nuʿmān, ʿAbd Allāh al-Juwaylīn or ʿAbd Allāh al-Aḥmar. Despite the reformist impulses that Turkish rule provided, they sought to avoid association with a foreign power that had so effectively been vilified by the Imamate, whose legitimacy rested on conflating independence from the Turks with Arab nationalism. Amidst dissent, the Ṣāliḥ government began to reverse this trend and erected a monument to commemorate the lives of Turkish soldiers in 2011 in Ṣanʿā’ in a bid to improve diplomatic relations.

Yemenis have not uniformly embraced the official narrative of the 26 September revolution. Although 1948 and 1962 continue to serve as reference dates, some groups have reinterpreted their meanings. Southerners have increasingly come to dispute that the events of 1962 constituted a *thawra* (revolution), but instead categorised them as an *inqilāb ‘askarī* (military coup). An Iṣlāḥ-affiliated journalist, for example, drew a number of parallels between the 1948 movement and the Yemeni opposition after the 1994 war. He argued that the search for a common political programme – the Sacred National Pact of 1948 and the Joint Meeting Parties post-1994 platform – and the preference for a non-
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radical, peaceful opposition despite regime repression by the Imam and ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ, respectively, likened both movements. Finally, journalist ʿAlī Abū Laḥūm depicted the citizen revolt of 2011 as a corrective movement to the 1962 revolution, thereby legitimising the uprising in terms of the goals of 26 September revolution.

South Yemen’s Path to Independence and the 14 October 1963 Revolution

Throughout its 128-year rule, Britain lacked a clear strategy to govern the areas of South Yemen under its control. Although British governors in Ṭa’izzīn were predominantly able figures, inconsistent decision-making in London led Ṭa’izzīn to be variably ruled as a settlement, a municipality and a crown colony; first as part of the British Raj, then from London; initially separately from the protectorates, then urged into a federation after 1959. After Whitehall took over from India in 1937, British rule was based on nourishing the loyalties of Ṭa’īni minorities. The limited experience in governing Ṭa’izzīn left Britain unprepared for the political struggles of the 1950s and 1960s. With most administrative posts and trade monopolised by Indians, society in Ṭa’izzīn became segmented between locals and foreigners, while the differential treatment of the protectorates further increased the urban-rural contradiction. British administrators, in fact, actively fostered this dichotomy, falsely believing that such a policy would help preserve imperial control.

Ṭa’izzīn underwent crucial socio-economic and political transformations in the 1940s and 1950s. With post-war commerce booming, the colony attracted significant investments into the port, power, water and telephone infrastructure, as well as the banking, insurance and refining sectors. These developments generated large-scale employment opportunities, most significantly in the port, the refinery and by the British navy. By 1955, Ṭa’izzīn had become one of the busiest ports in the world – second only to New York. The construction of the £45 million British Petroleum Refinery in Little Ṭa’izzīn employed 10,000 workers between 1952 and 1954, and 2,000 staff thereafter; it was the largest capitalist-industrialist project in Ṭa’izzīn and engine for the emergence of a working class.

After the 1956 Suez invasion, Britain dramatically expanded its naval presence based on
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the 1957 Defence White Paper, which recommended establishing a troop presence ‘East of Suez.’\textsuperscript{437} Although the expansion provided as many as 25,000 jobs and a quarter of the colony’s Gross National Product (GNP), the presence of 17,000 foreign troops by 1965 aroused anti-colonial sentiments.\textsuperscript{438} Combined with incentives to leave the stagnant Imamate, these economic pull factors triggered a wave of immigration from North Yemen in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{439} Adan’s population more than quadrupled within a generation, from 51,500 in 1931 to 120,000 in 1955 and 225,000 in 1963, turning this agglomeration of fishing villages into an international colony, and finally an Arab town.\textsuperscript{440}

The situation in the protectorates was fundamentally different. As Sir Bernard Reilly, a long-term resident and the colony’s first governor (1937-1940), noted, ‘Adan was regarded ‘merely as a military outpost, a fortress on the sea route from Europe to India, with the Protectorate as a kind of glacis or vacuum surrounding it, and keeping unwanted neighbours … at a distance.’\textsuperscript{441} The economy of the hinterland remained unaffected by developments in ‘Adan. Although agriculture and pastoralism on the vast and barren land of which only about 0.5 percent were cultivated generated two thirds of all employment in South Yemen, it contributed less than 10 percent to its GNP. Unless ‘oil were to be found,’ the protectorates had no strategic value to Britain except as a buffer zone against North Yemen and Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{442} While British investment in basic services in ‘Adan, such as schools, roads and health facilities, remained limited; in the Protectorates, conversely,

up to 1940 not a penny had been spent on the hinterland, and what followed was a mean trickle allocated to projects like cotton-growing which served Britain's imperial interest. Between 1946 and 1960 only 1.4 million pounds was spent on hinterland development and even in the final period 1965-8 only 7 million pounds was spent. Before 1939 the British had spent 100,000 pounds a year on bribing hinterland chiefs, and after 1950 this went up to 800,000 pounds; but even in 1967, when the British departed, the country had only fourteen tarmacked miles of road outside Aden, three Yemeni doctors and 950 hospital beds. Educational facilities hardly existed outside Aden. In the final period of their occupation the British did make increasing payments to the Federal budget; but this was for so-called ‘defense’ – that is, political repression and stabilization.\textsuperscript{443}

Driven by the need to rechannel mounting discontent, Britain permitted a tacit political
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opening in ‘Adan. Trade unions were legalised as early as 1942, but they only emerged in the late 1940s, leading to the first union strike in 1948. In 1949, propertied male ‘Adanis gained voting rights for a limited number of seats on the Municipal Council, followed by more expansive rights to elect members of the Legislative Council in 1959. As part of this controlled colonial opening, Britain began to tolerate new forms of association and social activism, which led to a considerable expansion of civil society in the colony, and to a lesser extent in the protectorates. Along the continua of urban-rural, left-right or local-national-pan-Arab, the types of civil manifestations ranged from cultural clubs, syndicates, associations, independent presses, labour unions, rural activism and local self-help. As restrictions on political organising, strikes and the opposition press remained in place, most of these organisations focused on social, cultural or welfare objectives, which remained within the tolerated boundaries of activism during this late and limited colonial opening.

In the 1950s, however, civil society in South Yemen became increasingly politicised in response to local conditions and regional developments. The expansion of education and the press, continued political discrimination, the foreign military presence, an employment contraction due to the completion of major infrastructure projects and massive post-World War II inflation provided an incubator for this transformation. At the regional level, the Arab-Israeli war of 1948, the Anglo-American coup d’état against Iranian Prime Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh, the reverberations of Nāṣirism and anti-colonialism after the Egyptian and Algerian revolutions, as well as the Suez invasion of 1956 contributed to the politicisation of the trade union movement in the colony. Despite the comparatively late arrival of modern political ideologies, ‘Adan became a marketplace of information and a hub of ideas. ‘Adani intellectual circles were not only – as their Free Yemeni counterparts – well acquainted with the works of Islamic revivalists, but with translations of the works of Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin, Mao Zedong and Franz Fanon. The Movement of Arab Nationalists (MAN) and the Ba‘th Party established local cells in ‘Adan in the late 1950s. The broadcasts of Cairo and Ṣan‘ā’ radio stations moreover called on ‘Adanis to revolt and encouraged tribal rebellions, which frequently occurred throughout the 1950s.
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In this context of heightened politicisation, a plethora of nationalist opposition groups emerged out of existing civil society structures, especially the trade unions, and began to agitate against British rule. The core of the movement revolved around four principal organisations. First, the urban, modernist jamʿaʿīyat ʿadān (ʿAdan Association), which was founded in 1950 from among members of the Arab Reform Club, the Arab Literary Club and the Islamic Association. Under the slogan “ʿArab for the ‘Adanis,’ this exclusionary and anti-Nāṣirist jamʿaʿīya pursued ‘Adani independence from the rural hinterland (rather than from Britain) and advocated self-government for the colony within the Commonwealth. Second, the more radical Laḥj-based ṭābiʿat al-abnūb al-ʿarabī (South Arabian League, SAL, 1951), the first mass organisation, which advocated independence in the context of a sovereign Southwest Arabia. Sometimes described as a ‘party of deposed sultans,’ however, it lacked a social base for its Nāṣirist positions. Third, the amalgamation of a number of smaller social, cultural and youth associations in the jabhat al-wataniya al-muttaḥida (United National Front, UNF, 1955), which aspired to unity with North Yemen. Fourth, the al-muʿtamar al-ʿummālī (ʿAdan Trades Union Congress, ATUC, 1956), a conglomerate of about half of the 25 unions with a registered membership of 20,000 in 1956. Its power base was comprised of Yemeni immigrants from the Imamate and, as the UNF, maintained close contact with the branch of the Free Yemenis in ʿAdan.

The 1950s came to be defined by syndicalist militancy and mass mobilisation in the form of persistent demonstrations and paralysing strikes. Headed by its charismatic Secretary-General ʿAbd Allāh al-ʾAṣnaj, the ATUC organised more than 200 strikes in the span of a few years of its inception, which reached at times tens of thousands of workers. Although a Commission of Enquiry in 1956 established that ‘these strikes had a genuine and justifiable industrial basis,’ the affiliation of union leaders with nationalist political movements led British investigators conclude that it was difficult ‘to know whether at any given moment the industrial or political motive [was] predominant.’ Although primarily expressed in the form of tolerated labour activism, the union struggle was indeed not so much social as it was political. As in the North, opposition politics in the South was driven by nationalist aspirations for independence, as well as Arab and Yemeni unity. While
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Northerners espoused a more traditional form of nationalism that was directed against the Imamate, the more complex class structure in British-ruled Ḍaʾūd and the protectorates, including conservative rural rulers, Yemeni migrants, merchants and foreign elites caused the southern independence struggle to be defined by an element of social radicalism.⁴⁵³

Colonial officials pursued a dual policy that relied on repression, while gradually allowing self-rule under British protection to rechannel nationalistic sentiments. The former encompassed arrests, publication and strike bans, deportations – such as that of SAL leader Sayyid Muḥammad ʿAlī al-Jifrī in the late 1950s to Cairo⁴⁵⁴ – and, finally, martial law. Although these measures managed to temporarily quell union activities, the strikes seriously damaged the economy of the colony throughout the decade. As part of the latter policy, the governor welcomed the foundation of political parties in the mid-1950s and held Legislative Council elections in 1955 and 1959, which the pro-British Ḍaʾūd Association, renamed National Union Party in 1960, won.⁴⁵⁵ Determined to retain Ḍaʾūd as a strategic base, which ‘would be the keystone of the new Imperial system, the fortress protecting Britain’s position in the Gulf regardless of Adeni or Arab nationalism,’⁴⁵⁶ Whitehall sought to incrementally grant self-rule to the mostly conservative rulers of the protectorates in the framework of a federation. The rationale was to create a conservative counterweight to the burgeoning nationalism in Ḍaʾūd that would protect British interests.

Britain therefore initiated deliberations with sultans, emirs and shaykhs of the Western Ḍaʾūd Protectorate (WAP) about the establishment of a political unit with the promise of granting independence ‘in the fullness of time.’⁴⁵⁷ The remote Ḥaḍramawt and Mahra provinces of the EAP were deliberately excluded from these discussions, as they were perceived as a lawless periphery, and thus irrelevant to the position of Ḍaʾūd. In February 1959, protracted negotiations culminated in the foundation of the ‘Federation of Arab Amirates of the South’ (FAAS), which comprised initially six entities of the WAP. The federation subsequently grew by four additional sultanates, including the Sultanate of Lahj, whose ruler ʿAlī ʿAbd al-Karīm Britain first had to be deposed in favour of a more complacent successor. Setting up base in Cairo, Karīm, together with al-Jifrī, whose SAL also vehemently opposed the federation, later came to play an important role in fomenting
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strife in the protectorates. In 1961, the ‘Adan Protectorate Levies were turned into the Federal Army under the command of the Minister of Defence of the Federation. The ATUC and the People’s Socialist Party (PSP), an affiliate created in July 1962, rejected the heterogeneous federation for its undemocratic and tribal structures.

Strikes intensified in the period from 1958 to 1960. In April 1958, the ATUC – which had by then become the strongest nationalist opposition force in ‘Adan and drawn closer to Cairo – launched a concerted campaign of strikes in clear pursuit of political, rather than industrial, objectives. In November, the governor declared the state of emergency, and fighting between activists and the police in Crater led to mass arrests. In the course of 1959 alone, 84 strikes transpired which cost ‘Adan’s economy nearly 150,000 labour days. They continued in the first half of 1960, but the government – amidst protests from Cairo, the Soviet block and foreign trade unions – enacted an anti-strike bill in August and threatened to expel North Yemeni workers, which effectively quelled the ATUC strikes thereafter. In the protectorates, sustained uprisings erupted in Yafi‘, Upper ‘Awlaqi and Laḥj over questions of local authority, which continued throughout most of 1960 and 1961. After the September 1962 revolution in North Yemen, independence for the South became a more realistic possibility and the opposition, increasingly limited by British measures in ‘Adan, spread to the countryside, where an active guerrilla movement began to develop.

In the face of growing nationalism in ‘Adan, which had become a modern, urban city-state, Britain decided in May 1961 to join the enclave with the conservative hinterland. Colonial administrators reckoned that otherwise ‘independence for the Colony could probably not be delayed much beyond 1965.’ Although the Legislative Council adopted the merger proposal in a narrow vote on 26 September 1962 – the day of the revolution in the North – resistance in ‘Adan against the accession to the federation was on the rise.
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Map 3: The Federation of South Arabia and Eastern Protectorate around 1965.
In January 1963, ‘Adan was incorporated into the federation, which had been renamed into the Federation of South Arabia (FAS) a year earlier, and was liberalised through a number of modern constitutional amendments. Although the decentralised, treaty-based architecture of the protection agreements and the federation indeed undermined, rather than promoted, state-building, it fostered a culture of legalism, judicial culture and rule of law in ‘Adan and in the WAP (less so in the EAP). The effects can still be felt today, as Yemenis from the southern, mostly Shāfī’ī areas often contrast their da‘a‘a al-ni‘zām wa-l-qānūn (state of law and order) with the fāṣṣa (chaos, anarchy) of the North.

Regardless of its merits or pitfalls, the FAS remained stillborn due to the events that transpired in South Arabia in the months after its inception. On 14 October 1963, a date that has since become a symbol for the revolution of South Yemen, the newly founded jāhbat al-qawmīya li-tahrīr (National Liberation Front, NLF) launched a guerrilla campaign from the Radrān Mountains, which are located northeast of ‘Adan in the al-Ḍāli‘ protectorate. The fighting arose over a local issue involving the Quṭaybī tribes, which the NLF managed to successfully frame as a liberation war against colonialism, and later class struggle. In December, the UAR, which was committed to expel British imperialism from the Arabian Peninsula, announced its support for the rebels, which it provided in the form of intelligence, training and arms. In the spring of 1964, the Federal Army launched a successful counter-campaign against the tribes, which had received arms from the YAR, only for the rebellion to re-emerge once the British-led troops retreated from the region. Britain saw the insurgency as part of a larger proxy war with the UAR, and thus not only supplied pro-British tribes in the FAS, but also royalist tribes in North Yemen with arms. The events marked the beginning of a fierce four-year liberation war, which completely transformed the repertoires of contention from politicised, albeit peaceful strikes to a violent armed struggle that encompassed guerrilla warfare in the federation and terrorist tactics against authorities and civilians in ‘Adan.

---
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467 According to the mithaq al-watā‘ī (National Charter, 1965), the full name of the group is jāhbat al-qawmīya li-tahrīr janūb al-yaman al-muḥṭa‘ (National Front for the Liberation of Occupied South Yemen) and should not be confused with FLOSY.


469 I use the term ‘terrorist’ in a technical sense to describe a strategy that is – in contrast to guerrilla warfare – designed to provoke an emotional response, rather than aimed at military gain.
In the period between 1963 and 1967, the nationalist movement underwent a crucial organisational transformation. While the ATUC and its PSP affiliate still dominated the opposition in 1962 and 1963, they fragmented over the question of the armed struggle waged by the NLF against the British. The rural-based, initially pro-Egyptian NLF grew out of the branch of George Ḥabbash and Nāyif Ḥawātma’s Movement of Arab Nationalists (MAN) in ‘Adan in June 1963. It comprised nine different tribal Arab nationalist and youth groups (its leadership and most of its members were in their 20s), and enjoyed much support from workers and trade unionists. The NLF was headed by Qaḥṭān al-Sha‘bī, who had been a leading figure in SAL, and his cousin Fayṣal ‘Abd al-Latīf al-Sha‘bī, as well as ‘Abd al-Fattāḥ Ismā‘īl, ‘Alī Nāṣir Muhammad and Muḥammad ‘Alī Haytham. At its First Congress in Ta‘izz in June 1965, the NLF proclaimed a radical mīthāq al-watānī (National Charter), which strongly relied on Leninist ideas, and set up a 42-member national council for policy-making and an executive committee composed of its bureau chiefs. The National Charter positioned the jabhat al-qawmīya as the sole representative of people of South Yemen, declared armed struggle the only route to independence and laid out a plan for land reform, the nationalisation of foreign-owned assets and the end of the free zone status for the Port of ‘Adan. Intriguingly, it invoked the glorious pre-Islamic and Islamic past, which it juxtaposed with contemporary backwardness. While the charter construed Arabs as one sha‘b (people), Yemenis were a subgroup with an inherent, but thus far unachieved drive towards unity.

The fragmentation of the ATUC-PSP resulted in the merger of the PSP and SAL into the Organisation for the Liberation of the Occupied South (OLOS) in February 1965, which was led by such personalities as ‘Abd Allāh al-‘Aṣnaj and Muḥammad ‘Alī al-Jīfī. The group held close ties to Egypt, which forced OLOS and the reluctant NLF to merge into the Nāṣirist jabhat taḥrīr jāmī’ al-yāmān al-muḥtal (Front for the Liberation of Occupied South Yemen, FLOSY). Although the core constituency of the more radical ‘Marxist-Leninist’ NLF, whose fighters engaged in struggle against the British on the ground,
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opposed this merger, it was agreed in January 1966. This defiance – coupled with personal and ideological rivalries between Aṣnaj and Sha'bī, as well as between al-Jifrī and the left wing of the NLF, whose main advocate was ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ Ismāʿīl – led the NLF to break away only ten months later. The NLF and FLOSY thus not only fought the British, but began competing against each other in ‘Adan and the countryside. Although the FLOSY enjoyed support from Cairo, it was the NLF’s tight organisation and powerbase in the neglected hinterland that allowed the latter to prevail. Although the NLF was in reality much more prominent, the British believed that the Egyptian-backed FLOSY, which was constantly featured on Cairo radio, posed the real threat. This misconception not only reveals the limited awareness that British officials had at the time, but also explains why the NLF so quickly defeated FLOSY after the withdrawal of British forces.\footnote{Lackner, \textit{P.D.R. Yemen}.}

In October 1964, a Labour government replaced the Conservatives in London and began pursuing a dual policy of confronting anti-British forces in the protectorate, while accommodating public opinion in ‘Adan. Although much has been made of the reappraisal of British policy, as Spencer Mawby has correctly argued, the changes were subtle and ambiguous.\footnote{Mawby, \textit{British Policy in Aden and the Protectorates, 1955-1967}.} Around the same period, armed struggle intensified as the NLF launched a terrorist campaign in ‘Adan that encompassed (rocket-propelled) grenade attacks on soft civilian targets, which polarised the conflict and prevented a rapprochement between moderates on both sides. Violent incidents rose from 36 in 1964 to 286 in 1965, 510 in 1966 and 2,900 by October 1967.\footnote{Halliday, \textit{Arabia Without Sultans}.} In September 1965, the British governor suspended the Federation of South Arabia government and imposed direct colonial rule over ‘Adan. Military expenditure almost doubled from £7.93 to £14.64 million between 1963 and 1965, while the total commitment was projected to increase to £35 million in 1969-70.\footnote{‘PRO CAB 130/213’ 8 November 1965; ‘PRO CAB 130/213’ 13 November 1965.} Due to the deteriorating security situation and rising military expenditure, the Wilson government agree in mid-1965 to abandon the base in ‘Adan by 1968, which was publicised in the February 1966 Defence White Paper.\footnote{‘PRO CAB 129/124’ 11 February 1966; ‘PRO DEFE 13/505’ 23 February 1966.} The overriding objective became an orderly handover that would prevent a Nāṣirist takeover in South Yemen.\footnote{Mawby, \textit{British Policy in Aden and the Protectorates, 1955-1967}.}

In June 1967, British troops began to evacuate from the hinterland. The void was quickly filled by the NLF, which took over state after state, seizing the assets of tribal
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leaders in the protectorates. Amidst intensified armed struggle, the federal government collapsed in August 1967, which led Britain to move up its departure from January 1968 to late November 1967.\textsuperscript{480} In several brief but fierce battles between August and November, the NLF defeated FLOSY, which had been weakened by the Egyptian withdrawal, causing many of its members to go into exile in North Yemen. On 8 November, the NLF declared it had full control over the territory of South Yemen.\textsuperscript{481} Thus far refusing negotiations with the British, the NLF officially requested to be recognised as the sole legitimate authority of South Arabia. A deal was struck in Geneva on 29 November, the day the British withdrawal was completed, to transfer sovereignty to the NLF and provide £12 million in aid to the new state.\textsuperscript{482} On 30 November 1967, South Yemen attained independence under the control of the NLF. The NLF, which then became known as National Front (NF) since the L (or rather \textit{ta}) for liberation had become obsolete, ruled the country in various guises until 1990. Qaḥtaān al-Shaʿbī became the first President, Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief of the \textit{jumhūriyat al-yaman al-janābiya al-shaʿbīya} (People’s Republic of South Yemen, PRSY) and appointed an 11-member cabinet of leading NLF figures.\textsuperscript{483}

After its split with FLOSY in 1966, the NLF continued to embrace a vaguely leftist platform of anti-imperialism, Nāṣirism and Arab socialism. At its Fourth Congress in Zinjibār from 2 to 8 March 1968, the NF underwent a crucial ideological transformation. Tensions mounted as the left wing of the party attacked al-Shaʿbī for his ‘petit bourgeois’ leadership and succeeded in imposing views on a number of topics, including the party’s commitment to Marxism-Leninism, economic principles and unity with North Yemen. On 20 March, the army arrested several hundred members of the party’s left wing, including ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ Ismāʿīl, then Minister of National Guidance and Yemeni Unity, and Minister of Defence ‘Alī Sālim al-Bīḍ – allegedly in order to prevent a coup.\textsuperscript{484} The leftists were defeated in armed clashes that broke out in May, but could subsequently infiltrate the army.\textsuperscript{485} After months of fragile coexistence, the leaders of the left faction – Sālim Rubay ʿAlī (Sālmayn), ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ Ismāʿīl, ‘Alī Sālim al-Bīḍ, Sulṭān Aḥmad ʿUmar, ʿAlī ʿṢāliḥ
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ʿUbād (Muqbil) – purged Sha'bī and his affiliates from the party in what became known as the *al-khuṭwa al-taṣāḥīḥa al-majīda* (‘Glorious Corrective Move’) of 22 June 1969. They installed a new five-member Presidential Council consisting of Sālim Rubayʿ ʿAlī (Chairman of the Council), Muḥammad ʿAlī Haytham (Prime Minister), ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ Ismāʿīl, Muhammad Šāliḥ al-ʿAwlaqī and ʿAlī ʿAntar al-Bīshī, which embraced a more radical domestic and foreign policy. The left further consolidated its hold in August 1971, when they ousted Muḥammad ʿAlī Haytham and established a three-member Presidential Council consisting of Sālmayn, Ismāʿīl and ʿAlī Nāṣir Muḥammad.486

The first half of the 20th century engendered fundamental changes in the nature of contentious politics in Yemen. With the influence of new regional ideologies, such as Arab nationalism, Nāṣīrism and anti-imperialism, contention in the Mutawakkilite Kingdom and British-ruled South Yemen became increasingly politicised, which allowed the few tolerated forms of assembly and associations to coalesce around a single purpose into heterogeneous nationalist movements. Due to the different nature of both regimes – the stagnant Imamate and the dynamic colony with its neglected hinterland – both movements traversed through divergent trajectories that replaced the political order in the North and the South by a bourgeois-tribal and socialist regime, respectively. While the PDRY turned further left due to the 1969 and 1971 leadership purges, the YAR veered to the right with the royalist-republican reconciliation and the exclusion of the Shāfī left. These diverse post-revolutionary orders for the next 20 years thwarted ambitions to unify both countries. Despite their political differences, however, both republics altered the foundations of political legitimacy and bequeathed a powerful legacy of political demands that would repeatedly be invoked by subsequent generations of Yemenis.

486 Brehony, *Yemen Divided.*
Contentious Politics in Republican Yemen

As throughout Yemen’s longstanding civilisational history, where state authority and governance were differentiated and defined by economic, doctrinal and political divisions, the Yemen Arab Republic and the People’s (Democratic) Republic of (South) Yemen followed divergent paths of state-building with different institutional cultures and ideological foundations in the post-revolutionary period. Despite these parallel developments, the two young republics – like most developing countries that emerged between the 1950s and 1970s – both adopted the Russian model of state with a one-party system and centrally planned economy, which meant that few institutional mechanisms existed in either state for conflict resolution within the political system. As neither regime managed to find a stable equilibrium that allowed accomplishing the goals of its revolution, political authority remained tenuous and marred by frequent power struggles.

Having inherited a complicated legacy from the civil war of the 1960s, the politics of YAR came to be defined by a constant tension between traditionalists, notably Saudi-backed northern tribal forces, and modernists. As republican regimes variably confronted (Ṣallāl, al-Ḥamīdī), accommodated (Iryānī), or embraced (al-Ghashmī, Ṣālih) tribalism, these centre-periphery tensions left state structures weak and turned governance into a struggle for political survival. Consistent with historical experiences, the revolutionary regimes in South Yemen proved much more successful in building state structures. They failed, however, in socially engineering the transformation into a socialist society as its national project was severely undermined, and ultimately thwarted, by the frequent power struggles within the ruling party, most prominently the short-lived civil war of 1986.

It seemed paradoxical to observers at the time that the two inexperienced republics – diametrically opposed in ideology and engaged in a series of border wars – would time and again invoke the rhetoric of a common Yemeni nationalism and profess their

intentions to unify their political systems. As both regimes faced a crisis of legitimacy and economic growth in the late 1980s, however, decades of alternating tensions and rapprochement eventually culminated in the historic merger of North and South Yemen into the Republic of Yemen (RoY) on 22 May 1990. Despite the vibrancy of the democratic political opening, the unification honeymoon was short-lived; by 1994, political tensions had culminated in yet another war between North and South. The war ended with the victory of Northern forces, which shifted the premise of unity from a consensual to hegemonistic project, and triggered the reversal of the commitments to political liberalisation.

Contentious politics in the RoY between 1990 and 2010 came to be defined by three principle processes: the erratic and limited liberalisation since the Yemeni unification of 1990; the creeping ‘oligarchisation’ of power since the 1994 war; and the ‘politics of calculated chaos.’ These processes laid the groundwork for the emergence of a loose and heterogeneous opposition against the regime, which included political parties; networks of civil society activists; political, economic, military and tribal elites; and two main contentious movements – the Ḥūthīs and Hirāk. Not unlike coalitions during the 1930s, 1940s, 1950s and 1960s, these groups – in response to events in North Africa – temporary coalesced around overthrow of the regime of ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ, thus setting the stage for the citizen revolt of 2011, which is the topic of the following chapter.

State-Building and Political Survival in the YAR and the PDRY

The civil war of the 1960s frustrated the aspirations of the early regimes of the YAR to build a modern, republican state. Unable to project authority beyond the Ṣan‘ā’, Taʾizz and al-Ḥudayda triangle, the authority of President Sallāl’s (1962-67) government remained weaker than during the late Imamate. Although Sallāl expanded the existing ministries of justice, foreign affairs, education, health, agriculture, public works, communications and industries; and created the ministries of war, local administration, interior and economy,\(^\text{488}\) these efforts resulted in ill-suited and ineffective carbon copies of their Egyptian counterparts.\(^\text{489}\) The public administration remained an empty shell and state-building advanced little until the royalist-republican reconciliation of 1970. Nevertheless, the 1962 revolution inaugurated crucial changes in the power structures of North Yemen. The Ḥamīd al-Dīn family went into exile in Saudi Arabia and the republic disempowered the around 300,000 sāda, which had constituted the aristocracy of the
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Imamate. Most sāda were moved from key political posts to diplomatic, symbolic or remote postings, where they held little real influence. Nevertheless, with the notable exceptions of the royal family and the sāda, millennial patterns of traditional leadership and social hierarchies, such as the role of the qutā’, ‘ulamā‘ and shaykhs, remained in place.

Absorbed by the siege of San‘ā’ and the republican-royalist reconciliation, the first half of the presidency of ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Iryānī (1967-74) was dedicated to restoring normalcy. Iryānī convened an inclusive forum that produced a compromise for a permanent republican constitution, which entered into effect on 28 December 1970. Though liberal-democratic in principle, it prohibited political parties since partisanship was seen as divisive. The limited political construction during the Iryānī era evolved around the 159-member majlis al-shūrā (Consultative Council), as well as financial and economic governance institutions. The priority of absorbing substantial amounts of foreign aid led Iryānī to strengthen the Yemen Bank for Reconstruction and Development (YBRD, founded in 1963) and create the Central Bank of Yemen (YCB, 1971), the Central Planning Organization (CPO, 1972), and the Treasury Ministry (1974, later the Ministry of Finance). Commensurate with the CPO’s national three-year plan (1973-1976), the state apparatus massively inflated in order to manage hundreds of foreign-sponsored development projects. The civil service expanded from an estimated 4,000-6,000 people in 1962 through more than 13,000 in 1969 – including 775 governmental employees with the rank and salary of a minister – to 30,000 in the mid-1970s. However, without a tradition of modern public administration, the bureaucracy of the YAR was marred by difficulties, ranging from chronic capacity shortages to rampant corruption.

Perceived as a transitional president, Iryānī’s legitimacy was grounded in his accommodationist approach, which produced an uneasy synthesis of traditionalist and modernist interests at the expense of the left. A Shāfi‘i from Ibb and the only ever civilian
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president of the YAR, Iryānī lacked a firm a support base in either the military or among influential northern tribes. He faced a considerable challenge from leftists, whose exclusion in the late 1960s compelled them to pursue their goals outside the formal political system. Apart from the creation of a number of Marxist, communist and Ba'athist parties, members of the former RPF founded the munāzamat al-muqāwāmīn al-thawriyyīn al-yamāniyyīn (Organisation of Yemeni Revolutionary Resisters, OYRR) in 1970, a predominantly Shāfiʿī group from the southern highlands that was backed by the PDRY. The OYRR launched protests along the border, which culminated in an inter-Yemeni war in late 1972. As leftist guerrillas claimed victory over Saudi-backed tribal irregulars and the army of the YAR, a ceasefire agreement affirmed the mutual desire for Yemeni unification in October.495

With the royalist-republican reconciliation, Saudi Arabia and tribal powerbrokers increasingly encroached on the state. Bent on containing the military power and threat of its republican system to monarchical rule at home, but in need of a buffer against the PDRY, the kingdom has used its financial leverage to keep the YAR 'not too strong, not too weak.'496 Tribal leaders obtained high-level military positions for their allegiance to the republic and have dominated the legislature of the YAR since the foundation of the majlis al-shūrā, which was headed by ‘Abd Allāh al-ʾĀḥmar.497 Besides massive Saudi sponsorship, they moreover received handsome subsidies from the Yemeni government equal to four times the sum collected in zakāt (religious taxes) in the fiscal year 1971-72.498 Their power ranged so far that Iryānī is alleged to have announced at a tribal conference: ‘If ever you want me out, you won’t have to do anything to me. Just tell me to go and I’ll go. There’ll be no need to kill me.’499 And so they did: enraged about the appointment of Bā’thi Prime Minister Ḥāsan Makkī, al-ʾĀḥmar (Ḥāshid) and Sinān Abū Lahūm (Bakīl) supported a bloodless military coup against Iryānī by Colonel Ibrāhīm al-Ḥamdī on 13 June 1974.500

499 Clark, Yemen, 101 quoting ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Iryānī.
The era of President al-Ḥamdī (1974-77) came to be defined by his pursuit of a sovereign and centralised state, in which firm military rule would guarantee state-sponsored developmental modernism. Although he initially filled government positions with the conservative tribal forces that had backed his ascent to power, the increasingly confident al-Ḥamdī began to curtail the power of shaykhs from early 1975 onward. He suspended the 1970 constitution and concentrated executive and legislative power in the majlis al-qiyāda (Military Command Council), which replaced the tribally dominated majlis al-shūrā. Al-Ḥamdī moreover expanded the armed forces and installed a government of Western-trained technocrats. He replaced the Prime Minister Muḥsin al-ʿAynī, the son-in-law of Sinān Abū Laḥūm, by the apolitical technocrat ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz ʿAbd al-Ghanī and dismissed tribal leaders from influential army and government posts, manoeuvring them out of Ṣanʿā’ to regional governorships or appointments abroad. To improve basic social services and infrastructure in rural areas, al-Ḥamdī empowered the local self-governance movement of al-taʾāwun al-ahlī (local development associations, LDAs).

Though able to consolidate power at the centre, tensions with tribal conservatives curbed al-Ḥamdī’s influence. The YAR’s financial dependence on Riyadh, which heavily meddled in its domestic affairs, and his desire for a rapprochement with Sālim Rubayʿ ʿAlī’s PDRY led al-Ḥamdī to waver in his foreign policy between the northern and southern neighbour. This course ultimately undermined his efforts to re-admit the Shāfīʿ left into the power structures of the republic, which had been excluded since the suppression of the PRF in 1968. As a result, the North Yemeni branches of various leftist groups, including the remnants of the Revolutionary Democratic Party, united in February 1976 under the umbrella of the al-jabhat al-watāniya al-dimuqrāṭiya (National Democratic Front, NDF), which called for socialist reforms, unity with the PDRY and independence from Saudi Arabia. On 11 October 1977, two days before planned unification talks in ʿAdan, al-Ḥamdī was assassinated with the connivance of his successor Aḥmad al-Ghashmī.
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and a Saudi envoy. The reasons behind this assassination lay in al-Ḥamdī’s efforts to build a modern centralised state that would curb the influence of northern tribal powerbrokers and the Saudi determination to thwart a rapprochement between the YAR and the PDRY at any cost. Although never independently established, a number of Yemenis with personal knowledge of the events and involved officers have implicated al-Ghashmī’s right-hand man as the assassin – ‘Alī ‘Abd Allāh Ṣāliḥ.

Al-Ḥamdī was succeeded by al-Ghashmī, a pro-Saudi military officer with strong tribal ties. Amidst deteriorating relations with the PDRY, he installed a tribally dominated majlis al-shāb al-tāʾīsī (People’s Constituent Assembly, PCA), which withdrew the legal basis of the majlis al-qiyāda and assumed most functions of the earlier majlis al-shūrā. In the absence of recognised models for political retirement, however, his presidential term ended like that of his predecessor eight months later. Al-Ghashmī was killed by a suitcase bomb delivered by a man, who was purportedly the envoy of PDRY President Sālim Rubay‘ ‘Alī. Until today, the incident remains shrouded in conspiracy theories. Whether Sālmayn or the machinations of the southern power struggle were responsible for his death, the PDRY was blamed. While al-Ghashmī’s assassination prompted a leadership change in the YAR, where respected jurist and head of the PCA, ‘Abd al-Karīm al-‘Arashi, became a caretaker until a new presidential appointment, it had wide-ranging consequences in the PDRY, where Ismā‘īl’s pro-Soviet faction ousted Sālim Rubay‘ ‘Alī.

505 Al-Ḥamdī, his brother ‘Abd Allāh and two French prostitutes were found dead after a dinner at al-Ghashmī’s house. Wikileaks, ‘Hamdi Assassination: The “Facts”’ (1977SANA0496, Embassy Sanaa, Yemen, 18 October 1977); Al-Aḥmar, Mudḥakīrāt.
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# Heads of State in Yemen during the 20th Century

## North Yemen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Power Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahyā Ḥamīd al-Dīn</td>
<td>1904-1948</td>
<td>Assassinated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aḥmad Ḥamīd al-Dīn</td>
<td>1948-1962</td>
<td>Died at age 71 (Aftereffects of assassination attempt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muḥammad al-Badr al-Dīn</td>
<td>1962 (One week)</td>
<td>Ousted, exiled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Republican Revolution, Foundation of the YAR (26 September 1962)**

- ‘Abd Allāh al-Sallāl 1962-1967 Fled to exile
- Ibrāhīm al-Ḥamdī 1974-1977 Assassinated
- Ḥamd al-Ghashmī 1977-78 (8 months) Assassinated
- ‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Arashī 1978 (3 weeks) Interim

**Independence, Foundation of the PRSYPDRY (30 November 1967)**

- Qaḥṭān al-Sha‘bī 1967-1969 Ousted, exiled
- Sālim Rubay‘ Ḥālī 1969-1978 Ousted, executed
- ‘Ali Nāṣir Muḥammad 1978 (6 months) Interim
- ‘Ali Nāṣir Muḥammad 1980-1986 Fled to exile

**Yemeni Unification (22 May 1990), Foundation of the Republic of Yemen (RoY)**

- ‘Abd Rabbu Manṣūr Ḥādī 2012- Incumbent

## South Yemen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Power Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British rule 1839-1967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Heads of State in Yemen throughout the 20th Century.
With the backing of Saudi Arabia, the PCA elected al-Ghashmī’s young protégée ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Śāliḥ president on 24 June 1978. A 36-year-old, semi-literate army officer from a modest family, Lieutenant Colonel Śāliḥ had served as military governor of Taʿizz. His presidency became a quest for political survival from the outset. Within the first 100 days in office, he faced a coup attempt by Nāṣirists and an insurgency by the National Democratic Front in the borderlands of the two republics. This confrontation dragged Śāliḥ into a full-scale border war with the PDRY in early 1979, which ended with the victory of the South and a renewed commitment to unification in March 1979. Tribal conservatives and Saudi Arabia opposed this rapprochement and demanded that Śāliḥ deal firmly with the NDF and the PDRY. Instead of drifting deeper into their arms, Śāliḥ instead defied all expectations and attempted to create a counterbalance to the Saudi patron. He normalised relations with the PDRY, concluded a major arms deal with the Soviet Union in mid-1979 and forged an agreement with the NDF in January 1980. The YAR eventually abandoned the latter deal due to Saudi pressures and was able to militarily defeat the NDF in May 1982, which ushered in a period of relative stability. Notwithstanding a CIA prediction in early 1979 that Śāliḥ would not outlast another six months in office, his rise to power put an end to a period beset by frequent assassinations and coups d’état.

Given its firm support from within the military, low public legitimacy and the inheritance of al-Ḥamdī’s extra-constitutional framework, the Śāliḥ administration was liable to be labelled a military regime. In order to shore up political support, Śāliḥ reinstated the 1970 constitution with slight amendments in 1978, instituted the al-majlis al-istishārī ([Presidential] Advisory Council) and strengthened the quasi-legislative PCA. He furthermore espoused al-Ḥamdī’s stillborn idea to launch a national dialogue, which culminated in the foundation of the muṭamar al-shaʿbi al-ʿam (General People’s Congress, GPC) in October 1982, which – in the absence of party politics – served as an articulated political mechanism for state-society relations. From the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, LDAs, self-help communities, village clubs, co-operatives, unions, charities and regional conferences proliferated in areas beyond the reach of the state. In 1985, the GPC absorbed these grassroots initiatives, which were after 1990 turned into a part of the public
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sector as al-majālis al-mahāliya (local councils). This expansion of bureaucracy at the provincial level allowed the state in North Yemen – for the first time – to project more than a nominal presence into rural areas and expand its reach to the full borders of the YAR.\footnote{Burrowes, \textit{The Yemen Arab Republic}.} In accordance with the 1978 constitution, Ṣāliḥ held the promised elections for the hitherto suspended majlis al-shūrā in 1988, which ended the 10-year interim existence of the PCA.

Although these efforts engendered far-reaching institutional changes on paper, they failed to provide a meaningful contribution towards state-building. Power was not vested in the legal-rational authority of formal governance institutions but predicated on relations with the president and a small circle of elites. State institutions thereby served as mere means to accommodate, reward, co-opt and formalise patronage ties with tribal, military, political and economic elites. Ṣāliḥ allocated government jobs, import and export licenses, public procurement contracts, direct payments from state coffers, smuggling rights, etc. to secure the allegiances of allies and the acquiescence of opponents. While the GPC allowed the state to co-opt the LDA movement and its resources, the Advisory Council served as an instrument to incorporate elites into the body politic.\footnote{Carapico, \textit{Civil Society in Yemen}.} Sarah Phillips has argued that this inclusionary approach might stem from Ṣāliḥ’s realisation that all of his predecessors were unable to retain power because they made themselves too many enemies.\footnote{Phillips, \textit{Yemen’s Democracy Experiment}.} Although Ṣāliḥ did most among the presidents of the YAR to advance state institutions, the concentration of power in personal relationships concurrently turned them into empty shells.

The cornerstone of his 33-year rule became the tribal-military complex,\footnote{Robert D. Burrowes and Catherine M. Kasper, ‘The Salih Regime and the Need for a Credible Opposition’, \textit{The Middle East Journal} 62, no. 1 (Spring 2007).} which was based on a pair of power-sharing agreements\footnote{It is not clear whether this arrangement was formalised in writing, but shaykh al-Ahmar alludes to an accord and the development of a strategic partnership with President Ṣāliḥ in \textit{Mudhdhūrāt}.} that Ṣāliḥ forged with ʿAbd Allāh bin Ḥusayn al-ʾAḥmar and ʿAlī Muḥsin al-ʾAḥmar in 1978.\footnote{There is no close blood relationship between ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ ʿAḥmar, ʿAbd Allāh bin Ḥusayn al-ʾAḥmar and ʿAlī Muḥsin al-ʾAḥmar. The family of ʿAbd Allāh al-ʾAḥmar originates from Amrān, while Ṣāliḥ and ʿAlī Muḥsin come from the village of Bayt al-ʾAḥmar. ʿAlī Muḥsin is not – as is frequently misreported – Ṣāliḥ’s half-brother, but either a distant cousin of Ṣāliḥ himself or of his half-brothers. Wikileaks, ‘Yemen: Hamid Al-Ahmar Sees Saleh As Weak And Isolated, Plans Next Steps’ (09SANAA1617, Embassy Sanaa, Yemen, 31 August 2009); Gregory D. Johnsen, ‘Testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee’ (Washington, D.C.: United States Senate, 20 January 2010).} In exchange for their allegiance, Ṣāliḥ granted ‘both men a wide berth to run their affairs with informal armies, courts, and economic empires… and ma[de] direct payments from the treasury to the two men’s tribal
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and military constituencies,\textsuperscript{521} according to a secret US Embassy cable. The association with ʿAbd Allāh al-Aḥmar, the paramount shaykh of the Ḥāshid confederation, to which Ṣālīḥ’s Sanāḥ tribe belongs, is emblematic of the former president’s strategic partnership with key Zaydī tribes. After Ṣālīḥ assumed the presidency, al-Aḥmar became a member of the Advisory Council and has occupied high political positions in the YAR and the RoY, most notably that of Speaker of the Parliament from 1993 until his death in 2007. The mutual respect and pragmatism of this long-term relationship is epitomised in a phrase often attributed to Ṣālīḥ: ‘You’ll be my sheikh, and I’ll be your president.’\textsuperscript{522} He also re-established the ṣalāḥat al-shāʾūn al-qabāʾīl (Department of Tribal Affairs), which was founded in 1963 to transfer subsidies to royalist tribes but then abolished by al-Ḥamdi.\textsuperscript{523}

The partnership with ʿAlī Muḥṣin began after al-Ghashmī’s death, when he and a number of military officers and tribal figures, predominantly from the Sanāḥ tribe of Ḥāshid, proposed to Ṣālīḥ to assume the presidency.\textsuperscript{524} In what regime insiders refer to as al-ʿaḥd (the covenant), they agreed to back Ṣālīḥ in exchange for his patronage. Given the short-lived tenure of previous presidents, they designated ʿAlī Muḥṣin as Ṣālīḥ’s successor. Within days of al-Ghashmī’s passing, ʿAlī Muḥṣin managed to secure the Central Military Command in Ṣanʿāʾ and win over the support of the military through bribery.\textsuperscript{525} He also played an instrumental role in crushing first the Nāṣirist coup in October 1978 and then the NDF in the early 1980s. His loyalty earned ʿAlī Muḥṣin the position of commander of the powerful tank unit al-firqa al-ṭilāʾ al-mudaraʾa (First Armoured Brigade) and later head of the Northwestern Military District.\textsuperscript{526} The alliance with ʿAlī Muḥṣin was part of a larger
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effort of ‘Sanḥānisation’ to coup-proof the military-security apparatus. Šālíḥ filled key positions with close kin and trusted allies; he appointed his brother Muḥammad ‘Abd Allāh Šālíḥ as chief of the quvāt al-ann al-markazī (Central Security Forces, CSF) in 1980, his half-brother Muhammad Šālíḥ al-Aḥmar as commander of the Air Force in 1986 and his half-brother ‘Alī Šālíḥ al-Aḥmar as the head of the Republican Guard in 1988. By the late 1980s, he had solidified a hold over the mightiest military posts through family and Sanḥān members. Today, Yemenis often joke that Sanḥān, rather than the name of a tribe, is an acronym for sa’afa Ṽahroom ḥattā ākhīr nafās (‘We will govern until the last breath’).

The al-Hamīdī, al-Ghashmī and Šālíḥ period coincided with sweeping changes in North Yemen’s political economy as the YAR transformed first into a remittance-based financial system in the mid-1970s and then into a rentier state in the mid-1980s. After the 1973 oil boom, a third of its male workforce migrated to oil-rich states in the region. While the government of the YAR remained heavily dependent on foreign aid from Saudi Arabia and other Gulf States, the massive influx of remittances precipitated an economic upturn in the late 1970s. By 1981, the 1.4-million-strong workforce in exile actually outnumbered that inside the YAR and generated $1 billion, or 40 percent of GNP, the same year. As these funds accrued mainly to private accounts, they became the financial engine behind the LDA movement. The expansion of self-help governance in areas beyond the reach of the state not only filled some of the void left by the weakness of the central government, but also laid the basis for a comparatively autonomous civil society.

This equation changed with the historical coincidence of plummeting global oil prices during the first half of the 1980s and the discovery of commercial quantities of oil and gas in the Mā‘rib Basin in 1984. The oil price bust triggered a collapse of private
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remittances and foreign aid by 1986,\footnote{Jon C. Swanson, ‘Emigrant Remittances and Local Development: Co-Operatives in the Yemen Arab Republic’, in Economy, Society and Culture in Contemporary Yemen, ed. Brian R. Pridham (London: Croom Helm, 1985); In The Price of Wealth, Chaudhry shows that foreign aid dropped from more than 90 to 2 percent of the national budget, while remittances declined to 40 percent of its 1981 levels.} which was reinforced by the punitive expulsion of close to one million Yemeni guest workers from the Gulf States for Yemen’s stance in support of Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War.\footnote{‘North Yemen: Oil Economy’, Daily Brief (Oxford: Oxford Analytica, 7 March 1989).} The discovery of hydrocarbons, conversely, generated a new source of export revenues that accrued directly to state coffers. Although modest by regional standards, this income, which fully materialised by 1989 when annual production reached 200,000 barrels a day valued at about $600 million,\footnote{Dresch, Tribes, Government and History in Yemen; Shelagh Weir, A Tribal Order: Politics and Law in the Mountains of Yemen (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2007).} amplified the regime’s freedom of manoeuvre. As the Sabā’ean and Qāsimī states, which expanded on the back of incense and coffee profits but collapsed when resource flows receded, the reliance on patronage to manage the affairs of the state created a dependency on oil rents.

The oil wealth furthermore allowed the Ŝāliḥi regime to establish a comprehensive state-sponsored patronage (maḥšūbiyya) system, which was used to co-opt tribal, military and political leaders. The inclusion of northern shaykhs in oil-financed patronage, however, primarily enhanced Ŝāliḥ’s personal power at the expense of state-building as well as the stability of the age-old tribal system.\footnote{Sarah Phillips, ‘What Comes Next in Yemen? Al-Qaeda, the Tribes, and State-Building’, in Yemen on the Brink, ed. Christopher Bouck and Marina Ottaway (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2010).} As under the rule of the Imams, tribal leaders remained at the centre of state patronage.\footnote{Paul Dresch, ‘The Tribal Factor in the Yemeni Crisis’, in The Yemeni War of 1994: Causes and Consequences, ed, Jamal S. Al-Suwaidi (London: Sarqi Books, 1996); Phillips, Yemen’s Democracy Experiment.} However, the rentier system distorted traditional patterns of resource distribution since it led to the alienation of tribal shaykhs from their constituencies (tabā‘ud) and weakened tribal cohesion, egalitarianism and solidarity.\footnote{Nora Ann Colton, ‘Yemen: A Collapsed Economy’, Middle East Journal 64, no. 3 (2010); Clark, Yemen.} While the brief interlude of remittance-driven growth had promoted local self-governance, rentier patronage artificially expanded state power and fostered centralisation in Ŝān‘a‘. On balance, the substitution of the revenues from labour migration by oil rents thus shifted the balance of state-society relations from an autonomous, remittance-rich citizenry and a poor state, to an oil-rich state with an impoverished society.\footnote{Clark, Yemen.}
In neighbouring South Yemen, where the avowed Marxist-Leninist revolutionary regime aimed at nothing less than a fundamental social transformation, state-building followed a different trajectory. The construction of the new socialist state was predicated on the demolition of the British colonial order, which precluded structural and personal continuity between the pre- and post-independence era. The prospects for the success of the newborn state appeared dim as its main sources of revenue vanished virtually overnight. The temporary closure of the Suez Canal after June 1967 brought the income from the Port of ‘Adan to a quarter of its 1966 level and was never to fully recover. British subsidies as well as the expenditures of the army, the expatriate community and associated businesses broke down with decolonisation. With the exception of the refinery, the economy became paralysed, leading to the loss of 25,000 jobs. Paul Dresch estimates that about a quarter of South Yemen’s population fled the country within weeks of the British departure.\(^{539}\)

The modest aid from the German Democratic Republic, the Soviet Union and China was not only unable to make up for these losses, but came at the expense of a generous West German aid package.\(^{540}\) As the only Arab state with a self-styled Marxist regime, which was on top of that openly committed to export its revolution, the PRSY became isolated in its relations with other states in the region. According to a CIA estimate, ‘the South Yemen regime is virtually without friends in the Arab world… Most other Arab states, even those of a radical bent such as Libya and Algeria … have been repelled by the shrill extremism of the South Yemen Government.’\(^{541}\) Writing from the other side of the Cold War in early 1970, an American observer succinctly summed up the challenges of the PRSY with a mixture of condemnation and admiration:

> The ruthless and cunning young men of the NLF, emboldened as well as handicapped by an irrelevant ideology, have sought to govern a land without assets, a people with no prospects. They have been forced to create a nation out of feuding medieval tribes and an economy out of barren rocks. That they have so far failed is hardly surprising; that they have persisted if not prospered is impressive.\(^{542}\)

Despite these difficulties, state structures became much more rooted in South Yemen than in the North. Three years after independence, on 30 November 1970, the PRSY adopted a progressive constitution, which exhibited a striking similarity to the 1968 constitution of the
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German Democratic Republic. In contrast to the 1965 Charter of the NF, which refers to Arabs as *sha'bi* (people) and Yemen as an *iqlim* (region, territory) composed of *shaṭrayn* (two parts), the 1970 constitution construed Yemenis as a distinct *sha'bi* within the larger *umma* (Muslim community). To reflect this intrinsic Yemeni unity, it changed the name of the state to *jumhūriyat al-yaman al-dimuqrāṭiya al-sha'biyya* (People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, PDRY). The socially liberal constitution and derivative laws instituted universal suffrage, equality of all, far-reaching women’s rights and a progressive family code that banned polygamy and child marriage. It moreover legally enshrined the state structure, at whose heart lay the 101-member *majlis al-sha’bi al-‘aliyya* (Supreme People’s Council, SPC), which was amended into a 111-member parliament with a presidium eight years later. Real political power, however, remained with the leadership of the National Front.

The NF began to socialise the economy and institute a wide range of social reforms. In 1969, the regime started to nationalise foreign-owned enterprises. As part of a major land reform, half of the PDY’s little arable land was redistributed to around 27,000 poor families between 1970 and 1973, though the measure reduced food production and caused rural conflicts. Within the confines of its modest resources, the NF implemented several infrastructure projects and enacted wide-ranging social welfare, education and health care reforms. With assistance from the Eastern Bloc, the PDRY instituted a number of central-planning institutions that laid the foundations for a command economy. This planning machinery, which was upgraded into the Ministry of Planning in 1973, embarked on a three-year industrial development plan (1971-1974), followed by another five-year plan (1974-1978). During this period, the civil service expanded from 13,274 in 1970 through 19,500 in 1974 to 35,183 in 1977. Despite the high degree of political centralisation, local administrative development was advanced through the popular defence committees, which exercised basic state functions at the local level from the mid-1970s onwards.

Consistent with state ideology, the NF regime was committed to eliminate *‘ashāriyya* (tribalism), which it wrongly equated with *iqṭā‘iya* (feudalism). Although the ‘detribalisation’
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of the 1970s and early 1980s remained of limited effect in uprooting the supposedly ‘primitive’ and ‘backward’ tribal structure of South Yemen,\(^{548}\) it led to gross injustices, such as the persecution of minor shaykhs as feudal landlords.\(^{549}\) The National Front adopted a similarly hostile stance towards religion, which is best illustrated by the words of the chief ideological architect and later President of the PDRY, ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ Ismāʿīl:

Islam was exposed to extreme distortion and falsification... In the Abbasid and Ummayid eras, the aristocratic forces were able to divert Islam to goals and concepts other than that for which it had come. They did that to serve their interests and to serve the thrones, the kingdoms, and the hereditary caliphate which had nothing at all to do with Islam. Islam, which came essentially as a revolution, was transformed by feudal and aristocratic forces [robbing] Islam of its revolutionary essence and diverting it to serve other goals.\(^{550}\)

The politics of the 1970s were overshadowed by a power struggle between Sālim Rubayʿ ʿAli (Sālmyān) and Ismāʿīl, which was fuelled by competing visions, different leadership styles, personal ambitions and policy disagreements. Apart from Sālmyān’s criticism of the PDRY’s central planning apparatus and Ismāʿīl’s pro-Soviet creed, the most ardent dispute concerned Ismāʿīl’s long-held vision for the creation of a national vanguard party, the Yemeni Socialist Party, which Sālmyān opposed.\(^{551}\) A major step in this regard followed the Sixth Congress in March 1975, when the National Front allied itself with technically illegal but previously tolerated leftist parties, including the al-ḥizb al-taliʿa (Vanguard Party, Baʿthist) and the People’s Democratic Union (communist). Together, they formed the al-tanzīm al-siyyāsī al-muwahhid (Unified Political Organisation of the National Front, UPONF), which was dominated by the NF, but granted limited decision-making power to the other parties.\(^{552}\) Ismāʿīl’s triumph on party development, mounting criticism against Sālmyān’s economic management and increasingly personalised rule, as well as the PDRY’s growing dependency on Moscow, eventually led the pro-Soviet faction to gain the upper hand.

After al-Ghashmī’s assassination on 24 June 1978, which remains shrouded in conspiracy theories, the Politburo pressured Sālim Rubayʿ ʿAli to step down for his alleged
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involvement in the affair. Some claim that Sālmayn took revenge against al-Ghashmī for his connivance in the murder of al-Ḥamdī, a political ally and personal friend; this narrative fails to explain, however, why ‘Alī might have concealed his involvement so poorly.\textsuperscript{553} To his supporters, on the other hand, the affair was a design to remove both al-Ghashmī and Sālmayn from power by ‘Abd al-Fattāḥ Ismā‘īl, who allegedly substituted the envoy when he discovered evidence that the two were plotting against him.\textsuperscript{554} Whatever the truth of the matter, Sālmayn tendered his resignation to the Central Committee on 25 June as his position had become untenable.\textsuperscript{555} Later the same day, however, he launched rockets at the Central Committee building and the residences of Ismā‘īl and ‘Alī Nāṣir Muḥammad to oust the pro-Soviet faction. The coup failed, though, as units loyal to Ismā‘īl took control of ‘Adan. While his supporters were purged from their positions, ‘Alī, together with two co-conspirators, was arrested, tried and executed by firing squats.\textsuperscript{556}

The remainder of 1978 witnessed crucial political changes. Sālmayn was replaced by an interim regime consisting of a triumvirate of ‘Alī Nāṣir Muḥammad, ‘Abd al-Fattāḥ Ismā‘īl and ‘Alī ‘Antar, as well as several other NF leaders.\textsuperscript{557} Under Ismā‘īl’s leadership, the UPONF was transformed into a Leninist ‘vanguard party’ – the \textit{al-ḥizb al-ishṭirākī al-yamanī} (Yemeni Socialist Party, YSP). Later the same year, Ismā‘īl was elected as head of state while Muḥammad became prime minister. The Supreme People’s Council ratified a number of changes to the constitution. The amended version put the YSP at the heart of the state structure and turned the SPC into a 111-member parliament with a presidium, which replaced the Presidential Council. The language of the 1978 constitution moreover made a firmer commitment to Yemeni unity: it construed the two Yemens as \textit{shaṭrayn} (two parts) of a natural \textit{waṭan} (homeland).\textsuperscript{558} Under Ismā‘īl, the PDRY moreover moved closer to the East and – for the first, and only, time in 1981 – aid from the Soviet Union, the Eastern Bloc and China eclipsed Arab and Western assistance.\textsuperscript{559}
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Although ‘Abd al-Fattāḥ Isma‘īl and ‘Alī Nāṣir Muḥammad had overall similar ideological leanings, a contest for power emerged between the two leaders. The former, an ‘Adan-educated émigré from the Hujjarīya (YAR), advocated the replication of the Soviet model and a hard line towards the YAR. The latter, who – like Sālmayn – originated from Dathīnā (rural PDRY), favoured a mixed economy and a rapprochement with the northern neighbour. In April 1980, ‘Alī Nāṣir managed to drive Isma‘īl into Russian exile with the help of ‘Alī ‘Antar, whom he deposed only a year later.\textsuperscript{560} As Isma‘īl’s successor, Muḥammad pursued a more pragmatic policy. He normalised relations with Saudi Arabia and Oman, moderated the official stance vis-à-vis tribes and religion, and loosened controls over the economy.\textsuperscript{561} Although Sālmayn’s downfall had sent a strong message about the monopolisation power, ‘Alī Nāṣir, who retained his earlier positions, consolidated the three most powerful offices in his person: Secretary-General of the YSP, Chairman of the Council of Ministers, and President of the Supreme People’s Council – ritually repeated after every mention of his name.\textsuperscript{562} This excessive power concentration and his ideological pragmatism alienated hard-liners, who engineered Isma‘īl’s return in February 1985.\textsuperscript{563}

In early 1986, the leadership struggle between Isma‘īl and Muḥammad exploded into a ferocious factional battle for control of the state. The aḥdāth jānāyir – the events of January – became a defining moment for the PDRY: at a politburo meeting on 13 January, ‘Alī Nāṣir’s bodyguards opened fire on the rival faction, killing ‘Alī ‘Antar, ‘Abd al-Fattāḥ Isma‘īl and two others.\textsuperscript{564} In preparation for the political murder, Muḥammad had distributed leaflets in which he claimed to have pre-empted a coup d’état by his opponents. The events triggered a bloody two-week civil war between ‘Alī Nāṣir’s followers and the partisans of ‘Alī Sālim al-Bīḍ and ‘Alī ‘Antar.\textsuperscript{565} The conflict, which was mainly fought out along regional and tribal lines, pitted the former faction from Abyan, Shabwa and ‘Adan against the latter, which had its power base in Radfān, al-Ḍāli‘ and Ḥaḍramawt. Around 10,000 South Yemenis, including 55 senior party figures, lost their lives before ‘Alī Nāṣir
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fled with as many as 30,000 supporters to the YAR. Besides the massive loss of life, the conflict literally decapitated the PDRY and ideologically ruined the ruling YSP. After the initial dust had settled, a new leadership was formed with Haydar al-Atas as chairman of the presidium, Ali Sallim al-Biḍ as secretary-general of the YSP and Yasin Sa'id Numān as prime minister, which managed the affairs of the state. Until the end of the decade, the politics of the YAR were characterised by collective leadership and political weakness.

The series of power struggles within the NF and the Yemeni Socialist Party severely undermined the efforts of successive regimes in South Yemen towards a genuine social transformation. Although tribes continued to permeate the system of the PDRY in similar ways as they had during British rule, tribalism had little causality in the internal factional strife. The ‘Glorious Corrective Move’ of June 1969, the leadership purge in 1971, the execution of Sallim Rubay ‘Ali in 1978, the expulsion of ‘Abd al-Fattah Isma‘il in 1980 and the bloody civil war in 1986 were primarily motivated by ideological and personal differences. Nevertheless, they all had regional dimensions. In each of these of power struggles, a parochial manātiqīya (regionalism) became a central factor in defining alliances, as political groups had strong regional affiliations and ruling elites looked to their home provinces for support. The political, economic and ideological devastation of the PDRY in 1986 shifted the political landscape towards increased political pluralism and ironically helped set the stage for the unification of 1990, which – for the first time in centuries – brought both parts together under a unified leadership.

**The Unification of the Two Yemens and the 1994 War**

The enduring idea of a united state in South Arabia, which had last been briefly realised in the mid-17th century, was popular with both regimes. Both republican regimes expressed aspirations for unification, as seen in the declaration of goals of the 1962 revolution and the 1970 constitution of the PDRY. Unity discussions and commitments began as soon as both countries emerged from the turmoil of the 1960s. In 1972, and again in 1979, the leaders on both sides committed themselves to join the two republics. Not until the late 1980s,
however, did these efforts mount into a concrete roadmap. The reasons for Yemeni unification have generated considerable debate in academic literature. Most agree, however, that a conjuncture of historical circumstances, including the crisis of political legitimacy facing both regimes, especially after the events of January 1986; potential gains from economic cooperation, particularly after the 1984 oil discovery in the border area of Māʾrib and Shabwā; the 1986 recession of oil prices; the narrowing of the ideological chasm of the Cold War; global assistance cutbacks, particularly the termination of aid from the Soviet Union; and an impending payment crisis in the PDRY, enabled unification.569

After an intense 2-year period of negotiations, Ṣāliḥ proclaimed the Republic of Yemen (RoY) on 22 May 1990 from ‘Adan. Addressing the Yemeni people as ʾahfād saḥāʾ wa-ḥīmyar (decedents of Sabāʾ and Ḥīmyar), the speech invoked primordial legitimisations for what Ṣāliḥ framed as a historic reunification of the Yemeni homeland.570

The final proposal of the lajnat al-tanẓīm al-sīyāsī al-muwāhid (Committee on a Unified Political Organisation), which was tasked to determine the parameters of the unification agreement, laid the foundations for a democratic opening and political pluralism. The 50-50 power-sharing arrangement between the northern GPC and the southern YSP and the 3-2 North-South ratio in the 5-member Presidential Council was equitable in principle, particularly since the northern population outnumbered that of the South by a factor of four-to-one.571 The Consultative Council of the YAR and the Supreme People’s Council of the PDRY merged into a strengthened interim parliament of 301 seats, the majlis al-nuwaḥīd (Council of Deputies). The parliament appointed ‘Alī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ and ‘Alī Sālim al-Bīḍ as President and Vice-President, respectively, and debated the new constitution, a national charter and laws codifying political liberalisation.

Driven by the need to accommodate political forces, the cabinet expanded from 25 members in the YAR and 11 in the PDRY to 39 members in 1990, which were evenly split

---


571 The merger of the YAR, which was evenly balanced between Zaydi and Shāfiʿī, with the PDRY’s almost 100 percent Shāfiʿī population turned Zaydis, which held power in the North for millennia, into a minority.
between the GPC and the YSP. The Republic of Yemen adopted multiparty pluralism, hitherto inexistent on the Arabian Peninsula. It was implicitly enshrined in the first constitution, which was adopted in a nationwide referendum in 1991, and later explicitly the 1994 constitution. The law on Parties and Political Organisations (1991) put this principle into practice and paved the way for the first parliamentary elections in 1993, in which around two-dozen parties participated. The Yemen of early 1990s became a vibrant transitional democracy, full of euphoria and optimism over the impending democracy experiment and the promise of oil-driven prosperity.

However, three factors severely undermined the political process from the outset: legal-procedural difficulties, an economic setback and the escalation of tensions between political forces, especially socialists and Islamists. Hastily cobbled together by a gentlemen’s agreement between the ‘two ʿAlīs’ – ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ and ʿAlī Sālim al-Ḥīḍ – the final form of the new republic (unitary state, federation or confederation) and details about how to merge two substantially diverse political systems were not resolved until a few months before the official unification date. The promised popular referendum was suspended and the decision for unification formally legitimated by both ruling parties, even though a constitutional plebiscite followed in May 1991. Elections for the parliament were deferred until the end of the 30-month long transition process in November 1992, and then again to early 1993. The merger of the two armed forces was similarly postponed to a later time. Furthermore, the transition period suffered from its extra-constitutional legal status and the transitional nature of state institutions. These shortcomings, however, did not deter Ṣāliḥ from offering at a press conference: ‘If the Germans ask us, we are ready to send our experts for unification matters to Germany in order to advise and assist the German people in realising their national unity.’

The hoped-for economic dividends remained elusive. This was due to external conditions, rather than the incompatibility of the two economies, which were, in fact, much

---


575 Schick, *Fragen zur jemenitischen Einheit*, 64.
more similar than the socialist-capitalist dichotomy suggests. The most crucial factor was Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. At the time a member of the UN Security Council, Yemen voted against the resolution approving the US-Saudi-led operation to expel Iraqi forces from Kuwait in November 1990. US Secretary of State James Baker’s remark that ‘Yemen’s permanent rep. just enjoyed about $200 to $250 million worth of applause’ for his speech against the intervention was a profound understatement. Besides the cessation of American support, the Gulf States retaliated by cutting all aid and forced the around 800,000 Yemeni migrant workers, about 30 percent of the male workforce, to return to Yemen in 1991. The majority of these workers returned to al-Hudayda and Ḥajja (45 percent), as well as the northern and southern highlands (35 percent). Though a complex economic phenomenon, the repatriation had an overall negative effect and Yemen claimed to have lost $1.7 billion in foreign assistance, foreign trade, oil supplies and workers remittances, which put severe strain on the newborn state. While the proceeds from the new oil production supported the state budget, they were unable to offset the slump in income caused by the Iraq-Kuwait crisis. Although oil production more than doubled from 190,000 to 440,000 barrels per day between 1990 and its peak in 2001, the best years of Yemen’s production coincided with a period of low prices on the international oil markets.

576 Carapico, ‘The Economic Dimension of Yemeni Unity’.
Figure 1: Yemen Oil Production and World Crude Oil Price (1980-2013), Source: US Energy Information Administration, 2014.
Although the framework of unification did provide the legal and political foundations for a genuine democratic opening, beneath the veneer of cooperation and reforms, the Ṣāliḥ regime exploited the mounting tensions between northern and southern political forces as a tactical gambit to increase northern hegemony over South Yemen. Though often construed variably as a contest between the GPC and the YSP or between the two ʿAlīs, the confrontation mainly arose between northern Islamists and southern socialists. The unification with the PDRY was an anathema to powerful Islamist elites, such as ʿAbd Allāh al-ʿAḥmar and ʿAbd al-Majīd al-Zindānī, and their Saudi patron. Although al-ʿAḥmar announced his rejection of partisan politics in principle, he founded – together with Zindānī and ʿAlī Muḥsin – the al-tajāmmuʿ al-yamanī li-l-īṣlāḥ (Yemeni Congregation for Reform, Iṣlāḥ) in September 1990. A conservative, religiously based party, Iṣlāḥ was a diverse amalgamation of moderate and hardline Islamists with a tribal and religious power base. Its members came from existing Islamist groups in North Yemen, including the Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamic Front, a militant group that had proved instrumental in the defeat of the NDF in the early 1980s. In his mémoires, al-ʿAḥmar describes how the creation of Iṣlāḥ, whose members were largely drawn from the GPC, was part of a conscious plan to increase the influence of the GPC and disempower the YSP:

At that time, when we were still members of the GPC, the president requested from us, particularly from those in groups with Islamic leanings, which I was part of, that we form a new political party. He said that the party would be a synonym for the GPC, we would be one block, we would not disagree, and we would be supported by the GPC. Ṣāliḥ moreover said that he could not fulfil some agreements between himself and the YSP, and that with our existence as a strong organisation, we would coordinate to build opposing positions and work against some wrong points that were agreed upon with the YSP. It was on this basis that we established the Yemeni Congregation for Reform.582

Influenced by ideas from the salafiyya and the wahlābīya movements, Iṣlāḥ rallied under al-ʿAḥmar and Zindānī’s leadership against the constitution of 1990 for not being sufficiently Islamic in character.583 Iṣlāḥ launched a verbal onslaught against the YSP, in which it branded its members as al-murtadīn al-khawāna (traitorous apostates). The main bone of contention, however, became an assassination campaign that began in 1991 against

581 Though officially registered as a political party, the choice of al-tajāmmuʿ (congregation), rather than al-ḥizb (party) reflects the ideological rejection of partisan politics.
582 Al-ʿAḥmar, Mudhakīrāt, 253–254.
583 The key issue for Islamists was that the sharīʿa was only mentioned as a principle source of legislation (al-maṣdar al-raʾsī li-l-tashrīʿa), rather than – as in the 1994 and all subsequent constitutions when Iṣlāḥ had its way – as the source of all legislation (maṣdar jiānī al-ṭaṣlīrīʿa).
members of the YSP by Ṭāriq al-Faḍlī’s radical Islamic Jihad, whose aim was to drive Marxism from South Yemen and destroy the PDRY. The socialists were convinced that Ṣāliḥ and members of his Sanḥān tribe were implicated in the assassinations, in which 150 party members lost their lives. In the run-up to the April 1993 parliamentary elections, shaykh al-Zīndānī moreover issued a strongly worded fatwā (Islamic legal opinion) entitled the ‘Fifty Evident Evils of the Evils of Democracy, Elections and Party Activities.’ Although Iṣlāḥ participated in the elections, the fatwā held that political pluralism and elections were an ‘infidel game’ that opened the door to sin (wine, sex and pornography) and constituted part of an imperialist plan to divide the Muslim umma.

That the YSP came a mere third after the GPC and Iṣlāḥ in the elections took the party by surprise, as it had considerably moderated its electoral platform by renouncing socialism and espousing social democratism. The electoral defeat cost the YSP the privileged position it had held in the interim government, which only added to the frustrations with the democracy experiment and, by mid-1993, spiralled into an ‘acrimonious “war of declarations.”’ In August 1993, ‘Alī Sālim al-Bīḍ retreated to ‘Adan in protest, began to actively work on maintaining separate institutions, and called for the establishment of a federation. By early 1994, other YSP leaders had joined al-Bīḍ and constituted a de facto government in ‘Adan. As a condition for his return to Sanʿā’, the YSP issued an 18-point list of demands in October 1993. The document read like an indictment of the GPC for government terrorism and endemic corruption, proposed measures to limit the power of the presidency, and complained about the lack of commitment to the unity agreements, particularly decentralisation and the rule of law.
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584 Ṭāriq al-Faḍlī is the son of the last ruler of the Faḍlī Sultanate (Abyan), who lost many lands and power with the creation of the PDRY. Growing up in Saudi Arabia, he was among the Arab mujāhidīn that fought in Afghanistan during the 1980s. He was imprisoned. His sister is married to ‘Alī Muḥsin al-Aḥmar.


The exasperated GPC responded with a 19-point plan of its own, which demanded from the YSP respect for the constitution, laws, institutions and elections, and the restitution of looted state assets. The two lists became the basis for a mediation effort by the *la*jn*āt hīwār al-qawā al-sīyāsīya* (National Dialogue of Political Forces), which was constituted from members of the three major parties at the initiative of shaykh Sinān Abū Lāhūm and other notables. The committee worked intensively from December 1993 to February 1994 to devise solutions to the political impasse. It produced the *wathiqat al-ṭahd wa-l-ittifāq* (Document of Pledge and Accord, DPA), which laid down several principles and priorities for a way out of the crisis: restoring public security, restructuring the security sector, redefining the functions of state institutions, limiting the power of the executive branch, combating corruption and stabilising the economy. Most notably, it strongly emphasised decentralisation and implied the establishment of a quasi-federal system. Although both parties signed the DPA on 20 February 1994 in Amman, it did nothing to resolve the crisis as both sides accorded a different significance to the document: while al-Bīḍ demanded its implementation, Šāliḥ insisted on upholding the unity commitments and the constitution.

Within hours after the signing ceremony, small skirmishes ignited in Abyan between military forces from the former YAR and PDRY. The decision in the unity agreement to postpone the merger of the two armed forces had led to the placement of five southern military units in the North and two northern military units in the South. This ‘five-and-two’ principle meant a strategic disadvantage to the South, which would immediately lose six *liwāʾ* (brigades) if conflict broke out. On 27 April, President Šāliḥ gave a provocative speech from the Great Mosque in Ṣanʿā’, which the southern leadership took as ‘tantamount to a declaration of war.’ The same day, a major tank battle erupted in ‘Amrān, which escalated the level of violence from skirmishes to a conventional war

---


Fighting erupted again on 4 May, when northern forces in Dhamār began a major assault towards Ṭādān, which only ended on 5 July, and was followed by further campaigns in Ḥaḍramawt and Shabwa. On 21 May 1994, the day before the fourth anniversary of the Republic of Yemen, a group of southern leaders, including ‘Alī Sālim al-Bīḍ, Haydar Abū Bākr al-‘Aṭṭās and ‘Abd al-Rahmān ‘Alī al-Jīfī, proclaimed the breakaway Democratic Republic of Yemen.

The South lost the conflict both militarily and politically. Although the forces of the former PDRY maintained air superiority throughout the hostilities, neither the hoped-for tribal support from the Bahil, nor the international rescue materialised. The stalling tactics of the Śāliḥ regime thwarted international support for the South,\footnote{‘Abd al-‘Azīz Al-Saqqāf, ‘A Politico-Military Analysis of Why Sanaa Won the War How the War Was Won!’} and most foreign countries waited on the sidelines to see which way the war would turn.\footnote{Warburton, ‘The Conventional War in Yemen’}. Saudi Arabia, which was invested in Ḥāṣid tribesmen and former Yemeni mujāhidīn from the Soviet war in Afghanistan joined the northern forces against the South Yemeni army. Their war efforts were legitimised by numerous fatāwâ of ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Daylāmî, ‘Abd al-Majīd al-Zīndānī and other ‘ulamā’, which called for the killing of the southern al-mutamārudūn al-murtādūn (apostate rebels) or – to the same effect – invoked takfīr (excommunication).\footnote{‘Abd al-‘Azīz Al-Saqqāf, ‘A Politico-Military Analysis of Why Sanaa Won the War How the War Was Won!’} Al-Bīḍ’s unilateral cancellation of the agreement lacked widespread support, as unity remained a popular idea – even within the YSP. This translated not only into strengthening the determination of northern forces, but also enabled them to buy off officers and commanders in the YSP.

When North Yemeni forces captured Ṭādān on 7 July, the war was over, and so was Yemen’s brief democracy experiment of the early 1990s. The victory of the North imposed unity by force; it transformed the consensual unity into the Northern hegemony over the South, which had last occurred with the Qāsimī conquest in the mid-17th century. This domination had a lasting impact on intra-Yemeni relations and gave rise to two competing collective memories: while the Śāliḥ regime framed the events of 1994 as a war in defence
of unity, for the people of the Southern governorates it signified the beginning of a North Yemeni occupation. While the former narrative was deeply engrained in educational curricula, the latter collective memory has been completely marginalised in the official discourse. This led to a gradual estrangement between Yemenis from both parts, which is best captured in a phrase that is often heard in the South today: ‘Before unification, we were one people in two states; but after unification we became two peoples in one state.’

The Dynamics of Democratisation: Civil Society and the Joint Meeting Parties

Although the war of 1994 abruptly ended Yemen’s progress of the early 1990s on the democratic front, the transformation of civil society set in motion by unification proved irreversible. The roots of ‘modern’ forms of civil society can be traced back to the associative structures that emerged in British ‘Adan in the 1920s and the colonial opening of the 1950s/60s, as well as to the cooperative movement in the post-revolution YAR during the 1970s/80s. The post-unification period from 1990 to 1993 offered yet another vibrant scene of expanding political and social activism. These advances laid the social foundations, structures and networks for the emergence of one of the most open and pluralistic political spaces in the region, which became crucial in the revolt of 2011.

Driven by a consideration for domestic and international legitimacy, the legal cornerstone for this socio-political opening was provided by article 39 of the 1990 constitution, which explicitly guaranteed the right to freedom of assembly:

600 ʿQabl al-Waḥīda Kumā Shaʿb Wāḥid fī Dawlatayn Lakinūnā Aṣḥābnā baʿdhā Shaʿbayn fī Dawla.’
601 In contrast to their traditional (parochial or patrimonial) counterparts, modern civil society can be defined as political, economic, legal and cultural projects and organisations, which articulate and promote the variegated interests of the populace independently of state institutions. See Carapico, Civil Society in Yemen.
In as much as it is not inconsistent with the provisions of the constitution, citizens across the republic have the right to organise themselves along political, professional or union lines. They have the right to form scientific, cultural, social associations and national unions in a way that serves the goals of the constitution. The state shall guarantee these rights, and shall take the necessary measures to enable the citizens to exercise them. The state shall guarantee all freedoms to the political, cultural, scientific and social organisations and unions.\textsuperscript{604}

Despite a number of limitations, the Yemeni law on the Press and Publaw on Parties and Political Organisations (1991) complemented this provision and allowed for a lively and, by regional standards, free press and multiparty political landscape.\textsuperscript{605} Although political parties, media outlets and a number of regional or national mass conferences under tribal or political party auspices collectively applied pressure on the two sides during the 1993/94 crisis to fulfil promises of political reform, these initiatives failed as societal safeguards in preventing the escalation of the crisis into a full-blown war.\textsuperscript{606} In contrast to the self-help development movement of the 1970s and early 80s, which was co-opted by the GPC, the Ṣāliḥ regime attempted to stifle the political opening of the 1990s when the burgeoning civil society began to threaten central hegemony.\textsuperscript{607}

In the aftermath of the 1994 war, the space for tolerated political and social activism narrowed.\textsuperscript{608} The government increasingly clamped down on the media, political parties – especially the YSP – and civil organisations. Founded by presidential decree in 1992 under the name al-jihāz al-markazī li-l-ann al-sīyāṣī, the Political Security Organisation (PSO) became an instrument to harass, threaten, beat, interrogate and arbitrarily detain civil society activists and journalists without any judicial or other formal accountability. Forced closures of civil society organisations (CSOs), branches of the YSP and media outlets further contributed to a general atmosphere of intimidation.\textsuperscript{609} Despite the authoritarian backpedalling, the Ṣāliḥ regime remained however unable to reverse the

\textsuperscript{604} Dustūr Al-Jumhūrīya Al-Yamanīya (Constitution of the Republic of Yemen).
\textsuperscript{607} Carapico, Civil Society in Yemen; Sharon Beatty, Ahmed No‘man Al-Madhaji, and Renaud Detalle, ‘Yemeni NGOs and Quasi NGOs, Analysis and Directory’ (Ṣanʿā’, 1996).
most crucial achievement of political liberalisation: the introduction of political parties and various forms of civic organisations. An indication of this new reality is best depicted by the reaction of GPC insider Sulṭān al-Barakānī, to the suggestion that the YSP ‘should be given the coup de grace.’ Barakānī repeatedly explained that such a move was ‘inconceivable.’

In the early 2000s, however, Yemen witnessed a tacit re-opening of the political space. Driven by the growth of international development assistance for state-building, which the regime needed to enhance its low legitimacy after the war of 1994, the legal framework was strengthened to promote the emergence of developmentalist CSOs. The Yemeni parliament ratified the 2001 law on Civil Associations and Organisations, and its bylaw in 2004, which stipulated that organisations would automatically be registered if the authorities did not deny their request for registration within one month on the basis of legal grounds. In practice, however, the treatment of CSOs exhibited the government’s preference for welfare or community-oriented organisations over those dedicated to political issues, including the promotion of human rights and fighting corruption.

The 2003 law on the Organisation of Demonstrations and Marches and the abolishment of jail sentences for journalists in 2004 complemented these progressive steps towards a further expansion of civil society. Due to international pressures, Yemen moreover ratified the UN Convention against Corruption in 2005, which led to the establishment of the al-hay’ā al-‘aṭanīyya al-‘aliyya li-mukāfahat al-fasād (Supreme National Authority for Combating Corruption, SNACC) in 2007, which helped open discussions about government corruption and promoted the growth of a number of active CSOs in the field. Most importantly, however, in response to strong donor pressure and declining oil production, Ṣāliḥ launched the National Reform Agenda in 2006, which addressed public management and economic reforms, among other issues, to free resources for the state.

The number of civil society organisations registered with the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour (MOSAL) increased from 2,786 in 2001 to 4,142 in 2004, 4,567 in
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611 Qānūn Raqam (1) li-Sana 2001 bishān al-Jam‘al‘iyāt wa-l-Akhīm (Law No. 1 of the Year 2001 Concerning Civil Associations and Organisations), 2001.
612 Interview with Gabūl al-Mutawakkil (NGO Leader and Youth Activist), Ṣan‘ā’, November 2013.
614 Wikileaks, ‘Yemen Launches New Anti-Corruption Board’ (07SANAA1528, Embassy Sanaa, Yemen, 6 August 2007).
2008 to 7,045 by early 2010, and finally 9,132 by the end of 2012. While these numbers must read as a cumulative figure of registrations, rather than an indicator of active organisations, they provide nonetheless an indication of the growth of civil society in Yemen during the period. While MOSAL classifies these organisations according to their field of activity, Bonnefoy and Poirier’s typology as ‘party-oriented,’ ‘proto-state,’ and ‘independent’ is more useful, as the boundaries between those that defend political causes (human rights, freedoms, women empowerment) and social or community-based ‘service-providing’ non-governmental organisations (education, health care and welfare, relief and reconstruction, etc.) are not clearly distinguishable in practice.

As in Tunisia and Egypt, where labour unions, religious associations or civil society organisations played a major role in the coordination and mobilisation of the 2011 revolts, the contentious mobilisations in Yemen did not emerge in a political vacuum, but were grounded in previously tolerated associative structures and networks. CSOs figured in a variety of ways in the Yemeni citizen revolt of 2011. Many of the well-established organisations mobilised their constituents for demonstrations and a number of prominent human rights defenders actively led protest marches. As the next chapter will reveal, coordination through civil society networks increased in pace and quantity as CSO members discussed protest strategies, aligned their demands and provided ideological frameworks for the revolts. In addition, civil society organisations provided thousands of trainings to youths, women and other groups in the 2000s on such topics as leadership skills, human rights awareness, women’s rights or political participation.

---


617 Many CSOs may have ceased their activities without de-registering from MOSAL.


The political deliberalisation of the post-war period war equally manifested itself in the increasing preponderance of the GPC in the political landscape.\textsuperscript{620} Barely two months after the end of hostilities, the GPC-\textit{I\textashy{}}ṣ\textit{lāḥ} coalition passed a series of constitutional amendments that retracted some of the institutional reforms of the early 1990s. On 1 October 1994, the Yemeni parliament effectively rubber-stamped these amendments, which concentrated increasing power in the hands of the president.\textsuperscript{621} With the YSP out of politics after the war, \textit{I\textashy{}}ṣ\textit{lāḥ} was no longer useful as an ally to President \textit{Ṣā\textashy{}}li\textit{ḥ}, who had encouraged its foundation in order to weaken the YSP in the context of the post-unification period.\textsuperscript{622} Despite maintaining patronage links with the upper echelons of the party, such as shaykh ‘Abd All\textashy{ }āh al-A\textashy{ }ḥam and ‘Abd al-Maj\textashy{ }īd al-Z\textashy{ }īn, \textit{Ṣā\textashy{}}li\textit{ḥ} began to systematically exclude \textit{I\textashy{}}ṣ\textit{lāḥ} from influential positions, while GPC officials instigated a campaign to stigmatise the party as one of religious radicals with anti-democratic ideals.\textsuperscript{623} Although the party received nine posts in the post-war cabinet, these ministries were the most difficult ones to run due to their service nature and the high level of expectations they generate.\textsuperscript{624} In a manner characteristic of him, \textit{Ṣā\textashy{}}li\textit{ḥ} held out an olive branch to southern leaders in exile, declaring amnesty and allowing all but a handful of them to return, which was part of a strategy to build a counterweight to \textit{I\textashy{}}ṣ\textit{lāḥ} – now the GPCs main challenger.\textsuperscript{625}

By 1996, \textit{I\textashy{}}ṣ\textit{lāḥ} had experienced a considerable decline in political influence, which led the party to tacitly explore alternative options for alliances. On 27 August 1996, \textit{I\textashy{}}ṣ\textit{lāḥ} and the Supreme Coordination Council of the Opposition (SCCO), a coalition of the YSP and several smaller parties, issued a joint programme of cooperation under the name of \textit{aḥ\textashy{}zāb al-liqā‘ al-mushtarak} (Joint Meeting Parties, JMP).\textsuperscript{626} They expressed ‘grave concern for the direction of democratic development in Yemen’ and harshly criticised ‘the state’ – a


\textsuperscript{621} Carapico, \textit{Civil Society in Yemen}.


\textsuperscript{623} ‘Qanbala Al-Mawsim: al-Ḥākim Yaq\textashy{ }ṣ\textashy{ }um Ṭ\textashy{ }ahar al-M\textashy{ }ʿu\textashy{ }āraḍā bi-Ta’dilāt Tanqil al-Yaman li-l-Nizām al-Ri\textashy{ }āsī’ (Bomb of the Season: Ruler Breaks Back of the Opposition with Amendments to Move Yemen to a Presidential System’, \textit{Nabā‘ News}, 29 December 2010; Marine Poirier, ‘Imagining Collective Identities’, \textit{Chroniques Yéménites}, no. 1 (30 March 2013).

\textsuperscript{624} Islah was given the following ministries: Health, Supply and Trade, Religious Affairs, Justice, Fisheries, Local Governance, Electricity and Water, and Education, cited in Schwedler, ‘The Islah Party in Yemen’.

\textsuperscript{625} Nonneman, ‘The Yemen Republic: From Unification and Liberalization to Civil War and Beyond’.

 synonym for Ṣāliḥ and the GPC – for fragmenting the political opposition. As an ideologically unlikely marriage of convenience between Ḩushūl, the YSP, the conservative Zaydi Ĥaqq (Truth) Party and the liberal Zaydi Union of Popular Forces (UPF), the Popular Nasirist Union Party, Arab Socialist Ba‘th Party and the Constitutional Liberal Party, no serious cooperation emerged in the framework of the JMP during the period.

As a result, the GPC won a landslide victory in the 1997 parliamentary election. While the YSP boycotted the elections, Ḩushūl’s share of seats decreased from 62 in 1993 to 53 in 1997, leading the party to forsake its place in the government for the opposition benches. In the strongly rigged 1999 presidential elections, Ṣāliḥ won with a 96.3 percent of the vote against the puppet-contender Najib Qahtan al-Sha‘bi, the son of the first president of South Yemen, who despite being a member of the GPC, ran as an independent candidate. The election was, as Wedeen has argued, a show of force, in which Ṣāliḥ proved that he had the power to do as he pleased.627 When asked whether he voted in the elections, opposition leader Muhammad ‘Abd al-Malik al-Mutawakkil responded: ‘I went to the mosque instead to mourn the death of democracy in Yemen.’628

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results of Parliamentary Elections</th>
<th>1993</th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General People’s Congress (GPC)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemeni Congregation for Reform (Ḥushūl)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemeni Socialist Party (YSP)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab Socialist Ba‘th Party</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Nasirist Union Party</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ĥaqq Party</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independents / Vacant / Other</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The murder of YSP deputy secretary-general Jarallah ‘Umar in December 2002 provided a catalyst for tacit cooperation within the JMP, which had meanwhile persisted as an empty umbrella. ‘Umar, the main architect of the opposition alliance, was assassinated after a conciliatory speech in front of Ḥushūl members, for which many JMP members blamed the ruling party.629 With only few months until the 2003 elections, however, it was too late for serious electoral coordination, which allowed the GPC to consolidate its dominant position.

In the run-up to the 2006 presidential and local elections, however, the JMP agreed on a common political programme and fielded a joint opposition candidate, Fayṣal bin Shamlān. As Glosemeyer and Sallam have pointed out, the JMP platform, which called for decentralisation and easing the concentration of power in the hands of the president, was strongly reminiscent of opposition demands in the pre-1994 war period. Although a joint JMP candidacy was an effective strategy to undermine the divide-and-rule strategy of the Ṣāliḥ regime, Shamlān received only 22 percent of the vote. Ṣāliḥ’s victory with 77 percent was partly owed to the fact that senior Išlāḥ figures, such as ‘Abd al-Majīd al-Zindānī, who maintained close links to the regime, supported the GPC over the candidate of their own party. Although a European Union report commended the elections, a member of the monitoring team privately indicated that there was considerable reason to doubt their fairness. The issue was not so much a manipulation of the ballot but, as the secretary-general of Išlāḥ ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Anṣī described, that the election was a competition not among political parties, but between the opposition and the state.

In February 2009, the GPC and the JMP jointly agreed to postpone the upcoming parliamentary elections for two years until the enactment of electoral and constitutional reforms, which were to be worked out in a National Dialogue. Amidst a wide range of stalling and obstruction tactics, the National Dialogue did not materialise until August 2010. When it did commence, the bilateral talks between the GPC and the JMP became a public performance in which the former proved only to be seeking to garner legitimacy, while the latter appeared more interested in political concessions than genuine reforms.

The dialogue ultimately foundered as Ṣāliḥ, who held control over the GPC, rejected the recommendations by the quartet composed of ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Iryānī and ‘Abd Rabbu Maṣṣūr Hāḍī for the GPC and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Anṣī (Išlāḥ) and Yāṣīn Sa’īd Nu’mān (YSP). The failure of the dialogue, in late 2010, led to a general feeling among the
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opposition that they had been cheated and that Ṣāliḥ could not be trusted to enact political reforms.635 By late 2010, there was a profound sense that economic modernisation and social development had derailed, and Ṣāliḥ was either unable or unwilling to bring it back on track. In this environment, GPC parliamentary majority leader Sulṭān al-Barakānī announced that his party would ‘remove the clock’ of presidential terms limits. Although the move appeared to be a bargaining tactic, the announcement triggered furious responses from the JMP and the al-Aḥmar family.636 On 11 January 2011 then, Hillary Clinton made a surprise visit to Ṣanʿā’, the first by a US Secretary of State in 20 years. In a meeting with opposition and civil society leaders, Clinton reopened the succession debate and signalled US support for the opposition stance on the question of presidential succession.637

The Post-War Era: Regime Oligarchisation and the Politics of Calculated Chaos

The erratic dynamics of liberalisation and the increasing domination of the GPC in the electoral politics of the post-1994 period were accompanied by crucial changes in Yemen’s system of power-sharing and patronage.638 The main legacy in this regard was the consolidation of power around Ṣāliḥ’s immediate family at the expense of a number of Sanḥān and Ḥāshid tribal elites, most notably ‘Alī Muḥsin and the al-Aḥmars. After the 1994 war, Ṣāliḥ stopped supplying ‘Alī Muḥsin’s al-firqa al-ūlā al-mudara’a (First Armoured Division, FAD) with military hardware (except ammunition) and instead bolstered the ḥaras al-jumhūrī (Republican Guard), then under the command of his half-brother ‘Alī Ṣāliḥ al-Aḥmar.639 As part of a broader empowerment of a younger generation of his family, Ṣāliḥ appointed his eldest son Aḥmad ‘Alī as commander of the Special Forces in 1999 and shortly thereafter as commander of the Republican Guard. Although Ṣāliḥ’s half-brother resisted the transfer, he was appeased with a position as military attaché in Washington, D.C. and later as Chief of Staff of the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces.

635 Hamīd al-Aḥmar, who was on the Preparation Committee for the National Dialogue strongly expresses this frustration in a widely publicised interview. ‘Hamīd al-Aḥmar Má’ Qānāt Suhayl al-Faḍā’īya’ (Hamīd al-Aḥmar with the Suhayl Satellite Channel), Marīb Press, 6 January 2011; Makram, ‘Al-Liwā’ ‘Alī Muḥsin al-Aḥmar’.
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Figure 2: Key Family Relatives in Yemen’s Armed Forces.
Aḥmad ‘Alī’s promotion was widely interpreted as an attempt to groom him for the presidency. Ṣāliḥ simultaneously appointed three of his nephews, Yahyā, ‘Ammār and Tāriq, as commander of the Central Security Forces in 2001, deputy-head of the National Security Organisation in 2002, and commander of the Presidential Guard in 2005, respectively. Constitutional amendments in 2001, which granted Ṣāliḥ the authority to dissolve the parliament and extended presidential term limits further exacerbated the fears of regime insiders that his family would come to rule Yemen by itself. In January 2011, documents surfaced with a plan to create the firqa mushā jabalī (Mountain Infantry Division) under the command of Ṣāliḥ’s youngest son Khālid – a direct competition to the firqa and thus the missing piece to cement the family’s military command in the capital.

Numerous regime insiders, especially ‘Alī Muḥsin and the al-‘Aḥmar sons, were strongly opposed to this kind of dynastic politics. They felt that the curtailment of their influence constituted a violation of the power-sharing agreement struck in the late 1970s.

As beneficiaries of Ṣāliḥ’s patronage system, however, neither ‘Alī Muḥsin nor the al-‘Aḥmar sons openly broke their relationship with Ṣāliḥ. While the share of oil revenues had risen from 30 percent of the state budget in 1990 to around 70-80 percent in the 2000s, Yemen’s oil wealth remained the principle source of economic patronage, which was distributed mainly through subsidies and oil concessions. The smuggling of subsidised diesel to Saudi Arabia became a profitable trade that allowed ‘Alī Muḥsin – jointly with Ṣāliḥ’s nephews Yahyā and ‘Ammār – to amass hundreds of millions of dollars. According to a 2008 study, around half of the $3.5 billion allocated to diesel subsidies were creamed off by smugglers. Another lucrative source of income for ‘Alī Muḥsin was the about 50-50 production-sharing agreement with the Canadian oil company Nexen for the Masīla field (Block 14) in Ḥaḍramawt, whose local operations were managed by his son.
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Due to economic imperatives, however, Ṣāliḥ began to curtail the patronage privileges of close regime insiders from 2006 onwards. With oil production steadily in decline after its peak at around 440,000 barrels a day in 2001, the resources available for patronage became more limited. Ṣāliḥ began to curtail the patronage privileges of close regime insiders from 2006 onwards. With oil production steadily in decline after its peak at around 440,000 barrels a day in 2001, the resources available for patronage became more limited.647 In order to free additional resources for the state, Ṣāliḥ launched the National Agenda for Reform in 2006, which was promoted by a technocratic elite close to Ḥamīd ʿAlī.648 As part of the same effort, Oil Minister Khālid Bāḥīh initiated a ‘Yemenisation’ campaign of the oil sector, which – though extremely slow in progress – let the Ministry of Oil to confer the operations of Block 14, whose contract was set to expire in December 2011, to the state-operated company PetroMasila.649 Although early attempts to lift diesel subsidies in 2001 and 2005 caused riots that forced the regime to reverse much of the cuts, a tax reform law and some modest fuel subsidies were passed in 2010. Taken together, these measures caused an increasing rift between Ṣāliḥ and ʿAlī Muḥṣin, who was disproportionately disadvantaged by these cutbacks in patronage.

Another split emerged between Ṣāliḥ and Ḥamīd al-Aḥmar, the politically most ambitious of shaykh ʿAbd Allāh’s ten sons. In the mid-1990s, Ḥamīd used his father’s influence to secure a predominant position in oil sales. As the local agent for the London-based Arcadia Petroleum Ltd., Ḥamīd bought crude at below-market value, sold it abroad and scared off competing companies by threatening to kidnap their representatives. These oil revenues, his ownership of Yemen’s first mobile telecommunication company Sabafon and a major share in the Saba Islamic Bank turned Ḥamīd into a billionaire.650 When Ṣāliḥ began grooming Ḥamīd ʿAlī – whom Ḥamīd has considered a political rival – for the presidency, the tribal billionaire started manoeuvring against Ṣāliḥ. In the run-up to the 2006 elections, he threw his financial and political weight behind Shamlān, bankrolling his campaign and organising rallies in his support in the Ḥāshid heartland.651

In March 2009, Yemen introduced a more competitive mechanism for oil sales under the direction of Ḥamīd ʿAlī, which opened the market to foreign companies and their local agents. The move severely curtailed his business empire under which Ḥamīd
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had amassed fortunes. He therefore aggressively criticised Šāliḥ in August 2009 on al-Jazeera for turning Yemen into a family business, urging him ‘to step aside.’ Later the same month, Ḥamīd smeared Šāliḥ in front of US Embassy officials and claimed that ‘he would organize popular demonstrations throughout Yemen aimed at removing President Saleh from power unless the president “guarantee[d]” the fairness of the 2011 parliamentary elections, form[ed] a unity government with leaders from the Southern Movement, and remove[d] his relatives from positions of power by December 2009.’

When al-Aḥmar boasted to US Embassy staff about his efforts to coordinate between Hirāk and the Hūθīs to challenge the Šāliḥ regime, the US chargé d’affaires noted that ‘[t]he feverish pace of al-Aḥmar’s anti-Saleh plotting, along with his almost schizophrenic change in attitudes towards his would-be political allies from one meeting to the next, gives the impression that Ahmar considers politics as much a game as a vocation.’

ʿAlī Muḥṣin and Ḥamīd al-Aḥmar are only the two most noteworthy personalities in a larger trend of long-time regime insiders that grew increasingly impatient with the ever-growing concentration of power around the Šāliḥ family since the early 2000s. Other examples include such prominent figures as Šādiq and Ḥusayn al-Aḥmar, Muḥammad Nājī al-Shā’īf, Muhammad Sālim Bāsindwa and Ṭāriq al-Faḍlī. These powerful elites, which all enjoyed direct access to the president, complained about Šāliḥ’s intransigence, characterising him as immune to advice as well as ‘unrealistically and stupidly confident.’ Although none of them openly broke with Šāliḥ, their steadily mounting discontent led
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them to tacitly manoeuvre against the president, which laid the foundation for the rapid fragmentation of the political, military and tribal elite in 2011.

Following the relatively quiet second half of the 1990s, during which Yemen slowly recovered from the 1994 war, challenges from non-state actors came to the fore in the 2000s. In the wake of the USS Cole attack in 2000 and 9/11 attacks in 2001, Ṣāliḥ positioned Yemen as an ally of the United States in the ‘war on terrorism.’ Due to the lessons from the 1991 Gulf War, he actively fostered cooperation with the American government to receive military assistance that would fortify the hold of his regime. The main beneficiaries of US counterterrorism support became the Counter-Terrorism Unit of the CSF, the Yemen Coast Guard and the Republican Guard. In exchange, Ṣāliḥ pursued a policy of ‘maximum cooperation,’ which gave the United States a free hand to launch drone strikes. Even though it caused a strong backlash when the US exploited a covert drone strike for public relations purposes in 2002, US-Yemeni counterterrorism cooperation was effective and by 2004, al-Qāʿida was believed to be under control.

Instead of the anticipated praise for his cooperation against al-Qāʿida, Ṣāliḥ was publicly rebuked for endemic corruption and the failure to enact political and economic reforms when he visited Washington, D.C. in November 2005. The United States suspended Yemen from the $20 million bilateral aid Millennium Challenge Account Threshold Programme, while World Bank President Paul Wolfowitz informed Ṣāliḥ that its aid to Yemen would be cut from $420 to $280 million. As reported by one of his advisors on the return flight, the lesson from the visit was clear to Ṣāliḥ: ‘Without an al-Qaida problem in Yemen, Yemen was just one more poor country in a world of beggars.’ Three months later, 23 incarcerated al-Qāʿida suspects escaped from a maximum-security prison. The prison break was widely suspected to have received assistance from the regime, which had maintained close relations to jihadists since the 1980s. In 2007, some of these
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militants established al-Qāʿida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), which set the path for Yemen to become one of the most notable theatres in the ‘war on terrorism.’\footnote{Phillips, ‘Yemen: Developmental Dysfunction and Division in a Crisis State’.}

In light of the stalled political liberalisation, the regime faced a crisis of legitimacy in the mid-2000s. While al-Qāʿida proved a useful card to be played with the United States and its European allies, it was domestically of limited value. Soon, however, social protests by the shabāb al-mūʾmin (Believing Youths) provided Śāliḥ with an opportunity to deflect from pressing domestic problems and bolster the legitimacy of his regime. The movement, which emerged in the early 1990s against the Wahhābi proselytism that threatened the politico-religious identity of Zaydīs, the marginalisation of the northern territories, as well as the government’s perceived subservience to the United States, gained momentum in 2002. Concerned by their adoption of the infamous ṣarkhā\footnote{The slogan Allāhu Akbar / al-Maṣṣet li-Amrikā / al-Maṣṣet li-Isrāʾīl / al-Zaʿmaʿ ʾalāt al-Yahūd / al-Nāṣr li-l-Islām means ‘God is the Greatest / Death to America / Death to Israel / Damned be the Jews / Victory to Islam.’} in 2003, which posed a direct challenge to his rule, Śāliḥ accused the movement of espousing an extremist ideology and misconstrued their goals as seeking to re-establish the Zaydī Imamate.\footnote{John E. Peterson, ‘The Al-Huthi Conflict in Yemen’, Arabian Peninsula Background Notes, August 2008.} Although their leader Husayn al-Ḥūthī, a former Member of Parliament of the al-Haqq party, was as a Zaydī Sayyid theoretically qualified to lay claim to the Imamate, he demanded basic citizenship rights and religious freedoms, rather than a return to the pre-republican era. Rather than fearing the Imamate, however, Ṣānʿā’ was alarmed that the shabāb’s protest might, in line with Zaydī tradition, be interpreted as khurūj against an unjust ruler.\footnote{‘Yemen: Defusing the Saada Time Bomb’, Middle East Report 86 (International Crisis Group, 27 May 2009).}

Although al-Ḥūthī showed goodwill to enter negotiations with the government, the regime – instead of addressing the grievances of the shabāb al-mūʾmin – clamped down on a Ḥūthī demonstration at the Grand Mosque in Ṣānʿā’ in June 2004. Śāliḥ then tasked ‘Alī Muḥṣin with capturing Husayn al-Ḥūthī, who launched a heavy-handed military incursion into Ṣa’da. After the firqa failed to quell the burgeoning rebel group, a small Special Forces unit under the command of Ḥāmid ‘Alī killed al-Ḥūthī in September 2004, whose martyrdom only further catalysed the movement. This uncharacteristically belligerent move was the first of a series of six Ṣa’da wars as northern governorates intermittently became the theatre of a war in 2004, 2005, 2005/2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009/2010. The lack commitment of the regime to resolve the conflict has frequently been criticised, as Human Rights Watch report from 2008 explained:
The government in February 2007 and July 2008 has even arrested persons it had officially appointed to mediate between itself and the Huthis, in an attempt to suppress their activities, when they were about to criticize the government's commitment to come to a peaceful solution.667

The Ša'da conflict presented an opportunity for the regime to bolster its domestic legitimacy, which was built on the principle of republicanism. By conjuring up the internal threat of a Hashimi Zaydi movement that sought a return to the Imamate, Šaliḥ managed to gain legitimacy for his regime as the defender of Yemen's republican system. He moreover reckoned that the conflict would deflect American pressures to purge the military and security apparatus from Islamist militants: an open war against the Huthi movement allowed the regime to argue that it could not afford to open a second battlefront.668

While the brutal repression of the Huthis became emblematic of the increasing authoritarianism of the period, the conflict moreover became part of a strategy to reduce the influence of 'Ali Muhsin. Although some have advanced the claim that the Ša'da wars were created in order for Šaliḥ to rid himself of 'Ali Muhsin, such a reading ignores the historical roots of the conflict.669 Nevertheless, the First Armoured Division, which was sent into war without reinforcements, became enmeshed in an unwinnable proxy-war designed to deplete and dislodge 'Ali Muhsin's from their bases in Šan'a', as well as discredit or even physically remove the major-general.670 In the fifth Ša'da war, the Republican Guard gave anti-tank rockets from their arsenal to the Huthis that dealt a serious blow to the firqa. When the FAD retreated, it left arms depots for the Huthis to loot that were used against the Republican Guard in the sixth Ša'da war, which was designed to showcase Ahmad 'Ali.671 At the peak of the conflict in 2009-10, Šaliḥ provided the Saudi Air Force, which flew bombing raids against the Huthis, with targeting recommendations for an alleged
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Hūthī site that turned out to be ʿAlī Muḥsin’s headquarters. Although the Saudi pilots aborted the mission, the incident left major-general Muḥsin to nurse a lethal grudge.672

The Southern Movement, ḥirāk al-janūbī, provided Ṣāliḥ with another opportunity to bolster the legitimacy of his regime. Although its origins are often traced back to 2007, Hirāk was a continuation of previous contentious episodes that transpired in the aftermath of the 1994 war.673 From 1996 onwards, popular committees launched frequent protests in the southern governorates. Not coincidentally, al-Dālī and Lahj, which had been the epicentre of the NLF insurgency that began on 14 October 1963, became a hotspot for protests and clashes with northern security forces.674 In late 2001, the multaqā abnāʾ al-muḥafazāt al-janūb wa-l-sharq (The Forum of the Sons of the Southern and Eastern Provinces) began to demand equal opportunities, strengthening local government, as well as ending the marginalisation and exploitation of South Yemenis.675 Once again, rather than ameliorating grievances, Ṣāliḥ ignored their demands; the marginalisation of the Southern governorates continued unabated, while Southerners were treated as second-class citizens.

In 2007, protests by former army officers against their forced retirement and low pensions mounted in the creation of the South Yemen Retired Army Officers Committee. In the polarised political environment of the Southern governorates, this single-issue group drew a larger following from other segments of society that culminated in the foundation of a full-blown movement on 7 July 2007 – ḥirāk al-janūbī al-silmī. Although its protests remained predominantly peaceful, the regime responded with utmost severity to Hirāk.676 The sustained, heavy-handed regime repression over the following months escalated the movement’s goals from rights-based demands, including equal access to the state, local autonomy, rule of law and a just distribution of land and resources, to full-fledged calls for independence by late 2008.677 Although negotiations transpired between Hirāk leaders and the government, the former repeatedly complained that the latter did not act in good faith,
but attempted to co-opt the movement. Ḥirāk’s calls for independence, in turn, allowed Ṣāliḥ to champion the narrative that its regime was a much-needed bulwark against the threats to Yemeni unity. Ṣāliḥ has not only repeatedly invoked this threat in his public speeches, but put up huge billboards across the country in 2010, which showed his face next to the slogan: *al-waḥīda aw al-mawt* – unity or death.

The conflicts with the Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk, as well as al-Qāʿida, are emblematic of the politics of calculated chaos that Ṣāliḥ employed in the first decade of the 2000s. While he might not have deliberately nurtured these conflicts, he certainly refrained from attempting to resolve these challenges, as they remained useful instruments of domestic and foreign policy. They followed a simple logic. While al-Qāʿida primarily served as a cash cow in his dealings with foreign powers, the internal threats of the Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk allowed Ṣāliḥ to position the regime as the defender of republicanism and Yemeni unity. In other words, they suggested – as Ṣāliḥ repeatedly invoked during the citizen revolt – that there were no viable alternatives to his rule. Taken together, the erratic and limited political liberalisation process since the Yemeni unification of 1990, the creeping ‘oligarchisation’ of power since the 1994 war, and the ‘politics of calculated chaos’ gave rise to a temporary coalition of political actors that tipped the scales against the regime in the citizen revolt of 2011. Although these actors, which encompassed civil society organisations, opposition parties, disgruntled powerbrokers, as well as the Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk, had little in common, their interests converged in a single goal: the overthrow of the regime of ‘Alī ‘Abd Allāh Ṣāliḥ.
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Yemen’s Revolutionary Moment, Collective Memory and Contentious Politics

4

Yemen’s Citizen Revolt: Revolution, Counterrevolution and Elite Hijacking

Although triggered by the political earthquake in Tunisia, the emergence and distinct local trajectory of Yemen’s citizen revolt in 2011 were the culmination of the abovementioned processes. This chapter describes how the mobilisations in North Africa broadened opportunities for contentious collective action, which were seized by early risers in mid-January – initially with only tacit support from the established political opposition. In February and March, when the Joint Meeting Parties bandwagoned with the revolution, the largely uncoordinated youth groups developed organisational structures, innovated contentious repertoires, aligned their demands in reference to historical experiences, and eventually catalysed into a full-blown revolutionary movement. The Ṣāliḥ regime pursued numerous strategies to contain the uprising, ranging from political and economic concessions, the mobilisation of a counter-revolutionary movement, to downright violence. Propelled by the regime’s increasingly brutal repression, which culminated in the ‘Friday of Dignity’ massacre on 18 March, the traditional elite structure held together by Ṣāliḥ’s narrowing patronage system fragmented – a process that had its origins in the mid-1990s. However, the ensuing wave of political, military, tribal and religious elite defections between became a double-edged sword for the movement. On the one hand, the mutiny provided political backing, coercive means, and financial support to a movement with few resources. On the other hand, elite powerbrokers – many of whom had constituted the very backbone of Ṣāliḥ’s 33-year-long rule – hijacked and polarised the uprising for their own political gain. Amidst a parallel track of political negotiations between ruling party moderates and opposition politicians under the aegis of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) from March to November 2011, episodes of heavy violence erupted between regime loyalists and the backers of the revolution, and in early June, ‘Alī ‘Abd Allāh Ṣāliḥ incurred heavy wounds in an attempted assassination. After months of foot-dragging, tit-for-tat and internecine violence that brought Yemen to the verge of a civil war, Ṣāliḥ finally signed the power transfer deal in November 2011. The deal granted him immunity in exchange for his resignation and set down an ambitious 2-phase roadmap for stabilisation and reforms.
Shifting Paradigms: The Tunisian Catalyst and the Revolt of the Youth

The spark for the Yemeni uprising did not originate in the country’s plethora of long-standing grievances, but about 4,000 kilometres away in Tunisia: on 17 December 2010, Muḥammad al-Būʿāzīzī, a 26-year-old vegetable vendor with a useless university degree, humiliated and without recourse to redress, covered his body in petrol and set himself on fire. Soaring commodity prices in late 2010 and the actions of corrupt officials provided the immediate trigger for his desperate act of public suicide. Al-Būʿāzīzī became a symbol for the Arab predicament. His self-immolation unleashed a wave of nationwide protests in Tunisia that culminated in the ouster of President Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn bin ‘Alī less than a month later on 14 January. As satellite television, newspapers and social media diffused the news about the political earthquake, sustained mass protests rapidly spread across the Arab world. Social conditions in late 2010 were similar, but even more precarious in Yemen, which became one of the first countries to emulate the Tunisian experience. The impacts of a triple food, fuel and financial global crises had led to a decline in food security and living standards. Although the effects of the 2007/8 food and fuel crises were not immediately felt because oil-driven growth temporarily outbalanced their macroeconomic pressures, the drop in oil prices with the financial crisis of 2008/9 led poverty rates to increase from 34.8 percent in 2005/2006 to 42.8 in 2009 in Yemen.

However, those most affected by these trends, the predominantly rural poor, were not among the early risers of the emerging citizen revolt. Traditionally predisposed to contentious mobilisation, urban intellectuals, political activists, as well as university students and unemployed graduates were the first to organise collective action against the regime of ‘Alī ‘Abd Allāh Ṣālīh. Although 11 February 2011 is celebrated as the official beginning of Yemen’s revolution, these societal segments began challenging the regime as early as 15 January, when the student organisation of the Yemeni Socialist Party (YSP) at Ṣan‘ā’
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University issued a declaration in which it called on youth to draw on the revolutionary experience in Tunisia. Well-known political activists and intellectuals, such as Tawakkul Karmān, Bushrā al-Maqṭarī, Sāmiya al-Aghbarī, Bilqīs al-Lahabī, Arwā ʿUthmān, Amal al-Bāshā, Khālid al-Anṣī, ʿAlī Sayf Ḥāshid, Shawkī al-Qāḍī, Ḥussām al-Sharjabī, Aḥmad bin Mubārak as well as ʿAlī and Muḥammad al-ʿImād moreover began organising regular protest marches. Many of these local leaders were affiliated with CSOs, and could thus draw on pre-existing mobilising structures and networks that spun across Yemen.

Even though they lacked a singular leadership figure, the protests were neither fully spontaneous, nor acephalous during the pre-movement phase due to the role of these organisational structures and activist elite in funnelling popular resentment. With few exceptions, the early marches fell short of full-blown calls for toppling the regime, but focused on unemployment, poor living conditions and a controversial package of constitutional amendments that would have allowed President Ṣāliḥ to be re-elected indefinitely. The early activism was conducive to the emergence of a popular movement as it exposed the vulnerability of the regime and lowered political opportunity costs for those less prone to mobilise politically. The contextualisation of the events as thawra shabābīya (youth revolution), which began in early February, moreover provided a collective action frame that resonated with the Yemeni public in unison with regional events. Even though most protestors were in their 20s and 30s, the concept of youth was less related to age than family status, professional accomplishments and reformist political attitudes.

Between 17 and 20 January, activists organised daily protest marches (massārāt) in Ṣanʿāʾ, Taʿizz and ʿAdan, which brought a few thousand demonstrators into the streets of the major cities. Although such marches were no rarity in Yemen, civil society groups had – with the exception of South Yemen – rarely been able garner more than a few hundred participants. In the early morning hours of 23 January, plain-clothed security forces arrested protest leader Tawakkul ʿAbd al-Ṣālim Karmān, the co-founder of ṣathafīyāt bilā quyūd (Female Journalists Without Chains) and daughter of a former Minister of Legal and Parliamentary Affairs who resigned in response to the 1994 war, for organising unlicensed demonstrations. She was released only 30 hours later as the seizure of the mother of three
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in a night raid without an arrest warrant only further fuelled the determination of protestors. Karmān became an international figurehead of the movement and was later awarded the 2011 Nobel Peace prize, but remained controversial within the movement.

On 25 January 2011, a small group of activists gathered in front of the Egyptian Embassy in Ṣanʿā’ in solidarity with the masses that had begun flooding the streets of Cairo. Emboldened by the transnational diffusion of protests from Tunisia to Egypt, they directed – for the first time – the popular slogan al-sha’b yurīd isqāṭ al-niẓām (the people want to overthrow the system) against the regime of ‘Alī ‘Abd Allāh Šāliḥ. Even though small pockets of independent activists already demanded Šāliḥ’s deposition by late January, calls for political reforms still eclipsed demands for regime change. Many Yemenis feared that the overthrow of the regime could lead to a power vacuum, or worse, civil war, while the prospect that the revolt could bring the conservative Iṣlāḥ party to power left liberals, leftists and women with ambiguous feelings. Nevertheless, the following days witnessed a steady increase in the number of protest marches across Yemen. The early protest phase culminated on 3 February as organisers called for a yawm al-ghaḍab (‘Day of Rage’) that drew tens of thousands of demonstrators into the streets of the major cities.

Although Yemen’s tapestry of longstanding grievances provided a fertile breeding ground for the burgeoning protest movement, they did not provide the necessary impetus for the emergence of contention by themselves. It was Bin ‘Alī’s unanticipated departure on 14 January that ushered in a paradigm shift in the perception of political opportunities. The news of his overthrow exposed the vulnerability of authoritarian governments in the region – conventionally believed to be resilient against popular activism – and confirmed that ordinary people could topple the veteran strongmen that had ruled the region for decades. Activists testified that the events in North Africa helped break the psychological fear barrier, which had inhibited collective action: ‘We felt that if Egypt couldn’t suppress the protestors, neither could Yemen.’ The fall of Bin ‘Alī on 14 January and the resignation of Mubārak on 11 February generated expectations for regime change
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Yemen, which led to a surge in demonstrations in the days after the events. In a bold interview on al-Jazeera Arabic in early February, journalist and activist Bilqīs al-Lahabī put the Tunisian catalyst in a nutshell: ‘Ṣālīḥ threatens us with Somalisation, Iraqisation and Afghanisation, but we will now threaten him with Tunisisation.’

A shared sense of predicament and solidarity prevailed among protest movements across the Arab region. Yemeni demonstrators held up portraits of Muḥammad al-Būʿāzī during the early marches, while a young man from al-Bayḍā, as well as several others, emulated al-Būʿāzī’s act of desperation. Activists wore purple bandanas to express their solidarity with Tunisia’s Jasmine revolution. Most noticeable, however, was the diffusion of tactics, slogans and repertoires of contention across the region. The success of the Tunisian and the Egyptian movements provided a powerful blueprint for defeating Arab dictatorships with non-violent mass protests and civil resistance. The popular slogans al-shaʿb yurid isqāt al-nizām and irḥal! (Leave!), first used by the Tunisian revolutionaries, became central rhetorical devices of the Yemeni movement.

Notwithstanding the Tunisian catalyst, the burgeoning movement was deeply grounded in the existing organisational structures of well-established civil society organisations, social movements and political parties that had emerged since the early 1990s. The first category included such groups as Iṣlāḥ-affiliated ṣaḥafiyāt bilā quyūd, whose chair Tawakkul Karmān became one of the most active organisers. Similarly, Amal al-Bāshā of the Sisters Arab Forum for Human Rights acted as a major agent provocateur against the regime. The National Organisation for Defending Rights and Freedoms, whose members are affiliated with the Iṣlāḥ party, monitored human rights violations against protestors. Members of the Youth Leadership Development Foundation later organised a series of workshops among youth representatives to agree on a joint set of demands. The Tamkeen Development Foundation published a short citizen guide, which informed about basic concepts for the al-dawla al-madanīya (civil state).

The Ḥūṭhīs and Ḥirāk declared their support for the citizen revolt within weeks of the first protest. On 15 February, ‘Abd al-Malik al-Ḥūṭhī, the 33-year-old Ḥūṭhī leader, gave a speech in front of tens of thousands of supporters in which he accused the Ṣālīḥ
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regime of having lost its sovereignty to the United States and called on people to protest against the tyranny and oppression of the authorities in order to bring down the system. After this announcement, the Ḥūthīs began establishing a presence in Ṣanʿāʾ. A number of prominent Southern personalities, including former PDRY president and self-proclaimed leader of Ḥirāk in exile ʿAlī Sālim al-Bīd, moreover announced his support for the revolt and members of Ḥirāk began to organise anti-regime demonstrations.

The JMP’s initial response, which was primarily influenced by the political position of the Iṣlāḥ party, remained cautious and ambivalent. Members of the junior partners in the coalition tacitly welcomed the largely street revolt from the sidelines to sound out the government response. Iṣlāḥ, on the other hand, had much to lose from a direct confrontation with the regime, as many in its top leadership continued to benefit from Ṣāliḥ’s patronage network. Still, many party members supported or engaged in the protests in their individual capacity or through affiliated civil society organisations. The most prominent example is that of Ḥamīd al-Aḥmar, a tribal billionaire and influential member of Iṣlāḥ, who had for years manoeuvred against Ṣāliḥ. Even though he did not publicly associate with the movement, al-Aḥmar bankrolled protests and directed youths to the streets, while his television channel Suhayl provided favourable news coverage.

Although the JMP remained a latecomer to the uprising, Philbrick Yadav argues that the ties and networks created around the ideologically diverse JMP was instrumental in the development of ‘post-partisan nationalism [as] a necessary antecedent of the revolution’. Weighing the risks and benefits, the JMP remained in the background and primarily conceived of the protests as a means to strengthen their bargaining position and extract concessions for political reforms. In the early stages, the JMP thus continued to negotiate with the GPC over resuming the 2010 national dialogue and a resignation deal before the end of Ṣāliḥ’s 7-year term in September 2013. Outraged by the opposition’s acquiescence, the protestors on the street demanded that the JMP abandon such
negotiations, which was best captured in the popular slogan ‘lā tafāwd, lā ḥiwr / istiqāla aw firār’ (‘no negotiations, no dialogue / resign or escape’).703

**Revolutionary Honeymoon: Movement Formation, Demands and Repertoires**

In February, a concerted revolutionary movement developed to overthrow the Yemeni regime. Hundreds of small youth groups emerged, began forming alliances, and eventually connected with other groups across the country. Countrywide participation reached the hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, even if the qāt routine regularly dispersed the protests around lunchtime. In order to maintain the momentum of the protests and prevent fatigue as the conflict protracted, activists in major cities began sit-ins (iʿtisām), in which they occupied public squares. On 3 February – the so-called Day of Rage – a few hundred protestors erected tents on the public square in front of Ṣanʿā University and relabelled it sāḥat al-tagsīy̱r (Change Square). Security forces attempted to remove the squatters on several occasions, but to no avail. By the end of the month, the square had become the epicentre of the popular uprising and a large sign that read marḥabān bikum fī auwal kilāmītīr karāma (‘Welcome to the first kilometre of dignity) adorned one of its entrances.

On 28 February, the JMP officially reneged on continued dialogue with the regime.704 Although backchannel meetings continued, Iṣlāḥ reconsidered its official position in light of the increasingly violent crackdowns on peaceful protesters, Ṣālīḥ’s reluctance to yield substantial concessions and the unpopularity of negotiations among the youth. Although elections were still the preferred way of power transfer, the party argued, the history of election fraud necessitated a peaceful revolutionary approach.705 At Change Square in Ṣanʿā, a 20-person committee – the so-called al-lajna al-tanẓīmīya li-thawra al-shābāḥīya al-shābīya (Organising Committee of the Popular Youth Revolution) – was formed, which reflected the four main currents in the revolutionary movement: the Joint Meeting Parties (JMP), particularly Iṣlāḥ, Ḥirāk, the Ḥūthīs and independent individuals.

Iṣlāḥ was represented by the new-founded al-munasiqīya al-ʿāliyā li-l-thawra al-yamanīya (The Higher Coordination Body of the Yemeni Revolution), while the Ḥūthīs participated under the umbrella of the shabāb al-ṣumūd (Steadfast Youth), which, in theory, provided people from Ṣaʿda with a rare chance to have their voices heard in the Yemeni
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capital. Although different branches of Ḥirāk were represented by their own youth groups, they were mainly active in the southern governorates.  

While the Ḥūthīs and Iṣlāh, and to a lesser extent Ḥirāk, had relatively coherent command structures, the independent camp consisted of hundreds of small groups and coalitions without a unified leadership. The most influential independent coalitions were the *al-tahāluf al-madani li-l-thawra al-shabābīya* (Civic Coalition of Revolutionary Youth, CCRY), the *al-majlis al-tansiqī li-shabāb thawrāt al-tagḥīyr* (Coordinating Council for the Youth Revolution of Change, CCYRC), the *al-kutla al-madaniyya* (Civil Bloc) and the *majlis shabāb al-thawra al-silmiyya* (Youth Council for the Peaceful Revolution). While this horizontal leadership structure prevented the independent camp from being co-opted by political parties, it also meant that these groups were unable to assert their demands with the same force as the more seasoned political actors.

Apart from these political blocs, sit-in participants were organised along regional, tribal, professional or other lines. What had started by a few independent students and activists became a diverse mass movement of tens of thousands protestors: Islamists, socialists and Ḥūthīs; doctors and engineers next to illiterate tribesmen; *akhdām*, a socially marginalised group of dark complexion; *ṣāda*, elderly shaykhs and adolescent students; women’s rights activists and military deserters. In a country unknown for progressive attitudes towards women, tens of thousands of Yemeni women played an active and important role in the everyday activism of the movement, even if their leaders were largely marginalised in the decision-making of (post-)revolutionary politics. For many of these female activists, the goal to overthrow the regime was but a vehicle for a social revolution to improve the status of women in Yemeni society.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role / Affiliation</th>
<th>Logo</th>
<th>Principle Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>al-lajna al-tanzīmiyya li-thawra al-shabābiyya al-sha’biyya</td>
<td>Principle organisers of Ṣan’ā’ Change Square</td>
<td></td>
<td>Representatives from independent coalitions, al-munasiqiyya and shabāb al-ṣumūd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Organising Committee of the Popular Youth Revolution)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-majlis al-tansiqi li-shabāb thawrāt al-taghīyρ</td>
<td>Independent coalition</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aḥmad bin Mubārak, Wamīd Shākar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coordinating Council for the Youth Revolution of Change,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCYRC, Arabic acronym: ta-na-wa-ayn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥarākat aḥrār li-taghīyρ fi-l-yaman</td>
<td>Coalition of independent and leftist groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Free Movement for Change in Yemen)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Civic Coalition of Revolutionary Youth, CCYR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-kutla al-madaniyya</td>
<td>Independent coalition</td>
<td></td>
<td>ʿAbd al-Rashīd al-Faqīh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Civil Block)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majlis shabāb al-thawra al-silmīyya</td>
<td>Independent coalition with links to Islāh</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tawakkul Karmān, Khālid al-ʿAnīsī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Youth Council for the Peaceful Revolution)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-munasiqiyya al-ʿaliyya li-l-thawra al-yamaniyya</td>
<td>Islāh</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yāssir al-Ruʿaynī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The Supreme Coordination Body of the Yemeni Revolution)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shabāb al-ṣumūd</td>
<td>Hūthī Movement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Khālid al-Madani, Habīb al-ʿAriqī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Steadfast Youth)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: List of Major Coalitions at Change Square in Ṣan’ā’.
Apart from Ṣan‘ā’, tent camps arose in Ta‘izz, ‘Adan and at least five other provincial capitals. In July 2011, the Yemen Polling Centre (YPC) counted 1,750 tents of various sizes in Ṣan‘ā’, 750 in al-Ḥudayda, 468 in Ibb, 155 in ‘Adan, as well as 23 tents at Ta‘izz’s sāhat al-hurrīya (Freedom Square). The latter number does not adequately reflect the strength of the uprising in Ta‘izz since security forces had massacred dozens of protestors and burned tents in a night raid on 29 May, which forced most of the remaining activists to evacuate the square. One the contrary, sometimes described by Yemenis as the ‘heart of the revolution,’ the city, which has between 500,000 and 1 million inhabitants, became one of the liveliest sites of the citizen revolt. Located in the fertile southern highlands of the mintaga al-wustā, Ta‘izz became Yemen’s unofficial industrial and mercantile capital. Due to its relatively large educated, urbanised elite, Ta‘izz became an incubator for movement and simultaneously a site of the harshest regime repression. As the powerbase of Shāfi‘ī merchants, it draws on a rich historical legacy of contention. Ta‘izz became the epicentre of Free Yemeni Movement in the early 1940s and the birthplace of both the YSP and Islāḥ. The threat emanating from political movements in Ta‘izz has led Ṣāliḥ to stifle any traces of emerging political activism over the last decades, albeit with modest success.

The tent cities, which provided a variety of social services that catered to the every need of protestors, were key to sustain mobilisation. They became vibrant centres of art, dance, comedy, satire, caricatures, graffiti and even family celebrations, such as weddings. Public stages broadcast political speeches, music, theatre and poetry. Academics provided free lectures and courses on topics ranging from good governance to civil disobedience through to constitutional principles. Doctors set up field hospitals to tend to those wounded in clashes with security forces or balāṭig (regime thugs). Imams led prayers for the faithful. A public relations task force was established under the al-lajna al-tanẓīmiya, which became an interface with the media and the international community. Through its 20,000-member Facebook group, the CCYRC publicised human rights violations, mapped independent youth groups and coordinated among them. Volunteers provided food, organised garbage disposal and bathrooms, while qāṭ vendors supplied the campers with the popular, mild narcotic leaves. A volunteer-based security system helped keep the area free of weapons.
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However, these social services were largely compartmentalised by political groups. Iṣlāḥ’s *munasiqīya*, which was bankrolled by Ḥāmid al-Ālmar, provided water, food and tents to its own members.\(^{711}\) The Ḥūthīs had their own feeding system, computer stations, a small tent clinic and an office with a representative of ‛Abd al-Malik al-Ḥūthī. Despite the volunteer-based approach, services required substantive funding. Political parties mobilised funds from influential members. Tribal billionaire Ḥāmid al-Ālmar was the prime financier for the activities of Iṣlāḥ-affiliated groups in the squares, but the party also received donations from Qatar.\(^{712}\) Through its extensive network and resources, Iṣlāḥ helped establish a number of provincial protest squares, which was part of a larger strategy to assume control of the movement. Independents received donations mainly from the disgruntled business community, such as members of the billionaire Ḥāʾil Saʾīd family or Yemeni businessmen in Dubai, Saudi Arabia, India or Malaysia.\(^{713}\)

From the first demonstrations in mid-January to the mass protests in mid-March, the demands of the movement escalated from political and socio-economic reforms to Ṣāliḥ’s resignation and the overthrow of the entire political system. Initially, many protests focused on the controversial constitutional amendment, but the overall political vision remained vague. When asked about their motivation, protestors often alluded to everyday malaise, such as unemployment, corruption, lack of health services and education, insecurity and administrative discrimination. The demand for the removal of the old regime – as encapsulated in the popular slogans *irḥal!* (leave!) and *al-shaʿb yurid isqāṭ al-nizām* (the people want to overthrow the system) – therefore constituted the lowest common denominator, and provided a degree of cohesion in the movement.

In mid-March calls for Ṣāliḥ’s ouster matured into a more comprehensive political vision with concrete demands. The CCYRC issued an open letter on 16 March to donor countries ahead of a ‘Friends of Yemen’\(^{714}\) meeting in Riyadh later that month. The letter stated that millions of Yemenis had decided to overthrow the Ṣāliḥ regime for its ‘corruption, tyranny and injustice’ and urged the international community to boycott it.\(^{715}\)
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\(^{712}\) Interview with Ranā Jarihm, ‘Ammān, September 2012.

\(^{713}\) Interview with Ibrāhīm Mothanā, Ṣanʿā’, March 2012.

\(^{714}\) The Friends of Yemen is a donor coordination group that was established in January 2010 at a meeting of ministers in London to help bolster international political support for Yemen and help mitigate causes of instability. Co-chaired by the Saudi Arabia, the United Kingdom and Yemen, it has 39 countries and international organisations as members. The pledges of the group amount to several billion dollars.

A week later, the CCRY similarly issued a declaration to dismantle the Ṣāliḥ regime, in which it laid out a comprehensive political agenda. A national interim council should be established to manage a one-year transition phase, hold a dialogue for conflict resolution, and oversee elections and the making of a new constitution to establish a al-dawla al-madanīya al-hadīthah (modern civil state). The state was to entail a parliamentary democratic system, tripartite separation of powers, an independent judiciary, civil and political rights, development and social justice, as well as free and fair elections based on a proportional list-based system. Among other points, the long list of demands encompassed a political solution to the North-South and Ṣa‘da conflicts, the prosecution of human rights violators, the freeing of political prisoners, the reform of anti-corruption legislation and stolen asset recovery, as well as the merger of security and intelligence agencies under parliamentary oversight and of armed forces under the Ministry of Defence.⁷¹⁶

Based on a series of workshops with a number of loosely allied youth activists between mid-February and April, the CCYRC issued a similar statement of demands.⁷¹⁷ Its core demand was the removal of the ancien régime, including all members of the Ṣāliḥ family from leadership positions in military and civil institutions. The group demanded a six-month transition process under the leadership of a five-member Transitional Presidential Council and a cabinet composed of technocrats. The focus of the transition was to be on a solution to the Ṣa‘da and North-South conflicts, new elections and the drafting of a new constitution for a republican parliamentary system based on social justice, equal citizenship and a proportional list-based electoral system. The list of demands further included the restructuring of the judiciary to guarantee its independence, the replacement of the information and human rights ministries by independent authorities, the prosecution of corrupt individuals and those involved in the killing of protestors, the release of political prisoners and restructuring the security and military organisations under the umbrella of the Ministry of Defence.⁷¹⁸ Dozens of coalitions acceded to this list of demands, while others prepared their own adaptations of this declaration – an indication of the large degree of agreement within the revolutionary movement.⁷¹⁹
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⁷¹⁹ ‘Naṣṣat alā Darūrat Ḥisqāt al-Nizām Kāmilā Bīkālī Shababāt Maḥṣubiyāt Wa-Admān Ḥokum Fīdirāli WaHal ‘Adīl Li-l-Qādiya al-Janūbiya .. Hadramawt Ta’līn ‘An Mashrū’ al-Wathiqa al-Siyāsiya Li-l-Thawra al-Yamanīya (Given the Need to Overthrow the Entire System with all its Networks of Favouritism, and to
from different components reveal, however, that the broad consensus on a modern civil state was facilitated by a lack of convergence around the meaning of the concept. Various socio-political segments laid claim to the civil state; some took madani (civil) to mean ghayr 'askariya (non-military), others interpreted it as 'almani (secular), many Islamists used it to dissociate themselves from both secularism and theocracy, yet others saw it as the basis for a system of governance based on equality, rule of law and civil rights.720

The demands of the citizen revolt revealed a remarkable resemblance to previous contentious demands in Yemeni history, such as Zubayri’s matalib al-sha’b or the opposition demands in the post-unification period, particularly the wathiqat al-’ahd wa-l-ittifaq (Document of Pledge and Accord, DPA, 1994).721 An amalgamation of the YSP’s 18-point and the GPC’s 19-point plans, the DPA was a declaration to build a modern state based on constitutionally enshrined civil and democratic principles, such as party pluralism, decentralisation, freedom of speech and association, and human rights. The DPA’s goals were to disempower the executive by limiting the responsibilities of the 5-member Presidential Council, enact judicial reform, revise the elections law to a proportional-list based system, replace of the Ministry of Information by an official media council, as well as arrest and prosecute those involved in killing members of the opposition. In the security sector, proposed reforms encompassed the creation of a new intelligence organisation and the merger of security forces under the Ministry of the Interior.722

Despite the popularity of these liberal, non-partisan aspirations, components of the movement continued to pursue group-specific goals that were incompatible with the overall demands of the movement. Although Hirak asked its constituents to temporarily put aside calls for southern secession and refrain from raising the Southern flag, the struggle for an independent state in the South took precedence over building a civil state in the framework


of a unified Yemen. The participation of the Ḥūthīs in the revolution posed an equally puzzling contradiction: the belief in the special right to rule of the house of Ḥūthī, as reiterated in a declaration of principles signed by ‘Abd al-Malik al-Ḥūthī and several Zaydī ‘ulamā’ (religious scholars), inevitably negates the principles of equality and popular sovereignty propagated in the revolution. In the view of some segments of Sunni Islamists, including many members of the Īṣlāḥ party, the uprising provided an opportunity to establish an Islamic state in Yemen, which led them to either reject the notion of a civil state or nominally agree to the concept, but fundamentally recast its meaning.

Notwithstanding these differences, the early months of the uprising evoked a strong sense of patriotism around the waṭan (nation, homeland). The modern conception of pluralistic citizenship thus temporarily trumped narrower sectarian, secessionist or religious goals. The al-lajna al-tanzīmiyya, a coordination mechanism for the Change Square in Ṣanā’, exemplifies the desire to put political differences aside for the sake of al-talāḥum al-waṭani (national cohesion). Ideologically opposed groups, such as Īṣlāḥ, the Ḥūthīs and leftists, coexisted peacefully at the squares, a remarkable departure from the politics of the past, in which individual group interests were paramount to the national project. Yadav pertinently argues that the political articulation of such a post-partisan, crosscutting oppositional national identity had its origins in the networked, informal activism of intersectoral actors from the member parties in the formative years of JMP.

The popular slogan al-ṣaḥba yurid ʾisqāṭ al-niẓām among Yemen’s revolutionaries, which was inspired by Tunisian poet ‘Abd al-Qāṣim al-Sha’bī, signified much more than ‘down with the regime.’ It exposed a paradigm shift in the foundation of Arab politics: the imaginary birth of a new political entity – al-ṣaḥba (the people) – that had been absent
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726 Ḥūthīs and several Zaydī ‘ulamā’ (religious scholars), 8 July 2011; ‘Breaking Point? Yemen’s Southern Question’.
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during the Imamate, in the YAR and under the Ṣālīh regime’s divide-and-rule politics. \textit{Al-sha'b yurid} (the people want) was not only a symbol for the agency of this collective ‘political imaginary,’ but implied a notion of popular sovereignty, self-determination, citizenship and the collective will to underwrite a more inclusive, social contract.\footnote{Uriel Abulof, ‘What Is the Arab Third Estate?’, \textit{Huffington Post}, 10 March 2011; Challand, ‘Citizenship against the Grain’.} Hence, the people emerged as an autonomous actor on the political scene: nationalistic, rather than sectarian or parochial; political, but unaffiliated with political parties.

Protestors moreover framed the movement as a \textit{thawra shabābiya sīlmiya} (peaceful youth revolution). The concept of \textit{thawra} (revolution, from the root \textit{th-ā-r}: to rise, to be aroused) has been negatively connoted throughout most Islamic history as it contradicted the Ḥanafī theory of state, which holds that a tyrannical ruler is better than no ruler at all, for the risks that \textit{fitna} (civil strife) or \textit{fawḍa} (chaos, anarchy) posed to the Muslim community. In the course of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, it slowly acquired a neutral meaning with some positive characteristics. After the Egyptian uprising of 1919, military leaders in the Middle East began to use the term \textit{thawra} to lend a veil of legitimacy to some forty military \textit{coups d’état} in the 1950s and 1960s, including the 26 September and 10 October revolutions.\footnote{Ami Ayalon, ‘From Fitna to Thawra’, \textit{Studia Islamica}, no. 66 (1987); Thomas Mayer, \textit{The Changing Past: Egyptian Historiography of the Urabi Revolt, 1882–1982} (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1988).}

Collective memories of republican leaders played a crucial role in the citizen revolt. As a fervent nationalist and assertive advocate of state-building, Ibrāhīm al-Ḥamdī became a unifying figure for many North Yemenis, who began commemorating his assassination, for which they blamed Ṣālīh, for the first time on 11 October 2011. Despite his firm military rule, al-Ḥamdī became a symbol for the ‘civil state’ due to his efforts to modernise institutions and purge them from tribal influence.\footnote{'Al-Nā‘ib al-Qādir: Ightiyāl al-Ḥamdī Kān Naksa Kabira la Yuṣallahā ilā Inhiyār Sud Mā‘rīḥ (Deputy Judge: The Assassination of al-Ḥamdī was a Major Catastrophe Matched Only by the Collapse of the Mā‘rīḥ Dam'), \textit{Marib Press}, 12 June 2011.} Protestors in Ta‘izz carried posters of al-Ḥamdī that read ‘We are not of your generation ... but we love you.’ At demonstrations in South Yemen, people similarly raised banners of former president `Abd al-Fattāḥ Ismā‘īl, who – like Ḥamdī – symbolised the very antithesis of Ṣālīh’s tribal power base.\footnote{Zakarīyā Al-Kumālī, ‘Ma‘rka Ṣuwar fi al-Yaman: Al-Sāḥāt Tastanjid bi-l-Ramūz li-Īthāt Ṣālīḥ (The Battle of Photos in Yemen: The Squares Invoke Symbols to Overthrow Ṣālīḥ), \textit{Al-Akhbār}, 31 October 2011.}

The contentious repertoires of the movement – sets of routine forms of contentious interactions within a social system – thus became a hybrid mixture of local and regional influences with some marginal innovations. While non-violent tactics had been prevalent in the run-up to the revolutions of the 1960s, these episodes of contention soon turned into
ferocious battles between challengers and the authorities. Although in some rare instances components of the citizen revolt resorted to violent means, the movement by and large refused to draw on many of the standard claim-making routines, such as riots, kidnappings, assassinations, sabotage, armed attacks against government installations or guerrilla warfare. With the exception of self-defence, the protestors remained committed to non-violence even under severe provocations. A few months before the uprising, a Yemeni journalist aptly explained the rationale of this strategy: the opposition needed to avoid being dragged into a cycle of violence with the regime, which would have squandered its legitimacy and given Ṣāliḥ a justification to violently suppress the movement.\(^\text{734}\)

Instead, the movement’s repertoires of contention predominantly consisted of non-violent means, such as peaceful protest marches, civil disobedience, strikes, the occupation of public squares, public relations campaigns and lobbying outside actors. Even though such means formed an integral part of Yemen’s historical repertoires – whether in the 1960s or with Hirāk in the 2000s – the inspiration for these tactics came from the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt, which provided a powerful blueprint for regime change through non-violent mass protests and civil resistance. In fact, Egyptian activists shared a manual of collective action tactics with their Yemeni counterparts, which had originated in Tunisia.\(^\text{735}\)

The most innovative, visible and significant form of collective action, however, became the occupation of public squares. Apart from the practical ways in which this tactic benefitted movement mobilisation and organisation, the creative spatio-temporal occupation of a public sphere had a further dimension: the defiance of authoritarian time and space and the symbolic construction of a centre in which a different set of rules applied. As part of a civil disobedience campaign, activists moreover called on Yemenis to refuse to pay taxes and bills to government institutions. Other groups, such as akhdam street cleaners employed under degrading conditions, launched strikes that were only resolved when the government paid them compensation.\(^\text{736}\)

During the marches and sit-ins, the movement exhibited a plethora of collective ritualistic practices commonly found during the formation of social movements. Similar to rituals that strengthen the social cohesion of militaries, synchronised slogans, singing, dancing, and praying in a coordinated manner helped generate an esprit de corps and forge a layer of common identity among its participants.\(^\text{737}\)

\(^\text{734}\) Jābar, ‘Al-Mu‘ārada al-Yamanīya Khīlāl 60 ‘Āmān (The Yemeni Opposition after 60 Years)’.

\(^\text{735}\) Interview with Ranā Jarhmūm, ‘Ammān, September 2012.

\(^\text{736}\) Tom Finn, ‘In Revolt, Yemeni Untouchables Hope for Path out of Misery’, Reuters, 7 March 2012.

\(^\text{737}\) Tarak Barkawi, ‘Ritual in the Revolution?’, Al Jazeera English, 6 October 2011.
Tired of waiting for Ṣāliḥ to abdicate as the conflict protracted, protestors faced numerous difficulties, such as frequent power cuts, gas, water and food shortages, as well as the disruption of studies. Hard pressed to constantly produce action in order to keep up the momentum, organisers sought to prevent fatigue by organising marches to ‘peacefully escalate’ tensions. Although protestors followed non-violent routines, these marches often led to violent clashes with pro-government thugs or security forces that left several activists dead. Tawakkul Karmān, for example, was at one point strongly criticised for calling to a march on the presidential palace in which several protestors lost their lives. Yet, this could not prevent that fatigue gradually began spread among protestors in the long period of uncertainty that transpired between April and November 2011.

Important as it was, one must be careful not to overstate the role of new communication technologies in the revolt. Although such technologies have the potential to undermine repressive state monopolies or mobilise collective action, their role was strongly limited in Yemen due to the low social media usage rates. As a senior GPC member succinctly put it: ‘If you think Facebook will change Yemen, you’re crazy. We don’t even have electricity.’ With a literacy rate of 62 per cent of the adult population, Internet access was largely confined to Yemen’s educated, urban social strata. Internet penetration was the lowest in the region: only 10 per cent of Yemenis had internet access in 2010 as compared to 24, 34 and 53 per cent in Egypt, Tunisia and Bahrain, respectively. Yemen’s approximately 180,000 Facebook users represented only 0.74 per cent of the total population. In Yemen’s pluralistic media landscape with low levels of censorship by regional standards, the need to create alternative public online spaces was much lower in Yemen than in the highly repressive regimes in North Africa. Despite this, activists did open thousands of Facebook groups, fan pages, blogs, YouTube videos and Twitter pages to facilitate networking, raise awareness, generate international legitimacy and brief foreign journalists. Nevertheless, text messages, pamphlets and local distribution systems, such as qāṭ chews, families, tribes, markets or companies remained the most salient instruments for exchanging, debating and discarding information, as well as mobilising collective action.

---

Television and print media also played an important role in spreading information and shaping the expectations of protesters. Foreign and opposition-owned television stations, such as the Qatar-based al-Jazeera Arabic or the local Suhayl TV, as well as newspapers, including al-Ṣaḥwa, Mā’rib Press or al-Maṣdar, framed events in Yemen as a *thawra* (revolution), which state media (Yemen TV, SabaNews, al-Thawra, 26 September News) portrayed the situation as *fawḍa* (chaos, anarchy) or *azma* (crisis). From the outset, al-Jazeera, the most prominent 24-hour news channel, took a favourable stance towards the popular uprising. Ḥamīd al-Ahmar’s propagandistic local channel Suhayl made no secret of its support for the revolutionary movement. The channel advanced the absurd claim that ‘Ali ‘Abd Allāh Ṣāliḥ had contracted ‘Israeli poison gas experts’ to supress protestors and hurriedly – but wrongly – reported Ṣāliḥ’s death after an attack on his compound in June. According to the channel’s director, Muḥammad Qissām, ‘Suhayl is the voice of the Yemeni revolution,’ but more accurately, it constitutes an equally distorted counterweight to the official state media and political instrument in the hands of Ḥamīd al-Ahmar.742

Islamic and tribal contentious traditions resonated with the movement. Friday’s religious ceremonies and funeral processions for martyred protestors turned into catalysts of political mobilisation.743 From mid-February onwards, Friday prayers often drew large gatherings in major cities; they were ideally suited given that any government attempt to limit the freedom of congregation could have been interpreted as preventing Muslims from going about their religious duties. Most Fridays were dedicated to a revolutionary theme, which defined the priority of the week and helped contextualise or frame the uprising. Examples include the Friday of immovability (25 February); Friday of dignity (18 March); loyalty with martyrs (29 April); loyalty with people of the South (6 May); commitment to the objectives of the peaceful revolution (10 June); revolution until victory (1 July); rejecting foreign custody (8 July); the civil state (15 July); supporting the national council (19 August); revolutionary decisiveness (2 September); and female martyrs (18 November).

The Iṣlāḥ party encouraged protestors to sacrifice for the revolution by invoking the Islamic concept of martyrdom. As part of the *mashrūʿ shahīd* (martyr’s project), scores of young men enlisted themselves (and sometimes their children) to become martyrs. Even

---


743 ‘Yemeni Protesters Rally, Bury Their Dead’, *Agence France Presse*, 4 November 2011.
though the concept has in practice often included strategies of violence by Islamist movements, Ḥāṣālāh successfully reconciled martyrdom with the revolution’s non-violent approach. Those wearing mashrūʿ shahīd T-Shirts walked in the front rows of the marches and thereby risked running into the barrage of government forces’ gunfire. The readiness to die for a political struggle served – as was the case with Muḥammad al-Būʿazīzī – to confirm the commitment to the cause and by implication its righteousness.744

In the first months of the uprising, many tribesmen vowed to protect the revolution and astonishingly laid down their weapons and professed to non-violent principles, relinquishing century old traditions of self-defence and breaking with the stereotype of the conservative, backwards and violent tribesman. These tribesmen often found themselves in the front rows of demonstrations, albeit for a different reason: the calculus was that security forces would be hesitant to shoot tribesmen for fear of thār (blood revenge). In Taʿizz, where tribal ties are much weaker, women often made up the front rows.745 In the face of systematic regime repression, women, who traditionally enjoy a kind of immunity from verbal or physical abuse in tribal culture, invoked tribal customs for protection. In October 2011, they publicly set their maqārim (traditional veils) on fire. This ritual of last resort was a symbolic cry for justice, which obliged male tribesmen to come to their aid. The practice evoked polarised reactions from within the movement: liberals rejected the invocation of tribal customs, which they judged as contrary to the values of a modern, civil state, while others, who perceived tribal code and civil laws as compatible, supported the move.746

The Regime Strikes Back: Ṣāliḥ’s Counterrevolution and Elite Fragmentation

A master in the art of divide et impera, President Ṣāliḥ – who once likened ruling Yemen to ‘dancing on the heads of snakes’747 – has survived countless challenges in Yemen’s notoriously ungovernable political landscape since his ascent to power in 1978. As the Yemeni street tapped into the repertoires of Egyptian protestors, the Yemeni regime emulated some of the coping strategies of the Egyptian government, such as the use of thugs and security forces, restrictions on the media, as well as propaganda designed to

745 Atiaf Alwazir, ‘In Yemen, the Life March Revives the Debate on Immunity for Saleh’, Muftah, 22 December 2011.
create an alternative reality. Determined to stay in power, Ṣāliḥ unleashed the full spectrum of the dictator’s toolbox. Ṣāliḥ initially tried to appease and co-opt reformers, offer political concessions, buy political support and reframe the uprising as a foreign plot. However, as the movement’s challenge began to grow, he created a counter-revolutionary movement and began intimidating, provoking and brutally repressing protestors.

During the early protests, Ṣāliḥ attempted to pacify the discontent through economic ‘reforms,’ which came mostly in the form of cash transfers to strategic segments of Yemeni society: salary increases for civil servants and security personnel; waiving tuition fees for university students; halving the income tax; new subsidies and price controls, and paying new money into the social welfare fund. The Ministry of Civil Service moreover announced that it would initiate plans to employ 60,000 recent graduates at the order of the president. However, neither of these concessions was credible to the Yemeni public as it was unclear how Yemen’s ailing economy would have funded these measures. In closed-door meetings, Ṣāliḥ tried to bribe opposition politicians and tribal chiefs with material and cash benefits in exchange for political and military support.

When economic measures failed to quell the discontent, he attempted to co-opt reformists through political concessions. Following the recommendations of moderate GPC insiders, Ṣāliḥ proclaimed in an emergency session of the parliament and the majlis al-shūrā on 2 February not to rerun for elections in 2013 or have his son succeed him, and offered to ‘freeze’ the implementation of the controversial constitutional amendment that would have eliminated term limits on the presidency. Ṣāliḥ moreover promised to form a unity government, introduce direct elections for provincial governors – a major step towards decentralisation – and reopen negotiations with the JMP on terms the government had previously refused. For this purpose, he tasked the Quartet Committee, consisting of ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Iryānī and ‘Abd Rabbo Manṣūr Hādī for the GPC, as well as ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Anṣū (Iṣlāḥ) and Yāṣṣīn Saʿīd Nuʿmān (YSP) for the JMP, with finding a solution to the impasse. Although Ṣāliḥ’s proposal nominally met opposition demands, the JMP – weary of his unfulfilled promises in the past – reneged on the offer. The coalition called for more

750 ‘Raʾīs Al-Jumhūriya Yaʿlan Tajmīd Mashrūʿ Al-Taʾdīlāt Al-Dustūrīya Wa-Yadaʿū Al-Ruḥāʿiya Li-Istaʾnāl Aʾmūlla (President of the Republic Announces Freezing of the Constitutional Amendments Project and Calls on the Quartet to Resume its Work)’, Saba News, 2 February 2011.
systemic solutions on 13 February, refused dialogue with the regime on 19 February and rejected the offer to form a unity government on 28 February.\textsuperscript{751} On 10 March, then, Şāliḥ offered to put a new constitution to a referendum that would have transformed Yemen into a parliamentary democracy.\textsuperscript{752} The JMP believed that the proposal was a tactical gambit to change the media discourse and expose the opposition as unwilling to compromise.

In January, Şāliḥ initially apologised to all Yemenis ‘in case he erred or failed them…[because] nobody is perfect but God’\textsuperscript{753} and argued that ‘Yemen is not Tunisia.’ However, days after offering major economic and political concessions to appease the opposition, Şāliḥ struck a harsher tone. In a fiery speech to commanders of the armed forces in late February, he accused the protestors as apostates, who pursued a hidden, foreign agenda against the security and stability, unity, freedom and democracy in Yemen. Şāliḥ branded the uprising with the strongly pejorative terms ḥawāda (chaos, anarchy) and ḥinqilāb (coup), and stigmatised protestors as khawāna (traitors) and ‘umalā’ ([foreign] agents).\textsuperscript{754} In another speech, Şāliḥ claimed that the demonstrations were orchestrated from ‘a media control room in Tel Aviv for destabilizing the Arab world […] that is managed by the White House.’\textsuperscript{755} Throughout many speeches between February and May, he followed a simple but effective communication strategy based on binary opposition between his regime, the upholder of the republican system, unity and territorial integrity of Yemen, and the rebels. Şāliḥ consistently stressed that his government, which had been elected in 2006 for a 7-year term, enjoyed sharʿiyya dustūrīyya (constitutional legitimacy).

Another regime strategy was to divide the movement into its individual components. Şāliḥ cunningly framed the uprising as a dual conspiracy by appealing to

\textsuperscript{751} Al-Muʿāraḍa Fī-l-Yaman Tarfuḍ Mubādārāt al-Raʾīs Šāliḥ Wa-Taʾlīn Majmūʿat Maṭāliḥ (Yemen Opposition Rejects the Initiative of President Šāliḥ and Declares a Number of Demands), Marīb Press, 14 February 2011; ‘Al-Muʿāraḍa al-Yamanīyya Tʿalīn Rafaʿudhā min Jadīd Ījāʿ Īḥwār maʿ al-Sulta (Yemeni Opposition Declares Its Rejection of a Dialogue with the Regime), Al-Ṭagḥīyūr, 19 February 2011; Kasinof, ‘Opposition in Yemen Supports Protesters’.


\textsuperscript{753} ‘Ṣāliḥ: Al-Yaman Leisat Tūnis Wa-Lan Nasmah Lā-l-Fawḍā Al-Khalāqa Bi-Tadmīr al-Bilād (Saleh: Yemen is not Tunisia and We Will Not Allow Creative Chaos to Destroy the Country), Al-Ṭagḥīyūr, 23 January 2011.


\textsuperscript{755} Muhammad Ṣadām, ‘Raʾīs al-Yaman Yantaqṣṭ Taṣrīḥāt Ūbūmāʾ An al-Aḥḍāf Bi-l-Dīal al-ʿArabiyya (President of Yemen Criticizes Obama’s Statements about the Events in the Arab World), Reuters, 1 March 2011.
deep-rooted fears engrained in Yemen’s collective memory: the first plot, which ‘dates back to the 1994 war… seeks to divide North and South Yemen,’ while the second one aims to ‘re-establish the priestly Imamate’ – a reference to Hirāk and the Ḥūthīs.756 In an attempt to sow regional strife, regime thugs in Taʾizz reportedly provoked protestors using the strongly pejorative term barāghila (weakling), which was coined by northern tribesmen in the 1960s for people of the minṭaqa al-śuṣṭā.757 Ṣāliḥ stirred up fears about a future Iṣlāh-led government, targeting a domestic audience afraid of Islamist conservatism and a United States weary of losing their complacent ally in the war on terrorism. In a much publicised speech on April 15, Ṣāliḥ vilified women engaged in protests and enlisted pro-regime Imams to issue fatāwā (legal opinions) against the mixing of women and men in demonstrations in a bid to appeal to religious conservatives. Given that Ṣāliḥ is considered little devout among Yemenis, the move received little credibility.758 These efforts yielded little results in quelling the protests, but only further fuelled the determination of protestors.

The regime sought to maintain sovereignty over the media coverage of the events. In an information war, state media countered the coverage of al-Jazeera and Suhayl by reiterating conspiracy theories about the protestors. Ṣāliḥ recalled the Yemeni ambassador to Qatar in protest over al-Jazeera’s alleged incitement of unrest, violence and sabotage in the Arab countries: ‘What the channel is doing only serves the Zionist entity and terrorist groups such as al Qaeda as well as the enemies of the Arab seeking to ignite dissent and threatening the future of the next generations.’759 While a number of foreign journalists were deported from the country, local journalists were often beaten and had their footage confiscated. Government hackers managed to close down a number of websites in support of the revolution, albeit without consequences for the movement. The regime response to Suhayl was particularly harsh. Initial death threats and arrests of journalists were soon eclipsed by armed attacks and, on 25 May, gunmen devastated Suhayl’s office.760

Security forces, particularly Yahyā Ṣāliḥ’s quwāt al-amm al-markazī (Central Security Forces, CSF), arrested thousands of unarmed protestors and tried to contain the marches and sit-ins with water cannons, teargas, riot guns and rubber bullets. From early February on, demonstrators increasingly complained that balāṭiga – plain clothed police and tribal

760 Trégan, ‘Suhail TV, La Lucarne de La Révolution Yéménite’. 
thugs – attacked them with batons, knives and rocks in order to disperse marches.\textsuperscript{761} Leaked government documents, such as a letter from a local council, which details the spending of around $90,000 for enlisting bullies on two Friday demonstrations, confirm that these bullies were not only tolerated but, in fact, hired by the regime.\textsuperscript{762} The strategy was designed to create a culture of fear and provoke protestors into abandoning their moral high ground. If protestors had reciprocated the violence, it would have given the regime a pretext to crush the uprising with military force. Employing \textit{balāṭiga} had a decisive advantage over regular security forces: it provided deniability to regime and seemingly put it in the position of neutral arbitrator between rivalling factions.\textsuperscript{763}

On 3 February, the day after ‘Ali ‘Abd Allāh Šāliḥ had announced wide-ranging political concessions, he mobilised a counter-revolutionary movement of thousands of government loyalists. The government had erected large tents for the crowd, many of whom were shipped in on government buses, at \textit{mīdān al-tahrīr} (Liberation Square) in central Šan‘ā’. Their aim was to preventively occupy the square to pre-empt anti-government protestors taking it over as their peers had done in Cairo. The pro-Šāliḥ movement consisted of three groups: faithful long-time allies of the president; opportunists attracted by free food, stipends and \textit{qāt}; and civil servants, who were in one way or another compelled to show support. The author witnessed a quarrel between a GPC official and a tribal spokesperson, which illustrates the opportunism. The tribesman shouted: ‘You promised us money, you promised us \textit{qāt}. If we don’t receive our money and \textit{qāt} in the afternoon, we will join the protestors at Change Square.’ Nevertheless, the relatively modest incentives of YR 800 (approx. $4 at 2011 exchange rates) per day do not suffice to explain the massive attendance at pro-Šāliḥ demonstrations.\textsuperscript{764} A few thousand Šāliḥ loyalists remained for months in control of \textit{mīdān al-tahrīr}. In a bid to show his ability to mobilise his constituency, Šāliḥ held a speech in mid-February at a large stadium in Šan‘ā’. In March and April, he also entertained a number of rallies with several tens, perhaps hundreds, of thousands of supporters at Sab’aīn Square in Šan‘ā’, as well as parallel events in Ta‘izz, Ibb, Ḥudayda, Dhamār and ‘Amrān. As the Friday marches of the anti-regime


\textsuperscript{762} Muḥammad Muḥammad al-Qāṭi, ‘Letter from the President of the Local Council in Sha‘ūb Directorate to Minister of State, ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Akwā’ (Ministry of Local Administration, 27 March 2011).

\textsuperscript{763} Shatha Al-Harazi, ‘All You Need to Know about the Youth Movement’, \textit{Yemen Times}, 29 December 2011.

\textsuperscript{764} Tom Finn, \textit{Twitter}, 20 February 2011 The local journalist cites a case where a person received YR 4,000 for 5 days of protest. It is likely, however, that incentives were not standardised.
protestors, each event was dedicated to a theme: ‘Unity,’ ‘Brotherhood,’ ‘Loyalty to Our Leader,’ ‘Indebtedness to the Saudi Monarch,’ and ‘Yemeni Wisdom.’\textsuperscript{765} The extensive state media coverage of the crowds, which at one point exaggeratedly claimed that five million people gathered in Ṣāliḥ and another five in the rest of the country,\textsuperscript{766} reveals the intention of this public relations stunt: to suggest that the ‘silent majority’ was behind Ṣāliḥ.

While the regime initially pursued a strategy of stalling coupled with light repression in the hope that the revolutionary fervour would burn out, hardliners grew increasingly impatient by late February. With the political opposition on board, the movement had become a serious threat to regime survival. As political and economic concessions, buy-offs, negotiations, intimidation, verbal onslaught and arrests of activists failed to subdue the street protests, the response turned progressively heavy-handed. Security forces began spraying demonstrators with sewage and shooting live bullets into the crowds. Doctors accused security forces of using nerve, rather than tear, gas as demonstrators suffered from muscular convulsions; however, these claims were never independently verified and it is more plausible that the riot control agent had exceeded its expiry date.\textsuperscript{767}

According to the al-hay’a al-watanīya li-l-difāʿ al-ḥuqūq wa-l-ḥurrīyāt (National Committee for Defending Rights and Freedoms, HOOD), between January and October 2011, close to 1,000 activists were arrested across the country, often sequestered from hospital beds after demonstrations, and many of them tortured. The discovery of mass graves suggests that several dozens, perhaps hundreds, of them have died of their wounds or were killed. Some of the dead were stripped of ID cards to prevent the deceased’s relatives and friends from organising funeral marches that could turn into protests.\textsuperscript{768} By mid-March, the death toll amounted to at least 40 protestors with hundreds wounded.\textsuperscript{769} ‘Adan and Ta’izz bore the brunt of these violations, including the murder of protestors, limiting access to medical assistance, arbitrary arrests, and forced disappearances. Based on human rights documentation, conservative death toll estimates for the year 2011 range
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between 270 and 484 civilian casualties, while the Yemeni Ministry of Human Rights put the figure at more than 2,000 killed and more than 22,000 people wounded.\textsuperscript{770}

The increasingly brutal repression fuelled the uprising and began alienating traditional regime allies. In the course of February, the street protests expanded into the 100,000s. As a result, opportunity structures became more conducive to defections, which encouraged dozens of politicians from the ruling party, key tribes and part of the religious establishment to leave the sinking ship. By early March, a few dozen GPC officials, including thirteen members of parliament, resigned from their posts and the party, while another 59 threatened to do so if the attacks on protestors continued.\textsuperscript{771} Vulnerable to the waning support in its own rows, high-ranking party members described the resignation of ‘opportunists’ from the ruling party as a ‘purification of the GPC from parasites.’\textsuperscript{772}

Tribal responses to the uprising varied greatly, as many pragmatic tribal leaders observed the tug-of-war and waited how it would play out. As early as 1 February, a number of influential Bakīl shaykhs, Yemen’s largest tribal confederation, which encompasses around 15 major tribes, assumed the role of mediators. They issued a statement that accused both the government and the opposition parties of intransigence and called on all parties not to drag the country into fitna and fawḍa, revive the stillborn national dialogue with Ḥūthī and Ḥirāk participation, and stop any marches and rallies.\textsuperscript{773} However, with neither side willing to compromise, they soon abandoned the initiative.

The tribes in Mā’rib and al-Jawf, many of which have historically been in conflict with the central government, were quick to support the revolutionaries. On 17 and 18 February, the taḥāuf al-qabā’ il mā’rib wa-l-jawf (Alliance of the Tribes of Mā’rib and al-Jawf) and the multaqā abnā’ mā’rib (Forum of the Sons of Mā’rib) issued statements in which they condemned the violence perpetrated against protestors, and pledged to support and protect
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the movement.\(^{774}\) Many tribes in Mā‘rib and al-Jawf reiterated such statements on various occasions, held local rallies and sent some of their members to join the Change Square in Ṣan‘ā’. Their resentment of the lack of development in the oil-rich province, tribal leanings towards either Iḥlāṣ or the Ḥūthīs, and the fact that their tribal territories were largely beyond government control facilitated their stance against Ṣāliḥ.

In the course of February and March, Ṣāliḥ and the al-Ḥāmar family began to compete over the allegiances of the major Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes. Following Ṣāliḥ’s tour through tribal areas in mid-February, at least eleven tribal shaykhs pledged their allegiance to the president in exchange for cash and material benefits in the 100,000s of dollars.\(^{775}\) Ḥusayn al-Ḥāmar toured the heartland of the Ḥāshid to pre-empt meetings with Ṣāliḥ and rally tribes against him. On 26 February, he rallied 10,000s of Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribesmen in Ṣāmān and – in an unusually strong language – announced his resignation from the GPC and support for the popular uprising. His speech accused Ṣāliḥ in no uncertain terms of betraying the republican revolution, upon which his regime based its claim to legitimacy:

Down with the regime! Down with the liar! Down with the deceiver! Down with injustice! We launched a revolution in 1962 against the Imam, and now we are faced with a new Imam, who has been ruling us for 32 years.\(^{776}\)

Due to his powerful position in the Ḥāshid tribal confederation, Ḥusayn al-Ḥāmar enjoyed virtual impunity. State media denounced him as a ‘black sheep,’ who had gone rogue several years earlier over a lost nomination in the GPC. However, the tribal gathering was little more than a media stunt and did not accurately reflect tribal allegiances. None of the attending tribes knew why Ḥusayn had summoned them, and some of the same tribesmen had rallied only two days earlier in support of Ṣāliḥ in a neighbouring province. Astounded by Ḥusayn’s resignation, several Bakīl shaykhs later distanced themselves from Ḥusayn’s

---
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statement, claiming that he only spoke for himself. Ṣādiq al-Aḥmar was reportedly displeased about his brother’s sleight of hand with which he had attempted to create the false impression that Ḥāshid and Bakīl opposed the regime.\footnote{‘Khilāfāt Ḥāda baynAwsāl al-Shaykh ‘Abd Allāh bin Ḥusayn al-Aḥmar’; Holmes, ‘The Tribe Has Spoken’.
}
strategic significance and commitment. A significant number of tribes from the Ḥāshid and Bakīl, as well as the regionally dispersed Madhḥaj, confederation, issued support declarations to the citizen revolt, organised rallies or sent some of their members to Change and Freedom Squares across the country, while others pledged allegiance to the government or remained neutral. The strategically important governorates of Ṣanʿā’ and ‘Amrān, the heartland of Ḥāshid, were split in their allegiances. Tribes in Ḥaẓja, Dhamār and al-Bayḍā’ remained strongly allied to the government. In Ṣa’da, Mā’rib and al-Jawf, the most powerful tribes supported the revolution, while their local opponents by implication remained with the Ṣāliḥ regime. The majority of southern tribes in Laḥj, Abyan, Ḍāli‘ and Shabwa opposed the Ṣāliḥ regime, however, the salience of tribal identity, membership and resources in these areas was very weak.

However, pledges of support may not accurately reflect the real allegiances, as tribal shaykhs – primarily concerned with political survival – may issue them as a bargaining chip to extract concessions or resources from the central government, hedge bets, or a combination of the above. Such political manoeuvring is characteristic of Yemen’s Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes, who, in the words of one analyst, ‘get paid in the morning from one guy, pledge allegiance to him, then get paid from the other side in the evening and pledge allegiance to him.’

For a majority of tribes, local political considerations trump national level politics, which an episode from Mā’rib illustrates. In mid-March, the bodyguards of Mā’rib governor Nāji‘ al-Zaydī killed an anti-government protester from the ‘Abīda (Madhḥaj) tribe. Fellow ‘Abīda tribesmen stabbed the governor and forced him to flee the eastern province. In response, hundreds of tribesmen from governor’s Jahm tribe flocked to his office building in the city of Mā’rib, only to find themselves surrounded by armed ‘Abīda and Ashrāf opponents. In order to prevent a potentially destructive tribal war, leading Jahm and Ashrāf shaykhs agreed to stay out of the conflict between the regime and the opposition, and the Jahm retreated to their territory.
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Yemen’s religious establishment also split over the uprising. Due to their divergent political affiliations, Yemen’s two main organisations of ‘ulamā’— the official ḥay’āt ‘ulamā’ al-yaman (Association of Yemeni Scholars) and the non-governmental ḥay’āt ‘ulamā’ al-yaman (Committee of Yemeni Scholars) – advanced competing positions over the legality of the protests. The ḥay’āya initially remained silent on the question of legitimacy and, when the regime requested an advisory opinion, upheld the traditional Sunnī doctrine that allows the departure of the guardian only if he fails to uphold the faith. The group argued that the departure of the guardian only if he fails to uphold the faith. The group argued that the protests constituted ḥijār (civil strife) and their demand for the khurūj ‘alā walī al-āmar (departure of the guardian) was illegal.\(^780\) Headed by ‘Abd al-Majīd al-Zindānī, the ḥay’ā, on the other hand, affirmed the peoples’ aspirations for reforms and rejection of tyranny in a carefully worded statement on 21 February, and urged Şāliḥ to install a unity government.\(^781\) Şāliḥ tasked theologians from both groups to mediate the crisis, who worked out a seven (according to Zindānī) or eight (according to Şāliḥ) points agreement at a meeting in the Şāliḥ mosque in Ṣan’ā’ on 28 February. A special committee of seven ‘ulamā’ and seven tribal elders, which was entrusted with the mediation, conveyed these points to the JMP, which made a 5-point counterproposal. Although Şāliḥ initially signalled agreement, the initiative failed in mid-March over the president’s insistence of prohibiting demonstrations and his refusal to resign by the end of 2011.\(^782\) At the same time, the tide shifted more and more against Şāliḥ. On 13 March, twenty high-ranking Zaydī scholars – under the leadership of the deputy mufti of the republic, Muhammad bin Muḥammad al-Manṣūr – issued a strongly worded statement for the overthrow of regime:

We not only call the military, security services and police to protect our brethren, but also to join them for the sake of bringing down this corrupt and unjust regime. We also call all sons of the Yemeni Muslim people to descend to the ‘Square of Change’ – the square of


\(^781\) ‘Naṣ Biyān Hai’a ‘Ulamā’ Al-Yaman Bishān al-Aūdā’ al-Râhînâ Fi-Il-Balâd (Text of a Statement by the Committee of Yemeni Scholars about the Current Situation in the Country), Munâb ‘Ulamā’ Al-Yaman (Yemeni Scholars Forum), 21 February 2011.

honour and dignity – in order to support our brethren in repelling the fitna that only happened due to some people’s negligence in coming out to protest, which encouraged the regime to carry out these attacks.783

In governorates of the former south Yemen, including Ḥaḍramawt and ‘Adan, religious scholars widely affirmed the peoples’ right to demand reforms through peaceful protests since early February, and later called on Šāliḥ to leave office.784

By mid-March, Šāliḥ had lost dozens of members of the ruling party, key tribes and a substantial part of the religious establishment. However, neither of these groups fundamentally altered the balance of power. As formal political institutions lacked salience, turncoats from the ruling party did not wield significant political power independent of their positions in the government. With the notable exception of members of the al-Āhmar family, tribal defections were largely business as usual. Religious scholars, though influential on public opinion, held little material power, while the bifurcation of the country’s clerical elite moderated their influence on the course of events. However, these early cracks in the system785 of regime alliances foreshadowed a grand mutiny that would change the course of Yemen’s revolutionary movement.

The Friday of Dignity and the Collapse of the Pillars of Regime Power

18 March 2011 – known as jum‘āt al-ka‘āma, the Friday of Dignity – became a watershed moment in the Yemeni revolution. At around one o’clock, when Šan‘āʾ’s Dā‘īrī Road was filled with thousands of protestors after Friday prayers, regime thugs set fire to a pile of tires that was located behind a wall, which residents had erected to contain the expansion of the Change Square protest camp. In the cover of the smoke, plain-clothed sharpshooters opened fire from the roofs of surrounding buildings, including the house of Aḥmad ‘Alī al-Āhwal, the governor of Maḥwīt, a long-term Šāliḥ ally. In a matter of minutes, the professionally trained assailants killed at least 45 peaceful demonstrators, including three children, and wounded more than 200 before they were overpowered by the sheer mass of protestors. A Human Rights Watch investigation into the killings revealed evidence that key confidants of President Šāliḥ in collusion of the Central Security Forces had carefully

planned the massacre. Whether the president personally authorised the brutal attack himself or not, the attack was carefully planned. Ṣāliḥ was quick to mourn the shuhadāʾ ad-dinuqrāṭiya (martyrs of democracy), but there was no ambiguity among Yemenis, who have known Ṣāliḥ for over 33 years, who bore responsibility for the massacre. The Joint Meeting Parties quickly issued a powerful statement condemning Ṣāliḥ, and categorically excluded the possibility of any further dialogue with his government:

The bloody regime led by President Ṣāliḥ and his children and the children of his brother committed a massacre and crime against humanity by using violence and excessive force… in the deliberate murder of peaceful protesters in Change Square… The heads of JMP call on all classes and segments of Yemeni society, who have not yet joined the peaceful sit-in squares, to condemn and denounce this crime, which revealed the bloody path of this regime… and invite them all to join the peaceful protest squares… The JMP calls on all honourable officers and armed and security forces personnel, sons of this country and her protectors and protectors of all her people, to express their condemnation of these crimes and to refuse to participate in killing their peoples’ sons and assume responsibility for their own blood before God and the nation…

The atrocity was part of a shrewd political calculation that Ṣāliḥ had applied to Ḥirāk since 2007: if he managed to drag his opponents into a cycle of violence, it would squander the legitimacy of the revolution, and render the conflict into a military battle he could win.

In anticipation of further resignations, the president – for the first time since the outbreak of war in 1994 – imposed a 30-day state of emergency and dismissed the government in accordance with article 121 of the Yemeni constitution. The massacre’s blatancy became a symbol for the moral bankruptcy of the regime. Amidst an international outcry, domestic political support for the president haemorrhaged virtually overnight. Contention rapidly diffused from the early risers to the traditional triad of regime power: the military, the tribe, and political Islam. As individuals are frequently members in


multiple groups, the boundaries between political parties tribes and religious scholars were blurred. The case of Zindānī, a Sunnī religious scholar, shaykh in the Arḥāb tribe, and former member of Īslāḥ with close ties to Šālīh, illustrates this point.

The fragmentation of the political, military and tribal elite was the culmination of Šālīh’s failed alliance policy since the late 1990s, when the president began consolidating power around his immediate family.791 The appalling slaughter brought these intra-elite rivalries, which had been simmering under the surface for years, to the fore and provided a welcome opportunity for ‘a coalition of unlikely anti-regime bedfellows’792 to bandwagon with the movement. Ironically, none of the most prominent supporters of the movement – Ṭli ṭam al-Āḥmar family793 and shaykh ‘Abd al-Majīd al-Zindānī – were known for their democratic ideals, but had a reputation of corruption and a hardline approach to religious minorities, the Ḥūthūs and Ḥirāk. On 20 March 2011, scores of senior officials tendered their resignations from their official positions and the ruling party. These included three government ministers, seven further members of parliament, more than 20 ambassadors (roughly half of the diplomatic corps) in addition to dozens of other senior diplomats, as well as at least a hundred military officers, provincial governors, deputy-ministers, advisors, and local government officials, union leaders, and others.794

However, the most important blow to Šālīh was the defection of Major General Ṭli ṭam al-Āḥmar, the Commander of the Northwestern Military Zone – widely considered the second most powerful man in the country. On 21 March, Muḥsin announced his support for the revolution and deployed tanks and armoured vehicles from his firqa al-ūlā al-mudara’a (First Armoured Division) in strategic locations in Ṣan‘ā’. Muḥsin’s desertion opened the floodgates for military resignations; within hours, several top commanders, including Muhammad Ṭli ṭam, the Commander of the Eastern Military Zone, as well as dozens of high-ranking officers resigned.795 The breakaway

791 Glosemeyer, ‘Der Jemen ohne Ali Abdallah Salih?’
792 Longley Alley, ‘Yemen Changes Everything… And Nothing’.
793 Despite the similarity of names, there is no family relation between Ṭli ṭam al-Āḥmar and the son’s of Shaykh Ṭli ṭam bin Ḥusayn al-Āḥmar, Śadiq, Ḥamīd, Ḥusayn and Ḥimyar.
military units encompassed around 10 brigades with an average size of about 1,500 troops. ‘Ali Muḥṣin’s defection thus effectively led to a split in the army between the most powerful units: on the one hand Muḥṣin’s fiṣqa, and on the other Ahmad Ṣāliḥ’s Republican Guard and Yahyā Ṣāliḥ’s paramilitary Central Security Forces.

The longstanding alliance between Ṣāliḥ and Muḥṣin had begun weakening in the latter half of the 1990s, as Ṣāliḥ felt threatened by Muḥṣin’s political and military power and was angered over his refusal to support the grooming of Ḥāmid ‘Alī as presidential successor. The two remained allies, but began manoeuvring against each other. In a 2011 interview, ‘Alī Muḥṣin’s criticised Ṣāliḥ for not heeding to the advice of the trusted associates grouped in the so-called al-matbakh al-sīyāsī (political kitchen), trying to pass on power to his son as well as ‘tyranny, backwardness, corruption, and chaos’. This criticism is, in fact, coherent with Zaydī doctrine and coterminous with the earlier criticism levelled by Zaydī sāda and Free Yemenis against the Ḥamīd al-Dīn Imams for abandoning the shūrā principle, hereditary rule and Yemen’s backwardness.

After ‘Alī Muḥṣin’s defection, the tribal tide shifted decidedly against Ṣāliḥ. Despite Ṣāliḥ’s efforts to secure tribal backing or, at least, neutrality, in exchange for large cash transfers, the absence of long-term benefits, the marginalisation of tribes, as well as pejoration of prospects for Ṣāliḥ’s political survival led to successive tribal splits. Sādiq al-Āḥmar, the head of the powerful Ḥāshid confederation, which encompasses Ṣāliḥ’s own Sanḥān tribe, joined his brothers Ḥāmīd, Himyar and Ḥusayn in their open opposition to the president. While the eldest of the al-Āḥmar brothers had initially assumed a neutral position as the ‘brother of all’ in the preceding months, he now put his full weight behind the uprising. Later the same month, Ḥāmīd al-Āḥmar raised the stakes by calling on Ṣāliḥ to step down and leave the country. The family shifted from hedging bets to wait how events will turn out to outright support for the revolutionaries in order to preserve their political status in a post-Ṣāliḥ regime. Amīn al-‘Ākmī and ‘Abd Rabbu al-‘Awādī, the leading shaykhs of the Bakīl confederation and of the al-Baiḍā tribes, respectively, as well as two influential long-term allies from the Bakīl, Majālī bin ‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Shāʾīf and Sinān

Min 10 Alawiya Ta’ilun Ta’yi’dha Li-l-Thawra al-Sha’biyya (Police Academy and More Than Ten Brigades Announce Their Support to the Popular Revolution’).
796 Al-Istibdaḍ wa-l-Takhlīf wa-l-Fasād wa-l-Fawḍa.
798 ‘Ṣira Dhātiyya: al-Shaykh Sādiq al-Āḥmar - Taḥyār Tahawwul min Waṣīṭ bayn al-Mu’āraḍa wa-l-Nizām ilā Khaṣm Li-Ra’is Sāliḥ (Resume: Shaykh Sādiq al-Āḥmar - The Pilot Turned From a Broker Between the Opposition and the System to an Adversary of President Šāliḥ’), Marīb Press, 26 May 2011.
Abu Laḥūm, defected. Although Ṣādiq’s claim that all Ḥāshid tribes supported the uprising is exaggerated, many powerful Ḥāshid and Bakīl tribes did side with the revolution. These included, among others, the strategically located Arḥab and Nihm tribes in the outskirts of Ṣanʿā’, the Suḥyān, Hamdān and Kḥawālān, al-Ḥayma, ‘Iyāl Surayh and Yazīd, Banī Bahūlū, Banī Hushaysh, Banī Maṭar and al-Ḥaddā.

Apart from the Ḥāshid and Bakīl, many tribes in Mā’rib, al-Jawf, Shabwa, Abyan, al-Bayda’, Ḥadramawt and al-Mahra, for example the ‘Abīda (Mā’rib), ‘Awlāq, Ḥawārith (Shabwa), the Radā’, Qīfā, Rīāshī, Ṣābah, ‘Awāḍ (al-Bayda’) send their members to the protest squares. In some instances, they founded liyān shaḥāya (popular committees) to maintain security as the regime withdrew much-needed troops to Ṣanʿā’. Short-term tribal alliances, such as the multaqā abnā’ mā’rib (Forum of the Sons of Mā’rib), ṭahāluf al-qabā’il mā’rib wa-l-jaaṣ (Alliance of the Tribes of Mā’rib and al-Jawf), majlis al-taḍāmün al-waṭanī (National Solidarity Council) and the multaqā abnā’ al-manṭiq al-wuṣṭā (Forum of the Sons of the Central Regions) helped in coordinating among anti-government tribes.800 On 30 July, some 750 tribal and social figures from across Yemen founded the ṭahāluf qabā’il al-yaman (Alliance of Yemeni Tribes) with the declared goal of ‘protecting the revolution, unity and defence of the security and stability of Yemen’ against the ‘remnants of the family regime.’ The alliance committed itself to the principles of a civil state and shaykh Ṣādiq al-Aḥmar, a major force behind the initiative, was appointed as the head of its 116-member-strong consultative council. The ṭahāluf qabā’il al-yaman served the dual purpose of coordinating military action against the regime and politically representing member tribes. It called on security forces to refuse orders and evoked tribal codes for protection by equating attacks on the protestors with an aggression against the allied tribes themselves.801

Tribal resistance against the central government emerged virtually everywhere in late March and April. In the week following 19 March, in the far north, Ḥūthīs – who had joined forces with the popular arms dealer Fāris Manā’a – captured the city of Sa’da in a battle with pro-government al-‘Abbīdīn tribesmen led by shaykh ‘Uṭhmān Majālī. They expelled pro-Ṣāliḥi governor Ṭaḥa Ḥājir, and a newly constituted local committee, composed of Ḥūthīs, residents and defected military commanders, appointed Manā’a as


801 Ṣāliḥ Al-Qāʾid, ‘Ishhār “Ṭahāluf Qabā’il al-Yaman” Wa-Tawqiy’a Wathīqā Li-Nuṣra Thawrat al-Shabāb (Declaration of the “Alliance of Yemeni Tribes” and Signature of a Document in Support of the Youth Revolution’, Al-Masdar Online, 30 July 2011; ‘Naṣ Biyān Ṭahāluf Qabā’il Al-Yaman (Text of the Statement of the Alliance of Yemeni Tribes)’, 17 August 2011.
the new governor of Ṣa’da on 26 March. Manā’a, who resigned his membership in the ruling party only shortly before, had been a loyal ally to the president throughout the six Ṣa’da Wars, but relations with Ṣāliḥ had soured over his imprisonment in the first half of 2010. On 25 March ‘Abd al-Malik Badr ad-Dīn al-Hūthī entertained a huge victory rally of reportedly more than 100,000 followers, in which he called for Ṣāliḥ’s departure. The Ḥūthīs subsequently expanded into parts of neighbouring Ḥaţa, ‘Amrān, and al-Jawf governorates. In the same weeks, al-Bayḍā’ī’s ‘Awāḍ tribes expelled the Republican Guards from a base in al-Jawf and captured its weapons depot. They formed a popular committee for the governance of the province to pre-empt an ‘administrative vacuum.’ The same day, Arḥab tribes, which are strategically located in the proximity of Ṣan‘ā’ International Airport, announced their support to the revolution, and a few days later prevented a brigade of the Republican Guards from moving heavy weaponry to the capital.

Despite initial wavering, ‘Abd al-Majīd al-Zindānī turned against Ṣāliḥ, and dragged part of Yemen’s religious elite with him. While still involved in the clerical mediation initiative, Zindānī had visited Change Square in Ṣan‘ā’ on 1 March, where he slammed Ṣāliḥ for his authoritarian rule and proclaimed the advent of an Islamic state in Yemen. A week later, he announced in an interview on the opposition channel Suhayl TV that ‘it is not permitted to go out and protest against the authority.’ The relationship between the two had traditionally been close: Ṣāliḥ had used Zindānī on several occasions, be it for a fatwa against southerners in the 1994 war, to use radical Islamists to extract counterterrorism funding from the United States, or in the 2006 elections, when Zindānī supported Ṣāliḥ rather than the candidate of his own party. On 12 March, however,

---


804 ‘Biyān Sādir ‘an Mashāykh wa-Vīyān Qabīlat Arhab wa min Ma’hum min Qabā’il al-Yaman (Statement Issued by Shaykhs and Dignitaries of Arhab and Other Yemeni Tribes)’, 22 March 2011; Kamāl Al-Salāmī, ‘Qabā’il Arhab Tamanā’ Lāwā ‘Askari Taba’ bi-l-Ḥaras al-Jumhūrī min al-Tahrār bi-Aslihathu al-Thaqīla Nahū Ṣan‘ā’ (Arḥab Tribes Prevent a Military Brigade of the Republican Guards from Moving its Heavy Weapons to Ṣan‘ā’), *Al-Masdar Online*, 26 March 2011.

Zindānī left Śanʿā’ for his hometown in Arḥab in protest over the suppression of the protesters and called on security forces to disobey orders to kill citizens.806

After the Friday of Dignity massacre, Sunnī scholars from the *hayʿat ‘ulamāʾ al-yaman* issued a strong-worded declaration against the regime. The statement called on Śāliḥ to comply with peoples’ demands, attributed the full responsibility for the massacre to Śāliḥ and demanded the prosecution of the perpetrators. The *hayʿa* moreover refused his declaration of the state of emergency, urged to dissolve the *jihāz al-amn al-qawmi* (National Security Agency), demanded to remove the Republican Guards from Śanʿā’, and encouraged security forces to disobey orders.807 Shaykh al-Barāk, a cleric with close relations to the regime, rebuffed this declaration and framed the uprising as a temptation that must be resisted in order to avoid *fitna* or bloodshed, which are forbidden in Islam, and asked protestors to cease their activities.808 The exchange of *fatāwā* and counter-*fatāwā* across Yemen, which continued into the latter half of the year, manifests the politicisation of ‘*‘ulamā’*, which allowed each side to justify their actions in religious terms.809

By late March, Śāliḥ’s three-pronged support base had become a house of cards. With ‘Alī Muḥsin’s defection, he had lost a substantive part of the military, even if he maintained firm control over the Republican Guards and Central Security Forces. Significant parts of the religious establishment followed ‘Abd al-Majīd al-Zindānī, which adversely affected the religious legitimacy of the government. With the al-Āḥmar brothers standing united against Śāliḥ, tribal backing dwindled. Historically, the Ḥāshid and Bakīl have often rebelled against the central state when it was seen to be overreaching its


807 ‘*‘Ulamā’* wa-Shuyūkh al-Yaman Yaḥmilūn Śāliḥ Maʿṣūliya Mujzara Sāhat al-Taqhīyir wa-Yaṭāḥlibūna Bi-Istijāhā Li-Muṭalab al-Shaʿb (Yemeni Scholars and Shuyūkh Attribute Responsibility for the Massacre in Change Square to Śāliḥ and Urge Him to Respond to the Demands of the People)*, *Al-Maṣdar Online*, 19 March 2011.


authority. In the past millennium or so, a ruler’s ability to stay in power was directly predicated on his ability to maintain friendly relations with both tribal confederations.

As traditional regime allies turned against the regime after the 18 March massacre, the self-inflicted wounds of the past decades, described in chapter 4, came to haunt Ṣāliḥ. The challenges posed by the Ḥūthīs, Ḥirāk, disgruntled tribes, as well as radical jihadists became all the more pertinent as Ṣāliḥ stood without allies. Curiously, it was regime repression, which gave the largest boost to the movement. The outrage caused by the ḟumʿat al-karāma not only provided a welcome excuse for disgruntled elites, but – as Yemenis united against Ṣāliḥ – transformed the mobilisation into a mass movement.

**Hijacking the Revolution: From Polarisation to Militarisation**

Aware that a new regime dominated by old elites would be all too similar to the one they sought to oust, youth protestors faced a difficult political choice. The bandwagoning of the JMP and traditional Ṣāliḥ allies with the movement became a double-edged sword for independent activists. On the one hand, political parties’ resources, networks and experience spurred the organisational development and professionalisation of the movement. On the other hand, an internal struggle between the independent youths and those, who saw the movement as a vehicle for political influence, polarised the squares.

Before the JMP joined the protests, youth groups were scattered and had very few resources. Despite its attempts at building organisation structures, its members lacked the political experience to institutionalise the movement. Political parties and elites brought along financial resources that allowed keeping up the political momentum and provided military protection from abuses by ḏalātga and security forces loyal to the regime. While Ḥamīd funded a variety of social services through Iṣlāḥ-affiliated organisations in the squares, ‘Alī Muḥsin’s firqa recruited and provided basic military training to Iṣlāḥi youths.

However, early signs of internal quarrels began in February with the sit-ins, even before the JMP had officially endorsed the movement. The most salient dividing line in Ṣanʿāʾ’s Change Square emerged between members of Iṣlāḥ on the one hand, and independent youths, women and Ḥūthīs on the other. Determined to overthrow the regime the activists sought to ‘peacefully escalate’ the situation, while Iṣlāḥis preferred to wait for the outcome of negotiations between the opposition parties and the GPC. However, as long as the threat was perceived to emanate from the outside, particularly the Central Security Forces, relations were relatively amicable and even ideologically opposed groups,
such as Iṣlāḥ and the Ḥūthīs, coordinated with each other. Protestors largely agreed to deal with these issues internally in order not to weaken the movement.\footnote{810 Interview with Aṭiyāf al-Wazīr (Independent Youth Activist and Writer), Ṣanʿā’, November 2013.}

In the two-month period from March to May, however, internal conflicts came to the fore. Iṣlāḥ turned into the strongest force at Change Square in Ṣanʿā’ and other squares across the country. The party tried to impose its ideology, such as the prohibition of music and dancing or gender-separated marches, but soon backpedalled as its rigid stance cost the party popularity. The public stage at Change Square became the centre of many quarrels. Fights over airtime emerged as Iṣlāḥ began to assume control of the stage. After failed negotiations over speaking time among various groups, socialists and independents built their own stages, which were vandalised by Iṣlāḥ.\footnote{811 Ibid.} Party members also tried to ban groups from distributing documents that were not in line with Iṣlāḥ’s ideology. They viewed the pluralism of the squares as a problem and, by reference to the Islamic concept of *shaq al-saf* (lit. divide the row), equated internal criticism to breaking ranks.\footnote{812 Interview with Ranā Jarhūm, ‘Ammān, September 2012; Interview with Gabūl al-Mutawakkil, Ṣanʿā’, November 2013.}

After *jumʿat al-karāma*, internal oppression became blatant. Backed by two cunning political entrepreneurs – Ḥamd al-ʿAlīmar and ‘Alī Muḥṣin – Iṣlāḥ came to dominate the *lajna al-tanẓīmiyya* and took over the security of the squares. A number of independent youths, some of which had been camping since 3 February, refused to recognise the self-imposed authority of the *lajna*. They faced constant harassment from the *lajna* and soldiers acting on its behalf. In one instance, when decided to march on 60 Meter Road in defiance of the *lajna*’s directives, they were stopped and beaten by soldiers from ‘Alī Muḥṣin’s *firqa*. After Ṣāliḥ denounced the mixing of women and men in demonstrations, Muḥṣin’s soldiers beat women, who failed to obey orders not to participate in marches with their male counterparts.\footnote{813 Interview with Aṭiyāf al-Wazīr (Independent Youth Activist and Writer), Ṣanʿā’; Interview with Ranā Jarhūm, ‘Ammān, September 2012.} Protestors that arrived with the life marches from Taʿizz in Ṣanʿā’ were also severely beaten. Iṣlāḥ’s control of the squares crystallised in the construction and maintenance of a prison designed to discipline insubordinate youths.\footnote{814 ‘Bi-l-Fīdiyyū: Sijin Ḥizb al-Iṣlāḥ fī Sāḥat al-Taghīyr wa-Sama ʿĀra ʿalā Jubayn Kul Yamanī (On Video: Iṣlāḥ Party Prison in Change Square and Shame on the Forehead of Every Yemeni)’, al-Baydā’ Press, 31 December 2011.} As the second strongest group in Ṣanʿā’’s Change Square, the Ḥūthīs clashed on various occasions with Iṣlāḥīs, who had sabotaged their media tent and clinic.\footnote{815 Interview with Ranā Jarhūm, ‘Ammān, September 2012.}
ʿAlī Muḥṣin was perhaps the most divisive figure in the squares. After his defection, protestors were asked to change the slogan al-shaʿb yurūd isqāṭ nizām! (The people want to overthrow the system!), of which Muḥṣin had been an integral part, by irḥal! (Leave!), which focused only on ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Śāliḥ. Those, who failed to comply, were either beaten or imprisoned. ʿAlī Muḥṣin’s name moreover disappeared from lists of corrupt individuals that were to be overthrown, while youths and activists wanted to hold him accountable. 816 Southerners refused to stand side-by-side with Muḥṣin for the role he had played in the 1994 war, and intensified calls for southern independence, while Ḥūthīs held a grudge for his involvement in the Ṣaʿda wars. The president’s supporters tried to capitalise on the emerging rifts in the movement and with slogans, such as ‘No Muḥṣin; No Ḫamīd.’ Conspiracy theories emerged among the protestors over whether the Śāliḥ regime had planted ʿAlī Muḥṣin as a Trojan horse to divide the movement and Zīndānī – who had made it on the US Treasury Department’s Specially Designated Global Terrorist list in 2004 – in order to foreshadow an Islamist takeover. Such theories, however, proved unfounded, as both were trying to position themselves for a post-Śāliḥ future.

By late April, many centrist and independent activists felt that their revolution had been hijacked. A deep sense of disillusionment and exclusion led to the political demobilisation of many early risers, which withdrew from the squares. Less than four months later, the once vibrant squares filled with revolutionary enthusiasm had decayed into dull places, in which co-demonstrators seemed more preoccupied with each other than the regime they aspired to overthrow. While Iṣlāh’s role in the squares led to the internal politicisation of the movement, ʿAlī Muḥṣin and Śādiq al-ʿAḥmar contributed to its militarisation. Ṣanʿāʾ was divided into areas of military influence. Most of Ṣanʿāʾ’s neighbourhoods south of Zubayrī Street and east of Sāyla Road remained under the control of forces loyal to Śāliḥ (red), the Republican Guard or the Central Security Forces. ʿAlī Muḥṣin’s firqa controlled the northern and western parts of the city, especially the area around Ṣanʿāʾ University, where its base was incidentally located, and al-ʿAḥmar’s tribal fighters and al-Ḥaṣaba (both purple). At various locations, for example at Zirāʾa Street or the area between the Ministry of the Interior and al-ʿAḥmar residency soldiers from opposing factions faced each other with as little a buffer as a few meters.

816 Interview with Gābul al-Mutawakkil, Ṣanʿāʾ, November 2013; Interview with ʿAṭiyāf al-Wazīr (Independent Youth Activist and Writer), Ṣanʿāʾ.
Amidst predictions that Yemen was at the verge of a civil war, moderate GPC insiders and members of the JMP actively engaged in negotiations behind the scenes from March 2011 onwards. In mid-March, Yemen’s foreign minister Abū Bakr al-Qirbī travelled to Riyadh to discuss a Saudi-led mediation initiative by Arab Gulf States. On 25 March, Ṣāliḥ announced his willingness to ‘hand over the power to safe hands, and not to malicious

forces who conspire against the homeland," which was widely interpreted to mean his political allies and exclude political antagonists, such as ‘Alī Muḥṣin and the al-ʾĀḥmārs. At an extraordinary meeting of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) in Riyadh on 3 April, the foreign ministers of the GCC states announced the council’s role in mediating the conflict in Yemen. The final statement urged Ṣāliḥ to announce a power-transfer to his vice-president and form a national unity government under opposition leadership, which was to oversee the drafting of a new constitution and new elections. The president welcomed the initiative in the state media, but selectively focused on continued dialogue and avoided the issue of a power transfer. The JMP initially rejected the deal as it contained an immunity clause for Ṣāliḥ, but then sent a delegation headed by Muḥammad Bāsindwa (independent), including ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Ansī (Iṣlāḥ), Yāsīn Saʿīd Nuʿmān (YSP), Sulṭān al-ʾĀtwānī (Nasserite Union Party) and Ḥāsan Zayd (al-Ḥaqq Party), to meet GCC foreign ministers in Riyadh on 17 April. According to the state news agency, Ṣāliḥ welcomed and repeatedly confirmed his readiness to sign the Gulf Initiative in April and May. In reality, however, he stalled behind the scenes, while driving up fears that his departure would lead to a grab power, or worse: plunge Yemen into a civil war.

After painstaking process of consultations and several drafts of the agreement, Gulf negotiators secured a workable compromise: the formation of a unity government within seven days, a power transfer from Ṣāliḥ to the vice-president within 30 days in exchange for immunity from prosecution, followed by presidential elections. Ṣāliḥ insisted that the signing ceremony be split over two days and exclude officials from Qatar, whose news station al-Jazeera he blamed for the turmoil in the region. The opposition conversely announced that its appointees to a unity government could not swear an oath to the outgoing president, nor were they able to halt street protests. Despite these reservations, Ṣāliḥ and the opposition declared their readiness to sign the deal on 23 and 26 April, respectively. The 30-day transition and immunity clause ran diametrically opposed to the demands for Ṣāliḥ’s immediate departure and prosecution. These on-going negotiations exacerbated the disillusionment among youths and the disconnection between them, the Ḥūthīs and Ḥīrāk and the political establishment. In their own language the JMP’s acquiescence to the accord amounted to an ‘an insult to the blood of the martyrs.’
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The signature of the deal became a cat-and-mouse game. Despite being publicly supportive of the initiative, Ṣāliḥ refused to sign the agreement on three different occasions. Each time, the president raised new procedural obstacles or reneged on the deal at the last minute. With the signature scheduled 30 April, GCC Secretary General ‘Abd al-Laṭīf al-Ziyānī met with Ṣāliḥ four times in Šanʿāʾ, but each time the president had another excuse for not signing the deal. Ziyānī eventually left Šanʿāʾ over Ṣāliḥ’s refusal to sign in his capacity as president, but only in his role only as the chair of the GPC. On 12 May, Qatar announced its withdrawal from the mediation process in order to remove another obstacle to the signing ceremony ahead of a visit of Ziyānī in Šanʿāʾ to revive the deal the next day.822 Another ceremony was scheduled for the afternoon of 18 May, but – once again – the deal broke down in the last hours. This time, Ṣāliḥ recalcitrantly insisted on signing a deal only with ‘legally recognised parties,’ which excluded the independent Muḥammad Bāsindwa – the opposition’s choice for prime minister of the bipartisan government. Even though they agreed to replace Bāsindwa with the YSP’s Yāsīn Saʿīd Nuʿmān as first signatory, their refusal to drop Bāsindwa from the list led Ṣāliḥ to renege on the deal.823 However, the next day – likely because of international pressures – Ṣāliḥ changed his mind and another signing ceremony was scheduled for 22 May.

The third failure to sign the agreement occurred on 22 May, the anniversary of Yemen’s unification. The political drama unfolded as Ziyānī and a group of Western and GCC member country ambassadors gathered at the Embassy of the United Arab Emirates in Šanʿāʾ. JMP leaders, who had signed the agreement at the house of opposition leader Muḥammad Bāsindwa a day earlier, waited to move to the Presidential Palace if word was received that Ṣāliḥ would sign the agreement. It never came to this, however, as hundreds of armed Ṣāliḥ loyalists surrounded the embassy and trapped the diplomats in the building. A move widely believed to have been orchestrated by Ṣāliḥ, the diplomats remained under siege for 10 hours until Ṣāliḥ dispatched two old Soviet military helicopters to the scene to evacuate the envoys. They were brought to the Republican Palace, where GPC vice-president ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Iryānī and three assistant secretaries of the ruling party signed
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the agreement. Šāliḥ, however, objected to signing ‘behind closed doors’ and insisted on a public ceremony with opposition leaders, speculating that they would refuse to attend due to the unpopularity of the deal with the protestors. By the end of the day, the GCC announced the suspension of the initiative and Šāliḥ apologised on behalf of its supporters.

The incident had – once again – exposed the stalling and attrition strategy of the regime. Šāliḥ was determined to escalate the situation and drag his opponents into a cycle of violence. The embassy siege, which was a slap in the face of its oil-rich neighbours from the Gulf and the international community, caused widespread outrage in Yemen. Revolutionary youths blamed Šāliḥ for the failure of the initiative, even if they had themselves rejected the initiative, and called for a peaceful escalation of the protests. Šādiq al-Aḥmar publicly proclaimed that he was ready to free the diplomats with his bare hands and accused Šāliḥ of committing ʿāby awsaaḍ (‘black shame’) – a tribal concept for crimes that cannot be pardoned. On the day of the siege, pro-regime mobs roamed the city and cordoned off the roads to Change Square and other places. Šāliḥ moreover deployed loyal troops at strategic locations across the city, including in the neighbourhood of al-Ḥaṣaba, home to the al-Aḥmar family. According to al-Aḥmar, forces from the Republican Guards and the police tried to enter al-Aḥmar’s residence, but were repelled by his guards in a shootout – a move widely interpreted as an attempt by the regime to escalate the situation. The provocation, which was supposed to send a message to al-Aḥmar, constituted nothing short of a casus belli. Šādiq al-Aḥmar responded that he did not believe that Šāliḥ’s madness went this far, but ‘if civil war breaks out, we are ready for it.’

The last week of May, which marked the beginning of the militarisation of the conflict, became a crucial turning point for the citizen revolt. The day after the GCC negotiations broke down, skirmishes erupted in Ṣanʿāʾ’s al-Ḥaṣaba neighbourhood between units of Aḥmad ‘Alī’s Republican Guard and tribal fighters loyal to Šādiq al-Aḥmar. Within a few hours, Šādiq’s fighters, which were stationed in the Ḥāshid stronghold of ‘Amrān north of the capital, took over the buildings of the Ministry of Industry and Trade, 826 ‘Al-Munasiqīya al-ʿAliyya li-l-Thawra Tuṭālib al-Khaliq al-Takfīr ‘an al-Khaṭṭa’i al-Siyāsiyya wa-Tuṭālib ‘Umum al-Jumḥūriyya al-Badī’ fī al-Jānib al-ʿAmalī li-Barnāmej al-Taṣṣalī’ (The Supreme Coordination Body of the Revolution Asks Gulf for Penance for the Political Sin and Demands the General Public to Begin the Programme of Peaceful Escalation), Marīb Press, 24 May 2011.


the Ministry of the Interior, Yemenia Airways and the Saba News Agency next to al-Aḥmar’s residence. In accordance with tribal customs, Ghālib al-Qamish, the head of the Political Security Organisation, brokered a short-lived ceasefire by placing 100 loaded guns at Ṣādiq’s disposal.828 On Ṣāliḥ’s initiative, tribal mediators then gathered at al-Aḥmar’s mansion on 25 May. During the meeting, the Republican Guard attacked the building with light arms and mortars, killing seven mediating shaykhs and their relatives.829 The incident was tantamount to a declaration of war. Heavy fighting raged over the following two weeks in al-Ḥaṣaba, Banī al-Ḥārith and Ṣūfān, which involved heavy artillery and the Yemeni Air Force. Although this battle for Ṣanʿāʾ was mainly contested between Ṣāliḥ and al-Aḥmar, ‘ʿAlī Muḥsin’s First Armoured Division was soon drawn into the conflict.

The withdrawal of loyalist troops from bases across the country to bundle their forces in the major cities triggered violent episodes all over Yemen. On 25 May, the Bakīl tribes of Arḥab and Nihm some 30 kilometres north of Ṣanʿāʾ, which had been preventing the Republican Guard from moving heavy weapons into the capital since March, became entangled in a protracted war with Ḧamad ʿAlī’s forces that lasted until June 2012.830 In Taʿizz, regime repression reached hitherto unseen heights. On 29 May 2011, security forces and plain-clothed thugs (some of which were disguised in ‘abāyas, the black robes Yemeni women wear) launched a relentless six-day assault against protestors.831 After the massacre of dozens of protestors at Freedom Square, local tribes led by shaykhs Ḥamūd al-Mīkhāfī (Iṣlāḥ) and Sulṭān al-Sāmaʿī (YSP) came to the defence of the protestors and seized public buildings, which was welcomed by the activists.832 As the conflict protracted, government forces began to shoot mortars into demonstrations or used anti-aircraft guns against people and buildings. In both theatres of war, ʿʿAlī Muḥsin sent trusted commanders and arms to anti-regime tribes behind the scenes in a bid to weaken pro-Ṣāliḥ forces.833
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Meanwhile, on 27 May, some 300 members of Anṣār al-Sharı’a, a local rebranding of al-Qā‘ida in the Arabian Peninsula that first surfaced in April 2011, exploited the security vacuum and took control of Zinjibār, the capital of Abyan governorate. ‘Ali Muḥṣin and several defected generals accused Šāliḥ of colluding with the militants in order to stir up fears of an al-Qā‘ida takeover. Although difficult to corroborate with facts, the abandonment of the city by government troops without resistance and the Šāliḥ regime’s longstanding manipulation of Islamists renders this claim credible. During the fierce three-month battle for Zinjibār, the rebels repelled numerous offensives to recapture the city and free the besieged 25th Mechanised Brigade, including a massive campaign on 17 July supported by local tribesmen, tanks shelling and naval rocket strikes. However, only a joint operation on 10 September by units loyal to Šāliḥ and ‘Ali Muḥṣin, together with local tribesmen, was able to uproot Anṣār al-Sharı’a from the city.

The Zinjibār episode not only repudiated the common assumption that al-Qā‘ida was among the losers of the Arab uprisings, but revealed the group’s new strategy to seize and govern territory. The militants declared Abyan an Islamic Emirate and began to provide public services, such as water, electricity and local justice in line with the shari‘a (Islamic law). In 2012 and 2013, Anṣār al-Sharı’a fought further battles with security forces, local tribes and the lijān al-muqāwama al-sha‘biyya (Popular Resistance Committees) in Abyan and Shabwa. In January 2012, Ṭāriq al-Dhahab, a local tribal leader with ties to AQAP, seized control of Radā‘, a town in al-Bayḍā‘ about 100 kilometres south of Ṣan‘ā‘. Ultimately, however, al-Dhahab was ousted by his own tribe, which disapproved of his links to al-Qā‘ida. In March 2012, Anṣār al-Sharı’a launched a massive attack in Zinjibār, which triggered a major army offensive to uproot the group between May and June.
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In Yemen’s north, the Ḥūthīs significantly expanded their territorial control from 2011 onwards, which turned the movement into the preponderant military and political force in the area. After *jumʿat al-karāma* on 18 March, they seized government institutions in Ṣa’da and assumed full administrative control of the governorate. Throughout the rest of the year, the Ḥūthīs further expanded their sphere of influence in al-Jawf, Ḥajja and ʿAmrān by overpowering Salafi groups and pro-government or Iṣlāḥ-affiliated tribesmen, as well as persuading local Zaydī tribes to join them. By early 2012, the temporary alliance of convenience with other components of the citizen revolt – Iṣlāḥ, the al-ʿAḥmars, ʿAlī Muḥsin – had fractured. The fear of a post-Ṣāliḥ regime dominated by the former prompted the Ḥūthīs to expand further into ʿAmrān and Maḥwit, allegedly in pre-emptive self-defence,842 which led to increasingly frequent clashes between February and September 2012.843 Large-scale fighting flared up again in Ṣa’da between October 2013 and January 2014 as the Ḥūthīs besieged the Dār al-Ḥadhīth, a Salafi religious institute in Dammāj, with which they had already engaged in combat in the final months of 2011.844

On 3 June 2011, only a week after the outbreak of war in al-Ḥaṣaba, events in Ṣanʿā’ took an unexpected turn. During Friday prayers at a mosque on the presidential compound, ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ was severely injured845 in an assassination attempt. The blast, which was later determined to have emanated from an improvised explosive device (IED), rather than a rocket or mortar, suggested an inside job.846 Ṣāliḥ blamed ʿAlī Muḥsin and the al-ʿAḥmars for the attack, but the identities of the perpetrators were never revealed. With Ṣāliḥ flown out to Saudi Arabia for medical care, Vice-President ʿAbd Rabbu Manṣūr Hādī was designated as acting head of state. Real power, however, remained with Ṣāliḥ’s family, especially ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ, called for dialogue with his rivals, but his resolve to cling on to power appeared unshaken.847

While President Ṣāliḥ remained injured and under house arrest in Saudi Arabia, whose leaders had grown wary of his manoeuvres, fierce conflicts raged across Yemen in the summer of 2011 that challenged the regime on all fronts: Arḥab and Nihm, Taʾizz, Zinjibār, Radāʾ and the northern governorates. Nevertheless, the Ṣāliḥ clan proved a
remarkable ability to stay afloat. The coalition of the citizen revolt, whose political activities were by then almost entirely dominated by the Joint Meeting Parties, and particularly IŞlāḥ, attempted to form a transitional government to break the political deadlock. In June, they established a 17-member Transitional Presidential Council and elected the 142-member al-majlis al-watānī li-qawāḥ al-thawra al-silmīya (National Council for the Forces of the Peaceful Revolution). Although both bodies encompassed a balanced membership that encompassed the JMP, the Ḥūthīs, defected tribes and army units, as well as the Southern Movement Hirāk, the initiatives remained stillborn.848

After months of deadlock, Ṣāliḥ authorised Ḥādī to negotiate a settlement with the opposition in line with the GGC deal in mid-September.849 While Saudi Arabia wavered over how to best deal with Ṣāliḥ, he unexpectedly arrived in Ṣan‘ā’ on 23 September amidst rumours that he had outsmarted his Saudi hosts.850 His return concurred with a campaign to violently suppress peaceful protests and a renewed onslaught by loyalist military units against al-Āḥmars positions and the headquarters of ‘Ālī Muḥṣin’s firqa in the third week of September. The hostilities not only proved that the ailing regime was still a force to be reckoned with, but also set a powerful sign that Ṣāliḥ would only leave on his own terms, rather than be forced out. In an attempt to fashion himself as the only viable game in town, Ṣāliḥ insisted that he would not sign the GCC deal unless ‘Ālī Muḥṣin and Ṣādiq al-Āḥmar left the country so that he could transfer power to ‘safe hands.’

In October, however, the balance of power shifted decidedly against the regime. Local tribes made major advances against the Republican Guard and the Central Security Forces in Ta‘izz.851 In clashes with ‘Ālī Muḥṣin’s firqa in Ṣan‘ā’, the Republican Guard incurred heavy losses.852 Around the same time, Tawakkul Karmān was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, which was construed as an international nod to the Yemeni revolution.


The opposition successfully stepped up its efforts to garner international support. With the backing of the GCC, the EU and the United States, the UN Human Rights Council and the Security Council passed resolutions on 14 and 21 October, which called on President Ṣāliḥ to move forward with negotiations over an ‘inclusive’ and ‘Yemeni-led’ political transition process ‘without further delay.’ Following three failed signing attempts and numerous revisions of the agreement, Ṣāliḥ finally bowed to international pressure and signed the deal on 23 November under the custody of King ‘Abd Allāh in Riyadh. His decision was likely motivated by a fear of international sanctions and the critical concessions that gave him protection from prosecution and a face-saving exit.

The Architecture, Politics and Failure of an Exclusive Transition Process

The signature of the GCC deal opened a new chapter in Yemeni politics. The agreement granted Ṣāliḥ immunity in exchange for his resignation and set down an ambitious 2-phase roadmap that was governed by its implementation mechanism. In the first, 90-day phase, executive authority was transferred to Vice-President ‘Abd Rabbu Maṣūr Hādi, but Ṣāliḥ maintained the honorary title of President until early presidential elections; this symbolic gesture implied that Ṣāliḥ was unseated by the ballot, rather than ousted by protests. As specified in the agreement, Hādi (GPC) appointed Muhammad Bāsindwa (Independent) as Prime Minister and swore in a bipartisan national consensus government on 10 December. The ministerial portfolios were evenly split between the GPC and the JMP, whereby neither side would control both the Ministries of Defence and of the Interior, and vice-ministers were of the opposite political affiliation as the minister. Treating Yemeni revolt as a simple conflict between two contending parties, however,
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meant that the non-signatories of the agreement – the Ḥūthīs, Ḥirāk and independent youths – were excluded from what was supposed to be an inclusive transition government.

Although the GCC initiative brought about Ṣāliḥ’s resignation after a staggering 33 years in power, it left many Yemenis with mixed feelings. Conceived by a club of reactionary monarchies to ‘avert a civil war’ in Yemen, the deal transformed Yemen’s brief revolutionary moment into a transition roadmap that prioritised peace and stability over retributive justice and systemic change. Due to Ṣāliḥ’s insistence to deal only with ‘legally recognised parties,’ the agreement lacked popular legitimacy as it was signed into force by the ‘old’ JMP on behalf of the revolutionaries. However, the JMP was not representative of the revolutionary coalition and lacked the vigour and independence of a true opposition, as many in its leadership, especially Iṣlāḥ, had been beneficiaries of Ṣāliḥ’s patronage system. To make matters worse, the agreement granted Ṣāliḥ and officials who had served during his rule impunity for the crimes committed. Although UN human rights chief Navi Pillay urged lawmakers to respect the prohibition in international law against granting amnesties for gross human rights violations, the cabinet referred the controversial immunity law to GPC-dominated Yemeni parliament, which passed it in early January.

Apart from the dubious legality of the immunity deal, the agreement contained a fatal flaw: it retired Ṣāliḥ from the presidency, but not politics. He not only remained the chair of the GPC, but wielded considerable power through informal patronage, while his family members and allies continued to hold key positions in the military and security apparatus. The early presidential elections, which inaugurated the second phase of the GCC roadmap, were another source of controversy. The ballot on 21 February went relatively smooth and remained uncontested; with a 99.8 percent majority and a voter turnout of 6.5 out of Yemen’s approximately 10 million registered voters, the elections gave acting president Hādī a broad mandate for his two-year term. However, with Hādī as the only candidate, they were merely a referendum with a pre-determined winner.

Although the weak and uninfluential Hādī was an acceptable compromise candidate to warring factions and powerbrokers, his background as Ṣāliḥ’s deputy for 17 years and a
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military leader from Abyan, who had helped crush the Southern insurgency in the 1994 war, made him hardly the fresh choice the revolutionary coalition had hoped for.

The lack of inclusion, the immunity deal and the single-candidate election thus prompted the Ḥūthīs, Hīrāk and many independent youths to reject the GCC deal. While these groups boycotted the presidential elections, the revolution thus continued unabated, but with crucial tactical changes, in parallel to the transition process. Youth groups launched the so-called ṭhaʿwra al-muʿassasāt or ṭhaʿwra muwāẓīya (revolution of institutions or parallel revolution), an effort to purge hitherto untouchable Ṣāliḥ loyalists from public institutions. They were able to expel corrupt officials from more than 19 institutions, such as the national airline, the state news agency, the Ṣanaʿa police or the Central Organisation for Control and Audit. Mutinies broke out in various security institutions, including the Republican Guard, the Central Security Forces, the Air Force and the Coast Guard. Most crucially, youth activists organised so-called masārīt al-ḥāḥāya (life marches) from Taʿizz and Ḥudayda to Ṣanʿā in December 2011 and January 2012, which swelled to more than 100,000 participants along the 200-250km trails. The caravans were designed to revigorate the revolution and broaden its constituency by appealing to rural Yemenis, which – despite constituting about 70 percent of the population – had only marginally participated in the predominantly urban protest camps.

Only hours after Ḥādī was sworn in as president on 25 February, a massive blast rocked a presidential palace in al-Mukalla. Three months later, a suicide bomber killed 120 soldiers and wounded 350 during a rehearsal for the Unity Day parade in Ṣanʿā. Both attacks, for which Al-Qāʿida in the Arabian Peninsula claimed responsibility, reiterated the paramount challenge of the transition process: to re-establish public security. Although the Committee on Military Affairs for Achieving Security and Stability, which commenced
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its work in early December, was able to remove some armed manifestations in the cities, the government had little control in large swathes of territory and the armed forces remained fragmented. In a game of musical chairs, Hádi step by step removed Šāliḥ’s family and allies from key military posts. In several rounds of presidential decrees between April 2012 and April 2013, he dismissed Muḥammad Šāliḥ as Air Force chief, reshuffled Tāriq from the Presidential Guard to a remote brigade in Ḥaḍramawt, purged ‘Ammār from the National Security Organisation and discharged Yahyā from the Central Security Forces. Although Muḥammad Šāliḥ shut down Ṣanʿā’ airport in protest over his discharge and 1,000 Republican Guard troops besieged the Ministry of Defence for some days in August 2012, the backlash of the dismissals remained relatively contained.

Hádi moreover decreed some fundamental changes in the order of battle. As part of a reorganisation of units and regional command structures, he dissolved Āḥmad ‘Alī’s Republican Guard and the First Armoured Division under ‘Alī Muḥsin’s command, redeploying a number of their brigades to the newly created Presidential Protection Force. Nonetheless, ‘Alī Muḥsin emerged relatively unscathed out of the restructuring. Although the major-general lost much of his power of order, he was appointed as a military advisor to President Hádi, who – without a strong domestic power base of his own – required ‘Alī Muḥsin’s political and military backing. The rotation decisions disproportionately affected the Šāliḥ camp. Ahmad ‘Alī was posted as ambassador to the United Arab Emirates and several members of the Šāliḥ family to positions as military attaches abroad, which left them with little choice but to surrender their posts. Hádi thus successfully employed the same strategy that republicans had used to rid themselves of the ancien régime in the 1960s – to rotate them to diplomatic, symbolic or remote posts where they could do little harm.

The centrepiece of the GCC-sponsored transition process, however, was the al- mu’amar al-ḥiṣār al-waṭanī al-shāmil (the Comprehensive National Dialogue Conference, NDC), which was to be an inclusive political forum to discuss Yemen’s future. Originally scheduled to commence in November 2012, the 565-member conference opened its gates on 18 March 2013. In accordance with the parameters specified by its preparatory
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committee, the NDC encompassed nine thematic working groups: the Southern issue, the Ṣaʿda issue, national reconciliation/transitional justice, state building, good governance, military and security, independent bodies, rights and freedoms, as well as sustainable development. The composition of representatives – political parties, social movements (Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk), Southerners, youth, women and civil society, as well as direct presidential appointees – provided for a diverse mix, which prioritised inclusiveness over effectiveness. Given the need to generate a wide-reaching national ownership, this prioritisation made sense, but inevitably made reaching consensus in official NDC deliberations more difficult and thus dependent on elite back-channel negotiations.

In practice, however, the NDC was marred by difficulties from the outset and scored poorly in terms of outreach, effectiveness, inclusiveness and transparency. Located in the Mövenpick Hotel, a 5-star fortress on a hill overlooking Sana’a with daily room rates that exceed the monthly salary of a mid-level ministerial employee, the conference remained as remote to Yemenis as its venue. While Yemen’s poverty rate increased from 42 to 55 percent between 2009 and 2012, the $40,000,000 conference, which paid daily stipends of $100 to $180 to delegates, stirred resentment. Its meagre public outreach did little to improve community relations in a country in which 7 out of 10 inhabitant live in rural areas. The conflict along Ḥūthī-Salafi/Ḥāshid lines, clashes with Ḥirāk, an assassination campaign against security officers, the tribal demolition of energy infrastructure, and the expansion of drone strikes against al-Qāʿīda, which committed a barbaric attack on a military hospital in Ṣanʿā’ in December 2013, made the optimistic progress reports of the conference appear utterly out of touch with reality. Further complications arose when two Ḥūthī members, ‘Abd al-Karīm Jadban and Aḥmad Sharaf al-Dīn, were assassinated, the latter during the drafting of the NDC’s final report.

Despite these difficulties, some working groups made considerable progress. The Ṣaʿda group agreed on a number of common principles for a solution to the conflict, such as a commitment to freedom of worship, promoting economic and social development, and
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the rejection of foreign interference. Notwithstanding their conciliatory positions, the Hūthīs created realities on the ground in the northern governorates. Politically-savvy liberals of Anṣār Allāh’s political wing in Ṣan‘ā’, such as ‘Alī al-Bukhaytī or ‘Alī al-‘Imād, acknowledge this as a problem, but explain that the movement cannot afford to ignore the different rules of the game – the law of the strongest – in the northern governorates.876 The military and security group concurred on the depoliticisation, professionalisation and centralisation of the armed forces under the Minister of Defence. Transitional justice was extremely controversial and torpedoed by GPC delegates. The quite viable guidelines by the state-building and independent institutions groups contrasted with the long wish lists of the freedoms and rights, good governance and sustainable development groups. Many proposals, however, such as the disarmament of all militias and tribes or establishing health and unemployment insurance bore little relation to available resources and constraints. Overall, the densely written 352-page final report was an optimistic but convoluted repository of 1,500 recommendations that lacked prioritisation and a strategy for effective implementation.877 As a Yemeni youth leader sarcastically summed up, ‘the NDC resolved all of Yemen’s problems – except for the secessionist strife in the South, the Ṣaʿda conflict in the North, national reconciliation, transitional justice and state-building.’878

The inclusiveness of the NDC was jeopardised by insufficient attention to the buy-in of Hirāk in the conference. Set on the restoration of a state in the South, most Southern factions rejected any participation in the NDC since it was held under the premise of preserving Yemeni unity. Instead of a sustainable political solution, Ḥādī provided a quick fix: he appointed allies from his home governorate of Abyan (former South Yemen). While these delegates lacked the legitimacy to represent the South at large, those who did participate on behalf of Hirāk frequently boycotted NDC sessions and lacked a popular mandate to make meaningful concessions. As one delegate dramatically remarked in a personal interview, ‘we will be killed if we bring anything less than independence back home.’879 When an NDC delegation visited ‘Adan in May 2013, protestors tried to sabotage their arrival at the airport and later trapped the group in their hotel.880 Ḥādī

---


878 Personal Correspondence with Gabūl al-Mutawakkil (NGO Leader and Youth Activist), February 2014.

879 Interview with Badr Bāṣalama, Ṣan‘ā’, November 2013.

eventually sought to address the problem; he issued an apology to the Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk for past crimes, which – though a welcome step – was too little, too late. In November 2013, tensions within Ḥirāk’s leadership surfaced as a faction led by former Interior Minister Muḥammad ʿAlī Ahmad pulled out of the dialogue. Delegates from Ḥirāk cited ‘political manoeuvres’ by Hādī, who was eager to bulldoze a final agreement, as their motive.

As the NDC approached its closing date without a deal on the future state structure in sight, Hādī – undisturbed by NDC rules – simply delegated the most contentious issue of the conference to the 8+8 Committee. An exclusionary subcommittee with eight delegates from each North and South, the 8+8 were handpicked by the president himself. In its final report, the committee announced its decision to transform Yemen from a unitary state into a federal structure. This represented a compromise between the position of ʿIslāḥ and al-Rashād, which agreed to abandon their insistence on a unitary state in favour of a federation with five or six regions, and Southerners, which had moderated their demands for independence to a two-region federal entity. Unable to reach consensus, the 8+8 delegated the decision on the number of regions to the equally exclusive Regions Committee. Established shortly after the release of the NDC’s final report, this 22-member committee took less than two weeks to delineate six federal regions – Azāl, Sabā’, al-Janad, Tihāma, ʿĀdān and Ḥaddāmawt. The process lacked broad consultation and was too short to commission detailed studies. Neither the agreement on federalism in principle, nor its regions were ever revisited or approved by the NDC, but simply accepted as a fait accompli and submitted to the Constitution Drafting Committee, which its work in March.

883 Interview with Badr Bāsala, Ṣanʿā’, November 2013.
884 ‘Ittiḥāq Ḥawal Ḥal ʿAdl li-l-Qaḍīya al-Janūbiyya (Agreement on a Just Solution to the Southern Question)’ (Ṣanʿā’: Muṭṭamar al-Ḥiwr al-Waṭani al-Shāmil, 23 December 2013), -.
Map 8: Envisioned Federal Regions according to NDC Outcomes.
Although the reasons for the breakdown of the GCC Initiative were complex, the transition regime’s imposition of crucial political decisions through intransparent committees and the misgovernance of the transition significantly contributed to its unpopularity and ultimate demise. Even though all but the Ḥūthī representative had signed off on the new map, the Yemeni Socialist Party and the Salafi Rashād Union expressed reservations about the six-region federal division, while the Ḥūthīs and Ḥīrāk publically rejected the plan. Although principally in favour of a federal state structure, the Ḥūthīs argued that the six-region partition distributed natural wealth unevenly. It deprived the Azāl region, in which the Ḥūthīs’ historical homeland of Şa‘da was situated, of significant resources and access to the sea. Here they were referring, respectively, to the hydrocarbon-rich governorate of al-Jawf and the Red Sea province of Hajja, which the movement has traditionally considered within its sphere of influence. For its part, Ḥīrāk rejected the proposal claiming that it divided the South according to the partisan benefits of the ‘warlords’ of the 1994 war (the GPC and Iṣlāh) and resulted in the re-production of a British colonial scheme that divided the Federation of South Arabia from Shabwa, Ḥaḍramawt and al-Mahra.

While the NDC completely monopolised the national scene, Yemenis became increasingly disillusioned with the transition regime. Although its governance markedly departed from the Ṣāliḥ era, national politics turned into a scramble for power and the transition regime undermined public institutions and the rule of law. As political parties vied for control, patterns of political appointments either resembled the quotas of the GCC agreement or were flat-out based on partisan loyalties irrespective of merit or standardised criteria. The GPC and Iṣlāh, which had been political allies in the early 1990s, dominated successive cabinets and planted party members in civil and military institutions. Despite their inclusion in the NDC, Ḥīrāk, the Ḥūthīs, smaller political parties and youth groups were thus marginalised in the governance of the transition. The Ḥādi administration made virtually no progress in addressing popular demands for social and economic development, fighting corruption or the release of political prisoners, while legislation for transitional

---

890 ‘Yemen’s Oil and Gas Resources, a Tale of Money and Politics’, *Yemen Post*, 3 March 2014.
891 Yahyā Al-Sudmī and Ahmad Al-Shamīrī, ‘Al-Ra‘īs Hādī Yasta’d li-‘Alān li-Lajnät Shi‘yaghat al-Dustūr wa-Bin Mubārak Yu’akid Wujūd Ishkāliyyāt (President Hādi Prepares to Announce Constitutional Drafting Committee and Bin Mubarak Confirms the Existence of Problems)’, *Al-Balad*, 12 February 2014. This is historically somewhat inaccurate as Shabwa was part of the FAS, rather than the Eastern Protectorate.
justice and the creation of a national human rights institution stalled. Hādī moreover leveraged the transition framework to undermine constitutional provisions, legislation and institutions, such as the Yemeni parliament, the Supreme National Authority for Combating Corruption or the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation.893

After the closure of the NDC, tensions continued to simmer under the surface, which soon escalated into a full-blown national crisis. As part of a reform package to avert an economic meltdown, the transition government decided to remove fuel subsidies in late July 2014.894 The government hastily pushed through the deal without consultation, reckoning that this approach would stir less dissent. With remarkable political shrewdness, the Ḥūthīs tapped into the ensuing wave of popular discontent to position themselves as the champions of subaltern aspirations. Under the theme ‘al-thawra mustamira ..’ (‘the revolution continues …’), they launched a civil disobedience campaign, established protest camps in Ṣanʿā’ and rallied against corruption, misgovernance, poor public service delivery as well as the domination of old elites, which widely resonated among Yemenis. President Hādī agreed to dismiss his government and reduce the subsidy cuts – a move Anṣār Allāh rejected. After mediation attempts failed, fighting broke out in Ṣanʿā’ between the Ḥūthīs and troops loyal to ʿAlī Muḥṣin al-Aḥmar on 17 September.895 Tacitly backed by ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh Ṣāliḥ, who sought to take revenge against ʿAlī Muḥṣin, the al-Aḥmars and Iṣlāḥ; the Ḥūthīs managed to capture government buildings in the capital with relative ease.

The move radically altered the political landscape. Instead of seizing power in a coup d’état, however, Anṣār Allāh signed the Peace and National Partnership Agreement (PNPA) with President Hādī and the JMP on 21 September.896 In the PNPA, they committed to withdraw from Ṣanʿā’ and ‘Amrān, as well as cease hostilities in al-Jawf and Māʾrib. In exchange, Hādī was to reinstate fuel subsidies, replace the prime minister and government, as well as appoint one Ḥūthī and Ḥirākī each as presidential advisor.897 Articles 8, 9 and 10 of the agreement moreover demanded the reconstitution of the National Body for the Implementation of NDC Outcomes to align the state structure in the constitution with NDC results (rather than the conclusions of the Regions Committee). Within days of signing the PNPA, Hādī nominated the two presidential advisors and raised fuel subsidies in accordance with Ḥūthī demands. The formation of a new government

893 Ibid.
894 The new policy caused diesel and petrol prices to double from 100 to 195 and 125 to 200 Yemeni rials.
proved more difficult, but by late October Hādī established a balanced cabinet under Prime Minister Khālid Bahāḥ in which the GPC and JMP held nine, and the Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk six, posts each. Although the PNPA temporarily defused the crisis and led to a more equitable transition government, it deeply polarised the political landscape.

In mid-January 2015, matters came to a head. Reassured by international backing, Hādī circumvented the PNPA in an attempt to advance the constitutional process. On 17 January, he tasked his office director Aḥmad bin Mubārak to deliver the draft constitution to the National Body, which had not been reconstituted in accordance with the PNPA. Enraged by this political intrigue, the Ḥūthīs kidnapped Mubārak to thwart the six-region federal order contained in the document. In the ensuing standoff, the Ḥūthīs seized the presidential palace and placed Hādī under house arrest. Although the state news agency reported that the contenders had reached an agreement, which stressed adherence to the NDC outcomes, on 21 January, President Hādī and the Bahāḥ government tendered their resignation the next day. ‘Abd al-Malik al-Ḥūthī then called for a national conference to discuss a power-sharing deal, but negotiations faltered, as all factions but Ṣāliḥ’s GPC boycotted the meeting. Amidst countrywide protests, the Ḥūthīs’ Revolutionary Committee issued a ‘constitutional declaration’ on 6 February, which overthrew the by then only nominally existing GCC-sponsored transition process. It replaced the Yemeni parliament by a 551-member Transitional National Council with the power to elect a 5-member Presidential Council to rule over a new two-year transition process.

The slow-motion power grab not only completely polarised Yemeni politics, but cost the Ḥūthīs many of the sympathies they had earned beyond their core constituency. Anṣār Allāh supporters, conversely, lauded the movement’s role in confronting corruption, filling the security vacuum and eradicating al-Qāʿida in the Arabian Peninsula. As part of the latter struggle, tensions flared up again on 20 March when Sunni extremists set off coordinated bombs in two Ṣanʿāʾ mosques used by Zaydī worshippers, which killed at least 137 and wounded more than 350. The attacks, for which dāʿsh (the Islamic State) claimed responsibility, prompted the Ḥūthīs to advance their southward conquest, capturing the
city of Taʿizz on 25 March, followed by al-Ḍālīʿ and Lahj governorates. The events forced
the hand of the House of Saud. The same night, the kingdom launched concerted air raids
against Ḥūthī positions and military infrastructure. Hādī, who had meanwhile fled to
ʿAdan and rescinded his resignation, issued a plea for a military intervention at an Arab
League summit on 28 March. The Saudi-led military campaign against the Ḥūthīs
engulfed Yemen’s domestic power struggle in a protracted inter-state war, which became
the final nail in the coffin of a modern civil state.
CONCLUSION

To return to the principal question with which this study began – to examine why and how the citizen revolt of 2011 transpired in relation to Yemen’s longstanding history of contentious politics – one might conclude that the roots of the revolt are more localised, varied and run deeper than commonly suggested in general accounts of the Arab uprisings. Rather than grievances, relative deprivation or new technologies, its emergence and distinct trajectory primarily stem from a particular conjuncture of historical structures and contemporary political processes. Precipitated by events in North Africa, shifts in political opportunities gave rise to a temporary, cross-partisan coalition around the overthrow of the Ṣāliḥ regime, which drew on existing mobilising structures and espoused longstanding historical demands. Even though elite powerbrokers and political parties soon superseded the short-lived revolutionary moment, it represents but the latest episode in a long-term struggle over a more inclusive and equitable power-sharing arrangement in Yemen.

Although the geographical concept of a logically bounded ‘Yemen’ has endured as a ‘political imaginary’ for three millennia, it has only sporadically existed as a coherent political, economic and cultural entity under a single central rule. Instead of categorising Yemen as a failed state, however, an analytically more precise characterisation is that of a hybrid, neopatrimonial order in which traditional patrimonial structures coexist, blend, overlap, permeate and compete with modern, legal-rational forms of organisation. Rulers’ limited ability in Yemen’s resource-scarce environment to muster the means to project power across long distances forced them to rely on the acquiescence of the country’s multiple power centres, particularly selected northern tribes. The maintenance of state authority has thus primarily been predicated on their ability to control strategic infrastructure to generate the revenues required for a distributive, rather than taxation-based, political economy. The rise and decline of durable polities – Sabā’, Ḥimyar, the Rasūlīds and early Qāsimī rule – has hence been associated with external impulses, such as commodity booms, technological innovations or foreign incursions. The same is true for the Ṣāliḥ regime, which reached the pinnacle of its power after the transformation from a remittance-driven political economy to an oil-exporting rentier state in the mid-1980s, but then became increasingly unstable as oil rents contracted in the first decade of the 2000s.
Deep-seated regional divisions have moreover shaped the course of Yemen’s citizen revolt. The most prevalent of these contradictions is that between the *balād al-jaysh* (land of the army), the tax farming Zaydi Imamate (897-1962) with its militarised tribes in the semi-arid northern and central highlands; and the *balād al-‘aysh* (land of bread, livelihood, production), the agricultural, commercial and later industrial Shāfi‘ī areas of the miṣtaqa al-wustā around Ta‘izz, as well as the western and southern coast. While the former areas constitute Yemen’s military powerhouse, but are characterised by an unsustainable, semi-sedentary mode of agricultural production and unstable political authority; the agricultural and resource base of the latter regions has underpinned the stability of political authority, but simultaneously made them susceptible to foreign domination. Although each of these territories has become associated with distinctive doctrinal characteristics of the Shi‘ī Zaydiya and the Sunnī Shāfi‘īya, the divisions between upper and lower Yemen are not of sectarian, but mainly of economic and social, significance. The Anglo-Ottoman partition, the split between the YAR and PDRY, as well as Southern aspirations for independence after 1994 have furthermore added a political dimension. These divisions not only explain why Ta‘izz became a major engine of the uprising, but also illustrate the heterogeneity and divergent interests of the various components of the revolutionary movement.

Despite the persistent impact of these historical structures, the narrative of Yemen’s citizen revolt is, of course, not primarily a story of age-old geographies. Nor was the uprising a direct consequence of the short-term causes frequently cited in accounts of the Arab uprisings: the political inertia and moral bankruptcy of (neo)patrimonial Arab autocracies, neoliberal economic policies, unemployment and social inequality, a youth bulge or new media technologies. Although grievances, relative deprivation, demography and technological advances constituted crucial enabling factors, given the ubiquity of these conditions, they do not sufficiently account for the emergence of collective action. Instead, Yemen’s citizen revolt resulted from three dynamic processes unfolding between 1990 and 2010: the erratic and limited liberalisation since the unification of the two Yemens in 1990, the creeping ‘oligarchisation’ of power since the 1994 war and what I term the ‘politics of calculated chaos’ – a paradoxical propensity of the Ṣāliḥ regime to foster disorder and resistance in order to position itself as the defender of republicanism and unity.

First, the unification of 1990 caused the newborn Republic of Yemen to undergo an erratic process of political liberalisation, which – though limited in its overall achievements – laid the foundation for the gradual expansion of a modern and independent civil society. Despite the reversal of democratisation after the 1994 war, a vibrant landscape of civil
society organisations – dedicated to such issues as social development, fighting corruption, and promoting human rights – (re-)emerged in the 2000s. The 1990 und subsequent constitutions moreover enshrined a multi-party system that promoted the establishment of a plethora of political parties. After 1996, these parties gradually began to cooperate under the umbrella of the ʿahzāb al-liqāʿ al-mushtarak (Joint Meeting Parties, JMP), which became Yemen’s main opposition alliance. Not only did activists from their ranks play a crucial role in organising early anti-regime protests in 2011, but the mobilising structures of CSOs and political parties became key to their transformation into a sustained mass movement.

Second, after the intra-Yemeni war of 1994, President Ṣālih not only abandoned the democratisation project and the power-sharing arrangement of the unity agreements, but also began consolidating political, military and economic power around his immediate family at the expense of powerful regime insiders. The strongest dissent mounted over the grooming of his son ʿAlī Ṣālih for the presidency. After the bombing of the USS Cole in the port of Ṭīn ʿAdan in 2000 and the 9/11 attacks, Yemeni-American counter-terrorism cooperation further reinforced Ṣālih’s increasingly personalised, kleptocratic and repressive ruling style. Amidst dwindling state revenues, the creeping oligarchisation of power, the appropriation of state resources and Ṣālih’s autocratic conduct propelled the progressive fragmentation of the inner circle of regime insiders and prompted increasingly frequent popular protests. By 2011, elite powerbrokers – particularly ʿAlī Muḥsin and the al-ʿAlīmars, who had already tacitly begun manoeuvring against Ṣālih – saw the popular protests as a window of opportunity to defect and throw in their weight against the regime.

Third, the policies of the Ṣāliḥ regime triggered resistance, which crystallised in two contentious movements: the Ḥūthīs, also known as Anṣār Allāh (Partisans of God), and ḥirāk al-jānūbī (the Southern Movement). The former conflict came to the fore in 2004 when the shabāb al-māʾin (Believing Youths) spearheaded social protests in defence of their politico-religious Zaydi identity, to remedy the marginalisation of northern territories and contest the government’s alliance with the United States. Although these disagreements left ample room for compromise, the Ṣāliḥ regime instead accused the shabāb of seeking to re-establish the Zaydi Imamate and responded with uncharacteristically brute force, which culminated in a series of six wars between 2004 and 2010. Following the failure of initiatives to reform the fraught North-South relationship after 1994, protests by retired Southern army officers mounted in the formation of the Southern Movement in 2007. Initially an issue-based movement that contested the appropriation of land and resources, government inaction led Hirāk to escalate its demands to the reestablishment of an independent state in South
Yemen. With the legitimacy of his regime in decline, Ṣāliḥ – rather than addressing Ḥūthī and Ḥīrāk grievances – paradoxically opted to fuel these conflicts in order to position himself as the defender of two central pillars on which his claim to legitimacy rested: the republic and unity. The Ḥūthīs and Ḥīrāk therefore lost no time in seizing the opportunity to bring down the Ṣāliḥ regime that arose with the burgeoning protest movement in 2011.

When demonstrations emerged in major cities in early 2011, the interests of these socially and ideologically heterogeneous groups – civil society organisations, opposition parties, disgruntled regime insiders, the Ḥūthīs and Ḥīrāk – converged. United in little but their conviction that incremental reform was futile and the regime beyond remedy, they formed a temporary coalition to overthrow Ṣāliḥ. Although the three processes that gave rise to this marriage of convenience specifically pertain to the post-unification period, they mirror earlier contentious episodes in the 20th century. Imam Yahyā’s concentration of power around his family, lagging social development, economic retardation and regional military exchanges in the 1930s and 40s led to the development of the equally diverse and transient ḥarār movement. In stark contrast to the traditional succession struggles of the Imamate, this nationalist movement consisted of an amalgamation of urban modernist intellectuals, Shāfiʿi merchants, Zaydi aristocracy, northern tribesmen and army officers. Although the constitutional coup of 1948 eventually failed due to historical conjuncture and counter-revolutionary forces, it set the stage for the 1962 republican revolution.

The emergence of the revolutionary coalition of 2011 was precipitated by shifts in political opportunities and constraints. As the news of the regime change in Tunisia and Egypt exposed the vulnerability of Arab autocrats to peaceful mass protests, Yemenis were among the first to emulate the contentious mobilisations. As early as mid-January 2011, civil society activists and party-affiliated students organised protests that soon grew into a concerted movement. The 1948 coup, the 26 September and the 14 October revolutions similarly drew their inspiration – albeit at a much slower pace – from the broader wave of revolutionary upheavals in the Arab world during the 1950s and 60s, particularly the Free Officers coup of 1952 in Egypt. In Sidney Tarrow’s terms, both the Arab nationalist revolutions and the Arab uprisings in 2011 formed a cycle of contention in which collective action rapidly diffused across a social system from the early risers to other segments of society. By relaying news about the revolutionary events across the region, powerful media organisations, notably the Egyptian sawt al-ʿarab in the 1950s/60s and Qatar’s al-Jazeera in 2011, thus fuelled the spread and innovation of contention.
Although the citizen revolt transcended traditional ideological affiliations, including the Arab nationalist and Nāṣirist ideologies that inspired the revolutions of the 1960s, there was a striking continuity of demands between these episodes of contention. The calls for *al-dawla al-madaniyya al-haditha* (a modern civil state) in 2011 strongly resembled the 1956 political manifesto *maṭālib al-shaʿb* (Demands of the People) and 1994 *wathiqat al-ʿahd wa-l-ittifāq* (Document of Pledge and Accord), whose objectives encompassed a modern, constitutional and republican order, equal citizenship and decentralisation. Similarly, the modern civil state was, among other aspects, to be a democratic polity with constitutional safeguards, civil and political rights, as well as a decentralised or federal state structure. However, not every component of the citizen revolt subscribed to this vision. The lowest common denominator thus remained the deposition of the Ṣāliḥ regime as epitomised in the popular slogans *al-shaʿb yurid isqāṭ niẓām* and *irḥal*. As former heads of state in Yemen’s 20th century history, all of which were either ousted and exiled, assassinated or executed, the concentration of power around his family was the most prevalent bone of contention. In line with a longstanding Zaydī tradition that rejects dynastic primogeniture, the grooming of Ṣāliḥ’s son Aḥmad as successor for the presidency generated the same fierce resistance as Imam Yahyā’s appointment of his son Aḥmad as crown prince.

Throughout Yemeni history, political forces have invoked competing collective memories to further specific political aims. At various instances, they have recalled the unifying collective memories of the ancient kingdoms of Sabā’ and Ḥimyar, as well as the common southern Arab ancestry of the *abnāʾ qaḥṭān*, which includes all but the Zaydī *sāda*. In the republican era, state-driven educational efforts turned the 26 September revolution into the central event in the collective memory of North Yemen. This provided a powerful standard for republican politics, but marginalised the millennial Imamate and Ottoman rule, except as a pejorative contrast to and *raison d’être* for the republic. In 2011, this dichotomy backfired, as protestors were quick to liken Ṣāliḥ’s rule to the tyranny of Imam Yahyā. Ṣāliḥ moreover instrumentalised the collective memory of the 1962 revolution by portraying the Ḥūthīs, whom he accused of seeking to re-establish the Imamate, as a threat to the republic. Similarly, the war of 1994 provided a divisive memory as it symbolised the defence of unity in official discourse, but the imposition of Northern hegemony to many Southerners. Although the most recent revision of Yemeni schoolbooks has incorporated
medieval Islamic history and civic values, the historical marginalisation of the millennial Zaydi Imamate and the Southern grievances persists in the 2014 editions of these books.\textsuperscript{904}

Mobilising structures and resources were instrumental in translating prevalent grievances, which would otherwise have remained at the individual level, into collective action. As other revolutionary episodes in Yemeni history, the citizen revolt drew on previously tolerated organisational structures. Resembling the politised associations, syndicates, clubs and trade unions of the 1950s and 60s in both North and South Yemen, the structures and networks of the civil society organisations and political parties that have emerged since the early 1990s turned them into vehicles of the movement. Powerful political entrepreneurs, such as Ḥamīd al-Āḥmar or ‘Alī Muḥsin, moreover provided finances, security and other resources to protestors, which led to their professionalisation and transformed grassroots activism into a mass movement. Simultaneously, however, the participation of former regime insiders caused major cleavages between independent youths, civil society organisations, the Ḥūthīs and Ḥirāk on the one hand, as well as established political parties and elite power brokers on the other, as the latter eventually co-opted and superseded the initially acephalous grassroots movement.

While social movements often employ repertoires of contention based on historical experiences, the citizen revolt resorted to a hybrid mixture of local and regional claim-making routines with marginal innovations. Although the revolutions of the 1960s initially pursued a range of peaceful means, they soon adopted guerrilla or terrorist tactics. Inspired by the peaceful mass mobilisations in North Africa, the citizen revolt departed from these prescribed claim-making routines. Although some of its components occasionally resorted to violence, particularly in self-defence, the overall movement remained committed to peaceful methods. In Yemen’s predominantly pre-digital society, text messages, pamphlets and local distribution systems, such as qāt chews, families, tribes, markets or companies – rather than social media – became the most salient instruments for exchanging information and coordinating collective action. The contentious repertoires of the citizen revolt encompassed protest marches (particularly after Friday prayers), civil disobedience, strikes, purges of public institutions, ‘life marches,’ public relations campaigns and lobbying outside actors. Its most prominent and innovative theme, however, became the occupation of public squares, which propelled mobilisation, symbolically defied authoritarian time and space and ultimately became instrumental for the overthrow of the Ṣāliḥ regime.

\textsuperscript{904} Author’s review of the 2014 editions of secondary school textbooks in the subjects of national education and history between the 5th and 12th grade.
In light of the dynamic trajectories of cycles of contention, the outcome of each Arab citizen revolt was largely predicated on regimes’ ability to absorb and re-channel political pressures, the degree of elite and societal fragmentation, the behaviour of security forces and foreign interventions. In Yemen, counter-revolutionary efforts proved futile in quelling the peaceful upheaval; instead, the regime’s recourse to repression only accelerated its downfall. Ironically, the fragmentation of the political, military and tribal elite became the greatest strength of the revolt and simultaneously the reason for its demise. Although opposition parties and elite powerbrokers enabled the protests to evolve into a mass movement, the involvement of largely Iṣlāḥ-affiliated powerbrokers, such as the al-Aḥmars and ʿAlī Muḥsin, polarised and superseded the grassroots movement, as well as militarised the conflict with the regime. With the most powerful tribes and security forces locked in military stalemate, the intervention by the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) tipped the balance of power against the Ṣāliḥ regime. However, the GCC initiative stifled Yemen’s revolutionary moment in exchange for the promise of an orderly power transfer and a transition process in which some of the most prominent components of the revolt – youths, Ḥūthīs and Ḥīrāk – were marginalised. Although Ṣāliḥ was eventually ousted from the presidency, the transition process precipitated the radicalisation of the Ḥūthīs, thereby setting the stage for a protracted civil war with regional involvement.

Rather than a revolution in a narrow definition, Yemen’s contentious mobilisation in 2011 was a cross-partisan movement of citizens, which sought to eradicate the ancien régime in favour of a more dignified, just, civil and prosperous socio-political order. Although it precipitated a brief revolutionary moment, elite powerbrokers and opposition parties soon superseded this citizen revolt and sold its aspirations short in the GCC Initiative. Despite this setback, the uprising marked the beginning of a long-term struggle over a new social contract in Yemen. Its central demands for al-dawla al-madanīya al-ḥadīth are thus part of a gradual historical drive to expand the realm of the state. In the medium term, however, the negotiations over this new social contract have not only been contested among multiple forces in the political arena, but constitute an underlying cause of political violence. Seen in this way, the citizen revolt of 2011 represents but the latest contentious episode in a long-term quest for a more inclusive and equitable power-sharing arrangement within the state, as no party can rule Yemen singlehandedly.
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